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LA prtsente bibliographie  contient  des  renvois  et des sommaires  au  sujet  des  rapports,  publiees  ou 
non,  produits sous 1'Cgide  du  Programme  d'initiatives  p&troli&res  et gazihes dans le Nord 
(PIPGN). LR PIPGN est un programme de  recherche  et  de  planification d'une durke  de  huit ans 
qui  vise h prbparer le gouvernement fbdbal et  les  administrations tenitorides 21 participer  des 
grands projets  de  mise  en  valeur  des  hydrocarbures  qui  gisent au nord  du 60" pardlhle. 

La bibliographie  cumulative du PIPGN pr6par6  avec l'assistance de  Arctic  Institute of North 
America's  Arctic  Science and Technology  Information  (ASTIS)  renferme 395 citations.  Pour 
faciliter  la  consultation,  les  citations  sont group& en  quatre  grandes at6gorics id6ologiques 
(sujets) amme le  montre  la  table  des  mati8res. A l'intdrieur de dlaque catdgorie,  les  citations 
apparaissent  en ordre ascendant  de  num6ro  de  dossier  de  I'ASTIS. Les citations  qui  s'appliquent h 
plus  d'une  grande ategorie apparaissent sous la  cathgorie  la  plus  pertinente et un renvoi  est  fait h 
la fin des  autres  catkgories  sous  la  rubrique Voir aussi. 

Les index  renvoient h la sadion principale de la  bibliographie i l'aide  d'une  combinaison  grande 
categoric par  sujet et numero ASTIS. LRs index  gdographique et  iddologique  (sujet)  puisent dans 
les thisaurus gdographique  et  id6ologique de 1'ASTIS. Tow les aut&,  tant  les  particuliers  que 
les entreprises, (organismes parrains, y Compfis)  sont  r6pertori6s  dans  l'index des  auteurs. LRs 
articles  de t6tc (cumme  le,  la, un, etc.)  n'apparaissent pas dans I'index  des  titres.  L'index  des 
series dpertorie tous l e s  grands  ouvrages  dont un  rapport fait  partie, y compris l e s  projets du 
PIPGN pr6sentQ  par  numgro  de  projet. 

Les personnes d6ireuses d'obtenir les rapports cith dans la  bibliographie  devraient  d'abord 
s'adresser i~ leur bibliothhue de  df6renc.e  locale ou 21 l'uiteur du  document. Si cette  demarche 
demeure sans resultat,  le  rapport peut toujours &e obtenu  par  pret  entre  bibliothiiques  auprks  de 
I'un des  endroits  dont  le  code  apparait B la  dernikre'  ligne qui pr6dde le  Asurn&  L'explication  des 
codes se trouve dans la publication 
consulter au service  des  prets  interbibliothQues  de  toute  bibliothkque  canadienne. 
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INTRODUCIlON 

This  cumulative  bibliography  contains  citations  and abstracts for  published  and  unpublished 
reports  completed  under  the  Northern  Oil  and Gas Action Program (NOGAP). These  items  have 
been  funded  wholly  or partly by NOGAP. 

One of the NOGAP's operating  objectives  is  to  make  its  products  widely known and available. 
This  cumulative  bibliography  (volumes 1-4), is  issued in support of this  objective. This 
armulative  bibliography is also available  in  computerized  format  "Folio  Views". A copy can be 
obtained from the NOGAP Secretiat on  request, by phoning 997-8293 or writing  the NOGAP 
Secretariat, 10 Wellington  Street, room 948, Les Terrasses de la  Chaudi&re, Hull, Quebec K1A 
OH4. 

NOGAP is an eight-year research and  planning  program  intended to advance the  state of federal 
and  territorial  government  preparedness for major  hydrocarbon  development  north of 600. 

Government  preparedness  for  major  hydrocarbon  production refers generally  to  acquiring  the 
knowledge and analytical  capability  to make appropriate  decisions  concerning  major  northern 
development  proposals.  Preparedness requires the ability to evaluate  environmental  impacts  and 
mitigate  adverse ones; to  develop  guidelines  and  techniques  to  minimize  hazards;  to  plan for 
additional  public services and infrastructure;  and,  to  implement  means of enhancing  northern 
opportunities  and  benefits from hydrocarbon  development. 

8 - *  

NOGAP funds  are used to  accelerate  work  on  current  projects or to undertake  new  activities 
which  existing  budgets  cannot  accommodate.  Projects are proposed  by NOGAP participants to 
support  their  responsibilities in connection with northern  hydrocarbon  development.  They are 
undertaken  within  the  context of generic  development  scenarios  which  have been adopted for the 
program. 

OF 

The  bibliography  is  multi-disciplinary by virtue of  the  organizations  participating in NOGAP - 
five federal departments  and both territorial  governments: 

1) Indian  and  Northern  Affairs  Canada 
2) Fisheries  and Oceans 
3) Environment Canada 
4) Energy,  Mines  and  Resources Canada 
5 )  Canadian Museum of  Civilization - Archaeological  Survey of Canada 
6) Government  of  the Yukon 
7) Government  of  the  Northwest  Territories 

Transport  Canada,  which  participated  directly in the program during  its fmt few  years  now 
finances its  research  and  planning through "A" base resources. 

i 
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The  cumulative  bibliography  contains  all  the  reports  produced  completely or partially  with 
NOGAP funding  and  submitted  to the NOGAP Secretariat  up  until  August 1991. Some of these 
reports  have  been  published,  primarily in well-known  departmental  series. A majority of the 
reports  have  not  been  formally  published,  although  some may later be published in existing series. 
me reports  are final, unless otherwise  noted. 

This  cumulative NOGAP Bibliography  was prepared with the assistance of the Arctic  Institute of 
North  America’s Arctic  Science  and Technology Information (ASTIS) and contains 395 citations. 
Citations  are  grouped into broad  subject  categories as shown in the  Table of Contents to allow 
easy browsing.  Within each category citations are listed in ascending order by ASTIS record 
number.  Citations  that  apply  to more than one  broad  subject catesory are listed  in  the  most 
applicable  category and are  cross-referenced  in  the  “See Also” list  at  the  end of other  pertinent 
categories. 

The indexes  refer  back to the main  section of the bibliography  using a combination of broad 
subject  category and ASTIS number. The subject  and  Geographic Indexes use tams from the 
ASTIS subject and geographic  thesauri.  All personal and  corpomte aathors, including sponsoring 
organizations, are listed in the  Author  Index. Leading articles (A, The, etc.) are removed in the 
Title  Index.  The  Serial  Index  lists  all  larger  works of which a report  is part, including NOGAP 
projects sorted by  project  number. 

Those wishing  to  obtain reports cited in the  bibliography  should first contact  their  local  research 
libraries or the  publisher of the  document. If this approach is  unsuccessful  the report may be 
obtained  on  interlibrary  loan  from  one of the  locations  indicated  by  codes  on  the  last  line 
preceding the abstract. ’Ihe codes are explained in the publication Symbols of Canadian Libraries, 
which is available in the interlibrary loan department of any Canadian Library. 
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A - GEWRAPHY, OEOMORPHOUXiY, AND  CARTOGRAPHY 

A - GEOGRAPHY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, AND 
CARTOGRAPHY 

A-206806 
Canadian  Beaufort Sea physical shore-zaae analysis : final 

report / Dobrocky Seatech L i m i t e d .  Harper, JAR. 
Reimer, P.D. Collins. A.D. Canada. Indian and 
Northern  Affairs Canada [Sponsor). Canada. Energy, 
Mines and Resources Canada [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : Dobrocky Seatech Ltd., 1985. 
viii, 105, [149] p. : ill., maps ; 28 an. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.05 : Physical  environment : process and 

(NOGAP  project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Appendices. 
References. 
mm, NWYXN 

hp-1 

An analysis of the Canadian Bnufort Sea m a d  zme (AlmkmlYuLon 
border to Baillie Islands) was conducted to provide r e g i d  summaries 
of (a) coastal morphology, @) cmstd stability and (c) w r s t l l  
processes. ... A total of 2,077 km of coastline were examined using 
aerial photographs, low altitude oblique video imagery and previously 
existing field studies. ... S i  coastal fypcs were defmed ,,, Md were 
used to chamcterizc the coastal zone. The results indicate a 
preduninance of emsiwal landform ’ypcs ... with relatively few 
(QO%) widely dispersed accretional landforms. Over 1.ooO 
cwnpariscms of coamal stability were made using 1950’s and 1970’s air 
photos. The resulta indicate that the Bcrufort Su m t  is mdergoing 
wide scale regional retreat. ... ’Ihc prerencc of significant quantities of 
terrestrial ice in the coastal scdimcnu is om of the primary causes of 
the wide scale retreat.  It is also hypdherized that the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea is undergoing a rclativo sea level rise, which is 
mntributing to the mpid rctrcat. ... This is manifest in the dominance of 
erosional landforms. An imprbnt  exccpion occw on the western 
Yukon coast where lmg linear barrier islands appar  stnble.  It is 
speculated that onshore movement of material due to i c e  push is the 
primary p m s s  responsible for supplying material to these barriers. 
(Au) 

A-206814 
Beaufort Sea coastal sediment  study,  numerical  estimation of 

sediment  transport and nearsbore prollle adjustment at 
coastal sita in the CanadIan Beaufort Sea / Keith Phiport 
Consulting  Limited,  Pinchin, B.M. Naim, R.B. 
Philpott, K.L. Canada, Indian and Northern Affairs 
Canada [Sponsor]. Canada; Energy, Mines and Resources 
Canada [Sponsor]. 

Thornhill, Ont, : Keith Philpott Consulting  Limited, 1985. 
2 parts ( v d o u s  pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Open file - Geological  Survey of Canada, no. 1259) 
(NOGAP ptoject no. A.05 : Physical  environment : process  and 

impacts) 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Sea) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Contents: Pt. I, text. - Pt. 11, data 
Copies available from  Maritime  Resource  Management  Services, 

P.O. Box 310, Amherst, N.S., B4H 325. $195.80. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYW, NSDB, ACSP, Mx;, BVAG 

This repon respmda to a need for better data on coastd pnxxsses in 
the CMadiM Beaufort Sa for the siting and design of new nhon-baae 
facilities. Nlnncricd estimates of donghorn sediment transport and 
nunhore p m f h  adjurtmcnts are deve1q-d for the fohwing sites: 
Nonh H a l ,  N.W.T.; Stokes Point, Yukon: and Tuktoyalrluk.  N.W.T. 
The influence of stom surges on coastal processes is also invtstigued. 
The evolution of the shoreline at King Point under existing mditions 
and with a total littoral buricr stmctm has bcm modelled. Offshore 
and ncanhore wave climates have been Mmputcd for 7 sites, the 6 
mentioned abme plm Pauline Cove on Herschel Island Thlhcy a n  b r e d  
on new foueen-yur  pmmetric hindcash. Thc inshore wave c l i s  
were canputed using twodimcnriond s p e d  transfer techniques with 
ahwann for shallow water equilibrium spectral  forms, (Au) 

A-210463 
Coastal erosloa and sedimentatim In the  Canadian Bmutort 

(Current reearch - Geological Survey of Canada, paper 85- 1B. 

(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone geotechnics, Beaufort 

References. 
Doc- not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
ACU 
Sedimentr are supplied to the Beaufort SEI coast primarily from river 
and cliff soutces. h(rcl?bnue Delta is the major d e p s i t i d  future, but 
has a pndotniiantly  erosimd outer shoreline. despite high sediment 
supply and locally wide mudflau  revtaling sediment sink loutionr, 
Other featws include cliffs, breached lake cmbayments. flded t m d n  
flats, Ingoom. cmaries, dclfu. beachcs and b m e n .  Coastal surveys 
during 1984 included extensive oblique atrial video covcnge. 22 teach 
profdea at 8 sites, sediment sampling. and 98 mcasumncnh of cliff 
m a r i o n  at 11 sites. Belch deposita range from cliff-top gmvelr (up to 
6.0 m above mean sea h l )  and gnrvel barrier8 (up to 2.2 m) to wide 
sandy spits and baker  islands with crest e h t i m s  as low M 0.4 m. 
Driftwood deposita occur as high as 40 m. Observed rates of cliff 
recession show  high spatial and temporal variability, with 5 - p r  mems 
as high as 13 m/a. (Au) 

Sea / Forks. DL. Frabel, D. 

p. 69-80, ill.) 

s-1 

A-308714 
Coastal erosion sad shoreface evolutioa in the  southera 

Canadian  Beaufort Sea / Hequette, A. Canada. 
Geologicul Survey. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Geological Survey of Canada, 1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone  geotechnics.  Beaufort 

A  one page preprint with a  handwritten note saying: “Canadian 

Doc~menr not s e n  by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
With the exctrptim of the Mackenzic Delta, the cmt l in t  of the 
southern Canadian Beaufort Sea consists of low to moderately elwated 
unconsolidated cliffs. Although the Beaufort Sa is  ice-free during only 
three months a year and wave energy is restricted by pack i a  offshore, 
the cmst is  undergoing r e g i d  retreat with very high erosion rates 
(>lo m/a in some locations). when ground icc  is present in the 
surticial sediments.  it ia an impon*nt factor c m t d i n g   c l i  retreat as it 
leda to slumping (ntmgrtsrive thaw failure). Regression ~ a l y ~  of 
emaion rates with ground i n  content, sediment ttxture, cliff height and 
wave energy revealed medium to poor correlation. This  rhowa that the 
reasrive evolution of the s h o d i e  can not be explained solely in 
terms of  wave-induced or land based prowsscs (thaw senlcmcnt, 
retrogressive failure, mudflows ...), so other geomorphic agenlr must 
contribute to the cmstal retreat. The comprison of neanhore echw 
sounding records with earlier bathymetry from the 1960’s showed 
substantial changes in the shonfan  profile.  it  is p m p c d   h a t  the 
evolution of  the submarine slope has a significant effect MI the 
recession of the c o a l i c .  Degmdptim of subcabed permafmst and sa 

Sa) 

Association of Geographers. 1988”. 
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A - GEOGRAPHY. GEOMORPHOLOGY, AND CARTOGRAPHY 

ice pmessea on the seafloor aw suggested to be major facton 
influencing shoreface profile development. (Au) 

Set a b  B-207330,  B-292184,  B-308633, B-308668.8-308676, 
B-308692.  B-308706,  B-308722.  B-308730,  B-308781, 
B-308790,8-308811, B-308820,  C-308528,  C-308544, 
C-308560,  D-207489,  D-207659,  D-308420,  D-308595, 
D-308609.  D-309494,  D-309516, F-210420, G-308579. 
G-308587, G-308625,1-204188,Q-308536, R-308390, 
U-207799,  U-306495,  U-308404,  U-308919,  U-309010, 
U-309036,  U-309176,  U-309290,  U-309320,  U-309370, 
X-190314,  X-195499,  X-287709. 

B - GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, 
GEOCHEMISTRY, AND PALAIONTOLOGY 

8-206822 
Report on evaluation of granular remume potential lower 

Mackenzie  Valley / Hardy  Associates  (1978)  Limited. 
Canada,  Indian  and  Northern  Affairs Canada [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta : Hardy'  Associates  (1978) Ltd.,  1986. 
iv,  49, [26] p. : ill., maps ; 28  cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.04 : Granular resources  inventory  and 

Appendices. 
Bibliography. 
D o c u m  n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 
This study involved an exlensive review of existing published and 
unpublished geological and geotechnid literature peninent to the 
distribution of surficid materials along the polential  Mackenzie Valley 
pipeline  route. The locations of all possible granular deposits were 
plotted and geotechnical information on each deposit was mmpiled in 
tabular form. An overall assessment in terms of material quality and 
quantity was made. The deposits with the highest quality materials were 
funher assessed to determine the additional work  required to evaluate 
fully h e  deposits and to develop borrow pit  management  plans. The 
study identified 292 potential granular sources in the lower Mackenzie 
Valley (excluding Richards Island) and  summarized all pertinent 
geological and geotechnical parameters for each source. An overall 
assessment of these sources identsed 52 deposits which are excellent 
or  good prospects. Recanmendations are given for funher investigation 
of these prospects as well as for poorer quality deposits and bedrock 
sources IO develop granular material. Summary tables of potential 
borrow source data and m a p  displaying the location and quality of 
deposits are included. (Au) 

management  program) 

8-207098 
Granular  resource  evaluation : Richards  Island, N.W.T. / 

EBA  Engineering  Consultants  Limited.  Canada.  Dept. of 
Indian  Affairs  and  Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta. : EBA  Engineering  Consultants  Ltd.,  1986. 
iv, 32 p. : ill. ; 28  cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular  resources  inventory  and 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document nd seen by ASTIS. Cifafion from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
A geotschnical evaluation of granular tesource prospects  on Richards 
Island  was mnductcd during 1986 to re-evduate and updale 

management  program) 

information on the m a k i n g  tesourcea on Crown lands in the northern 
Mackenzie  del^. The main objectives of L e  s t u d y  werc 10 locate 
additional supplies of, and to prepare developmnt p h s  for sauntes 
determined to contain sufficient volumes of recowrnble granular 
materials. The report includcs summaries of the geological md 
geomorphic setting of Richards Island and of the field, laboratory and 
office procedures utilizcd in the evaluation. The results of the drilling 
pmgmm, laboratory testing and analysis are summarimd in terms of 
overall material quality and quantity on a site-by-site basis. General 
recommendations for pit developnent and future work are prwidcd. 
Detailed descriptions of site conditions, including borehole logs and 
laboratory test results, material qualitia and quantities, and site-spccifc 
recommendations are presented in a sepamte appendix for each pruspoct 
investigated, (Au) 

8-207110 
Overview of granular  resources  potential for the western 

Beaufort  (Yukon) continental shelf / Earth & Ocean 
Research Ltd Canada Dept. of  Indian  Affairs  and 
Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Earth & Ocean  Research Ltd., 1986. 
iv.  78  leaves : ill. ; 28  cm. 
(NOOAP  project no. A,W : Granular  resources  inventory  and 

Pocket  enclosures. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citarion from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
This work is  part of a program undertaken by Indian and Nonhem 
Affain Canada to define systanatiully the sand and gravel deporita in 
the Beaufort Sca region. The study, conducted during February m d  
March 1986, consisted of interpreting and integrating PffviwBly 
collected bathymetric, geophysical and gedqica l   dah  to provide an 
overview of the granular resource base. The area examined, 5 0  
square tan, extends fran the Yukon coast no& to the shelf edge at 
approximately the 80 m contour, and westward from the eastern cnd80f 
Herschel Island at approximately 139 degrees W to the Y u k d A h k a  
boundary at 141 degrees W. The proven. probable and prospeclive 
resources are defined  in t e r m s  of location, areal extent. thidmess, 
volume and quality. This overview will assist in planning future 
explowion studies to delineate granular materials for use in onshore or 
offshore constmction by industry and government. (NOGAP) 

management program) 

9 

B-207322 
1984 offshore  geotechnical site investigation : Herschel SUI 

sites,  Yukon  Territory / EBA Engineering  Consultants 
Limited. Canada Indian and Northern  Affairs  Canada 
[Sponsor]. Canada Geological  Survey  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta : EBA Engineering  Consultants Ltd.. 1984. 
20, [IS] p. : ill. : 28  cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.04 : Granular resources  inventory  and 

management program) 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal  zone  geotechnics.  Beaufort 

Sea) 
Appendices. 
do cum en^ not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYIN 
This report presents a summary of the geotechnical data collected at the 
Herschel Sill. ... The investigation was performed to determine the 
distribution, thickness and quality of potential sand and gravel deprits 
on the Herschel SiU, and the general stratigraphy and geolcchnical 
properties of the area. Field testing was canied out from the Arctic 
Kiggiak  on October 11, 1984. (Au) 
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B - GEOUXiY, MINERALOGY, GEOCHEMISTRY, AND PALEONTOLOGY 

B-207330 
Investigation of subsurface conditions  at King  Point, Yukon 

Territory / MJ. O'Connor & Associates Ltd. Canada. 
Indian and Northern Affair$ Canada [Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : MJ. O'Connor and  Associates Ltd.. 1986. 
2 v. [163] p, : ill,, maps, plans ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular resources inventory and 

Appendices. 
References. 
D m u m  nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
om, NWYIN 
This repon documem the findings of a geofechnicd site investigation 
d the genetal rubrutface conditions near King Point, Yukon Territory. 
Ihe main objective w u  to acquire the necessary information to permit 
engineering assersment of the pDtential imprctr of plopostd 
developments M the offshore, ctrrsul and onshore environments. The 
research pc~8ram invdvcd evaluation and synthesis of existing 
geologid d gcotechnical infomation. site invertigation, laboratory 
and in situ tc6ting. conrtruclicm of a coud sediient dynamicr model, 
and utTzation of the model to enluatt probable distributions and 
thicknesses of nearshorn gravels. Volume I cmtainr detailed 
dercriptionr of the research p m g m .  research conclusionr and 
recommendations for additional investigation. Volume I1 (Appendices) 
contains borehole lop, data and t e a t  results. numerid c s t i m l a  of 
sediment transpat. plnposed development scenarios and maps. 
(NOGAP) 

management progam) 

B-207357 
Beaufort Sea shorebase monitoring program : a data report 

on 1984 geochemical sampling / Nuclear Activation 
Swviws Limited. Canada. Dept. of Indian Affairs and 
Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Hamilton, Ont : Nuclear Activation  Services Limited, 1986. 
122 p, : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  A.20 : Hydrocurbon activitiw : Marine 

Appendices. 
References. 
Dmument n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 
This data report is part of the joint government - industry Beaufort Sea 
shorebase monitoring program that i s  designed to monitor the marine 
environment along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula for potential impacts 
fm oil industry activities. In the summer of 1984 rcdmcnt samples 
from 22 sampling statims along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula wcrn 
collected. The scdiicnt samples m i s t e d  of core and grab samples 
fran 15 stations located in TuktoyaktuL Harbour, 4 stations in 
McKinley Bay and 3 in Hutchison Bay. 'Ihe rcsultx of the gcochemicpl 
analysis of these samples for hydmxrbms. heavy metals, major 
elements. total organic carbon and sediment particle s i p  arc presented 
(Au) 

research and  management) 

8-207535 
King Point coastal mne sediment transpart study 

(contractor's report on fiekl operations) / Dobrocky 
Seatech  Limited.  Gillie, R.D. Canada, Geological 
Survey [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : Dobrocky Seatech Ltd., 1985. 
viii, 29 leaves, [ 1051 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Open file - Geological  Survey  of Canada, no. 1260) 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal Zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Copies available from Maritime  Resource  Management  Swvices, 

Appendices. 
References. 

Sea) 

P.O. Box 310. Amherst, N.S., B4H 325, $29.15. 

Documer~ not seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
NSDB. OOG, BVAG 
This atudy waa conducted at King Poiit  on the Yukon c a t  of the 
Baufort Sea from 24 Augwt to 16 Scplcmbcr, 1985 for the King Point 
Coud Z m e  Sediment Transpat Study. King Point has been p m p e d  
as a site for a port in connection with Buufort hydrourbDn 
devdqnnent. Information on the wind and wave climate. C0ut.l 
geology, and rat- and directions of sediment tmnspfl ir requid. Ihe 
data collected in this study is beiig used to provide input to M I U ~  
sediment t ranuprt  model pndidiona for the King Point arcs. 'Ihc 
mport contains a brief &reription of the study area and the design of 
~JIC field experiment, followed by a detailed amount of the 
instmentation d tedaniques used. and an inmtory of the data 
deaed. P i y ,  a brief discussion of the field p m g m  makes 
suggestions for alterations or impmanenu to the technique# urd. 
(NOGAP) 

B-207551 
Interpretation of Beaufort Sea 1985 high remlution 

rdmctiodrefktion data / Fortin, G. Canada. 
CJ~ological Survey [Sponsor]. 

Hull. Quebec : Guy Fortin. 1986. 
i. 53 leaves. [SI leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Open fde - Geological Survey of Canada, no. 1350) 
(NOGAP projat no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics, Beaufort 

Pocket enclosure. 
References. 
Doc- not seen by H I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OQG 
A combimd high resolution seismic mfracticm/mflectim survey was 
urricd out during Scptunbet 1985 by h e  Terrain Geophysics G m p  of 
the Geological S u m y  of Canada to test a deep towed, 12-cburnel 
marim eel in the h d i a n  Buufo~t  Sea. The primary objc4ve was 
the detection of  sub-bottom ice-beuing permafmst within about 20 m 
of the scabotlrm. as UI aid in pipcline muting and wellsite c v b t i a n .  
ThC n t u d y  also provided velocity mcasurrments of u n f m n  rubcd 
scdimentr, which may be uueful in the search for granular d e p i u .  The 

geologic featurea encountered in the immediate sub-bottan .long a 
rqmll describes the seismic cunprerrionrl wave velocitier and the 

number of regimd lines. There liner were tmvemcd no& of Pullen 
Idand on the Akpak Plateau and across the Kugmallit Channel, where 
future pipeline mutes might be located. The lines comprise six pmfides 
with 792 vclocity obsemtioms dOng a b u t  110 km of reismic data. 
There profile8 pass through Isserk 8-27. Amak L-30 and Kugmdit 
H-59 wellsiter. Vertical inadcnce single channel reflection records were 
callectcd along five lines. (NOGAP) 

Sea) s 

8.207578 
Sediment transport study  at King Point, Yukon Territory / 

Atlantic Geoscience Centre. Morpan. P. 
(Current research - Geological Survey 2 Canada, paper 86- 1B. 

u. 859-863. ill.) 
( N b N  proj& A. D.01 : Coastal mne geotechnics.  Beaufort 

Sea) 
References. 
Documet~ not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
NSDB. ACU, OOG 
A fidd study was conducted at King Point to collect sediment tranuport 
and c o * s t d  m e  data, Nearshore d i r e c t i d  wave mcsuurements were 
collcacd for the fint time in the Canadian Beaufort Sen. Thc dnta also 
included wind s p e e d  and  direction. bottan current velocities and 
dimticats. sediment s~nplct, and beach and bathymdnc pmfhs. 'Ihe 
data will be used to calibrate numerical models to estimate wave 
climate and alongshore sediment transpon t a b s  and directions. (Au) 
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8-207632 
Geological data compilation for marine areas of the 

Canadian Arctic  Archipelago 1 MJ. O'Connor & 
Associates  Ltd. Canada Geological  Survey  [Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : MJ. O'Connor & Associates, 1984. 
21 p. : ill,, maps ; 28 cm. 
(Open fie - Geological  Survey of Canada,  no. 1159) 
(NOGAP  project  no. D.02 : Arctic Island channel  geotechnics) 
Copies  available from Precision  Microfilming  Services  Ltd.. 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
NSDB, ACSP, OOG, BVAG 
This open fide comprises  a comprehensive compilatim of  geological 
data sources developed  over  the period 1943-1984 pemining to the 
Canadian Arctic  Archiplago. The majority  of  the  information 
assembled  was  related to thc geological.  geophysical  and gdcchnicd 
properties of the unmsolidatcd sediments and shallow bedrock 
materials  underlying  and  immediately  adjacent to the marine  areas. The 
open file comprises an annotated  bibliogmqhy and 31 CHS charts 
showing boundaries of marine  related  studies,  sample  locations  and 
track plots  of government and  industry sumys. (Au) 

Halifax at  users  expense. 

B-207667 
Geological and cruise report on the bottom sampling 

program and operation of CSL TUDLIK on the CSS 
BAFFIN hydrographic cruise 84-015, Jones  Sound, 
District of Franklin, N.W.T., Canada August-September 
1984 I Geomarinc  Associates Ltd. Ruffman, A. 
Canada, Geological  Survey  [Sponsor]. 

Halifax, N.S. : Geomarine  Associates Ltd., 1985. 
vi, 87 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Open file - Geological  Survey  of Canada, no. 1261) 
(NOGAP project  no.  D.02 : Arctic  Island  channel  geotechnics) 
Pocket  enclosures. 
Copies available from Precision  Microfilming.  Halifax, $39.00. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
NSDB, OOG 
The Amic Pilot Project prompted the Canadian  Hydrographic Service 
to initiate a two-year,  multidisciplinary s t u d y  of the  bathymetry, 
geology and geophysics of Jones  Sound in 1983.  For  ita  second  year, 
the Atlantic Geoscience  Centre decided  not  to  attempt a full 
multidisciplinary geophysical survey, giwn the problems encountered 
with ice, logistics and ship  time in 1983.  Instead, it equipped  the 
Canadian Survey Launch (CSL) TUDLIK for shallower  water, 
nearshore work. Thc prime areas investigated  were  those on the  shelf 
and slope  around the  margins of Jones  Sound,  shoreward of the amaa 
mapped in 1983 to  establish continuity  with  the  previously-mapped 
offshore arms,  wherever  pwsiblc, The work done  included a 
compilation on  chart  scale of interpreted  scabed  sediment  type. 
sediment boundaries and  relevant  seabed  data. (NOGAP) 

B-207683 
Geochemical and mineralogical  studies in  the  Arctic 

Archipelago 1 Memorial  University of  Newfoundland.  Centre 
for  Cold  Ocean Resources Engineering. Macko, S.J. 
Segall.  M.P.  Pereira,  C,P.G.  Canada.  Geological 
Survey  [Sponsor]. 

St. John's, Nfld. : C-CORE. University of Newfoundland, 1985. 
v, 19 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Open file - Geological  Survey of Canada, no. 1315) 
(NOGAP project no. D.02 : Arctic  Island  channel  geotechnics) 
Copies  available from Precision  Microfilming,  Halifax, N.S., 

$10.80. 
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Appendices. 
References. 
Document n01 seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG, NSDB 
Thc Byam Manin Channel region  of the  Canadian  Arctic Archipelqgo 
has  a  clay mineral suite typiml of northern,  high  latitude sediments, 
with chlorite and illite dominating the day-sird  fnctim. 
Montmorillonite is prevalent (4262%) in the  ncanhore a m  of the 
Sabine Peninsula,  Melville  Island and h g h e e d  Island. The decrwe of 
montmorillonite in  sediments  with distance from shore and from ndrth 
to south in the study area is  probably a result of differenlid 
flocculation and settling in the marim  environment,  and may be u d d  
in determining I d  arrent  pattern within the  study am. Stable 
mrlxm and nitrogen isotopic andyser indicate three independent lwrccs 
of organic material. Major localized inputs of 15N rich wpanicr mu 
with cold water  marine  and  terrigenous  end  members. (Au) 

8-307705 
Marine geological program in the Byam Martin  Channel - 

hugheed Island region, District of Franklin / Atlantic 
Geoscience  Centre. MacLean, B. Vas. G. 

(Current  research - Geological  Survey  of  Canada,  paper 86- IA, 

(NOGAP project no. D.02 : Arctic bland channel  geotechnics) 
References. 
Documed nol seen HASTIS .  Cildion from NOGAP. 
OOG,  NSDB, A(3U 
A seabed sediment  sampling  program  was  carried out thrwgh the i a  in 
the Byam  Martin Channel - Cameran  Island - hugheed Island rtgion 
of  the  Canadian  Arctic  Archipelago in April and May  1985. Sunpling 
operations were carried out at  79 stations over a 23,200 square lun a m  
mninly  with a 27 kg gravity corer.  Maximum call: recrwcry was 
approximately 1 m. Grab samples were obtained  at 19 stations with a 
Dietz-Lsfondc sampler. Preliminary results indicate that  the upper metre 
of seabtom sediments cansists prodominantly of silt or clay with 
variable amounts of coarser material. Ponuninifera in the rurfoce 
sediments indicate I distina  faunal break at 200 m  water dcph which 
is rclnted to waler  mass  characteristics. (Au) 

p. 769-774. ill.) 

B-291781 
Report on western Beaufort region  concrete  aggregate stuUy 

1 Klohn  Leonoff Ltd. Canada. Dept. of  Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary,  Aha. : Klohn  Leonoff  Ltd., 1988. 
i. 58 p. : col. ill.,  maps ; 28 crn. 
(NOGAP  project  no. A,# : Granular  resources  inventory and 

Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
The authors evaluated conditions and  sampling  results fmm six 
potential  concrete aggregate sources in the western  Beaufort  relgim, 
with  laboratory  testing to determine index pmpcrties, soundness, 
durability and aggregate reactivity. Each of the sources  welc also 
evaluated in terms of accessibility. facilities' requirements. conrxpual 
layout and  additional exploration requirements. The rcport condltdcd 
that  thrce of the sites are promising for use as concrete aggregate 
sources  and  recommends an extended and detailed  testing program. 
(NOGAP) 

management program) 

8-291790 
An evaluation of the  feasibility of developing granular 

borrow from the bed of the  Mackenzie  River I EBA 
Engineering  Consultants Limited. Canada, Dept.  of 
Indian  Affairs  and  Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary,  Aha. : EBA Engineering  Consultants Ltd., 1987. 
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66, 17 p. : ill., technical  drawings ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular  resources  inventory  and 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
This  study  reviews the  environmmul and economic feasibility of 
developing granular  materials  from the Mackenzie  riverbed for  use as 
constmaion borrow. The Mackenzie  River's natudly high flow rate 
and high  suspended  sediment content  during  the opFn water  season  will 
mask MY effects summer dredging might have on water  quality  and 
suspended  sediments.  However, there is concern for the interference 
dredging  may have on the migration of fish along the Mackenzie  and 
m spawning  areas. The r e p t  pints out that there is  a  shortage of site 
specific information M r i v c k d  muerirlr and fish pphticmr.  It 
o ~ ~ d u d e s  that  considerable research effort will be required bcfore the 
potential  value of the riverbed alluvium as a resource material can bc 
firmly  established. (NOGAP) 

management program) 

B-291803 
Report to Department of Indian ANaim and Northern 

Development on Beaufort regioa quarry rork study / 
Golder Associates. Canada, Dept. of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development [Sponsor]. 

Vancouver, B.C. : Golder Associates Ltd .  1988. 
2 v. (iii. 60: 6, ca. 90. 3, 17 p.) : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.04 : Granular resources  inventory  and 

Contents: Volume I : Report, appendix. - Volume 11 : 

References. 
D ~ u m e d  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
A geokchnical  evaluation of the technical feasibility of developing s i x  
quarry rock s~urces in the  vicinity of the Mrckenrie Delta. These sites 
were asscaaed for their pdential to pmvide  various maktials. from 
concrete aggregate to amour rock, for use  in carsttucting  shore 
pmtection, facilities and artificial islands. The evduatim included an 
investigation of site conditions,  dcsctiption of deposit chamcteristics 
and determination of rock  properties at each of the sitea,  Volume I 
contains the text and appendix dealing  with the site specific appraisals. 
Volume 11 contains all supponing  docurnenation. (NOGAP) 

management program) 

Supporting  documentation. 

8.291811 
Supplementary  report to the Department of Indian ANairs 

and Northern  Development on Beaufort  region  quarry 
rock study / Golder  Associates. Canada. Dept. of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development  [Sponsor]. 

Vancouver, B.C. : Golder  Associates, Ltd.. 1988. 
7, c a  28 p, : ill, ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular resources inventory  and 

management program) 
Document n01 seen by ASTIS. Citdon from NOGAP 
OORD. NWYM 
A supplementary reprt  which  describes the subsequent appraisal of 
two existing qurny sites near Inuvik. N.W.T. The rima were visited in 
1987 for  additional reconnaissance  mapping  and to collect samples for 
labralory testing. The labomtory lest? are summarized  and the 
engineering evaluations are amended Additional  recommendations  for 
f u t m  work are pmvided. (NOGAP) 

Calgary. Alta : Hardy BBT Ltd., 1987. 
35 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular resources inventory and 

Appendices. 
References. 
Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
Marine resistivity measurements  offer a valuable complement to sciwnic 
and acoustic  techniques in mapping of seabed  permafrost and granular 
depwits.  The Hardy MICRO-WIP marine resistivity system was 
originally dtvtloped for use at Pmdha Bay. The study turn rcfmcd 
the existing marine wistivily syslcm hardware and canpuler s d w m  
to provide a real-time interpretation of the resistivity  data. This 
crpabiiity is now available  for routine surveying in offshore 
environments including the Beaufort Sen. (NOGAP) 

management propram) 

8-291838 
Granular  resources  management strategy south Slave region 

/ Thurber Consultants Ltd. Can&. Dept. of Indian 
Affairs and  Northern  Development  [Sponsor). 

Calgary, Alta. : Thurbur Consultants Ltd.. 1987. 
2 v. iii, 78 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular resources inventory and 

Partial  contents: Voliime I : text. - Volume II : appendices. 
References. 
D~c~mettt nol seen by ASTIS. Citution from NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 
Depletion of the south Slaw granular sources is investigated here. ?his 
study evaluated granular resources supply - demand situatim; asamed 
suitability of regional lcsoulccs for use as concrete aggregate:  identified 
depleted and rbrndared s o u r n s  and site spec if^ requiremeats  for 
swm rehabilitation: and, rccanmended a  management strategy to 
pmmote m s c m t i o n  and efficient use of remaining  materials. There 
topics arc discussed an a SWICC, management area, and rcgimd basis. 
The resulu are  summarized in  a seriu of tables. maps and site plans. 
Volume I contains he text and suppl ing  technical infonnatim is 
pmvidcd in Volume 2. (NOGAP) 

management p r o w )  

B-292184 
Beaufort Sea ocean dumpsite  characterization / LGL Limited, 

Environmental Research Associates. Arctic Laboratories 
Limited. Canada. Environmental  Protection Service 
[Sponsor]. 

Limited. 1987. 
Sidney, B.C. : Arctic Laboratories Ltd. ; King City, Ont. : LGL 

xi, 100 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. (2.04 : Ocean dump  site  designated for 

Appendices. 
Document ttol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYEEP 
This study  characterized the  sediments of two porential cwan dumpites 
and surveyed for benthic  infaunal, epifaunal populaticms  and  fish. The 
senbed was characterized  using  side-scan sonar m e t a g e  for 
bathymetry,  pmfile. sedment, trace metal and h y d r o u h  urntent. 
During a one week cruise involving 30 locations, samples  wew  taken 
with  a Smith-Mclntyr grab. Otter trawls were also carried wt to sample 
epibenthos and  bottom fish. This field progmn also tested Hoff and 
Thomas (1986) predictions  concerning bath sampling  size  for  each 
contaminant and  applicnbiiity of the sediment grain sizdmntaminant 
relationship. (NOGAP) 

solid and contaminated  wastes) 

8-291820 
Real-time  marine  resistivity  system / Hardy BBT Limited. 

Canada. Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 
[Sponsor]. 
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B-292362 
A small boat seismic reflection suweg of the bugheed 

bland Basin-Cameron Mad RbDesborets Strait  region 
of the Arctic Island channels using open water  leads / 
Atlantic  Geoscience Centre. Sonnichsen, G.V.  Vilks, 
G. Canada. Dept. of Energy.  Mines and Resources 
[Sponsor]. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Bedford Institute of  Oceanography.  1987. 
9p.: i l l . ;28cm. 
(NOGAP project no. D.02 : Arctic  Island  channel  geotechnics) 
References. 
Dmumetlr not seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OORD, NSDB 
In July and August d 1986, a marine seismic m f l d i m  and sampling 
pugram was conduaed in seleatd Arctic island channels using 
hclimpter-transpaned idatable boats in opcn water leads. This 
experimental technique allowed collection of the first continuous 
seismic reflection data in the region, as well as gravity cores and 
bottom photographs at f w r  stations. (NOGAP) 

B-292370 
Cruisc  report of CSS Hudson cruise 86827 / Atlantic 

Geoscience  Centre. M a c k n .  B. Canada. Dept. of 
Energy, Mimes and Resources  [Sponsor]. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Bedford Institute of  Oceanography.  1987. 
23 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  D.02 : Arctic  Island  channel  geotechnics) 
Appendix. 
Documertl not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NSDB 
A preliminary wtline of the geological data obtained on Cruise 86027 
of the CSS Wudm from August 25 to Sepsemkr 26, 1986. Extensive 
geologic information was M i n e d  for Wellington Channel. B y m  
Martin and Austin Channels. eastern Barrow Strait, as well as 
reconnaissance data in Sophia and northern Queens Channels and at 
various localities almg the north side of Pany Channel south of 
Melville and Bathurst  Islnnds. These aEas repmart active and patentid 
oil transportation routes.  With the exaption of pam of a s t e r n  Barmw 
Strait, little or no regional marine geological data of the type acquired 
previously existed for the regiona sumyed during this cruise. This 
report also cmhins data on coastal zone sites in the central Queen 
Elizabeth Islands as well as geothermal data. (NOGAP) 

8-308412 
Addendum  report  part C on  western  Beaufort  region 

concrete  aggregate  study / Klohn Leonoff Ltd. Canada. 
Dept .  of Indian Affairs and Northern Development [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta. : Klohn  Leonoff  Consulting  Engineers, 1989. 
39, 11 leaves : ill. ; 30 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular  resources  inventory  and 

management program) 
Partial  contents:  Concrete  aggregate test, Beaufort Sea : 

Properties of concrete prisms subjected  to  cyclical  freezing 
and thawing and pewographic characteristics / J.E. Gillott. 

Appendix. 
References. 
OORD, NWYIN. ACU 
This repon presents and discusses the resulta of a long-term  laboratory 
study of potential sources of concrete aggregates in the Western 
Beaufort  Region. The main goal of the study was an assessment  of the 
suitability of the sources for production of concrete aggregates on the 
basis  of their performance under standard alkali-aggregate reactivity 
resting  and under simulated Ardic marine test conditions. In this report, 
work canplekd as eadier phases of the study  is  reviewed and 
summarized  and the cumulative results of the long-term alkali-aggregate 
testing over a total 24 months duration are presented  and discussed. 
The results  of  thin section petrographic examinations and scanning 

elcctm m i c m q y  are also prwentcd and compnrd with h e  trrults 1 
rapid freeze-thaw tests and the alkali-aggregate rUaivily tests. Four bf 
thc nix sites examined may be suitable, but funher field testing w d d  
be required IO determine quantities available and material hanogencity. 
(NOGAP) 

B-308439 
DMND “compilation and cataloguing of Beaufort 

bathymetric snd high  resolution shallow geophysicml 
survey data” 1988 / McElhinney  Surveying & Engineering 
Limited Canada, Dept.  of  Indian Affairs and Notthem 
Development  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary,  Aka. : McElhanney Geosweys Ltd., 1988. 
30 leaves ; 29 an. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular  resources inventory and 

OORD. NWYIN 
management program) 

This report describer the compilation and cataloguing of brthytnetric 
and marine high-msolution geophysical data for the Beaufort !ha. 
Repom and trackplota of the marine surveys obtained from the major 
Beaufort petroleum operators and government were reviewed with 
regard to their potantid usefulness in developing an inventwy of 
offshore granular t e scums .  Information on each of the p m i w s  
surveys was compiled in a database msisting of 50 repara& ‘fields” 
and tmckplota were assembled for digitizing. Listings of the d o g u e d  
surveys, by sponsoring ,@mpny  or agency. locatioa and type of runky 
arc included. ’Ihc report mdudes that. although a substantial body of 
information collected in the carly years of Beaufort exploration c d d  
not be located during the study, the majority of Beaufort Sea s u r v e y s  
have been examined and catalogued, and that information collected 
since 1980 will bc of greater value than earlier data. (NOGAP) 

8-308447 
Digitization of Beaufort  granular  resource  information : 

Canada. Dept.  of  Indian  Affairs and Northern 
final report / Earth & Ocean  Research Ltd Peters, J. 

Development  [Sponsor]. 
[S.I.] : Earth & Ocean Research Ltd., 1988. 
[ 63 ]  leaves : ill. ; 28  cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.04 : Granular  resources  inventory and 

management program) 
Partial  contents:  Appendix I: The  Beaufort  Sea  granular  resource 

database - digitized  track  inventory - Appendix II: The 
Beaufort Sea  granular  resource  database : list of digitized 
track databases correlated with the McElhanney catalogue - 
Appendix HI: the  SUPER-TECH  workstation. 

Appendices. 
References. 
OORD, NWYIN 
High-resolution seismic and sidescan track information fran the 
Beaufort Sea was compiled in digital database format and converted to 
the format of a geographic data management system used for 
selectively displaying, overlaying and plotting geophysical survey and 
other information. Geographic data on recent government and industry 
geophysical sumys  which was available already in digital format was 
simply converted to the required  format. Previous canpilationa of 
historical regional geophysical suwey data from both government bnd 
industry sourns and detailed rite surveys from DlAND defined boltow 
blocks, were manually digitized. The spalid database compiled in this 
study includes a b u t  1500 geophysical survey lines, totalling needy 
29,W line-km, which  was  believed lo represent essentially all of the 
then-existing geophysical data that was considered suitable for Beaufort 
granular materials evaluation. Recommendations for the modification of 
the spatial database system and the use and upgrading of the data were 
provided. (NOGAP) 
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B-308455 
Beaufort Sea geotechnical database : volume I / EBA 

Engineering  Consultants  Limited. MacLeod, NRR. 
Canada.  Supply  and  Services  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

[S.1.] : EBA  Engineering  Consultants  Ud., 1988. 
[43] leaves : 1 map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.04 : Granular raources inventory and 

management program) 
Partial  contents:  Appendix A: Catalogue data  dictionary  and 

selected  report  entries - Appendix B: Borehole log source 
reports. 

OORD, NWYIN 
This repon describes the compilation of gwcschnicd information 
collected for the Beaufort Sea, primarily by the oil industry and 
including some 100 repom that contain lop of more than 1400 
geotechnical borings, into a database of gmtdmia l  informntion for 
use in the evaluation of offshore granular resources. a c n e d  
idonnation on the 1-tim. amount and availability of existing 
subsurface data and its usefulness in granular materials evaluation has 
been catalogued in database format h e  information WM excluded for 
proprietary r e a r m ,  however. almost 1300 borehole logs were made 
available to the study. Detailed subsurface data, including stratigraphic, 
basic engineering classification and laboratory test data from these logs 
has been interprctcd, standardid. summarized and canpiled in M 
offshore granulhr borehole da tahe .  The criteria adopted for thin 
p r o n s s  are described in the report. W i e d  engineering and foundation 
data not applicable 10 granular rcawTcc evaluation w u  not included in 
the database. (NOGAP) 

8-308463 
Beaufort Sea geotechnical and geophysical databascs / EBA 

Engineering  Consultants Limited Olthof. R.I. 
Canada. Supply  and  Services Canada [Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : EBA  Engineering  Consultants Ltd.. 1991. 
ca. 125 leaves : 1 map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.04 : Granular  resources  inventory  and 

management program) 
Partial  contents:  Appendix A Report  catalogue data dictionary - 

Appendix B: Report catalogue  .centrism B.1 Geotechnical, 
B.2 Geophysical  and  hydraulic - Appendix C 
Borehole/oorehole/slcid sediment  loglgeophysical data 
source  reports - Appendix D: Additional  references. 

OORD, NWYIN, ACU 
This report summarizes 1991 efforts to expand geotechnical and 
geophysical databnes, originally compiled as separa te  projects 
(NOGAP A.4-22  and A.4-IS, respctively) in  1988. These databases 
include cataloguer of reports of geotechnical and suficial geological 
studies  and of hydrognphic and high-resolution geophysical surveys 
undertaken or sponsored  by both gwemmmt and the Beaufon Sea 
petroleum operaton, as well as a bornhole database of matigraphic and 
basic soil test information. h g s  of an additional 71 bornholes or 
coreholes and another 332 surficial sediment sunplea have been 
included  in the Beaufort Sea geotechnid borehole da t ahe ,  which 
now totals mom that 2700 logs. These additional dah  were contained in 
21 'C~CHIS, which were ab0 added to the existing database of 
geotechnical rnportr. Another 14 high-molution geophysical survey8 
and 4 hydrographic surveys have been canpiled in the geophysical 
reports catalogue. (NOGAP) 

B-308471 
Mackenzie Valley  transportation corridor geotechnical 

database / EBA  Engineering  Consultants  Limited. 
Olthof, R.I. Canada.  Supply and Services  Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Aka. : EBA  Engineering  Consultants Ltd.. 1991. 
[125] leaves : maps ; 28 cm, 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular resources  inventory  and 

management program) 

Partial  contents:  Appendix A: Report  catalogue  data  dictionary - 
Appendix B: Mackenzie Valley report catalogue  enfries - 
Appendix  C:  Mackenzie  Valley  borehole andor testpit  log 
source reports - Appendix D Additional  references. 

Referenca. OORD. NWYIN, ACU 
This report summarim  effoltr to compile a:.databsc that catalogues 
fieldwork. repons. mapa and other infomation on potential soulccs of 
granular and other canstruct ion materiala in the Madrenie Valley 
corridor, This catalogue of information complemenul sepante existing 
databases containiig Cwriptions of polcntial borrow swrccs  in both 
the Upper and Lowor Mackenzic Vallcy corridor. Several f edcd  
departments. the temtorial gwemment and industry have made 
information available for inclusion in these databases. The pnaent study 
identified more than 150 pEviow granular remum,  temin d y s i s ,  
surficial gedogy, g e o l d m i d  engineering and orher studies containiig 
at l u r t  14,000 borcholca. Due to budget and time oonstraints, only 74 
of these studiu hnve bcm included in the r e p  catalogue database. 
Recommendations are pmvided for  mmlation of the studies. borrow 
sources and boreholes. (NOGAP) 

8-308633 
Late Quaternary aksmo~tntigraphy of the inner shelf 

seaward d the  Tuktoynktuk  Peninsula,  Canadian 
Beaufort Sea / Hill Oeoscience Research. Hequette, A. 

Hill*p-RR. 6s an&. Geological  Survey [Sponsor]. 
Halifax. N.S. : Hill eoscience Research, [198-?]. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Docum~nl n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OOG 
This  p a p r   d e s c r i k  the seismic stratigraphy of the Quaternary 
sediments OII the inner shelf (QO m water depsh)  of the Canadian 
Beaufon SU, seaward of the Tukbynktuk Peninsula, Two r c g i d  
unconfomities and thrce seismic squmces arc defied f m  the high 
reaolution seismic rccorb. The deeper sequence (Sequence 111) is 
charader id  by large-scale crossbeds. ' Ih is sequence has been 
comkted with the Tmgmiark Sand lithoatntigraphic unit, p i o u s l y  
defined farther offshore, which i s  thought to be a glaciofluvial unit 
deposited during lower-than-present sea level conditions in the Ink 
Wismsinan. The lower bduy of thc overlying sequence (Sequence 
If) is an unconfonnity (U/C 2). interpreted as the pre-transgression land 
surface. Sequcnce I1 is discontinuous and consists of localized basin-fill 
and channel-fill units.  Most  of these are remnants  of thennokarst lakes 
partially eroded during the Holoccnc transgression. T h i s  squence is 
separated from the uppcnnoat sequence (Sequence I) by another 
unconformity (U/C 1) which  is the shoreface erosion surface generated 
by the Holocene sm level rise. Sequence I is mped of a 
transgnssive sand sheet overlain, in deeper arms, by recent marine 
muds. Seawad of  Hutchison  Bay, a large s u b - h t a n  depression within 
Sequencc Ill is interpreted as a late Wisconsinan fluviatile channel. 
According to our seismic interpretstion. the Tuk Phase morainal and 
ghciofluvial deposits existing onlnnd on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, 
and which  were p i o u s l y  assigned to the Early  Wisconsinan,  would 
bc of late Wiscoruinan nge. (Au) 

Sea) 

E-308641 
Late  Quaternary  stratigraphy  and  sedimentation of the 

eastern Canadian Beaufort shelf / MJ. O'Connor & 
Associates Ltd. Hill, P.R. Blasco. S.M. 
O'Connor, MJ. Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre  (Sponsor]. 

Calgary. Aka. ; MJ. O'Connor & Assoc.  Ltd.. [ 198-?]. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal  zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. 
OOG 

Sea) 
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'Ihrec seismic sequences nepnled by two  unwnfomitim wcre defined 
on high rerolution seirmic profiler from the eastern Canadian Beaufort Shelf. Squcnce 1 which forms a ruurficial veneer over most of the 
shelf, is thicker in seabed t m @ s  and becDmer generally thiier 
eastward on banks. An unconformity (VK 1) separates Sequences 1 
f m n  the underlying Sequence 2. which  is  most clearly identified  in the 
Beabed tmughs as a progmdational wedge. Sequence 2 thins at bank 
margins and commonly becomes indistinguishable from the top pan of 
Sequence 3. A seumd uncdormity (WE 2) separates Sequence 2 and 
3 in trough areas and defines deeply incised nnd i n f i i d  valleys which 
were traced acmrs the shelf. Sequence 3 is a canplex unit  showing 
horizontal and pmgradational reflectors, cut-md-fdl structurea or simply 
poor acmstic penetration. Five lithostratignphic units were defined 
frun borehole cuttings and cores. (1) 'Ihe Uviluk Sand cmsirtr of  well- 
sorted, fluvial and aeolian sand, representing pssible outwash deposits 
formed more than 21,000 B.P. It may k contemporaneous with (2) the 
Tarsiut Silt, a marine to deltaic unit c m p e d  of pmdaninualy silt 
and clay lithologies. The Tarsiut S i t  formed between 27,000 yam B.P. 
and possibly the early Holocene. (3) 'Ihe nngmiark Sand is interpmed 
as a second unit of fluvial and aeolian sand. Peat be& near the top of 
the unit are overlain by reworked marggal marine aands cmtaining 
bivalve fragments. This unit is of late Wisconsinan to Holocene age 
and  is  incised by the large valleys defined by UK: 2 in seismic profiles. 
(4) The Kaslutut Sand consists of finc-grained sand and contains peat 
beds giving ages ranging frun 17,730 years B.P. to 7,700 years B.P, It 
is probably comlatiw with the upper p*n of the Tmgmiark  Sand  and 
mmspmds  to Soquence 2 of the scismostntigraphy. (5 )  'Ihe Saw& 
clay consists of marine silty day   qu ivdmt  10 Sequence 1 and was 
deposited following Holmene transgression. This stratigraphy records 
the geologic history of the Beaufort Shelf from approximately the 
middle Wismnsinan to the present. A late Wisconsinan glacial advance 
produced a sandy outwash plain, fed by channels originating in  the 
Mackenzie Delta region. and deposited the Tingmiark Sand and 
marginal marine Tarsiut Silt. 'Ihese channeh later becnme incised as a 
ruponse to a lowering of relative aea level (RSL). As M L  recovered. 
a complex transition took place fm ghcial-dominated sedimentation to 
sedimentation dminated by the Mackende River, including infll of the 
incised valleys, reworking of the Tingmiark Sand and deposition of the 
Kaslutut Sand and Snuvrak Clay. (Au) 

B-308650 
Coastal  geology of  the  King Point area, Yukon  Territory, 

Canada / Hill, P.R. Atlantic  Geoscience Centre. 
Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre, [ 198-?]. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP  project no, D.01 : Coastal zone  geotechnics  Beaufort 

Documen1 nol seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
At  King  Point, on the Yukon  ctlast of the Canadian Beaufon Sea, a 
sand/pvel barrier is migrating landward across a sequence of 
lamatrine muds which were deposited in a thennokarst lake. The 
laamtrine deposits were hid down between 12 ka and the time of 
breaching  of the themokamt lake. Breaching occurred sanetime later 
than 1.7 ka.,  but  mom likely a few hundred years ago. Estimata of 
sediment supply and bamer gmwth CM best  be recmciled if a model is 
assumed that involves initial erosion of a 1 km wide headland.  an 
extension of a diamict ridge  which forms King Point itself.  followed by 
straightening of the coast and an increased sediment supply from 
gravel-rich cliffs nonh of the ridge. "his is compatible with historical 
evidence for development of the barrier. Canparison of  sediment 
supply,  retreat rates and longshore sediment transport potential lead to 
the conclusion that the developnent of the barrier  and coasul retreat 
are limitcd by the longshore transport potential. The evolution of the 
king point barrier is similar to that of gravel barriers in temperate 
regions,  but short-term increases in sediment supply through  thermal 
erosion of adjacent bluffs and erosion of the lower shoeface by ice- 
scouring may be impwtrnt additional factors. (Au) 

Sea) 
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B-308668 
Storm-dominated sedimentation on  the  inner  shelf of the 

Canadian  Benutort Sea / Hill, P.R. Nadeau, O.C. 
Atlantic  Geoscience Centre. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Cenee,  [198-?I. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project 110. D.01 : Coastal zone  geotechnics, Beaufort 

Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OOG 
"IC inner shelf  of the Canadian Beaufort Sea is chmctcrised by a 
succession of surfacid fie-gmincd  facia changes. Suward of 
shorefacc sands and silts. these facies are: (i) thin-bedded  lrilt and day 
couplets (4 an thick); (ii) massive to graded medium to thidr-bcdtlcd 
silt beds (up to 20 cm thick); (iii) thin silt beds (4 an thick) with 
thick interbeds of  biotUrbptEd silty clay; and (iv) biaturbated silty day 
with  no silt beds. These facies am rehted 10 wave action at the scabcd. 
The massive to graded medium to thick-bedded facies OCCUR between 
water depths of 4.2 m and 5.5 m and is  interpreted to rerult fpxn 
muspasion events by waves during storms. A nearbed region of 
suspended sediment concentration (SSC), observed near h e  5 m 
isobrth, increased in concentmtion during moderate storms. T i e  series 
of ncarbed SSC and wave heights in 5.9 m of water recorded mpid 
resuspension  resulting in SSC values of 4OOO mg/l during a severe 
storm. The thin-bedded silt and clay facies found shoreward of this 
resuspension  zone is interpreted to result fran atlenuation of  wave 
energy in the resuspenripn zone. The amount of  resuspension decwses 
shorcward resulting in thinner redeposited beds. Senward of the 
resuspension zone. the frequency of bottom resuspmsiw decreases with 
increasing water depth, reflecting the lower frequency of very large 
storm  wavcs. This is reflected in the deeper water fseier where 
bioturbated clay beromer the dominant facies, with thin silt b e d s  
representing infrequent botrom resuapPnsion during the largest stotohns. 
(Au) 

Sea) 

8-308676 
Report  of field activities, 1987 : Beaufort Sen coa~tal uyllc 

geotechnics / Hill, PR. [Compiler].  Canada.  Geological 
survey. 
: Canada Geological Survey, 1987. 

1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal  zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Sea) 
Contents:  Part 1: Field  activities  report, Ellice Island, Mackenzie 

Delta ,  N.W.T.. July  12-August 20, 1987 / K. Jenner 
(Dalhousie  University) - Part 2: Mackenzie  River D e l t a  
sediment  sampling, 1987 - K. Kranck  and T. Milfigan 
(Bedford  Institute of Oceanography) / Part 3: Cruise report : 
C.S.S. John  P.  Tully,  Beaufort  Sea,  August 7-12, 1987 1 R.A. 
Warmes (Geological Survey of Canada) - Part 4: Crwise 
report: C.C.G.S. Nahidik. September 11-18, 1987, Beaufort 
Sea / P.R. Kill (Atlantic Geoscience  Centre) - Part 5: Field 
survey and  cruise  report. U.S.G.S. R/V Karluk, 20 August - 
16 September 1987, Tuktoyaktuk  Peninsula  coast  and  inner 
Beaufort  Sea  shelf / A. Hequette  (Geological  Survey of 
Canada) - Part 6: Beach  dynamics  study,  Tibjalc  Beach, 
Beaufort  Sea  coast,  August 22 to  September 17, 1987 I P.R. 
Hill  (Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre) - Part 7: Far-field 
oceanographic  measurements  at  the  Amauligak F-24 well- 
site,  August - October, 1987 / D.B Fissel, D. Tuele  and OJ. 
Byme  (Arctic  Sciences  Ltd.). 

G.S.C. project 83ooo7. 
Document n d  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
This document consists of 7 mports: 3 CNiSC r e p o ~ ,  1 field activity 
report, a sediment sampling report, a beach dynamics s t u d y ,  and an 
oceanographic measurtments re+. (ASTIS) 
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B-308684 
Fine-grained storm deposits on the inner  shelf of the 

Canadian Beaufort Sea / Hill. P R  Atlantic  Geoscience 
Centre. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre, 1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone  geotechnics.  Beaufort 

One page  conference  preprint  with a handwritten note “AGS 

D o c u ~  not seen by ASXIS. Cilaiion from NOGAP. 
OOG 
The inner shelf of the Canadian Benufort Sea is characterid by a 
seaward  succeusion of seabed he-gnind facies. %ward  of shoreface 
mads and uilts, the surficial facies show tk fdowing scqumtrc: (i) 
thin-beddtd silt and clay couplets (4 an thickk (ii) massive t o   g d e d  
medium to thick-bedded s i l t  bcds (up to 20 cm thick); (iii) thin silt 
beds (U an thick) with thick intehds of bioNrbated ailty clay; (iv) 
bioturbated silty clay with no silt M s .  ’Ihe marsive to graded medium 
to thick-bedded facies OCCUR between  water dcptha of 4.2 m and 5.5 m 
and  is interpreted to result from major resuspension ewnu in a m e  of 
maximum wave energy during large sttorms. Oceanographic 
measurements support this interpretation: a nearbcd maximum of 
suspended sediment concentration ( S S C )  is obaerved centmd at the 5 m 
isobrth and incmams in intensity during moderate s t o m a .  Time aeries 
of narbed SSC and wave heights at 5.9 m warn de@ mrd strong 
muspension resulting in SSC values of 4ooo mgA during strong s~orm 
conditions. Ihe thin-bedded silt and clay facies found shoreward of this 
strong  resuspension m e  can be interpreted to rwult from attenuation 
of wave energy in the resuspension m e .  Thc amount of  resuspension 
therefore decreasw shoreward msultiig in W i e r  M r .  Seaward of the 
P m g  resuspensim m e .  the frequency of botlan sediment 
muspcnsion decreases with water depth. reflecting the lower frequency 
of very large storm waves. This is also mtledcd in the dccpcr water 
facies whcm bioturbatcd clay becomes the domiinant facies, with thin 
silt beds representing infmquent bourn resuspcnaion during the hrgat 
storms. (Au) * 

Sea) 

Colloquium 1988”. 

8-308692 
Marine geology of the Canadian Benufort Inner shelf  and 

r o a s t 1 1 1  zaae I Hill. P.R. Hequette, A. Atlantic 
Geoscience Centre. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre, 1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

One  page  preprint  with a handwritten note saying: “G.A.C. 

Document n d  seen by ASTIS. Cimion from NOCAP. 
OOG 
‘Ihe Beaufort Shelf has undergone marine trwgnsaion during the 
Holocene. The thickness and lithology of Hdoctr sediments on the 
inner shelf vanes accd ing  to sediment supply, pre-Holocene 
topography and sedimentary plnccsser (primarily by waws and 
currents). Sediment supply is dominated by the Mackmzie River which 
supplies largely sift and clay and which has constructed a large muhi- 
distributary delta. The silt and clay is trampolscd eastward and forms 
hick inner shelf  deposita seaward of the Mackenrie Delta and Richards 
Island, and  in Kugmallit Bay. Sand and gravel are sueplied primarily 
by erosion of  low-lying Pleistocene cliffs along the Yukon m a a t  and to 
the north and east of the Mackenzie Mu. The Yukon sector of the 
inner shelf  is sediment stawed and consists of an erosive platform. East 
of the Madrenzie Delta, sandy coastal d c p i t s  and landforms are 
common.  Off Richards Island. transgmssive silt8 and clays overlie 
sandy coastal sediments, while off the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, the inner 
shelf  is predrnninmtly sandy and Holocene accumulation is  relatively 
thin. The Mackmzie Trough and two large late Wisconsinan outwash 
vaUcys have been filled with fme-grained sediment during 
transgression:  Holocene sediment thicknesses in these areas exceed 20 
m. The Beaufort Shelf is stormdominated and wave energy generally 

s-1 
1988”. 

i n c r e a m  f m n  west to c a r t  In areas of fine-grained sediments. large 
storm wavcs cause massive resuspension and subsequent redeposition of 
sediments. (Au) 

B-30%706 
The Beaufort Sea coastal zone geological and geotechnical 

constraints to offshore development 1 Hill Geoscience 
Research. Hill, P.R. Atlantic  Geoscience Centre 
[Sponsorl. 

Halifax, N.S. : Hill Geoscience  Research, 1989. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

One page  preprint  with  a  handwritten  note “G.S.C. Forum, 

Dmunetu n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
The coastal m e  is a c r i t i d  area of cnnccm during the dmlopmcnt of 
oil md gas fmm the Beadon Sea. The plrrounent of artificial islands. 
pipeline landfalls and shore facilities in this coastal m e  is likely to be 
required to facilitate ptnduction. A long term program IO (i) measure 
rales of coastal  erosion and deposition, (ii) determine seabed pmpcrties 
and (iii) understand impartant sedimentary p r o c c s w  was bcgun under 
thc Northern Oil and Gas Aaion program.  With the ~xcoption of a  few 
limited m a s  of accretion. the Bcaufon c a s t  ia remating at rates 
ranging fmm less t h d  1 m/a to mom than 2 O W a  an avcnge, A 
monitoring program to deteminc ratcs and variability in conutal retreat 
has been ertablishcd and cmsion of up to 6 m have bcen obremd over 
one yenr periods. A pnliminapry seismic stmtigraphy has bcen 
established for the consLal area bctwccn Shallow Bay and Atkimon 
Point. In the vicinity of the Mackcnzic Delta. a thick s q u a w  of Fie- 
grained sediments has accunulated during the Holoane.  A  mid- 
Holocene d e h  front seaward of the present delta h u  k e n  identified 
and also indicates that the cmst is pmcntly being transgressed. 
Hdocene sediments beoome thinner 10 the mat where higher elevations 
of Owner Pleistocene sediments have pttvented direct accumulation of 
Mackenziedcrivcd sediment except in dm& v&ya relict from a 
lower stand in sea-level. Suwnrd of the Tukmyaktuk Peninrulr, thin 
late Holocene scdimenu overlie Pleirtocenc outwash rsnd: and early 
Hdocene thennokarst lake deposits. ~~ansgr r r r ion  in thia area i s  
marked by the development and landward migratim of s a n d y  rpits and 
barrien. The physical propertics of sediments in the cmrtal m e  are 
influenad by this depositional history md modem wave-daninsted 
depositional proccssaa Waves actively resuspend bouwr sediments 
during storms. Storm deposits arc characterired by graded fine sand and 
s ib  beds with relatively thin day interbeds. ’Ihege deposits have 
distindive g e a e d m i d  prope~ties and am chrract8ri8ticaUy 
overcmsolidated Seabsd scour da ted  to storm wave conditians as an 
imponant c-rn to the design of a pipeline cmsring the area. (Au) 

Sea) 

Calgary, 1989. 

B-308722 
A mall boat  survey of the Laughed - King Christian - 

Cameron islands region of the  northwestern  Canadian 
Arctk using open water leads I Sonnichsen. G.V. 
Atkinson, A. Canada.  Geological Survey, 

IS.1. : s.n.. 1987?J. 
I31 leaves ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

(Open file - Geological Survey  of Canada, no. 1903) 
Title page  includes the following information: “Report of field 

References. 
DOCURW~~ nol seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OOG 
... Sixteen leads with a combined length of 280 km were  surveyed in 
1987 (Figure 2). A total of 310 line-kilmetres of sparker, 225 km of 
12 kHz profiles, and 43 km of Bubblepulser were collected (Table 2). 
The longest survey line was 44 km and the shortest was approximately 

Sa) 

activities, AGC program #87-100”. 
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1 

3 km. Bottom samples were cokcted from 3 l d o n s  &ling the 
mwey (Fig. 3, Table 2). Two sites wert chosen along Lead 2 based on 
the a m t i c  profiles. A marker had  bcen  placed on the lead edge for 
the first sample location. The second  had to be located by the 
helicopter's Omega navigation system and  landmarks; this was  much 
less satisfactory and was  only successful m the s e m d  attempt. A grab 
sample was first collected to determine the water depth at each site. 
followed by a gravity core. Then bdtom phaographs were attanpled  at 
the location. ... Subbottan penettations on the sparker seismic profiles 
of up to 80 m (water velwity, 1500 4 s )  show gently dipping to near 
horizontal strata of sedimentaly bedrock, overlain h y  unconsolidated 
sediments ranging f m n  less than 5 m (Figure 5) to at least 45 rn thick. 
Sediments are tentatively divided into two stratigraphic units on the 
basis of their a-tic character. The lowermost,  which  is both the most 
widespread and the thickest, rests directly on the underlying  bedrock. 
This unit carlists of unstmtified sediments of variable thickness, with a 
f y s i d y  hummocky and sanerimes incised surface (Figure 6). This 
unlt is interpreted to be @uial drift on the basis of its mnstnrctional 
character and simihrity to marine sediments interpreted as ghcid  drifr 
elsewhere (King and Fader, 1986, Josenhans et al., 1986; b e g  et al,, 
1986), The incised reabed relief is interpreted to be iceberg SCOUR, 
which are probably relict cmsi&ring the absence of icebergs in the 
BFCP at prosent.  In scene areas this lower unit has a smoather surface 
relief and a more transparent acoustic chanrcter. Sediments with similar 
charader are observed in Austin C h a n n e l  where they a E  interpreted as 
glacial drift on the basis of sample data (MacLean et al., in  prep.). 
'Ihese variations in character may d e d  changes in the sediment 
sources or depositimal proccsses. e.g., ice loading associated with the 
drift, The 12 kHz acoustic pmfdes show that in places the lower unit is 
overlain by an acoustically unstntified, transparent unit  with  a smooth 
surface which is  ponded  in bathymetric depressions or drepcd over the 
undedying sediments. Thicknewer range f m  less than 1 rn up to 5 m. 
Dcspite only localized appearances of the unit on the amustic profiles. 
scdiment sample data indicate this unit  is  regionally  extensive. This 
disparity suggests the uppcr unit forms M extensive veneer thinner than 
thc woluticm of the acoustic systems .used. The upper unit is 
interpreted to represent postglacial mud because of i ts  stratignphic 
ps i t im  and its similarity to postglacial rnudr in orher Canadian Arctic 
m a s  ( h e g  et al.. 1986). Also, acoustically and t ex tudy  similar muds 
idcntificd in Jones Sound contain s h e b  dated between 2610 +- 110 and 
8410 +- 200 years BP (G. Villn, 1986, pcrs. c~mm.). (Au) 

8-308730 
Geomorphology and bedrork geology of southern Nomegian 

Bay,  Queen  Elizabeth  Islands,  Northwest  Territories / 
Praeg, D.B. Atlantic Geoscience Centre. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic Geoscience Centre, [ 198-?]. 
1 v. : ill., maps. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : C o a s t a l  zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Sea) 
(Open file - Geological Survey of Canada, no. 1925) 
References. 
Document  not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
This report presents marim geological infomation derived from 
echosounding and shallow seismic reflection surveys carried out in 
Norwegian  Bay  south  of 77 30 N (Pigwe 1) in September, 1987 from 
CSS Baffin during BIO cruise 87-027, a collaborative program by the 
Canadian Hydrographic Sewin (CHS) and the Atlantic Geoscience 
Centre (AGC) (Pmeg, 1987). Previous bathymetric information for this 
area was largely limited to spot soundings obtnined  through the near- 
perennial sea ice cover (CHS chart 7950). The regional  bedrock 
geology  is well-known from surface mapping of the adjacent islands 
(Balkwill et al..  1983).  and  from subsurface geophysical and well 
information (Hca et al., 1980). but the near-surface bedrock  geology  of 
Nomegian Bay was previously unreponed. Bathymetric and geologic 
maps are presented at 4 scale of 1:25O,ooO (Sheets I to 3, attached). 
The bathymetric map (Sheet 1) is  of a generalized nature and is  not 
intended for navigation: color shaded  relief  plots of the bathymetry are 
also included in the report (Pigure 2). The geologic maps present both 
surface (Sheet 2) and subsurface (Sheet 3) information. The repon 
includes supporting information from the Panarctic et al. North 

Buckingham L-71 well (Figure 3). and from seismic mflection @I s 
(Sections 1 to 12). ... Sheet 1 and Figure 2 show that depths of le t s 
than 100 m extend offshore from the islands as rhelver, and OMxlr bs 
banks in Belcher Channel and eastem Nonwegian  Bay. Shclves a h  
especially praninent off Devon Island, and berwm No&  Kent md 
Graham islands where they form a sill that divides the b y  into w e s t e r n  
and eastern basins,  Figure 2 shows that the surfaces of thc shelvw arc 
dissected by small channels.  which  in sane  mses separate s d  banks. 
Below 100 m shelves and b a n k s  give way to a series of tmughs, in 
excess of 400 m deep in the western and eastern basins. "'he westem 
basin is the convergence of troughs extending east fmn B e l c h  
Channel, north from the area of Arthur Fiord. northwest from Cardigan 
Strait, and west  from the sill ktween North Kent and Graham Islands. 
Cardigan Trough (informal name) is steep-sided with an irregular 
overdeepened floor. locally over 350 m  deep. 'Ihe two adjacmt troughs 
am broader and shallower, with irregular floors. Figure 2 shows that the 
shallowing of the basin  and trough walls is marked by step arear (or 
a m p s )  with lo's of metres relief, resulting in a  stepped appcaranm. 
The western margin of the bash and the walls of &rdigM Trough are 
marked by especially pmnincnt seta of scarps. with overall d i e f  of 
100's of  metres. The enstem basin cmtains a prominent ~ g h  that 
deepens nonheast fmm Hell Gate, and is connected to Uwghs to the 
east separated by two north-south ridges. The eastemmost t m q h  
extends north  along Ellesmere Island from the mouths of a group of 
fiods. and has deprhs of over 350 m. Section 2 shows that Hell G#e 
Tmugh (infcmnal name) has pmniinent stepped walls,  with total rehf  
of 100's of metres. The smoother appearance of the w t c m  trosgh 
walls on Figure 2 largely r d e d s  the local 2 km grid si=, a l t h q h  
boltom profiles do s h a r  that scrrps are less m o n  them &spite 
relief of 100's of metnii. (Au) 

8-3M749 
Marine geological and geotcchnieal investigatiow in 

Wellington, Byam Martin, Austin and adjacent chmwh, 
Canadhn Arctic  Archipelago / Mac-, B. 
Sonnichsen, G. V W ,  G. Powell. C. Moran, K. 

Atlantic Geoscience Centre. 
Jennings. A. Hodgson, D. Deonarine, B. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic Geoscience Centre, [1986?]. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Handwritten note on the title  page says: "GSC paper". 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
Marine geological and geophysical investigations were carried out in 
Wellington. B y m  Martin  and  Austin channel. and  in eaatem B a r n  
Strait-western h c a a e r  Sound from CSS HUDSON in 1986. 'Ihese 
provided  information on: the distribution, thickness. composition, 
depitional environments, geotechnical properties, and regional 
geological setting  of the surfifid sediments, and structure of the near 
surface bedrock. The data indicate widespnd occumnce of sediments 
of apparent glacial origin (glacial drift) which overlie variably dipping 
sedimentary bedrock, and arc in turn locally wedain by up to a  few 
metres of acoustically stratified and a c w s t i d y  transparent sediments, 
interpreted to represent glacianarine and postglacial sediments 
respectively. The drift unit l d y  forms C o n d N d i d  features 
interpreted to be moraines, and in places contains multiple sequenas. 
Surficial sediment thicknesses in Wellington Channel amunody 811: 
less than 10 metres  but locally reach 25 metres, am sanewhu greater 
in  Byam  Martin  and  Austin Channels (up  to 50 m). and g e n e d y  
greater in eastern Barrow Strait. where they l d y  reach 100 m. 
Gcotechnical, f o m i n i f e d  and textural data show consistent 
correlations with one another and with the acoustic stmtigraphic units. 
The postglacial sediments have high water content.  low bulk density 
and low shear strength: the converse applies to the glaciomarine #and 
glacial drift sediments. Foraminifera are relatively  diverac in the 
postglacial sediments, less diverse in the glacianarine sediments, and 
the glacial drift is  barren. Magnetic susceptibility data  suggest that rhost 
of the sediments probably are derived from Paleozoic tucks of the 
Arctic Islands, but that glacial drift in northern Prince  Regent inlet and 
glaciomarine sediments in eastern Barrow Strait-Lancnskr Sound may 
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have been derived partly from Pncunbrian rocks bordering part of Gulf 
of BoDthia south of Prince Reg- Inlct. Some seafloor sediments. 
prticularly the glacial drift, have been modified by ice scwr+ (Au) 

8-308757 
Report of Atlantic Cecxxience Centre  activities in the Arctic 

Island  channels during CSS B a r n  c r u h  87427 / Reg ,  
D.B.  Atlantic  Geoscience Centre. 

!Jhtmouth, N.S.] : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre,  [1987?]. 
1 v. : ill., maps. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal Zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Sea) 
(Open file - Geological Survey of Canada. no. 1694) 
References. 
Document nd seen by ASTIS. Ciidion porn NOCAP. 
OOG 
The geophyrical records md zediment sampler &ied in Norwegian 
Bay (Figure 2) provide information on bedrodr goohgy. unconsolidated 
seabed  sediments. and lrerbed features. Geophysical ncordr s h o w  that 
the hay is underhii by an pcoustidy broadly to clmely stratified 
sequence indicative of gently deformed to flablying stnta of 
sedimentary bedrock (Pigun 3). Angular lnconfomitia within this 
sequence (F~gures 45) suggest division into at l w t  3 units.  which 
pmbably include condativcs of bDth thc Paleozoic sedimentuy stma 
of Ellesmcre I ~ l a n d K i r i ~ C l  Peninsula. and the k o m i c   s d i c n u r y  
strata of Graham and ComwaU  I1lands.  Most of the hrgeaale 
morphologic fer- of the bay have been urvcd into these units. This 
is demonstrated by tnurcetcd strata on s l o p  (piguru 3.4), which are 
common throughout the bay, steeper slopes are oftm separated by aleas 
of gentler slop, resulting in a M y  ‘step@‘ -ma. Suuaud 
mu01 on morphology may alm be imptant for a few ridges and 
trough 011 rhc eastern side of the bay  (Figure 5). and in Bclcher 
channel. unconsolidated sediments in the bay M thin. gcnedy less 
than 5 m (p1gure6 3.7), althwgh thicker rcc~nnulations (up to 30 m) 
OCCUT southwest of Graham Island (Figure 6). on the wkrn side of the 
b y  (Figure 5). and locally pigwe 4). ‘Ihe sediments are distinguished 
from the underlying bedrock by M angular uncwfonnity: this is readily 
recognized from reflector tnacations, but the d o r m i t y  surface 
itself  is often poorly defined (Wgurcl 6.7). Two main sediment types 
a recognize& (1) a-ticdy unstmfied  sedimnu with an imgulnr 
surface.  which vary in thickness from lest than 5 m to acmmulations 
up to 30 m (figures 5,6), and (2) overlying acouatidy tmsprent 
(muddy) sediments with  a smooth surface (Figwe 8). which occwr in 
deeper water bath southeast and west of Graham Island. and in the 
southwest wrner of the bay, in thicknesses up to 5 m, 2 m and 3 m 
respectively. Acoustically stratified sediments occur locally at h e  base 
of the  mud west of Graham Island ( 4  m thick). and at the fa of a 
s t c q  s l o p  southeast of Glshm I s l d  (4 m  thick). ’Ihc two main 
sediment ’ypes resemble units interpreted as glacial drift and overlying 
post-glacial mud in other channels of the Arctic Archipelago (M.chn 
and  Vilks, 1986; Sonnichsen and M a c h ,  in p a ) .  ... (Au) 

B-308765 
A reconnaissance study of the  marine geology of the 

bugheed - Klng Christian - Cameron Maads region, 
northwest  arctic island channels / Sonnichsen. G.V. 
MacLean, B. Atlantic Geoscience Centre. 

Sea) 
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(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone  geotechnics.  Beaufort 

(Current  research - Geological Survey of Canada, paper 88- lD, 

References. 
ACU 
A marine geophysical and geological survey was conducted in July and 
August. 1987, in the Arctic  Island channels east of Lousheed I s h d  
and south of King Christian Island. Thia helicopter-supported p m g m  
used inflatable b a t s  operated in  open-water leads that form in the near- 
pcrcnnial  ice cover during the summer thaw. Sixteen leads and over 
280 km of seafloor were sumyed with single-channel rprkcr and 12 

kHz profiling system#. Subbarom  pWhatiOM  as deep a$ 80 m show 
gently dipping sham of sedimentary bedmdr, overlri by 
unmrolidated sediments mnging f m n  less than 5 m to at least 45 m. 
Sedimtnu interpreted to bc glacial drift am the thickat md the moat 
widespread Them are over-laii by up to 5 m of dm@ and rometimes ponded. acoustically tranlprnnt sediments, which are interpreted to be 
postglacial marine muds. scdient  samples and Man photosnph8 
W ~ I C  m l l d  at three locrtialr along the leads. (Au) 

8-308773 
Studies of the Quaternary sediments of Wellington, Byam 

Martin and  adjacent channels, Canodlan Arctic 
Archipelago / MacLem, B. Sonnichwn, G. Powell, 
C. Taylor, R. Hodgson, D. Jennings. A. 
V i ,  G. Atlantic Geoscience Cenbe. 

[&I. : s.n*, 1987?]. 
3 leaves : 28 an. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone gcotcchnics, Beaufort 

Handwritten note on page one indicates  “16th  Arctic Workshop, 

Paper presented at  Arctic  Workshop, 16th. Edmonton, Alta., 30 

Documd not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
Unconralidn~ aerbed%edimentr in Wcllinglon,%yrm Marlin and 
Austin channels, and paltr of northern Viscount Melville solrnd and 
Barrow Strait.  wem investigated from CSS Hudson in 1986 by means 
of acarstic prdiling and sediment sampling, Acoustic and aatnplc data 
wen alro obtained farther north in the bughccdGmem-Melville 
Island region from s m d  boats in sea ice leads. Regionally. acou~tic 
data show the widespread presence of an irregular, lowermost mit 
overlying tmdmk. which lacks coherent acwrtic reflecm~ and i s  
interpreted to b c ,  glacial drift (till). T h i s  unit is M y  overkin by up to 
a few metres of r cous t idy  stratified and/or amust idy  t ramprent  
mainly silty and clayey scdicnt~ which contain some c m m r  
appara~tiy ice-transported clarts. The sediments are  infemd to 
represent .glacianrrinc and port-glacial marine depaition. In 
Wellington Channel. unconsdidated sediments arc canmonly lesr than 
5 m and  rarely more than 10 m thick. ... Surfaal sediments in  Byam 
Martin and Austin  channels, in general am thicker thrn in Wellington. ... In northern Viscount Melville Sound glacial drift, up to 18 m thick, 
is the main sediment unit. ... In eastern Barrow Strait, glacial drift 
d c p i t s  are up to 100 m thick and l d l y  contain multiple squences 
and form apparent monins. These sediments are variably overlain by 
acoustically stratified and acousticdy t m s p a m t  muddy ledimmts. 
that reach 4 m and 7 m in thichess, respectively. No c h m o l o g i d  
information is available yet for these sediments nor have comlatiws 
been made with the gcncnlly sparse and undated glacial deposits on 
adjacent islands. The grounded or floating glacicn responsible for the 
drift in the channel floors may have originated locally or bctn part of 
mom regionally extenrive ice shocu. (Au) 
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8308781 
Quaternary geology of arctic  interisland channels / MacLean, 

B. Vilks, G. Sonnichsen, G. Atlantic  Geoscience 
Centre. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre,  1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

One page  preprint with a handwritten note  indicating: “GAC, 

DmumeM not seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
Wellington. Byun Martin and Austin channels, eastern Barrow  Strait. 
and Nomegian Bay contain widespread dcposits of glacial drift, locally 
overlain by thin (typically 2 to 3 m) deposits of glacianarim and 
postglacial sediments. Loally the drift forms positive fcaturrs 
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interpreted as morainw and in plaas cmtaina multiple sequences. 'Ihe 
glacial drift may include deposition by borh local ice u p r  and more 
regionally extensive ice sheets. R e g i d y  the surficial sediments nnge 
from a few metres to 30 metres, hut thicker deposits occuf locpUy, e.& 
to 100 m in eastern Barrow Strait  Gcaechniul.  foruninifed and 
textwal data show consistent mlatimshipa between piston cores and 
with  the acaustic stratigraphic units recognized from high  resolution 
seismic profiles. "he postglacial scdimcntr  hnve  high  water content, 
low bulL density and low shear strength; the converse speliea to 
glaciomarine and glacial drift sediments. Foraminifera are relatively 
diverse in the post glacial sediments have high water content. low  bulk 
density and low shear strength; the m v e n e  applicr to glaciomarine 
and glacial drift sediments. Foreminien are relatively diverse in the 
port glacial sediments, leaa diverse in glacimarinc sediments.  and the 
glacial drift is bamn. The surficid sediments lie UI variably dipping 
sedimentary rocks which a n  structurally more canplex in Nomcgian 
Bay than farther west, (Au) 

B-30%790 
Quaternary sediments in interisland  channels of the 

Sonnichsen, G. Atlantic  Geoscience Centre. 
Canadian  Arctic Archipelago / MacLean, B. Milks, G. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience Centre, 1987. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics.  Beaufort 

Sea) 
One page preprint with a handwritten  note  indicating: "The 

Canadian Arctic Islands Missing Dimension,  Ottawa, 
November 1987. 

Documenl nd seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
M n g  the aummer of 1986, Quaternary seabod sediments in 
Wellington.  Byam Mutin and Austin  channels. prtr of nonhern 
Viscount Melville Sound, eastem Bumw Smit, and the Lwgheed- 
Cameron Islands region were investigated by amurtic  prdiling and 
sediment  sampling. The surveys show the widespread presence of an 
irregular, acoustically incoherent. lowermost unit overtying the bedrock, 
and interpreted to be glacial drift. The glacial drift is overlain by up to 
a few metres of acoustically stratifed and a m u s t i d y  transparent 
sedimenu interpreted to be glacianarine and post glad, respeaively. 
The told sediment thiclmesses mmmonly are less than 5-10 metma  in 
Wellington Channel but locally reach 22 m in two moraine-like 
accumulations in the southern half of the channel. "he glaciomarine 
and post g lac i a l  sediments mainly are confined 10 the nonhem pfl of 
the channel. Glacid drift deposits in the Byam  Martin-Austin Channel 
and Loughecd-Camwon Island regions l d y  reach 53 m in thickness 
and in places contain multiple sequences and possible morniner,  but 
younger redimenta m r  only locally and amount to only a few metres 

glacial drift which l d y  reaches 100 m in thicbcsa with some 
in thickness. Quaternary uediiments of eartern Bamw  Stnit include 

multiple  and moraine-like developments. "Ghciomarine" and "paat 
glacial" sediments occur mainly in the bathymetric depressions where 
they m c b  maximums of a b  3 m and 7 m, reapectively. No 
chronological dam yet are available for these offshore sediment units 
within the study area The onshore Quaternary record in places  includea 
late Wisconsinan tills, earlier tills of undetermined  agea. as well aa 
evidence of marine transgressions and subsequent  mnergenoe. (Au) 

B-308803 
Late Wisconsinan  paleoeeanogrepby:  Canadian Arctic 

Archipelago / MacLean, B. Sonnichsen. G. V i b ,  G, 
Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre, [198-1. 
1 leaf ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. D.01 : Coastal zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Ahtract of paper  presented at INQUA. 
Documenl seen by ASTlS. Cildion from NOGAP. 
OOG 
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Since 1985, extensive studies in the marine channela of the C a ~ d  
Arctic Archipelago have been camcd out by shallow high rcsoluti n 
retlcdion seismics and seabed sampling with coma and bauom g 
In all the channels investigated to date, seismic profiles show evidc 4 w 
of glacial drift deposits intermittently overlain by a m u s t i d y  hmiiakd 
and transparent sediments. On the west side and south end of Le 
Wellington Channd, a ridge of drift depsitr is interpmcd as &ad 
monine. There is some evidence for multiple drift sequences locally in 
Wellington and Byam Manin ChaMCls and in Bsrmw Stnit. 
Differences in acoustic chatacter suggest that these may reprertnt 
separate glacial events. The total thickness of unconsolidated aedimeots 
ranges from 2-20 metres in WeKington Channel, locally up to 50 
metres in Byam  Martin Channel and up to 70 metres in eaatem Ba- 
Strait. The relatively thin sediment cover observed over h e  bedrock in 
most of the channels consiau predominantly of glacially dep i t ed  
sediments. Laminated glacial marine and the t m s p n m t   p a t  gllrrial 
sediments are rehtively poorly developed. L*g depolitr l u g p a t  
winnowing of boctm sediments by cumnts in aome I d t i e r .  ffw 
example in  Wellingum Channel. Sidescan smogruns of the IC. flmf in 
many areas show iceberg scours, which an interpreted aa mainly r e K d  
(Au) 

B-308811 
Geological studies of interisland channels of the Canadian 

Arctic  Archipelago / MacLean, B. Vi& G. 
Sonnichsen. G. Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre. 

Dartmouth. N.S. : A h t i c  Geoscience Centre, 1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics, Beauhrt 

Dmumenl nof seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
0% 
lnveatigations of  seabed g e d q y  of interisland charmela of the 
C d i a n  Amic Archiplago haw been undettakm by the AWt ic  
GcoscicnE Centre during the last three years. ... The invcstigatims 
d d  primarily with the Quaternary sediments: their diutribusion, 
composition, thickness. geotechnical properties, dcpmitiqnal 
environments. modifying proccsses, and regiond geologid setring. 
There studies haw also provided remnaissance information on the 
near surface bedrock. The information was gathered in Wellington, 
Byun Martin and Austin channels, and eastern Barrow Strpit from CSS 
Hudson in 1986, using conventioml geophysical p d i g  and 
geological sampling techniques. Similarly. data was collected in 
Norwegian  Bay fmm CSS Baffn in 1987, Helicopter transported small 
boats were used for surveys with poltable seismic systems in leads in 
the permanent and semi-permanent sea ice of the Lwghd-Ming 
Christian-Camcron-Melville island region during 1986 and 1987. 
Through-the-ice sediment sampling was also carried out in h e  lrtler 
area in 1985. The neirmic data suggeat that glacial drift ia the most 
widespread and thickest surficial sediment unit. The drift deposits w g e  
in thickness from less than 5 m to mom than 20 m l d y  in 
Wellington Channel, to 50 m or more in parts of Bypm  Martin and 
Austin channcb, to 40 m in the Lagheed-King Christian ialand  region, 
to 30 m in  Norwegian  Bay, and up to 100 m l d y  in ekstem B a r n  
Strait. Apparent monind acclnnulatims and multiple drift SC~UCIIC~S 

have been observed l d y  on accoustic profiles in these areas. ... (AD) 
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8-308820 
Surficial and bedrock geology of arctic marine channels / 

MacLean, B. Vilks, G. Sonnichsen. G. Moran, 
K. Praeg, D. Hdgson. D, Jennings, A. 
Atlantic Geoscience Centre. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre. 1989. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project  no. D.01 : Coastal zone geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Dmumen~ not seen by ASTIS. Cilmion from NOGAP. 
OOG 
Geological studies have been carried out in Wefigtan. By- Mattin 
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and  Austin Channch, eastem B- Strait, Norwegian  Bay. and in the 
laughed-King Christian-Camemn islands rtgion. Glacial drift is the 
thickeat and most w i d e s p d  suficinl dirnt unit in each of Lese 
amas. Moraines and multiple drift sequences arc p e n t  locally. 
Glacimnarine and postglacial sedimentr up to a few metres in thickness 
mtlc the drift in tmthymetric depmrima. The sediment units each 
have distinctive texture, gcdcchnical  pmprties. foraminiferal 
assemblages. and acmstic character. P.leozoic sedimentary mckr appcar 
to underlie most of the interisland channels rumyed. In Norwegian 
Bay these are overlain northward by MesomicCenomic strata of the 
S v e r d ~ p  Basin, (Au) 

B-309664 
Geological investlptkmns of the Cnnadiaa Beaufort Sea emst 

/ Hill Geoscience  Research.  Hill, PR. Hequette, A, 

Centre  [Sponsor]. 
Ruz, M.-H. Jenner, K.A. Atlantic  Geoscience 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre.,  1991. 
xvi. 348  p : ill., rnh ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  D.O1 : Coastal zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Sea) 
Appendix. 
References. 
OORD 
Although AGC had progmed a six-year p q m .  funding for the 
program was appmved by Truaury brd for a four-year period, 
1984-1988. The mtirc N W A P  pmgmn was terminated in 1988. after 
thc initial farr years.  with the loss d the a r i p e d  pcrson-ycrn and 
leaving a large amount of data unaynthcrized Funds to complete the 
project and this report were  obtained  from the Marine Environmental 
Initiative of the Geological S u m y  of Canada and fmm PERD 6.3. Hill 
Gmscienca Research was  cmtr*Ctcd to undenrkc thrce main tasks: (i) 
to synthesize and make p d i i n a r y  inteqmtations of the various data 
sets collected in the c o m e  of the AGC research program: (ii) to 
ck~mnine future priotitica for cmatal mnc resurch in the Beaufort Sea; 
and (iii) to recommend a new program of rcscmch to meet those 
priorities. ’Ihc intent of thia report is to p m i &  a cmprehensive 
summary of our knowledge a h t  the c d  For p u p s  of this 
repod, the cmsul m e  is dQned as the region  between the cliff line 
and the 10 m isobath, including depositional landfonns such as deltas, 
spits and barrier islands. The report only includes analyses of field data 
collected by AGC or its contracton. A d d i t i d  published  information 
describing the adjoining offshon and land geology ate included as 
background. Ror more detailed accuants of the ternatrid geology, 
permafrost and ground ice, the reader s h d d  contact the Temin 
Sciences Division of the Geological Survey of Canada. ... (Au) 
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C-291854 
Geophysical assessment of waste drilling fluid contahment 

sites in the Mackenzie River Valley region, N.W.T. / 
Hardy  BBT  Limited.  Canada. Dept. of Indian  Affairs  and 
Northern Development (Sponsor]. 

Calgary. Aka : Hardy BBT Ltd., 1988. 
viii. 30 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.05 : Physical  environment : process and 

Appendices. 
Documenl n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citaion fiom NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
The authors npn on the mults of a field suwey, utilizing gcqhyricnl 
soil conductivity mearuremcntr coupled with near-surface roil chemistry 
malyaes. to determine if drilling Walter alt migrating away from L e  
bundaries of eight capped rumps. Based ar the coUcctcd evidence, six 
of these wem nted as having m e  likclihood of leakage. It a p p n  
that poor drilling fluid Mmtainrnent results primarily fmm factors 
relakd to location. %repod suggests future studies dating to the 
potent ia l  cnvironmentd hazard of leaking sump at drill sites. 
(NOGAP) 

impacts) 

C-292001 
Norman Welts pipeline monitoring  sites graund  temperature 

data flle, 1986 / Canada. Geological  Survey.  Burgess, 
M.M. Canada. Dept. of Indian M a i m  and Northern 
Development  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Geological  Survey  of  Canada,  1987. 
24 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Open file - Geological  Survey of Canada,  no. 1621) 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.17 : Surface and subsurface  disturbances 

Appendices. 
References. 
Docume~u n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOCAP. OORD. NWYM 
A cooperative long-term ground thermal regime monitoring program, 
along the Norman Wdlr 10 Zuna pipeline. was erubliahed in 1983 to 
examine tho effects of ccmsttruction and opration on permafinst  and 
terrain m d i t i a  and evalualc approaches used 10 minimize terrain 
diaturbancc.  ThittFen  main monitoring sites were instrumented. This 
rcpott prwidw a colleuion of the 1986 data presented in tabul*r form 
and as plots of g m n d  tempcmture. (NOGAP) 

induced  by oil and gas activities) 

c-292346 
Studies of the Environmental Effects of Disturbaaces in the 

Subarctic [S.E.E.D.S.] / University of Alberta. Kershaw, 
G.P.  Canada.  Dept. of Agriculture  [Sponsor]. 
Canada Environment  Canada [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta. : University of Alberta, 1988. 
97 p. : ill. : 28  cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  C.20 : Thermal  effect of soil and 

Document mi seen by ASTIS. Citation ji-om NOGAP. 
OORD. AEEPS 
The objective of this project  was to define, evaluate. and quantify the 
short-term physical and h e m a l  hanger in the permafrost-active layer 
as a result of human  disturbance. Disturbance of the vegetation cover 
results in degradation of the near-sudace pennafrort and the thermal 

vegetation  disturbance) 
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inequilibrium leads to subsidence and ermian, The degradation of the 
mar-surfaa pennafmt within the first two years following 
disturbanas is shown to bc conridcnblc.  Endings  alro indicate that the 
physicd and thermal instability of the temin from human-induced 
perturbations has impitant implidons for buried pipelmnes. (NOGAP) 

C-308528 
Geothermal and geomorphic observation, 1984-1987 I 

Burgess, M.M. Harry, D.G. Canada. Dept. of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development. 

(NOGAP project no.  A.17 : Surface and  subsurface  disturbances 
induced by oil and gas activities) 

(Canadian  gmtechnical journal, v. 27,  1990, p. 2 3 3 - W )  
Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, OOG 
A long-tum permafrost and temin mearch and monitoring program 
along the 869 lun buried oil pipcline bctwcen NCWIYWI Web. 
Notthwest Territories, and ha, Albcrtr, has been  underlaken by the 
Geological Survey of Canada, in coopention with the Deplutmcnt of 
Indian and Northern Main Canada. Tht two main pmgm 
mmponents are (1) the detailed qurlificaticm  of changes in  the 
geothermal regime md gwmoqhic conditions at inatnnnented 
monitoring sites and (2) general obsemtims of terrain conditims and 
performance along the pipcline mute. Pipeline aperation cmmenccd in 
April 1985. Observations during the first 2,s years of  pipeline aperation 
indicate that, as cxpectcd. the pipe thermal regime  and  ground thermal 
regime have not yet stabiiized in rupwre to constmaion and 
operation. Warming trends in both mean annual pipe temparature and 
mean annual right-of-way ground temperature have occurred. Surface 
settlement in permafrost terrain is ongoing in the p i p  trench a9 well as 
on the rrmainder of the right-of-way. Surfaa erosion has occurred, 
pniculady at stream crossings and on bw-angle slops lacking erosion 
control structures. (NOGAP) 

C-308544 
Norman  Wells pipeline p e r m a k t  and  terrain  monitoring 

geothermal  and  geomorphic  observations I Burgess, M.M. 
Harry, D.G. Canada. D e @ +  of Indian Affairs  and 

Northern  Development. 

induced  by oil and gas activities) 

1988,  preprint  volume. - [SJ. : s.n.1,  1988, p. 354-363) 

(NOGAP project no. A.17 : Surface and  subsurface  disturbances 

(41st  Canadian  Geotechnical  Conference,  Kitchener,  October 

Dmument not seen by ASTK Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
A long term prmafrost and terrain research and monitoring program 
along the 869 km NOINIM Wells to h a  pipline ha8 been  undertaken 
by the Geological S u m y  of Canada, in coopcntion with  Indian and 
Nolrhem  Affairs Canada. The two main  program canponents are: (1) 
the detailed quantification of changts in the gec4hermal regime and 
geomorphic conditions at instrumented monitoring sites, and (2) general 
observations of terrain conditions and perf~rman~e along the pipcline 
route. Observations during the first 2.5 years of pipeline -ration 
indicate that the pipe thermal regime and &round  thermal  regime have 
not y d  stabilized in r e s p s c  to constnrcrion  and  operation.  Right-of- 
way surface seulment in permafrost  temin is  ongoing.  Surface erosion 
has accurred, particularly aI stream crossings and on low angle slopes. 
(NOGAP) 

C-308552 
Norman Wells pipeline  monitoring site ground  temperature 

date  [sic]  file : X987 1 Burgess. M.M. Naufal, J.A. 
Canada.  Dept. of Indian  Affairs  and  Northern  Development. 

[S.I. : SA], 1989. 

(NOGAP  project  no. A.17 : Surface and  subsurface  disturbances 
21 p. 

induced by oil and gas activities) 

(Open file - Geological  Survey of Canada,  no.  1987) 
Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, OOG 
T h i s  report is a collcclion of all the temperature data gatbered in 1987 
at the Geologial Survey of carud./lndian and Northern Main ground 
thermal regime monitoring sites along the Norman W e b  pipcline. Date 
f m n  145 cables arc presented in both graphical and t a U r  form. 
(NOGAP) 

C-308560 
Land slide processes in permafrost soils along proposed 

pipcline  corridors,  Mackenzie  Valley,  Northwest 
Territories : Interim report I Savigny. K.W. Institute 
for Research in Construction (Canada) [Sponsor]. 
Northern Affairs Program (Canada). Land  Management 
[Sponsor]. 

IS.1. : s.n.1. 1991. 
65 p. : ill. 
(NOGAP project no. A.17 : Surface  and  subsurface  disturbances 

Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
This research is part of increased monitoring of slope stability in the 
Mackenzie Valley pipcbie corridor. The objectives include (a) rencWd 
of in situ monitoring of creep movemenu at the p r o p o d  Canadikn 
A r d c  Gas crossing of the Great Bear River n w  Fori NOITUM: (b) 
evaluation of how creep mowmenu may k interrelated with landslide 
pmcesscs: and, (c) reconnaissance of the existing pipclim right-of-way 
and proposed pipeline corridor from Thunder River to appFoxirnatLly 
Fort Simpm.  Aerial  photography of the proposed Chadian Arctic Gas 
crossing was obtained.  Fort NOINIM residents were hind ta cut re- 
growth. lnrtnrment installations were canpleted in  Auguat, 1990. 
Instruments were read and surveys carried out in August and 
Seplembcr. 1990. A reconnaissance of the Mackenzie Valley pipcline 
corridor from Thunder River to Fort Simpon was canpleted. Although 
too liule time was available for detailed study, three b d  iS6Wt  that 
may have a lag-term influence on utilization of the corridor are 
discussed The influence of fire on slope proasses is considered ushg 
the 1986 firea in the Thundcr River m a  as M example. Debris 
avalanche and debris tomnt activity along portions of thc corridor, md 
the  impact these masa wasting processes have on hydraulic design at 
s t r e a m  crossings arc examined with reference to mcent severe storms in 
the Wrigley area. Finally, retrogressive dumps involving failurc of 

frequency of  these landslides in the Mackenzie Valley. (NOGAP) 
f m n  material are discussed in light of a suspected i n a b e d  

induced  by  oil  and gas activities) 

C-309729 
Site and soil desrriptions for the Norman Wells pipeline soil 

temperature  study I Tarnocai, C. Kroetsch, DJ. 
Land  Resource  Research  Centre (Canada). 

Ottawa : Land Resource  Research  Centre, 1990. 
46 p. : 1  map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.17 : Surface  and  subsurface  disturbances 

(Land Resource Research  Centre  (Canada).  Contribution,  no. 89- 
56) 

Appendices. 
References. 
OOFF 
Soil temperalure probes were installed and the associated soils were 
described and sampled at thirteen locations along the Norman Wdls 
pipcline.  In this repon detailed site and soil descriptions and chemical 
and physical data far each of the soils are presented. The mineral soils 
occurring at the sites developed on lacustrine, till, alluvial and eolian 
materials. Organic soils also occur at some of the sites, they developed 
on peat materials. (NOGAP) 

induced by oil  and gas activities) 
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See also: B-207551.  B-291820,  B-308455,  B-308463,  B-308471, 
B-308641.  B-308706,  B-309664,1-204188, J-207543, 5-309680. 
4-207560. Q-30851O,Q-308536,  U-309176,  X-195499, 
x-287709, x-308501. 
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D-80420 
Sailing  directions - Great Slave Lpke and  Mackenzie  River / 

6th ed. 
Ottawa : Dept.  of Fisheries and Ooeans. 1981. 
xii,  159 p. : ill., 1 folded map ; 26 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.05 : Hydrography.  Mackenzie  River) 
ISBN  0-660-1  1022-9. 
References. 
ACU 
?his vdume contains a detailed &scriptim of the Athabasm-Mackcnzic 
waterway fran Fort McMumy, Albcrta to Tuktoyaktuk. N.W.T., 
including routes to bc followed and navigational hazards  present. 
(ASTIS) 

Canadian Hydrographic  Service. 

D-207071 
Report on the analysis of bathymetric dab  : western 

Beaufort (Yukon) continental shelf / Challenger  Surveys & 
Services Ltd. Canada. Dept of Indian Affairs and 
Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta. : Challenger  Surveys & Services La.. 1986. 
ii. 43 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.04 : Granular resources  inventory  and 

management program) 
Pocket  enclosure. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Dmument n01 seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 
A computer-based analysis of bathymetric data collcctcd in the Western 
Canadian  Beaufort Sea was undertaken to develop, test and implement 
a method of detecting subtle bathymetric anomalies and to pmvide a 
description  of the regional bathymetry. Pcnpcaive mesh drawings of 
the sea floor were used as an impnwed method of depicting sublle 
bathymetric anomalies. Rccanmendatims are included for undertaking 
future projects of this nature. (NOGAP) 

D-207314 
1982-1983 Beaufort Sea sborebase monitoring program; 

statistical analysis and recommendations  for  future 
programs / Dobrocky  Seatech  Limited.  Yunker, M.B. 

Canada.  Dept.  of  Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development  [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : Dobrocky Seatech Ltd., 1986. 
xxii, 191 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. A.20 : Hydrocarbon  activities : Marine 

Final report. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document not see0 by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 

research and management) 

This mpon presents a statistical analysis of the 1982 and 1983 data 
reparts produced for the Beaufort Sea Shorebam Monitoring Pmgram. 
R e m e n d a t i o n s  ate made regarding sampling and analytical 
cmaideraticms for thc monitoring program aa it is psent ly  designed. 
The overall design of marine chemistry monitoring programs is also 
discussed as it applies to the Beaufolt Sea Shorebase Monitoring 
Program requimnmts. Fmdy, requircmenta for quality assurance and 
quality contrd are discussed. (Au) 

D-207462 
Forecasting  Benufort Sea wind wava by a momentum 

balance  method / MacLmn Plansearch Limited 
Canada. Atmospheric  Environment  Service  [Sponsor]. 

Halifax, N.S. : MacLaren Plansearch Ltd., 1986. 
1 v. (various  pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  C.16 : Beaufort Sea forecasting  techniques 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document nol seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. om 
The study devclopcd, teated and evaluated a " p n a i d '  wave forccart 
procrdurc for the Bcaufort Sea, based on an existing Atmospheric 
Environment Service lake wave model. The particular model utilized in 
this study is a dap water panm~lric model based on a rnanentum 
balance procedure  dcvq&ped in the late 1970s by Dr. Mark h e l a n  of 
the Canadian Centre for Inland Waters. The study msisted of four 
mutually dependent tasks: ( I )  oonversim of the AES lake wave model 
to a Beaufort !ha wave model. including documentation of the 
softwue: (2) assembly of a data base consisting of mlcvant 
environmental data (Le.,  win&, waves, ice, bathymetry. etc.): (3) model 
m a  and case atudies for a paelec ted  study period, (4) c o m p a r i s o n  of 
model mrulrs against obsed data. The model used in thir study is an 
Ederian pnramc~ric wave forecast model, which differs from other 
panmetric m d e k  in a number of ways. 'Ihc general conclusion 
reached i s  similar to that stated in a number of prcviow model 
applications for the Great IaLes: Le., the model haa considerable 
potential for use as M operational wave foncaatcr  for the Bm~fo l t  Sea 
but a significant amount of work st i l l  needs to be done, p t i d a r l y  in 
thc  areas of modeling marginal i c e  cmditima and ohlaining accurate 
input winds.  (NOGAP) 

(sea state forecast  model)) 

D-207489 
Forecasting Beaufort Sea wind wave  by a momentum 

balance  method : supplementary data base report / 
MacLaren  Plansearch Limited Canada,  Atmospheric 
Environment  Service  [Sponsor]. 

Halifax, N.S. : MacLaren  Plansearch  Ltd..  1986, 
1 v. (various  pagings) : maps : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  C.16 : Beaufort Sea forecasting  techniques 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. OTM 
This report documcnu the data bane assembled and/or identified as p n  
of the tide study.  Although the study is confined to the period July 25 
to October 5, 1981. data for the years 1982, 1983 and 1984 has been 
identified to facilitate future testing and evaluation of models for the 
Beaufort Sea  area. The primary source of obtaining wind, bathymetry 
and observed (wind and wave) data was from the AES archived data 
files for the yean 1981 to 1984. The report documcnu all of the raw 
data collected and describes to some extent the results of the 
prepmessing done in w d e r  to utilize the data for the sbidy. The files 
described in this report are: (1) wind data - CMC winds for 1981 study 
period and 1981-1984, and observed winds for 1981 study period: (2) 
bathymetry and shoreline data - fine and coarse grid. and model grid; 
(3) icF boundnry data - composite cha& for 1981 study period and 
1981-1983, and  maximum,  median and minimum: (4) observed wind 
and wave  data - MAST 1980-1983, DOME hewations for 1976-1982 
and MEDS waverider data for 1981-1982. (NOGAP) 

(sen state forecast  model)) 
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D-207594 
Sampling and analysis In the  arctic  marine benthic 

environment / Arctic  Laboratories  Limited. Canada. 
Environmental  Protection  Service  [Sponsor].  Canada. 
Indian  and  Northern AfFairs Canada [Sponsor]. 

[SJ.] : Arctic  Laboratories  Ltd., 1985. 
2 v. (xxi, 511 ; xiv. 257 p.) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no, A.20 : Hydrocarbon activities : Marine 

(NOGAP project  no. C.03 : Point source impact  monitoring 

Appendices. 
References. 
Contents:  Volume I. Review of methods. - Volume II. Guide to 

practice. 
Dacummt not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, ACU 
This report is a guide for managers and planners involved in the 
mllection and analysis of environmental data from marine sediments in 
arctic regions, Volume I ... pmvidcr an overview of available methods 
and  serves as a background document to the second volme. is 
organized into three sectims. ... This review is not exhaustive;  mther,  it 
focuses on methods in mmnt w e  and relatively new methods which 
appyr to offer significant improvements. V d m e  2 is  intended to 
prwlde guidance in p h i n g  and in choosing appropriate methods for a 
variety  of situaticm, conditions and objectives. ... Users are referred IO 
other manuals or articles in which detailed procedures are given. 
(NOGAP) 

research  and  management) 

techniques - marine benthic environment) 

D-207459 
Analysis of satellite digital imagery in support of DFO 

oceanographic operations La the BeaufM Sea / G.A. 
Borstad Limited. Borstad, G.A. Canada. Dept. of 
Fisheries  and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : G.A. Borstad Ltd., 1985. 
7 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
References. 
Working  draft  report. 
D~umenl  not seen by ASTIS. Citation  from NOGAP. 
OORD, MWFW 
?hemal and broad-band visible imagery from the NOAA 7 satellite 
ww obtained over the southern Beaufort Sea during the months of July, 
August  and September 1984. Digital data wcm Lm analyzed to 
produce maps of sea surface temperature and turbidity, 'Ihe repon 
describes the mcrhodolqier employed, discussea the limitations of 
satellite imagery and provides a qualitative analysis of the four NOAA 
7 AVHRR images obcained as part of the project. (NOGAP) 

D-208833 
Over-the-ice hydrographic  survey for Canadian 

Hydrographic Service of Arnott  Strait, Queen Elizabeth 
Islands, N.W.T., 1985, final lield report / McEIhanney 
Group Ltd.  Canada.  Dept, of Fisheries and  Oceans 
[Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta. : The McElhanney  Group  Ltd., 1985. 
ii, 27, [32] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. + 2 sheets (100 x 100 cm). 
(NOGAP project no. 8.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
Appendices. 
Issued  with 2 charts 1:40,000. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
The purpose of this survey was to improve and update existing dah in 
the AmMt Strait a m  The survey was d e d  out during March and 
April 1985 and required approximately 13,000 spot soundings on a 200 
m grid.  This report provides detailed descriptions of the logistics and 

methodology involved in the survey. It was the firat time that a 
computer and elabrate CRT system were used in this type of surv 1 . 
The system performed without incident and all potential data w e n  
recorded on disk. All facets of the Operation went smoothly wikh 
accurate data being the final result. (NOGAP) 

D-208841 
Tidal  propagation  measurements in B a r n  Bay, Laneaster 

Sound, and Nares Strait / Greisman, P. Grant, S. 
Blaskovitch.  A.  van  Hardenburg.  B.  Canadian 
Hydrographic  Service [Sponsor]. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Canadian Hydrographic Service, 1986. 
viii. 548 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian  contractor  report of hydrography and ocean sciences, 

(NOGAP project no. B.04 : Hydrography, Northwest Passage) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Supply and Services Canada Cat. No. FS 97-17DB. 
OORD 
The authors deployed twenty-nine ti& gauges and five cumnt meters 
thrwgh the sea ice dong the east coast of Baffii I s h d .  in Imncns$et 
Sound and in N a m  Strait during late Febnraly and m e r e d  them in 
late April of 1985. Mmt of the instruments collected data of g m d  
quality. In addition, the u t h w  report on three tide gauges deployed by 
the Bedford Institute .'Ad in place for over one ycar. Subsequent 
hamonic analyses of tidal constituents show that the tides are mady 
semi-diurnal in character with ranges up to about 7 m. Tidal cumhts 
measured in Nares Strait reached velocities up to 50 a d s .  Cotidal 
cham canstructed using all available data show that the tides enter 
Blffm Bay from the swth through Davis Strait and p'ogrcas dong the 
eastern shore and a m d  the bny counter clockwise. propgating 
westward into Lancaster S w n d  In Nares Strait, the tides enter fr6m 
hh the south through Smith Sound and fmm the Lincoln Sea to the 
norh to form a nearly standing wave in Kane Basin. (Au) 

110.25) 

D-210439 
Evaluation of wave  forecasting  in the Beaufort Sea I 

MacDonald, K.A. Canada.  Atmospheric  Environment 
Service. 

Downsview,  Ont. : Atmospheric  Environment  Service, 1985. 
12, [Zl] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. C.16 : Beaufort  Sea  forecasting  techniques 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document  no^ seen by ASTIS. Ciiation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
Wave foracasts for the Beaufon Sea, genentsd during a four-week 
period in h e  mmmer of 1984 by &no Rcrwrccs parametric wind-wave 
model, haw k e n  evaluated. The model is a malified  venion of the 
AES parametric wave model and driven by analyzed and forerrst wind 
fields which are prepad  subjedively. Mdel forecarts verified 
against visual wave observations and wavc-rider data collected at drill 
site locations and wcrc also c m p r c d  with subjectively prcpmd wave 
forecasts originating from the AES Beaufort Weather and Ice Office 
(BWO). ... (Au) 

(sea state forecast  model)) 

D-292044 
Beaufort Sea current measurements, March-August 1987 : 

Volume I : Beaufort Sea / McCullough, D. MacdonalA 
R.W. Iseki, K. Carmack, E.C. Institute of Ocean 
Sciences,  Patricia  Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute  of Ocean Sciences, 1988. 
v. 42 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(Canadian  data  report  of  hydrography  and Ocean sciences, no. 
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60) 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea  oceanography) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Dmumetat nol seen by M I S .  Citation ftom NOCAP. 
OORD, BVIEM 
As part of the p m g m  to determine hydrocubon pathways and prLnary 
productivity of the Mackenzie Shelf, four ruburface moorings were 
deployed, comprised of a pair of current meters and a sequential 
sediment trap. dong the 200 meter -tour of the Beaufort SEI. The 
masurements am summarized in the rtpn as time - series plow, at 
fucd dephs, of tempramre, salinity m m n t  speed. current direction 
and tight transmission. (NOGAP) 

D-292052 
Physical data collected in the  Beaufort  Sea,  September  1986 

/ Cuypers, LE. Blaskovich, A.W. Cannack, E.C. 
Macdonald,  R.W. Institute of Ocean Sciences,  Patricia 
Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute  of Ocean Sciences. 1988. 
v. 149 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(Canadian  data  report of hydrography and Ocean sciences,  no, 

(NOGAP  project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea  oceanography) 
Appendix. 
References. 
Document n4t seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, BVIEM 
This shldy repons on a cruise carried a t  in Septanbcr 1986 to 
dckrmine hydrocarbon pathwaya and primary pductivity of the 
Mackenzie Shelf, Supponing phyaical rmanographic data.  including 
temperature, salinity, tight transmission and attcnuatim, density, 
departure from freezing point, and dynamic height are reported. 
(NOGAP) 

59) 

D-292060 
Data report : NOCAP 8.6 : Beaufort Sea oaanagraphy, 

September 1986 / Maodonald,  R.W. Iscki, K. 
Carmack. E.C. Macdonald. D.M. O’Brien, M.C. 
McLaughlin, F.A. Institute of Ocean  Sciences,  Patricia 
Bay . 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute  of Ocean Sciences. 1988. 
v, 68 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian  data  report  of  hydrography  and Ocean sciences, no. 

(NOGAP  project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  Oceanography) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, BVIEM 
A cruise to the Beaufort Sea WM carried out in Sepcmber 1986. 
Reponed here are the suppolting geochemical measurements.  including 
salinity. tm~pera~rle, nutrients, oxygen isoroper, chloqhyll  a, t d  
suspended solids, particulate organic c a h n  and nitrogen, and bact&l 
enurneratian. (NOGAP) 

58)  

D-292117 
The distribution of nutrients  in the southeastern  Beaufort 

Sea : implkatims for  water  circulation and primary 
production / Institute  of  Ocean  Sciences,  Patricia  Bay. 
MacdonalQ  R.W.  Wong, C.S. Scokam  Oceanography 
Limited.  Erikson, P. Canada. Dept. of Fisheries  and 
Oceans [Sponsor]. 

(Journal of geophysical  research, v. 92, no.  C 3, Mar. 15, 1987, 
p.2939-2952, ill.) 

(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
References. 
Documtat nol seen by ASTIS. Ciration from NOGAP. 
ACU. OORD, BVIEM 
Hydrographic data collected almvc the shelf and sl- in the 
southcastem Beaufort Sea ahow marked contrast in nutrients, 
tanpemturc. salinity and oxygen between August 1974, a year when ice 
m r i n e d  close  to shore. and August 1975, a year with open water. The 
ncarsurf.oe propcttiea were daninatcd by river inplta, biological 
activity, and the ice regime. &low the winter-mixed m e .  pmprties 
are similar to ebewhcrc in the Arctic Ocun. Upwelling l i y  results 
f m n  intcmctim of c a s t a l  cirdation with topography. Roductivity 
catimater am induded. (NOGAP) 

D-292273 
Forecasting  Beaufort %a wind waves by  momentum  balance 

method : further hiadcast studies / MacLaren  Plansearch 
Limited. Canada. Atmospheric  Environment  Service 
[Sponsor]. 

Halifax, N.S. : M d a r e n  Plansearch  Limited. 1987. 
iv, [ llS] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.16 : Beaufort Sea forecasting  techniques 

Final report. 
Appendioes. 
References. 
D o c u m  nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. OTM 
The authon dcacribe the development of a wave forecast model for the 
Beaufort Sen b a d  011 tnnsformatim of the Great U e s  Environmental 
Rmmrch kborrtory model (OLERL) into the Beaufort Sca Wave 
Modcl.  Version 2 (BSWM2).  An extensive model evaluation was 
conducted by compiling e m  utatiatics on performance based m a long 
pcriod and several short period storm eventa simultionr. ’Ihc B S W M P  
ha8 provided encarraging results and will be capable of being used to 
provide Beaufort wave forecasts pmvided recmnmcndntimr on 
appliation  are addressed. (NOGAP) 

(sea state forecast rndel)) 

‘* 
u 

D-292648 
Distribution of partkulate matter in tbc southeastern 

Beaufort Sea in  late  summer / Iseki. K. Macdonald, R. 
Cannack, E. Canada Dept. of Fisheries  and Oceans 

[Sponsor]. 
(NIPR  symposium on polar biology,  no. 1, 1987, p. 3546, dl.) 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea  oceanography) 
Rtprint. 
References. 
D o c u m e ~  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOCAP. 
OQRD, BVlEM 
Forty-onc stations wcrt established for measuremmta of  suspended 
particulate matter (SPM). chlorophyll-a (chl-a), and particulate organic 
carban (POC) in the southeastern Beaufolt Sea in September 1986. 
Pdminaty  msults indicate that both the Mackenzie River and 
sediments in the nea r she  are major ptticulue sources to the surface 
layer of the inner shelf. Canpared  to the Arctic Ocean, water over the 
Mackenzie Shelf haa POC concentnuions h o s t  an order of magnitude 
higher Lrwghwt  the water column. This is pmbably a result of 
organic particles added to the sulfacc layer by river input and 
phytoplanktm production with subsequent settling into deeper water 
during the open-water reason. (NOGAP) 

D-308420 
Report on the  “computer-based analysis of digital 

bathymetric  data” : Beaufort Sea / Challenger  Surveys & 
Services Ltd Canada. Dept.  of  Indian  Affairs  and 
Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 
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Edmonton, Alta. : Challenger Surveys & Services Ltd., 1988. 
vi, 148 leaves : ill. ; 29 x 45 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.04 : Granular resources inventory and 

OORD, NWYIN, ACU 
The report describes the analysis of selected bathymetric features on the 
Yukon Shelf and in the Erksak bormw a m  of the southern Beaufort 
Sea. Several seabed bathymetric a n ~ ~ d i ~ ~  that could potentially 
amtain granular resaurces were identified on small scale three- 
dimensional mesh petspcclives of cach of the two main study areas. 
Using subsets of the main digital k m i n  matel, more detailed analysis 
d the individual features was  then  undertaken. For each feature, a 
series of detailed mesh  perspective. pmfde and a p t  bathymetry plots 
are preuented. Comments on other tmthymetric data analysis techniques. 
such as the removal of regimal slope.  and on the likelihood, based on 
their morphology, of the futures containing granular materials am also 
included. The report mncludes that wmputcr-bared analysis of 
bathymetric data can be very useful in granular remum identification 
and evaluation when  used d i d y  in m j u n & m  with geological and 
geophysical data. It recommends that the mesh generating software be 
implemented on micmomputcn so h a t  geophysid and geological 
data interpretern BIF able to make use of available digital Mymetr ic  
data and to view identified features from any  perspective. (NOGAP) 

management program) 

D-308595 
A study of the  occurrence  of  strudel scours in  the  Canadian 

Beaufort  Sea / Pilkington and Associates. P,F.L. Arctic 
and Offshore Technology Ltd. Canada. Supply and 
Services Canada [Sponsor]. 

S.L. : [Supply and Services Canada, 198-?]. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics, Beaufort 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citalion from NOGAP. 
In the spring the rivers along the coast of the Canadian and US 
Beaufon Sea rise and, because the ice near shore extends down to the 
seabed, the river water f l d s  over the ice forming a layer of water up 
to 90 cm deep. The water finds holes in the ice (seal holes or crack$) 
and drains off the ice through these holes forming a vortex or "strudd" 
which pe t r a t e s  the water  column  and scours into the sea floor 
forming "stmdel scoun". Strudel SCOUR off the Alaska coast can be 
over 25 rn diameter and 6 m deep, thus  a  StNdel scour below a 
pipeline could cause a serious foundation stability problem. Strudel 
SCOUR have been found off the A l a s k a n  const but never in the 
Mackenzic Bay area of the Canadian Beaufort  Sea. although one waa 
fwnd in Phillip Bay. This study indicate$ that most of the elements 
needed to form rtrudd scours exist in the Mackenzie Bay from Shallow 
Bay lo North Point, i.c., grounded ice near shore, flooding of the ice in 
May, soft seabed sediments, etr ... In summary we cannot see why 
there  would  not be strudels and  Strudel scours in the Mackenzie  Bay 
area. ... Stmdel scouring would also be expected in Liverpool b y  by 
h e  Anderson  and  Mason  rivers and have already bcEn obsemd in 
Phillip Bay. These a m  arc of far less industrial imprlana than LC 
Mackcnzie Bay at this time. (Au) 

s-1 

D-308609 
Beaufort  Sea coastal sediment  study  (continuation) : 

Evaluation of inshore wave climate and coastal  sediment 
transport prediction  techniques at King Polnt,  Yukon / 
Keith Philptt   Consulting Limited. Pinchin, B.M. 
Naim, R.B. Canada. Geological Survey [Sponsor]. 

Toronto : Keith  Philpott  Consulting Limited, 1987. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics. Beaufort 

Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citahn from NOGAP. 
OOG 
This study was intended to evaluate a series of coasd processes 

Sa) 

estimation techniques using field data measured at King  Point, Yuk 
Territories during an earlier study by Dabmcky SCatEch Ltd. 
techniques and phenmena to be considered were parametric wa s e 
hindcasting, spectral waw  r e fmim,  wave genetatcd alongsho& 
currents and alongshore sedment transport, and surge induced coastnl 
profile adjustment. Ihe mwured data from the earlier study were not 
of aufficient quality to enable the study to be cwduaed na thoroughly 
as intended.  However,  it was possible to examine the wave  hindcasting 
pmcess in detail over a moderate four day storm, impming the 
understanding of wave genemion at King Point. Different methods bf 
predicting bdtm roughness and i ts  influence on dongahore currents 
and alongshore sediment t m s p r t  were also investigated but there was 
not sufficient data to determine the best method, Profile response due to 
onshorc-offshore sediment transpon could n a  be evaluated with the 
available data. The effect of a coastal StNCtllm at King Point was 
evaluated in a separate rep which  is also bound in this cover. (Au) 

D-308617 
Current and directional  wave measurements in the Beaufort 

Sea coastal zone,  August - September,  1987 1 Arctic 
Sciences Limited. Fissel, D.B. Byrne, O.J. 
Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre [Sponsor]. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Arctic Sciences Ltd.. 1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geokchnics. Beaufort 

Documew n a  seen bg'ASTlS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
ODG 
An extensive set of cumnt and directional wave data were collected 
within 700 m of the Beaufm Sea coastline over a 21 day period. 
During this period. a combination of five  signifcant wind events and 
~ p a m t i v e l y  large open water fetch resulted in substantial wave 
activity within the coastal  me. The wavc events had  a significant 
wave height of 0.6 to 1.3 and peak periods of 6.5 to 9.8 scconds~ Large 
wave orbital velocities were measured during wind events, with typical 
amplitudes of 0.2 to 0.4 m/s and peak values of up to 1.3 4 s .  'Ihe 
wind-driven alongshore cumnts were generally low amplitude (up to 
0.35 4 s )  and not correlated to wind and wave activity. Peak current 
fluauation amplitudes gwt ly  exceeded the alongshore cumnt by a 
factor ranging from 3 to 10. (NOGAP) 

Sea) 

D-309397 
Oceanographic data collected  from  the Henry h m n  in the 

Beaufort Sea, August-September  1990 / Macdonald, R.W. 
Carmack, E.C. McLaughlin. F.A. Sieberg. D. 

O'Brien. MX. Paton, D. Pearson, R. Liangfeng, 
Y. Gobeil, C. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute of Ocean Sciences, 1991. 
v, 142 p. : ill. (1 col.). maps ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian data report of hydrography and Ocean sciences, no. 

(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufon Sea oceanography) 
Appendices. 
References. 
ACU 
A cruise to the southem Beaufon Sea was canied out f ran  the Henry 
Lawn in August-September, 1990. Here we reprt  the batle data for 
measurements of salinity, temperature, nutrients (silicate, phosphate and 
nitrate). dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll a determinatiws. and the 
CIQ data. (Au) 

97) 

D-309427 
Seasonal  salinity,  temperature and density data for 

Tuktoyaktuk Harbour.and M a m  Bay, N.W.T., 1980 to 
1988 / Hopky, G.E. Chiperzak, D.B. Lawrence, MJ. 

de March. L. Freshwater  Institute (Canada). 
Winnipeg, Man. : Freshwater  Institute (Canada), 1990. 
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v, 231 p. : ill., maps ; 2.8 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.02 : Critical estuarine and  marine 

(Canadian  data report of fisheries  and  aquatic  sciences, no. 801) 
Appendices. 
References. 
This is the 48th Data  Report from the Dept. of  Fisheries  and 

Oceans, Central  and  Arctic  Region,  Freshwater Institute, 
Winnipeg. 

M W F W ,  ACU 
'his  ~pon contains searmd adinity. tcmpmture and dmsity (m) 
data collected fran 1980 to 1988 in two emhymmta - Tuktoyaktuk 
Harbour and Maron Bay - dong the m t h  east Buufon Sea 
Sampling  during the ice m e r  pcriod WM usually -ducted  in  March. 
Sampling WEIS conducted more frequcntly throughout thc open water 
period of June to Seplunbcr, but only in Tuktgrrktuk Harbour. I c e  
hichess  pnd secchi depth v d w s  are also reported (Au) 

habitats  of  the  Canadian arctic coastal shelf) 

D"W1 
NOGAP B.6 : volume 2 : Physical data collected in the 

Beaufort Sea, March-June 1987 I Macdonald, D.M. 
Cuypers, L.E. McCullough, D. Carmack, E. 
Macdonald,  R.W.  Institute  of Ocean Sciences.  Patricia 
Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute of Ocean Sciences, 1988. 
v, 157 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
(Canadian  data  report  of  hydrography and ocean  sciences, no. 
60) 

Appendix. 
References. 
OORD, BVIEM, YWA 
As pat of the NOGAP 8.6 program. with major objectives to 
determine hydmcattam and primary productivity of the waters averlying 
the  Beaufort Shelf, we memured water properties (biological, chemical 
and physical) on a transect out from fiktoyaktuk to the shelf beak. 
These measurement8 were made f m  ur ly  spring (March) through to 
b d u p  (June). We repon hen the supporting physical occrrnogmphic 
data, including  temperature. salinity, light transmission and attenuation, 
density ... depfiure from freezing point.  and dynamic height. 
Additional physical measurements wem made in the nar-shore m e  to 
investigate the Mackenzie plume struaurc under ice: these data are also 
included  here. (Au) 

D-309460 
NOCAP 8.6 : volume 4 : Chemical data collected in the 

Beaufort Sea, summer, 1987 I Macdonald. R.W. Iseki, 
K. O'Brien, M.C. McLaughlin. F.A. 
McCullough, D. Macdonald, D.M. Cmack.  E.C. 

Buckingham, S, Institute  of  Ocean  Sciences,  Patricia 
Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute  of Ocean Sciences.  Patricia  Bay, 1988. 
v, 103 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
(Canadian  data report of hydrography and ocean sciences, no. 

60) 
Appendices. 
References. 
BVIEM. OORD, YWA 
As part of the NOGAP 8.6 program,  with major objeaives to 
determine hydrocarbon pathways and primary productivity of L e  waters 
overlying the Mackenzio Shelf, we measured water p q n i c a  
(biological, chemical and physical) on seveml transects extending from 
inshore waters to the shelf bred, and anc deep statim 3500 MO in the 
southwestern Canada Basin. The samplcs were collected from the 
C.S.C. John P. TuUy during July - September, 1987. We repon here 

Adams, X. Yunker, M. Miskulin. G. 

t h e  chcmid  measurements made on M l e  samples;  these indude 
salinity. tempmtun. disuolved  oxygen,  phosphate, nitrate. reactive 
silicate. chlwophyll a. toul suspcndcd solids, and paniculate organic 
carbon and nitrogen. (Au) 

D-309478 
NOGAP 8.6 : volume 5 : Chemical data coUected In the 

Beaufort Sea and Mackenzie  River Delta, March-July 
1987 I Macdonald,  R.W. Iseki, K. O'Brien, M.C. 
McLaughlin,  F.A.  McCullough, D. Macdondd, D.M. 

Carmack, E.C. Yunker, M. Budringham, S. 
Miskulin, G. Institute of Ocean Sciences, Paicia  Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute of Ocean  Sciences,  Patricia Bay, 1988. 
v. 55 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
(Canadian data report of hydrography and ocean  sciences, no. 
60) 

Appendices. 
References. 
OORD, BVIEM, YWA 
As pat of L e  NOGAP 8.6 program, with major objcdivu to 
determine hydrocsrbon pthways and primary productivity of the waters 
overlying the Mackenzie Shelf, we measured water properties 
(biological, chemicd and physical) on a ttansed out from Tuktoyahk 
to the shelf b d .  Thqe  meammnenu wen made fran early spring 
(March 1987) thmugh'to Wup (May 1987). We repon here the 
chemid  measurements made on water samples including salinity, 
dissolved oxygen, phosphate. nitrate, reactive silicate, chlolophyll a, 
tdal suspended solids. paniculate organic carbon and nitrogen. Also 
included are the chanical measurements made OH pumped samples 
d d  during 2 trips to the Mackmzie River Delta in June and July, 
1987. (Au) 

D-309486 
NOCAP B.6 : volume 6 : Physical data collected in the 

Beaufort Sea, summer, 1987 / Carmack, E. Papadakis. 
LE. Macdonald, DM. Macdonald, R.W. Institute 
of Ocean Sciences, Patricia Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute of Ocean Sciences,  Patricia  Bay, 1989. 
v. 219 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
(Canadian  data  report  of  hydrography and Ocean sciences,  no. 
60) 

Appendices. 
Refcrencw. 
BVIEM.  YWA 
As p a  of the NOGAP 8.6 prqram, with major objeaivcs to 
determine h y d m c a h  pathwaya and primary productivity of the waters 
overlying the Beaufofi Shelf, we mcuurcd watw propeniw (biological, 
chemical and physical) across the shelf. These measuremenu were 
made during aummer and complete a time series commencing in 
March, 1987. We repon here the supponing physical oceanographic 
data, including tempcraw, salinity, light transmission and attenuation, 
density ... dcpanurc fran freezing point. and dynamic height. (Au) 

D-309494 
NOGAP B.6 : volume 7 : Hydrocarbon determinatiorrs : 

Mackenzie  River and Beaufort Sea shoreline  peat samples 
I Yunker. M.B. McLaughlin. F.A. Fowler, BR. 
Smyth.  T.A.  Cretney, WJ. Macdonald, R.W. 
McCullough, D. Institute of Ocean Sciences,  Patricia 
Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute  of Ocean Sciences,  Patricia  Bay, 1990. 
vi, 81 p. : ill., 1 map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
(Canadian  data  report  of  hydrography  and Ocean sciences,  no. 
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60) 
Appendices. 
References. 
BVIEM. YWA, OORD, ACU 
As pan of the NOGAP 8.6 pragram. with major objectives to 
determine hydrocarbon pathways and  prirnary productivity of the waters 
overlying the Mackenzie Shelf, we dtmd hydrocarbon samples in 
the Mackenzie Delta. f m  the Beaufort Scrr coast and from =peat 
sampling of several transects extending from inshore watcn  to the shelf 
break. This repon describes in detail the ,methds used for the 
collection and analysis of. hydrocarbw samples from the water. 
shoreline. sediment and atmosphere. It plso provides complete mulls 
for the analysis of samples fran the Mackenzie River Delta and the 
Beaufort Sea shorclinc. (Au) 

D-309508 
Oceanographic data coUected from the Sir J o b  Franklin in 

the  Beaufort Sea, September 1989 I MacdonalQ R.W. 
Carmack. E.C. O'Brien, M.C. McLaughlin, F.A. 
Minkley. B. Berger-North, K. Institute of  Ocean 
Sciences, Patricia Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute of Ocean Sciences,  Patricia  Bay, 1990. 
v, 100 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
(Canadian data  report  of  hydrography and ocean scienccs, no. 

Appendices. 
References, 
O O R D ,  BVIEEM. YWA 
A mise to the Southern Beaufort Sea w a  canied out from the CCGS 
Sir J o h n  Franklin in August - September, 1989. Here  we rem the 
boule data including salinity, tanperature, nutrients (silicate, phosphate 
and nitrate), dissolved oxygen and  chlor0phyU a determinations, and the 
CTD data. (Au) 

80) 

D-309516 
Sedlment-storm  interaction  study : final report : NOGAP 

B.6 I Seaconsult  Marine  Research Ltd. Hodgins, D.O. 
Institute of Ocean Sciences, Patricia Bay [Sponsor], 

Vancouver,  B.C. : Seaconsult  Marine  Research Ltd, 1988. 
vi, 94 leaves : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
Covet  title. 
Appendices. 
References. 
BVIEM, OORD 
As part of the 1987 NOGAP 8.6 program an instrument  was developed 
to monitor storm-induccd sedimont  resuspension and transport. tgcthcr 
with synchronous changes in porewater pressure in slufcial sediments. ... The pu'pose of this repon is 10 document the instnunentation 
deployed at each site. discuss the calibration  of the sensors. to present 
and discuss the measmments, and to examine models for predicting 
suspended sediment concentration distributions and nediment transpok 
(Au) 

D-309524 
Composition and modification of water mass?$ in the 

Mackenzie  shelf  estuary I Macdonald, R.W. Carmack 
E.C. McLaughlin, F.A. Iseki, K. Macdonald. 
D.M. O'Brien, M.C. Institute of Ocean  Sciences, 
Patricia  Bay. 

(NOGAP project  no.  B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
(Journal  of  geophysical  research, v. 94, no. C12, Dec, 15, 1989, 

p.18057-18070, 1 leaf  of  plates, ill. (1 col.). 1 map) 
References. 

Contains a coloured  plate  on  page 18,247, 
BVIEM.  OORD, ACU 

Thc distribution of delta 18 0. salinity. temperature, and nutrients have 
becn used to quantify water sources to the Madenzie shelf in L e  
Beaufort Sea. Canparison of water mass analyses with sstcllite imagery 
confinns that the meteoric (tunoff) water is associated with the 
Mackenzie plume. The seasonally variable surface layer for the shelf  is 
viewed as cycling between a "reverse estuary" in  winter,  when the 
polar mixed layer (PML) is formed, and a positive eshlaty , "  s er 
when the shelf waten respond to freshwater inputs (-3. and ce 
melt). We infer a standing stock of 3.7 m fresh water at thc end, of 
summer 1986, of  which 30% owes its origin to the melting of sta ice: 
our data coupled with river flow imply a freshwater flushing time for 
the Madcenzie shelf at about 150 days. To re-form the PML during 
winter requires the r c m d  of this ~c*scmal f m h  water through the 
combined processes of flushing and i c e  fmaticm: once this fresh water 
has been  removed, mntinued ice gmwth can prudwe %w" brine 
which wwld bc observed as a deeper and saltier PML from the 
prcvious year. A simple geochemical model shows that autumn 
conditions (freshwater accumulation) and the rate of flushing are 
imp tan t  controls on the pknt ia l  of the shelf to produce "new" brine 
and that winler runoff, were it to distribute evcnly acmss the shelf, is 
sufficient to inhibit brine production. (Au) 

7 

D-309532 
Water  ma=  structure and boundaries in the Msckenzie shelf 

estuary I Carmadi, E.C. Macdonald. R.W. 
Papadakis. J.E. Institute  of Ocean Sciences, Patricia Bay. 

(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea oceanography) 
(Journal  of  geophysical  research, v. 94, no. C12, Dec. 15, 1989, 

p.18W3-18055, 1 leaf  of  plates, ill. (1 col.). 1 map) 
References. 
Contains a coloured plate  on  page 18.245. 
BVIEM, OORD. ACU 
The Mackenbe shelf is a broad, estuarine region bonkring the 
southastern Beaufort Sea in the Arctic Oman. Its fields of temperature 
and salinity result fran the modification of offshore water maases by 
river inflow, ice melting and freezing, sdar insolation. md airwa 
exchange. We here relate water masses ruidcnt on the Mackcnzie shelf 
to the large-scale o o u n s n p h y  of the Arctic meditcmcan. *The 
summenime exchange between the shelf and opcn ocean is largely 
confmed to waters lying above the main h d d i n c  (S02.2 psu), thus 
excluding underlying offshore waten from the nutrient maximum layer 
(S33.1 psu) and Atlantic layer (Sr34.2 psu). Cross-shclf pmperty 
distributions show that individual water masses maintain their stnrctllral 
identity (Le. core properties and buoyancy frequency) as they move 
across the shelf and participate in  the estuarine cimhtion. shelf waters 
am strongly influenad by river inflow; however, the concept af a 
single "plume"  issuing from the incaning river and forming a strictly 
twdayercd structure owr  uniform shelf water is misleading, sin& a 
variety of temperature. salinity, and turbidity fronts co-cxist on the shelf 
81 MY given time. (Au) 

D-309540 
Geochemistry and fluxes of hydrocarbons to tbe Beaufort 

Sea  shelf : a multivariate  comparison of nuvial inputs 
and coastal erosion of peat using priucipal  components 
analysis I Yunker, M.B. Macdonald, R.W. Fowler, 
B.R. Cretney. W.J. DaUimore,  S.R.  McLaughlin, 
F.A. Institute  of  Ocean  Sciences, Patricia Bay. 

(NOGAP project  no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
(Geochimica  et  cosmochimica  acta. v. 55. no. 1, Jan. 1991, p. 

References. 
ACU 
The allochthcmous inputs of hydnrrrbcm to the Canadian Beaufort 
Shelf were studied by applying principal components analysis (PCN to 
well-validated and rigorously blank-corrected samples. Incorporation  of 
a wide mngc of perdcutcmted n-akanes and PAH into the analysis 

255-273, ill., 1 map) 
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scheme ensured that only reliably quantified variables were  uaed to 
interpret the h y d m h  geochemistry.  Application of PCA to 
Mackenzie River samples demonstrated a homogeneoua system, fmm 
which  we infer coupling or quilibrium between the river articulate 
hydrocarbons and the dissolved fradion. Partidate (panicle size A.7 
micm meters) hydrocarbon flux fran the Mackenzic Riwr ir by far the 
most important ternattidy derived aourcc of hydrocarbons to the 
Beaufon Sea. "be Mackenzie River ptticuLalea have a dirtinct n-alkane 
signature which can be used to identify the riverine inflwncc on the 
h y d r o c o h   g c d r m i s t t y  of the BepufW Sen shelf. Based cm one 
year's data, the flux of total &MU ir 440 +-94 tonne/a, and PAH is 
49 +-8 tonne/a (unccnrinties nre m e  s t m d a r d  deviation cd the sampling 
and analytical variation). The pnicda tc  flux cxceeda the a-vying 
dissolved h y d m c a h  flux by two orders of magnitude and has a 
strong r w o n a l  cycle: winter coatributer lear than an estimated 0.6% of 
mal annual flux. Deltaic silt from the western Mlclrcnzie delta and the 
smaller amwntr of detritus fmm couul cmion of peot are minor 
hydrocarbon sources and contribute, in totrl. leas than 10% lo the 
budget for most allunea. An impntant exception, with regal  to shelf 
geochemistry. is the significant quantity of  peat-derivcd higher plant n- 
alkanes. (Au) 

D-309575 
Wave bindcasting for extreme  wave analysis in  the Beaufort 

Sea : NOGAP BS : final  report I Glenn, G. Canada 
Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. 

[S.l.] : Canada. Dept. of  Fisheries  and Oceans, 1988. 
[I191 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.08 : Beaufort  Sea  waves) 
Appendices. 
References. 
OORD, BVIEM 
This repon is B study of the B u u f ~ r  Sea wave climate far the 
Northern Oil and Gas Action  Program. Extreme waves were estimated 
using modeled wave data and the joint pmbabitic8 of s t o r m  and ice 
conditions.  A shallow water wave model was developsd. This  was  used 
to hindcast a set of past Beaufort storms. Scientific crmn were 
estimated for each atage of these analyaw. (Au) 

0-309605 
Beaufort Sea wave  bindcast / Seaconsult  Marine  Research Ltd. 

Canada. Marine Environmental  Data  Service  [Sponsor]. 
Vancouver, B.C, : Seaconsult  Marine  Research Ltd, 1988. 
ca. 200 p. : ill., maps : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.08 : Beaufort  Sea waves) 
Appendices, 
References. 
OORD 
This re+ analyzer the resub of vuiata wave models designed to 
predict  wave cmditions in the Berurfon Sea under a range of ~mrm and 
orher conditions. ( A m S )  

D-309745 
NOCAP 8.6 : volume 3 : Beaufort Sea current 

measurements,  Sept. 1987-March 1988 / McCullough, D. 

Institute of Ocean Sciences, Paeicia  Bay. 
Macdonald, R.W. Iseki, K. Carmack, E. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute of Ocean Sciences,  Paeicia  Bay, 1988. 
37 p. ; 28 cm. 
( N O G A P  project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
(Canadian  data  report of hydrography  and  Ocean  sciences,  no. 

BVIEM.  YWA. ACU, OORD 
Four subsurface, taulline mooringr were deployed in the aummer of 
1987 almg the 200 m contour in the Bead011 Scr. Each  mooring 
comprised SI pair of cumnt metcn and a sequential redimat trap. One 
curtent meter was h a t e d  as cloae to the surface aa predickd i c r  kcel 

60) 
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depths wwld allow and the other was SO m above the btan in close 
association with the sediment trap. 'Ihe moorings were recovered from 
the ice in  March 1988. The measurements am summarized in  this 
v n .  (Au) 

D-309'753 
Measurement of natural trace dissolved hydrocarbons by In 

situ  column  extraction : an Intercomparison of two 
adsorption resins / Yunker, M.B. McLaughlin,  F.A. 
Macdonald, R.W. Cretncy. WJ. Fowler, B R  
Smyth. T.A. Canada bpt. of Fisheries  and Oceans. 

(NOGAP project no. 8.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
(Analytical chemislry. v. 61.1989, p.1333-1343) 
Docutnew nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
ACU 
Chmmororb T and XAD-2 mains are cmnpared for the in ritu 
extraction of alkanc and polycyclic aromatic hydmxholu (PAHs) from 
fresh- and  seawater. In colllmn efficiency expcrimcnts, Chrommorb T 
yielded higher rccoverier than XAD-2 for n-alkanes et 3 and 0.6 ng/L 
concentmtitimr p r  oanponent. Chrunarorb T d m a  gave good 
recoveries for PAHs of t h m  and more ringa (0.4 ng/L per component) 
and XAD-2 for PAHa of four and more Mlyl (0.06 n& per 
component). Lower molecular weight PAHs were recovered powly by 
Chrwmororb T and umtaminatcd by XAD-2. Principal component 
analysis (PCA) discriminated well between Chranosorb T and XAD-2 
diarolved hydrocarbon ip ritu samples and their rcspedive blanks. The 
PCA models muld also distinguish between the gmpa of  samples 
coUectcd  with each resin. Between-resin difference was m a  important 
than sampling location for hydrocarbcn mmpi t ion :  thir difference in 
resin  aduorption characteristics shows up dmmatically in the mean 
sample and blank plots for the hydtoclrbons. The majority of blank- 
corrected XAD-2 alkane conentmtims were below the limit of 
detection. In contrast. the majority of the alkanes below  triaccmtane 
were quantifiable for the aamples w Chromororb T. PAHs in the 
phemthrem to chrytcne nnge gave comprrable results for the two 
reaina. The Chmnomrb T in situ methodology provider the first 
disrolved hydmurbw musurcmenta that arc unquestionably abwe the 
mcaaured m a  blank. With this technique individual akanea and PAHs 
at p& conantrationa in MtUd walen can be quantified. WOGAP) 

D-309761 
The role of large-scale  under-ice  topography  in  separating 

estuary  and ocean on  an arctic shelf 1 Macdondd, R.W. 
Carmacb, E.C. Canada Dept. of Fisheries and 

oceans. 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  Oceanography) 
(Atmosphere-ocean, v. 29, no. 1.  1991, p. 37-53) 
Docurnew nol seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
The Mackenzie Shelf in the Canadian BeaufM Sea receive6 large 
mwntl of freshwater nmoff in winter and, yet, it ala0 produces 
ventilating water masses by brine rejcctim f ran  growing ice. We 
examine phyrical and chemical data to see how these cmtradictory 
pmnasea can occur juxtaposed on the shelf. Mensuremenu of salinity 
and delta 18 0 both fmm ice corca and the water column are used to 
infer the septation into two convective rcgimcs due to the under-ice 
topography of the system of large presrure ridges that farms at the 
bwndary between landfast ice and p c k  ice, Outside this ridge  system 
the i c e  cover is subject to frequent opcnings due to offshore ice maim. 
The inner regime is thus daninated by the impoundment of Mackenzie 
River water.  whereas the outer regime is subject to brine enhancement. 
This p a p  cornparer freezing proceaaes and system evolution for these 
two regimes in winter. (NOGAP) 

D-309770 
Organic  carbon  and colloids in the Msckenzie Blver and 

Beaufort Sea 1 Whitehouse. B.G. Mscdonald,  R.W. 
Iseki, K. Yunker. M.B. McLaughlin, F.A. 
Canada. Dept. of  Fisheries  and Oceans. 
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D - OCEANOGRAPHY ~ 

(NOGAP project rto. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea o ~ e ~ ~ g r a p h y )  
(Marine chemistry, v. 26,  1989, p. 371-378) 
Dacumt!nt not seen by ASTIS, Crtation from NOGAP. 
Photooxidation analysis of colloidal organic material fran the 
Mackenzie River and Buufwt &a indicates that organic colloids in 
riverine, brackish, and marine waters match organic particulate material 
in magnitude and distribution, Comparison with data obuined by CHN 
analysis of organic colloids f i . 2  micro meten in sizc indicates that 
most of the riverine organic colloidal material midca in the 4 . 2  micm 
meters to low nm sizc range. The mUoidd frpaim is signifiunt in the 
Mackenzic River. but does not play a major role in the m u s  balance of 
tcdd organic carbar in the Mackenzie River and Benufort SU. We 
recognize rccent contmvemy regudig the analysis of marine dissolved 
organic carbon and suggest that such conhwcray may not apply to data 
obhincd fran freshwater environments. (NOGAP) 

D-309788 
Organk carbon and fl hydroearbow in the calloldml 

fractka : analysis of data obtained from the  Mackenzie 
River and Beaufort Sea : flnal report / Whitehouse, B.G. 

Institute of Ocean  Sciences,  Patricia  Bay* 
Halifax, N.S. : Dalhousie  University.  1988. 
iii, [75] leaves : ill. ; 28  cm. 
(NOOAP project no. 8.06 : Beaufort Sea  oceanography) 
Cover  title. 
Appendices. 
References. 
BVIEM, OORD 
The purpose of this repon is to preamt and synthesize available organic 
colloid data from the Mackenzic River and Beaufort Sea and rclevant 
physical oceanographic data. (Au) 

See a b  A-206814, B-207110,B-207330, B-2Q7535. 
B-207578,  B-207667.  E-207683, B-207705, B-308439, 
8-308668, B-308676,  B-308684, B-3m730,B-308757, 
8-308803, B-309b64, G-308579,  G-308587,c3-308625, 
H-292095, 1-192791,  1-207136,1-208817,  1-211362,  1-291889, 
Q-207373,Q-210382, X-190314. 

E - METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY 

E-207500 
Evaluation of existing climatologies for  the Beaufort Sea / 

MEP Company. Canada. Atmospheric  Environment 
Service [Sponsor]. 

Downsview, Ont : Atmospheric  Environment  Service,  1986. 
v, 88 p. ; 28  cm. 
(Canadian  Climate  Centre report, no. 86- 13) 
(NOGAP project 110. C.18 : Beaufort wind  climatologies) 
Final  report. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Doccumnt not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, 0" 
Over L e  p s t  10 to 15 ycan a variety of climate studies haw been 
done for the Beaufon Sea area by bolh industry  and  government. This 
repon provides a review  of as many of these studies as p s i b l c  to 
document B e  c u m t  extent of knowledge. identify and asscss m y  
limitations of prcviurs studies, and identify priorities for futurr 
research. The report is addrezsed in particular to the  meds of Le  oil 
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and gas industry. (Au) 1 

L-207519 
A-ment of Canadian arctic wind data sets / 

Environmental  Climate  Swvices.  Olson, R. Canada, 
Atmospheric  Environment  Service  [Sponsor]. 

Downsview,  Ont. : Atmospheric  Environment Service. 1986. 
vii,  58 p. : iU. ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian  Climate  Centre  report. no. 86- 9) 
(NOGAP project no. C.18 : Beaufort  wind  climatologies) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Dmument not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. OTM 
A knowledge of oceanic wind fields is a princippl requiranent for 
many meteorological and oapnogrnphic applications. In arctic CaMda 
coastal and offshore Ships-of-Oppomnity wind data am sparse and 
generally have rhon durations. As an attemp to fill the data gap, 
hindcast computer winds have been generaled using mdily available 
synoptic atmospheric p~ssu re  gradients. The P U ~ S E  of this study is 10 
provide an analysis of the qurlity of these cmputer generated and 
Shipsd-Opporhnity winds. 'll~em data have been compared relative to 
lmth Atmospheric Environment Servim coastal stations and geostrophic 
winds that were cxtnctcd from the pressure fields of aynoptic weather 
maps. There are largt variations in the wind field between sane &a 
sets but,  between othcii. the differences are not a i r p i f i a t .  Not d y  
docs this occur within subregions but also between adjacmt sites. 'Ihw, 
nom of the data sets are adequate for all applications. CIIUtion muat be 
exercised when choosing a data set for a particular appfiatim for a 
cemin m a .  (Au) 

E-210447 
NOCAP arctic meteomlagid tower / Fan&, F. Martin. 

B. Markes. J. Canada Atmospheric  Environment 
Service. 

Downsview.  Ont. : Atmospheric  Environment Service, [1986]. 
ii. 54 p. : ill. ; 28  cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.19 : Beaufort Sea  atmospheric  dispersion 

characteristics) 
Reference. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
Six tempraturn, wind s p e e d  and  wind direction scnsoc~ were inslrlled 
at variaus heights on the CBC 100 metre television iower in Inuvilr, 
N.W.T. In  addition. a HUMICAP, to musure the relative humidity at 
25  m and 15 m levela, and two Eppley pyranometers. to measure 
Alkdo at 1 m  height. wen installed. The pu'posc of this pmjccr is to 
gather detailed i n f o m m i r n  to form a data base of atmospheric 
pnnrmekn. The data we= awraged  cve'y 10 minutes and stored on 
t a p  at the AS6,  AES unnplter ready for use u p  command. %s 
rcprt describes in &tail the site, tower and the insullrtion of the 
sensors. The characteristics of the sensors are also examined. A sample 
of thc collected data is  presented  in this report. (Au) 

E-210455 
NOGAP project C.19 winter field study : February 1985 : 

Iauvik, N.W.T. / Fanaki, F. Martin, B. Markes, J. 
Canada.  Atmospheric  Environment  Service. 

Downsview,  Ont. : Atmospheric  Environment  Service,  1986. 
2 v. (ii.  62;  293 p, ) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no, C.19 : Beaufort  Sea  atmospheric  dispersion 

Contents:  Volume 1: Report+ - Volume 2 Appendices. 
References. 
Document n d  seen by ASTIS. Citdon from NOGAP. 
OORD 

characteristics) 



E - METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLQGY 

This fidd study of February 1985 provides dnta for an initial attempt to 
determine the pollution pentid of the NOGAP  hydrocarbon study area 
for winter seasMs. A variety of measurements were made during the 
study, including vertical swndinga of the atmosphere for wind and 
temperahre  prdlles. plume rise and dispersion from 4 power  plnnt  in 
Inuvik, measurements of paniculau concentration and measuments of 
mixing heights. The study was sucnasful in verifyiig the fnwik tower 
data and in identifying the featurns of the industrial plume and its 
dispersion  charactcristica. The pmdictiw capability of Briggs' plume 
rise formula was assessed and comparison of the horizontal dispcmion 
ooefficient  with the Pasquill-Giford male1 was  made.  Observation of 
the ventilation cocfficient indicatd high N u t i a n  potential at least 
during the study period. Concentration md size distribution of certain 
particulates am the same chrraderisticl  as those found in  unpolluted 
Arctic  air. (Au) 

E-292281 
Beaufort Sea spccializod data base : report for 1987/88 fiscal 

AES western  region / Canada. Atmospheric  Environment 
Service. 

Edmonton, Alta. : Atmospheric  Environment  Service, 1988, 
1 v. (loose-le* : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no, C.16 : Beaufort Sea forecasting  techniques 

(sea state forecast model)) 
Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
Oom, o m  
Ihe main project objective is  to  incnue the climatological data bpse in 
the m a  of the Beaufort Sea and make the results available to those 
charged with providing meteomlogid support for offrhore exploration 
activities. This report presents an w c M e w  of the network  including a 
description of the meteomlogid platform. 'Ihc appendices contain 
information on individual statims including monthly statistics on wind, 
temperature and diredon. (NOGAP) 

E-292290 
Beaufort Sea specialized data base 1 Canada Atmospheric 

Edmonton, Alta : AES Western Region, 1987. 
iii, 11 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. C.16 : Beaufort Sea forecasting  techniques 

Document not seen by M I S ,  Citation ftom NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  0" 
The data provided by this three year study will aid in the development 
of improved cha to log iu  and support tho  provision of real time 
wealher warnings and advisories for the hufort Della exploration and 
production area. This repon describes thc network as of March 1987, 
Logistics of establiahmcnt, data cdlcdion, processing and archiving, 
along with proposed station mdificatiwr are discuascd, (NOGAP) 

Environment  Service. Parker. N. 

(sea state forecast  model)) 

E-292303 
Analysis of pressurized air sample from Inuvik, N.W.T., for 

ambient  hydrocarbons  by gas chromatography - flame 
ionization  detection (GC-FID) / Conrad Scientific 
Corporation. Brice, K.A. Canada.  Atmospheric 
Environment  Service [Sponsor]. 

Corporation, 1986, 
Calgary, Alta ; Ottawa ; Toronto : Concord  Scientific 

[17] p. : ill. ; 28 cm, 
(NOGAP project no. C.19 : Beaufort Sea  atmospheric  dispersion 

characteristics) 
References. 
Document wt seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OORD, OTM 
The Atmospheric Environment Service ( A B )  conducted  a limited, 
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exploratory study  in Decemkr 1985 of the ambient light hydrocarbon 
cornpition in and a m d  Inuvik, N.W.T. A series of stainless steel 
sampling canisten were pressurized with samples of ambient air using 
M inert pump, and otmd for subaequcnt determination for C2-C5 
speciated h y d r o c r h l  by gas c h m a t q m p h y  - flame ionization 
detection (GC-PID). 'Ihis report addresses the experimental aspects of 
canister sampling and analytical methods employed, and presmts the 
calculated ambient mixing ratioa for the daninant  hydmcabn 
componenrs. (NOGAP) 

E-292311 
NOGAP meteordogid tower data analysis I Fmaki, F. 

Dewy, J. Martin, B. Markes. J. Canada 
Atmospheric  Environment Service. 

Downsview. Ont. : Atmospheric  Environment Service, 1987. 
88 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.19 : Beaufort Sea atmospheric  dispersion 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, 0" 
Meteorological data obuined from the CBC tower at Inuvik, N.W.T. 
have ken analyzed to provide a statistid relationship for various 
meteomlogid parameten. Using the Marine Statistic8 Software 
Package and the Duration Statistics Software Package, dcvclopcd by the 
Aunwphcric E n v i m e n t  Service, the tower data are d y z e d  and 
displayed graphically..rflhe analysis includes wind and tanpemture 
atatidticr and atmmpkiric stability. Unique air y d t y  features are 
identified. (NOGAP) 

characteristics) 

E-292320 
Rdiatlon measurements at Inuvik, N.W.T. I Martin, B. 

Downsview, Ont. : Atmospheric  Environment  Service, 1987. 
278 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.19 : Beaufort  Sea  atmospheric dispersion 

Documenr not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. OTM 
A report on data collection of mdmtion  measurements. Thc equipment 
and method dopttd in collecting the musuranents is briefly described. 
The data is  presented  in table format showing one-hour averaged values 
of incoming and reflected shortwave mdiation and net  shortwave 
radiation. (NOGAP) 

Markes, J. Canada. Atmospheric  Environment  Service. 

characteristics) 

E-292338 
Summer  field  study,  July  1985 / Fanaki, F. Martin, B. 

Downsview,  Ont. : Atmospheric  Environment Service, 1987. 
2 v. (vi, 60; 238 p.) : ill. (some  col.) ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. C.19 : Beaufort  Sea  atmospheric dispersion 

Contents:  Volume 1. Study  and  analysis - Volume 2. Data 
References. 
Document seen by ASTIS. Citahn from NOGAP. 
OORD. 0" 
A s h m  duration field study of pollution potential in the Beaufort Sea 
a m .  Coordinated seb of measurements were conducted simuhnmusly 
at Inuvik  and Tuktoyaktuk. including vertical sounding of the 
atmosphere for wind and temperature profiles. cwtinuws acoustic 
sounder m e n s m c n u .  the dispnion of M industrial plume and the 
measurements of p a n i d k  conocntrotion. Vdumc I describes the 
study pmgrarn  and  analysis. Volume I1 contains all data cdeded. 
(NOGAP) 

Markes, J. Canada. Atmospheric  Environment Service. 

characteristics) 

See also: B-207535, B-207578, B-308684,8-308692, B-309664, 



E - METEOROLOGY AND CLIMATOLOGY I 

D-207462, D-2M489, D-292273, D-308617, D-309575, 
D-309605, G-292087. 1-207136. 

F - SNOW, GLACIOLOGY, AND HYDROLOGY 

F-208809 
Development of methodologies for c k  interval temperature 

sensing acrms a sediment-water surface / nett Research 
Ltd. Canada. Dept. of Fiheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Flea Research Ltd., 1985. 
2, [3] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.03 : Critical western  arctic  freshwater 

habitats) 
Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. OORD. MWFW 
'Ihis report dcsc r ib  the following problunr mcolmtercd in developing 
methodologies for close interval tcmpmture sensing across the 
sediment-water intcrfacc: heat transfer with electrical conductors; 
tcmperamm-sensing mawrids (trmpcrature insensitivity); mpid response 
time with 0.01 degrees C accuracy; need for continuour apemtion at a 
maximum depth of 30 rn; and requirement for computer comptible 
data. Solutions to these problems are presented. (NOGAP) 

F-210420 
Hydrology  information seria / Western Ecological Services 

Ltd. Canada. Inland  Waters  Directorate  ISponsorl. 
Canada. Energy, Mines and Resources Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, 1985. 
12  sheets. 
(NWAP project no. C.10 : Hydrologic mapping  data base) 
References, 
Map sheets of various sizes,  printed  on both sides. 
Copies  available  from:  Canada  Map Office, Surveys  and 

Mapping  Branch,  Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, 
Ottawa K1A  OE9. 

DO CUM^ n o 1  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
Compilation of existing hydrologic data for the Mackende River Valley 
f m n  approximately the Cleat Bear River nonhwardr to Richards 
Island. Twelve map sheers ... make up the hydrology  Information 
Series, which summarizes existing information on hydmhgy, fluvial 
geomorphology and water quality. ... This map compilation is  based on 
a cmprrhensive  miew of available reports, plus examination of 
unpublished  information available fmm agencies involved  in hydrologic 
data collection. The m a p  must, however, bF mgaded as a first 
approximarim because w m n t  rcsurch and suw p'ogms  are 
generating  new information. Key sources of information atv identified 
by author and date in the map legends. (Au) 

F-281271 
The flux of suspended  particulates, petroleum related 

hydrocarbons, trsce metals and nutrients from the 
Mackenzie  River  during the winter  season : a pilot study 
of the  East  Channel / Arctic  Laboratories  Limited. 
Erickson. P. Fowler, B. Canada Northern 
Environment  Diractorate  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : DIAND,  1987. 
xix, 124 p. : ill., maps ; 28  cm. 
(Environmental  studies - Canada Dept.  of  Indian  Affairs  and 

(NOGAP  project no. A.05 : Physical environment : process  and 
Northern  Development,  no. 48) 
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impacts) 
ISBN 0-662-15639-0. 
Appendices. 
References. 
ACU 
Water and suspended particulates WCIC culleckd through the ice in the 
Enst Channel of the Mackenrie River a h  30 km upstrenm from 
Kiuigazuit Bay in April 1985 and early February 1986 to estimate the 
winter dissolved and plrliculatc fluxes of VICC metals, nlltrientr a d  
petroleum nhted h y d r o c r h s  to the kaufort sea. h hbmary 1986 
samples were alro collected in the Main, Middle and W i d e r  
Channels to compn fluxes in the other mapr channels. Samples ware 
collected using conventional diacnte sampling methods as wcll as a 
new time- integrating, microprocEsMw controlled in situ punp. 'Ihe 
mults [ a n  prtsented] ... (Au) 

F-292036 
Hydrographic  survey of Mackenzie River : final field repwt 

1986 / Terra Surveys  Ltd.  Canada. Dept. of  FLsheries  and 
Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : Terra Surveys  Limited,  1986. 
32  p. : chart ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.05 : Hydrography, Mackenzie River) 
Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
A hydrogrnphic survey 'was carried out to produce navigation charts of 
the Mackenzic River fmn Great Slave W e  northward to kilometre 
208. The s u m y  was conducted for  chan portrayal at a scale of 
1:5O,ooO except amund Fort Providence where a scale of 1:25,000 was 
used. Horizontal control w u  established to third onler specifications 
using GPS techniques for aU sanding contml points as well as fimed 
aid to navigation. Water level and staff gauges were inadled to 
monitor seasonal water Icwl variations. In 1986 TERRA surveyed ten 
field sheets and in 1987 producEd four new Mackenzie River sttip 
cham. (NOGAP) 

* 

F-292133 
Final  report on hydrocarbon  pathways in the Mnckenzie 

River, N.W.T. / National  Water  Research Institute (Canada). 

Centre  for  Inland  Waters  [Sponsor]. 

Research  Institute, 1988. 

Nagy,  E. Ongley, ED. Carey, J.H. Canada 

Burlington,  Ont. : Environment  Canada,  National  Water 

12 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. C.02 : Criteria for the  control  and 

monitoring of petroleum  development  impacts  on the 
Mackenzie  River) 

References. 
Documenl nof seen by ASTIS. Cilaiian from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYEEP 
A baseline assessment of Mackenzic River water quality is provided by 
charpaerizing hydrocarban chemistry of water and suspended 
sediments: evaluating the we of water and suspended sediments for 
hydrocarbon monitoring; and. daermining downstream trends in 
hydrmarbon chanistry. Results indicate prcsence of n-alkanes and 
PAH's in sediments and water column through& the study wea. 
Organic loadings are s h o w n  to WIY significantly with the seasanal 
variation of the flow of the river. Methods, techniques and difficulties 
in water quality assessment arc discussed. (NOGAP) 

See also. B-308692, B-309664, D-208841,  D-309524, 
0-309540, D-309753, D-309761,  D-309770,  G-207756, 
H-210048,  1-210277,  1-308480,  1-308498,  I-309559,1-309567, 
J-309680,  Q-210374,Q-292141.  Q-29215O,Q-292206. 
X-195499,  X-287709, X-308501. 



G - ICE - Except Glacier Ice rod Ground Ice. 

C - ICE - Except Glacier Ice and Ground Ice. 

G-207756 
St. Lawrence River passive microwave  experiments : winter 

1985 I Notland  Science and Engineering Ltd. Cameron. 
M. Bjerkelund, C. Lapp. D. Canada. 
Atmospheric Environment  Service  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Atmospheric Environment  Service, 1985. 
2 v. (xi, 144 p.; various pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. E.05 : Studies to a s s c ~ s  and  develop  arctic 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
... In preparation for the verification of an airborne pssive microwave 
syatem with an imaging caplrbility having a  much higher resolution  than 
satellite-based ayatcma within the Atmospheric Environment Service 
(Am), the first of  a series of ice research cxperimenta waa initiated in 
1981 at  Grindstme Island, New YOIIK ... to &in a better 
understanding of freahwater i c e  passive microwave signatures. 
Variations  of the project were r e p t e d  each winter, except for 1983, 
wherein ttuthing activities werc mnduaed to correlstc SLAR imagery 
with the ice sudaw features. T h i s  report presents the t e s u l u  of L e  
198s expcrimcnt conducted between January and March. A 37 GHz 
passive microwave radiuneter waa ercded MI a dock platform 
wedding  the newly fanning ice in December 1984. Data acquisition 
commenced in midJanuary, with t h e  additional dam seta collected 
over Febmary and early March. The dnta seta  oonaisted  of  brightness 
tempentum musurernents  as a function of angle baween 0 degrees 
(nadir)  and 90 degrees at a s e l c c ~  set of azimuth M&S. ... The 
objectives  of the program wcrc revised as fdowa: (1) to denn ine  the 
effect  of snow cwec w microwave signatures aa a function of air 
temperature, snow wetness and snow grain size. if p r a a i d ,  and (2) to 
determine the effect of opcn water on p a i v e  microwave signatures at 
various incidence angles. (Au) 

navigation  systems) 

G-210331 
Laacastcr Sound winter ice ngime study I Intwa 

Canada.  Transport  Canada  [Sponsor]. 
Technologies Ltd. Canarctic  Shipping  Ltd.  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary. Alta. : htera Technologies Ltd., 1985. 
viii, 102 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Transport  Canada  reporf no.TP6696) 
(NOGAP  project no. E.05 : Studies to assess and  develop  arctic 

References. 
Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Ci&n from NOGAP. 
OOT. OORD 
STAR-I Synthetic Aprture Radar (SAR) and Side-looking Airborne 
Radar (SLAR) imagery werc analysed and the bu mapped Results 
indicated that fran early Navembcr onward i c e  moved easterly w t  of 
h c a s t e r  Sound into Baffln  Bay. 'Ihe percentage of old ice in  the 
Sound  diminished  during the winter and by midJanuary only isolated 
areas  indicated old i c e  concentmtima. Glacial ice fragments wcrc 
primarily interpreted in the landfast ice in h t e r  Sound,  with very 
few in the mwing pack  ice. The movement of old ice south from 
Narcs Strait had  stopped  by mid-December, only random flcm of old 
in, broken free of the landfast ice. travelled south in the generally 
young ice pack between eady Januaty and mid-hiarch. ,.. Funher work 
is  needed to understand bolh the proceases in h a t e r  Sound and 
Baffm---Narcs  with  regard to a m 4  floc distribution and the inflow 
p m s s  of old i a  and glacial fmlpncnu from B a f h  Bay into Lancauter 
Sound  when the winter ice regime changer to summer/fall conditions. 
(NOGAP) 

navigation  systems) 

G-292087 
The 1987 seaponal ke cycle in the Beaufoort Sea / G.A. 

Borstad  Limited.  Borstad, G.A. MacNeiU, MR. 
Armstrong. LL. Institute of Ocean Sciences, Patricia Bay 
[Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : G.A. Borstad Associated Ltd., 1988. 
iv, 45 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
Appendices. 
D O C M ~ M  tad seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, BVIEM 
This study of ice bchaviollr and conanhation in the southeastern 
Beaufort Ssr provider a 1987 time krin of behaviwr. A series of 
black and white aate l l i tc  images were examined for changing ife 
pawmr. Thc report includes the following: a qualitative description of 
the ~ u 0 n . l  ice cyde: a umpatiscm of 1987 meteolological data from 
Herschel Island, Pelly Island. pnd Cape Bathumt with the ice dynamics: 
a time wries of approximate ioG coverage daw and, a comparison of 
ice khaviour in 1987 to other yeara. (NOGAP) 

G-308579 
EWect of sea ice on Beaufort Sea coastal proeessa / Arch 

Newfoundland  Limited.  Atlantic  Geoscience Cenke 
[Sponsor]. 

St. John's, Nfld. : A r p c  Newfoundland Ltd.. 1987. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone geotechnics, Beaufort 

Documenl not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 

Sea) 

... This study has ken conducted to investigate the significance of sea 
i a  for Beaufort Sea shoreline p m s s e s  and to identify critical 
information gaps IO guide the planning of future rcsearch efforts. 'Ihe 
study war conducted by mviewing available data on cwrstd 
morphology. sediment tmaport and sea ice to develop conceptual 
models for s h o r e / i a  intuaction proccsrcs, and developing first 
approximation numerical eatimates of their significance in the Canadian 
Beaufort, Assessments were then made  of their potential significance 
for coastal development at King Point and Nwth Head. ,.. At North 
Head, cntrapmcnt of sediment in or on the ice c w e r  are the most likely 
pnmsses. although it  is bclicved that their effects on cmstal 
development am minor. As the bxch slope is very shallow, both ice 
incursions and wave energy in this environment arc limited. It is 
believed that the predominant effect of sea ice here is to limit the 
duration of  the opcn water season. At King  Point,  sea ice is mom likely 
to  affed coastal proceases as the beach slope is aweper. Thus, ice 
incunionr arc mom likely. On a I d  scale i c e  scour, ice push,  and ice 
override may significantly rcworlt the beach. On a regional scale, ice 
push has the potential to supply  a significant volume of sediment to the 
littoral m e .  Table 1 summarim the results  of the general asscssments 
which were made. Table 2 summarizes the infomation gap  at present 
which M conridered most critical.  Field reronnaissana survsys at 
break-up and field bcach profk surveys are rccommnded to 
investigate ice push. Efforts to build up a historical database on sea ice- 
related shoreline processes s h d d  continue. Physical modcl studies are 
recommended to asaeas the effects of specific engineering developments 
on these processes. (Ti les~ pmjeda are described in detail in seaion 8). 
(Au) 

C-MSs87 
Aerial reconnaissance survey of ice  break-up processes in 

the Canadian Beaufort  Sea  coastal mne I Dickins (DF.) 
Associates Ltd. Atlantic  Geoscience  Centre  [Sponsor]. 

Vancouver, B.C. : DF Dickillg Associates Ltd.. 1987. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal  zone  geotechnics.  Beaufort 

The  study  produced a slide set and a video of the entire 
Sea) 
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r 

Beaufort  Sea  coastline. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citaion from NOGAP. 
OOG 
This repon describes a 22 day field program cattied out in the 
Canadian Beaufon Sea from May 31 to June 21,  1987. The field 
studies concentmted on Ihc docmentation of specific featum of 
nearshm ice which play a role in coastal sediment transpon in h e  
study area. Regular visits to selected sites were carried out on regional 
aerial surveys from the USKhnads border to Cape Dalhousie. The 
study productd a unnprehensive slide set together with video cmrnge  
of the entire Beaufort Sea coastline. Severe pile-up fertures, up to 125 
m in elevation, were  surveyed  in 4 to 10 m of water off Atkinson Spit, 
in McKinley Bay, and west of Hewhel Island almg Nunaluk Spit. 
Strudel scour features were documented off the BaW.ge River delta in 
Phillip Bay. The maximum strudel scour pit depth was 2 m. Thin is 
the first known confinnaticm of strudel sowr along the Canadian 
Beaufon Sea coast. A m  of ice ovcfflow wen mapped in the vicinity 
of Gury and Ellice l s h d s  and off the deltas of the Blow River (Trent 
Bay), Babbage River, Running River, and Rrth River. 7he h d f ~ t  ice 
was u n u d l y  smooth throughat the study a m .  There was no 
evidence in 1987 of significant ice-sediment interaction at any of the 
sites of interest for future development (King Point. Noh Head. Pullen 
Island, and Toker Point). These observations are not necessarily 
representative of typical conditions. Wc recommend carrying out 
additional s w e y s  to establish the annual variation and extent of ice- 
sediment reworkiig at specific sites and to mnduct detailed mapping of 
strudel scour. Follow-up  side-scan surveys are required to determine 
whether severe ice pile-up features cause long lasting scour in the 
nearahore area inside of the 10 m isobath.  NOAA satellite images 
provide a valuable record of the extent of i ce  overflooding in previous 
yean. We  recommend using these images to relate i a  overflooding and 
river discharge dramcteristics for  pniMllPr years. (Au) 

G-308625 
L'hfluence de la glace de mer sur I'erosion littorale  en  mer 

de Beaufort  Cansdlenne  [The  effect of sea ice on coastal 
erosion in the  Canadian  Beaufort Sea] / Universite  de 
Bretagne  Occidentale. Dep. de Geagraphie.  Hequette, A, 

Canada. Geological  Survey [Sponsor]. 
[S.I. : s.n., 198-?]. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. D.O1 : Coastal zone  geotechnics,  Beaufort 

Text  in  French. 
Dwurnml not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOG 
The Canadian Beaufort Sea const consists primarily of unconsolidated 
cliffs in  which segregation ground i c e  may occur in variable 
proponions. Although the Bcauforl Sep is ice-fm during only three 
months  of  an average yur ,  the coast is undergoing regional retreat  with 
local erosion rates as high as 10 mh or more. Coastal retreat can not 
be explained solely by waw-induced and subaerial pracesses.  but also 
by sea-ice related prwssea. The study of the bathymetry changes since 
1971 at a site along the southeastern Beaufort Sea coast has  revealed 
significant erosion (up to 1 m) in 12 to 15 rn water deplhs. This 
deepening of the submarine profiie is essentially caused by sea-ice 
gouging of the seabed as shown by sidescan sonar records. The coastal 
retreat is p d y  explained by the erosion of the subaqueous profile by 
sea  ice  processes. In opposition to a generally received  opinion.  sea ice 
has  not only a protective effect on Arctic coasts by restricting wave 
energy, but also contributes significantly to their erosion. (Au) 

Sea) 

See aluo: A-308714,  B-308722,  8-308765,  B-308811, 
B-309664, D-207462,  D-207489.0-208833,  D-308595, 
D-309427,  D-309451,  D-309460, D-309478, D-309486, 
D-309494, D-309575, D-309605,  D-309745,  D-309761, 
H-210056,  1-183687,  1-189294,  1-207195,  1-207527,  1-21  1370, 
J-309680, L-207349, L-291846,  Q-202908,Q-207438, 
Q-210382. 
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H-210030 
Measurlng  photosynthetic  action spectra of natural 

phytoplankton populations / Lewis, M.R.  Warnock. 
RE. Irwin. B. Platt, T. Canada. Dept of 
Fisheries and Oceans. 

(Journal of  phycology, v. 21.  1985, p. 310-315, ill.) 
(NOGAP  project no. B.09 : Non-summer ecology) 
References. 
do cum en^ not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
Thc photosynthetic response. defined as the initial slopc of the 
phaosynthesis-irradim cum. was determined spectmlly (every 25 
nm from 400 to 675 nm: 25 nm h*lf-maximum bandpass) for natural 
phytoplankton papulations from High Aldic, Grand Banks and 
Sargasso Sea waters, as well as  for populations living in the l o w r  
margin of sea ice off Newfoundland. AU spectra were similar in shape 
with a maximum at 425450 nm. a broad shmlder of 550 nm, a v&y 
fran 600 to 650 nm and a rise at 675 nm. The error resulting from the 
use  of spectrally averaged initial slope to p d i d  photosynthesis under 
different optical and flpid dynamicd conditions at sea is discussed. 
( 4  

H-210048 
Utlllty of light-saturation models for estimating  marine 

primary  productlvity in the field : a comparison  with 
conventional  "simulated" in situ methods / Harrison, W.G. 

Platt, T. Lewis, M.R. Canada. Dept. of Fisheries 
and  Oceans. 

May 1985, p. 864-872, ill.) 
(Canadian  journal of fisheries and aquatic  sciences, v. 42, no. 5 ,  

(NOGAP project no. B.09 : Non-summer  ecology) 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation )?om NOGAP. 
Primary  production r a t e s  derived fmm model photosynthesis-light (p-1) 
curves and  daily solar radiation 'data were canpared with  direct 
measurements using "simulated" in situ incubations in amic and 
temperate marine waters. On the average, model estimates we= slightly 
higher in surface waten and significantly lower at the btom of Ihe 
euphotic m e  (1 percent light level) than were the measured values. 
This -Id be partially explained by spectral  differences in inaht ion  
light sources. However, a d  production rates  wem  statistically 
indistinguishable.  Use of P-1 models without a photo-inhibition term 
and incorporating P-1 pameters  from mixed-layer populntions  gave 
the  best overall agreement with dirrdly measumd  production Fatrs. 
(Au) 

H-210056 
Photoadaptrrtlon  of high arctic  ice algae / Cota, G.F. 

(Nature. v.315. no.6016, May 16,  1985, p. 219-222. ill.) 
(NOGAP  project no. B.09 : Non-summer ecology) 
ACU 
In aquatic systems, the layer that is suitable for positive net 
photosynthesis (the euphotic m e )  is usudly considered to extend fmm 
the surface dorm to the deplh of penetmtim of 1 percent of the surfbce 
irradiance, which cornsponds  to 15uE sq m / s  at solar noon during ]late 
summer in open waten in the High  Arctic. In polar regions, veqal 
blooms of epontic algae (unicellular algae associated  with the lower 
interface of  sea  ice whose phwynthetic characteristics arc not well 
known) develop under cunditions where they arc d y  rarely or  hidfly 
exposed to light levels exceeding 1-2 percent of that incident at the 
surface. ... Epontic algae from the Canadian Arctic show unusudy hligh 

Canada.  Dept. of Fisheries  and  Oceans. 
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photosynthttic efficiencies normalized to pigment conlenk which 
increase with a decrease in the fight leveb at which the popllations arc 
growing. ... Taken together. the results indicate that epmtic dgac from 
the High Arctic can bc considered as an obligate shade flon genetidly 
constrained to very low p h d m  fluxer. (Au) 

W-292095 
Phytoplankton  productivity in the Mackellzk Estuary  of the 

Beaufort Sea, 1987 / S. Jasper Consulting. J a s p r .  S. 
Canada. Dept. of Fiheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Vancouver,  B.C. : S. Jasper Consulting, 1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
References. 
Document nat seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OOFtD. BVIEM 
A phytoplankton productivity s t u d y  was conducted in the Mackcnzic 
Estuary of the Beaufort Sea from April to September. 1987. An 
incubator method was  used to examine the photosynthesis w light (P-I) 
rwponse of phytoplankton throughout the euphotic m e  at several  
statiolu during the yew. A microcomplter program incorporated these 
(P-I) cums, with chlorophyll dak downwelling and continuous surface 
irradiances. and pmduccd estimates of productivity. R u l  praductivities 
were extremely low during the spring (icc-cwed) season, teaching 
maximum levels at the end of July. Dnunatic changer were  found  in 
the water column production profilcs thrwghout the year. 
Rccommendatiws are provided for future work. (NOGAP) 

W-292109 
Phytoplankton species with  quantitatlve data on cell 

numbers, cell volume and cell carbon h.om sarnplm 
collected during September 944,1986 in the  Beaufort 
Sea for the  NOCAP  project / Acreman, J. Canada. 
Supply and Services  Canada  [Sponsor].  Canada. Dept. of 
Fisheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. Institute of Ocean 
Sciences,  Patricia  Bay  [Sponsor]. 

Toronto,  Ont. : Judy  Aneman.  1987. 
38 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  B.06 : Beaufort Sea  oceanography) 
References, 
Document mt seen by M I S ,  Cildonfrom NOGAP. OORD. BVIEM 
Thihiny-five sampler of phytoplankton were crrllccted in September 1986 
from 15 stationn in the Bcaufo~t Sea. Samples of approximately ulo ml. 
preserved  with iodine, were analyzed  by the author for species content. 
Of the 35 samplcs examined, 17 of there were further analyzed to 
determine cell volumes, from which ccll cah estimates were then 
made. (NOGAP) 

11-292354 
Studies of the  Environmental Effects of DMurbonces in the 

Subarctic (S.E.E.D.S.) / University of Alberta. Kenhaw, 
G.P. Canada Dept. of Agriculture  (Sponsor]. 
Canada,  Environment Canada [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta. University  of Alberta, 1987, 
45 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.20 : Thermal effect of soil  and 

Year end  report  1986-87. 
Appendix. 
Reference. 
Rmment  no^ seen by M I S .  Citation from NOCAP. 
OORD, AEEPS 
In 1985 a simulated pipeline comdor was installad near Fort Norman, 
N.W.T. Within  it. a deep trench was exavatcd. Seeding and 
Fertilization raws were replicated on trench segments. Revegetation 

vegetation  disturbance) 

treatmcllu were designed to provide viable alternative reclamation 
practices for d d n g  with distubncer. Performance is assessed 
providing data applicable to the development of M ecosystem model 
for the design of future rcclamation/rchabiiitaticm programmes. 
(NOGAP) 

See a b  D-292052, D-292117, D-309532,1-210277, J-207543, 
U-309320, X-308501. X-309389. 
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1-181862 
Beaufort  Environmental Mmitorbg Project, 1984-85 : final 

report / HSL Environmental Sciences Limited. LGL 
L i m i t e d ,  Environmental  Research  Associates. 
Environmental and Social Systems  Analysts Ltd. Arctic 
Laboratories  Limited. Arctic Scienws Limited. 
Canada. Northern Environmental  Protection  Branch 
[Sponsor]. C v  Environment  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : DIAND, 19 
xxi. 162 p. : ill. ; 28 an. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

(NOGAP  project no. C.21 : Multi-service  projects) 
Appendices. 
References. 
ACU, OORD. NWYM 
The Beaufort Environmental Monitoring Project (BEMP) was initiated 
in 1983 by Indian and Northern Affairs Canada and Environment 
Canada ' he  program ir to provide the technical basis for the design, 
opctatiw and evaluation of a comptrhensive and defensible 
envimnmcnul r e r e a d  and monitoring pmgram to accunpany phased 
hydraclrbon develqnnent in the Beaufort Sea. ' h i s  document is the 
report of the adivitier during the seccmd year of the pmject and 
contains recmmmdrtiom for future environmental studier. The 
primary activities during 1984-85 were a pre-workshop review of 
studies initiated since Deccmkr 1983. preparation of projtct overviews 
dcrcribmg the purpose of there investigations and their relationship to 
existing BEMP hypohesea, the condud of a workshop  in early 
February 1985, and the preparation of this rtpo~. [The hypotheses 
relire to the effects of the petroleum industry, including icc-brulrer 
tmnspomtion, offshorn sttllaurea, and oil rpilla, on the bida of the 
Beaufort Sea and negion. including whales, seals, polar bears. seabirds, 
and fish.] ... (Au) 

monitoring) 

1-183687 
White  whale use of the southeastern  Beaufort Sea, July - 

September 1984 / Norton, P. Harwood. L.A. 
Canada.  Dept. of Fisheries and  Oceans.  Western  Region. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans.  Western 
Region,  1985. 

v, 46 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian  technical  report  of  fisheries  and  aquatic  sciences,  no. 

(NOGAP  project  no. B.O1 : Effects of vessel  noise  and  traffic 

Appendices. 
References. 
ACU 
This repon presents data cdlcaed on white whales ( D c l p h i ~ p t e ~ ~  
leucar) during s i x  systematic aerial surveys of the southeastern Beaufort 

1401) 

on arctic marine  mammals) 
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Sea during July, August and Septanber, 1984. The first survey 
coincided  with the pcriod when white whales mnmtrated in the 
Madrcnzie Estuary, yet 40.8 white whales/l,ooO sq/km were observed 
offrhore. White whale abundance in the offshore Beaufort generally 
increased from early July through to the third week of July (99.7/1,000 
sq km), and then declined. Cowaeonate p i n  were frequently recorded 
offshore. White whales may have stmted moving  into  Alaskan  waters 
as early as mid-July, although the resulta  suggest that most migrated 
f m n  the region between late July and  mid-September. The July 21-23 
survey results were used to calculate a minimum estimate of 7,081 
animals in the study area: this estimate d a s  not include whales in 
Arnundsen Gulf, and has not been comded for unseen animals or for 
reduced detectability of white whales in outer pr f imr  of the transect 
strip. Calving and feeding may occur offshore. (Au) 

1-188298 
IdeatKimtion and characterimtion of ardk nearshore 

benthic habitats / Thomson, D.H. Martin, C.M. 
Cross, W,E. Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. 
Western Region. 

Region, 1986. 
Winnipeg, Man. : Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, Watern 

vii, 70 p. : ill., map : 28 cm. 
(Canadian  technical  report  of  fisheries  and  aquatic  sciences.  no. 

(NOGAP project no. B.02 : Critical  estuarine and marine 

Appendices. 
References. 
ACU 
Infaunal samples (n = 460) fran  dephs of 1-55 m at 25 rites in the 
eastern and central Canadian Arctic islands were  analyzed.  Nine 
infaunal species assemblages defined by factor analysis were. for the 
most part, not restricted in their geographical distribution but did show 
evidence of depth and substrate preferences. An assemblage that 
included the bivalve Ponlandia arnica was characteristic of Fme silt 

that included the bivalves Mawna dcarea. Astarte borealis and other 
substrates: m a m r  heterngenema wbstratcs often supponed assemblnges 

species. Assemblages that included amphipods were chmcteristic of 
shallow depths, and aasemblrges that included the polychaetes Maldane 
sani and Owenia fuaiformis, the bivalve Nucuba  minuur.  and 
cumaceans WEE characteristic of deeper water. These assemblages also 
showed different substrat? associations. Depth, substrate.  exposure. 
monnlity and food supply appeared to bc major determinants of 
standing crop and mmmunity stmcture. ... (Au) 

1434) 

habitats af the  Canadian arctic coastal shelf) 

1-189294 
Cameron  Island  benthm - preliminary  baseline  community 

description / LGL  Limited,  Environmental  Research 
Associates. Cross, W.E. Canada. Dept. of  Indian 
Affairs  and Northern Development [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Indian Affairs and Northern  Development, 1986. 
x, 47 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.12 : Contaminants in the  aquatic 

Cover title. 
Appendices. 
References. 
ACU, OORD, NWYIN , 
This study presents preliminary data, collected  during  August 1985, on 
shallow water benthic communities and on hydmctutxm concentrations 
in sediments and benthos from the south shore of h e r o n  bland in 
he Canadian High  Arctic. 'Ihe p p c  of the study was to collect data 
at the location where oil from Panarctic's Bent Horn facility is loaded 
onto tankers, and to  canparc that loution with a control site several 
kilometres away. Sampling at the loading zone was ccmpletcd before 
the first transfer of oil (to Mlv Arctic, cm 26 August 1985). and 
previous marine activity in the atea had been minimal. Data presented 
herein will constitutc a baseline with  which to compre any future 

environment and quality of food  species) 

changes that  may  result from hmnic  or  episodic releases of oil at 
loading area. ... (Au) + 
1.192791 
Bowhead  whale  monitoring study in the southeast  Beaufort 

Sea, July-September 1984 / ESL  Environmental  Sciences 
Limited. Hamood, L.A. G.A. Borstad Limited 
Borstad, G.A. Environmental  Studies  Revolving Funds 
(Canada)  [Sponsor]. Canada. Indian and Northern Aff& 
Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : ESRF [publisher] ; Calgary. A h .  : InfoPall, Pallisttx 
Resource Management  Ltd. [distributor], 1985. 

ix, 99 p. : ill., maps ; 11 x 15 cm. 
(Environmental  Studies  Revolving  Funds report, no. 0 0 9 )  
(NOGAP project no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

ISBN 0-920783-08-02. 
Appendices. 
References. 
ACU. NFSMO, OORD. NWYIN 
Systematic aerial sumyr  were conducted in the southeast beau for^ Sea 
during the periods 18-27 August and 5-13 September 1984. to 
document the abundance and distribution of bowhead whales in relation 
to industrial activity. ... Surface weamgraphic conditions at the time of 
the surveys are described wing sateUte imagery analyses and in s i t u  
temperatutt data from industry vessels. Bowhead sightings from four 
additional systematic aerial surveys of the region in July and early 
August 1984 are also discussed. ... During the 18-27 August surrey. 36 
bowheads  were observed m t m s e d ,  17 bowheads were seen off- 
transect. and 41 were observed during ferrying flights. Estimated 
bowhead abundance during this survey was 500 to 800 for the 
southeast Beaufort Sea. and 300 to 500 for west Amundscn Gulf. A 
total of 42 bwrheads ww observed on-transect, and 66 were seen 
during ferrying flights. Pstimated bowhead abundance was from 1200 
to 1900 in the southeast Beaufort Sea, and from 300 to 500 in  west 
AmundPen Gulf. The appnrent flucurations in bowhead abundance in 
the southeast Beaufort Sea coincided with changes in the g e n d  
distribution and activities of whaler observed, and in the oceanography 
of the area. During the surveys in July, bowheads were generally 
observed 100 km or further from shore in assaiatim with  ice, or in 
ice, or in cold. clear water. Observed activities during July included 
only diving, swimming at h e  surface, and resting. ... most animals 
observed were  in relatively large groups in nearnhore ice-free or open 
waters. They were feeding and socializing, and were cwgregated near 
C a p  Bathunt and  in  Franklin  Bay, where satellite imagery showed 
vigorous convergent surface circulation (22-23 August): 100 km north 
of Cape Dalhwsie (no image available); and near s t m g  wennographic 
frmh marking the edge of the Mackenzie plane and an upwelling altmg 
the Yukon coast (11-12 September). These types of lxleanogmphic 
fertures often attmct or concentmte zooplankton in other regions. ... 
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(Au) 

1-192899 
A description of arctic  nearshore meiobenthos from oiled 

and  unoiled sediments at Cape Hatt, northern Bamn 
Island / LGL  Limited,  Environmental  Research  Associates, 

Martin,  C.M. C~OSB, W.E. Canada. h p t .  of 
Fisheries and Oceans.  Westcrn  Region  [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg, Man. : Dept.  of Fisheries and  Oceans,  Western 
Region, 1986. 

iv, 24 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(Canadian  technical  report  of fisheries and  aquatic  sciences. no. 

(NOGAP project no. B.02 : Critical estuarine and matine 

References. 
ACU 
Benthic  rneiofauna from shallow nearshore wakm at C a p  Halt, 
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northern Bdfm Island,  were daninated by nCtMlOdea (68.4% of 
individuals cdicctcd), foraminiferans (lO.l%), and copepods (7.7%). 
Densities wen  high ( o v c d  awmgc of 582.5 individuals cdcm) 
dative to most other Arctic and bod loFations  atudied. Analyaes of 
variance revealcd several types of ayatunatic variability in the densities 
of dminant meiofaunal grwps: variability ammg depths, bsp. and 
y u n .  Possible effeda of oil r e h e d  during the Baffin  Island Oil Spi 
(BIOS)  project in 1981 were indiclted in a pateriori comparisons 
between reference bays and m e  bay  whcre sediment oil concentrations 
were elevated. In the oiled bay. (1) ncmluodc densities were lower than 
in four other bays during 1982, (2) coppod denaitiea decreased at 6 m 
depth between 1982 and 1983, and (3) depth distrihtions of ostracods 
and foraminiferans differed f m n  those in the reference bay in  1983. 
Eedr of these differemxs was cansirtent with differenma in measured 
(or presumed) oil concentrations ammg dcptha, tmys. and yean. 
However, thc lack of pre-lpill data and replicated oil treatments 
precludes u n e q u i v d   m c l u s i a u ;  factom orher than oil (c.g. 8ubstrate 
or exposure) may have been rcaponaible for the observed pntterns of 
distribution. Mean ncrnatode:wpepod (NK) d o 8  and among-replicate 
variability in those values were high in two reference baya but not in 
the oiled bay, supporting recent evidena that NK: ratios are ncd 
reliable pollution indicators. (Au) 

1-194930 
Aspects of the biology of arctic cod (Boreogadus snida) and 

its  Lmportauce in  arctic marine food chains / Bradstreet. 
M.S.W. Fmley. K.J. SekeraL, A D .  Grifiths. 
W.B. Evans, C.R. Fabijan, MF. Stallard, H.E. 

Canada Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. 
Winnipeg, Man. : Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, 1986. 
viii, 193 p. ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian technical  report of ftgheries and aquatic  sciences,  no. 

(NOGAP project no. B.02 : Critical estuarine and  marine 

References. 
ACU 
A d c  cod m u r  throughout the marine watcn of norlhern N o h  
America. as  far north as 88 degrcea N. ... 'Ihe diet of 708 Y-O-Y 
A r d c  cod fmm six locrtions acm~ northern Canada was investigated, 
... The age-frequency distributions of cod otoliths in predator samples 
(stomachs, f e a s )  and in a few fish collections were compared. ... 
Growth  of Arctic cod was investigated. .._ The distributions and diets of 
three migratory marine mammals occurring in the eastern Canadian 
A r d c  (harp seal, nanvhal and white whale) indicated that Arctic cod 
undergo a major inshore movement during Le  late summer. ... The 
dispersed distribution and diet of ringed s t a h ,  however, indicates that 
Araic cod occur throughout much of the eastern Canadian Arctic on  a 
year-round  baais. Baaed w the rerulta of this study we argue that 
predators are excellent sampling agenta for Arctic cod. The collection 
of a small number of ringed s e a l  ramplcr scroar the Norlh Over seven1 
years would permit SUI asscrament of natural variability in the  age 
structure, growth and mortality of Arctic cod. (Au) 
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1-195260 
Experimental use of aerial photogrammetry to assess the 

long  term responses of bowhead  whales to ombore 
industrial activltles  in  the Canadian Beaufort Sea, 1984 / 
LGL  Limited, Environmental Research  Associates. 
Davis, R.A. Koski. W.R. Miller, G.W. Northern 
Affairs Program (Canada) [Sponsor].  Canada.  Supply  and 
Services Canada  [Sponsor]. 

King City,  Ont. : LGL Ltd., 1986, 
xvi, 157 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project n o *  A.08 : Disturbance of marine  mammals by 

Appendices. 
References. 
GCU, O O R D ,  NWYM 

industrial activity) 

This study  tested  a photogrammetric approach as a method to examine 
the effects of offshore industrial adivities in the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
on bowhead whaler. Verticnl low-level aerial photography was  used to 
measure and individually identify whalcu present adjacent to amas of 
industrial activity and in control amas mote from these activities. In 
addition, aerial sumys  were used to estimate numbers of whales 
present in and adjacent to the areas photographed. Specifically, the 
atudy attempted (1) to document daily md weekly movements of 
individually recognizable bowhead whales in relation to the presence or 
absence of industrial activities, (2) to determine whether individual 
whales return in subsequent years to areas where they encountered 
industrial activities, (3) to examine the rclatianship between a whale's 
length and iu occuma~cc near induatrial activities, (4) to determine 
whether bowheads in tho industrid a m  are repsentative of the 
Western Arctic papulation, and (5) to increase the sanple size of 
measured and individudy recognizable whales. ... (Au) 

1-2n381S 
AsseaPment of the  value of stratifled sampling for aerial 

surveys : a case study of bowhead whales in the  Beaufort 
Sea / Ian Robertson  Consulting Ltd. Robertson, E,O. 
Robertson, I. Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans 
[Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg, Man. : De@. of Fisheries and Oceans, Central and 
Arctic  Region, 1987. 

iv, 28 p. : maps ; 28.m. 
(Canadian  technical  '&port of fisheries and aquatic  sciences, no. 

(NOGAP project  no. B.O1 : Effects of vessel noise and traffic 

Appendices. 
References. 
ACU 
The resulta of the 1981-1984 monitoring sumys  of bowhead whales 
(Balama mysticetur) in the Beaufor& Sea were re-analyzed to aaacss the 
fcnaibility of future 8tratified ampling. Within a study a m  bounded by 
72 degreer N, the Beaufort Sea coast, 128 degree8 W and 141 degrees 
W, the original whale observation data were used to assign sightings to 
130 aubareaa of equal area. Cluater analysis was chosen as the method 
of investigating the locrtion, dlnensions, and stability of the density 
pattern of whale sightings. Variance in m u d  abundance pranptcd the 
tranaformation of the subalra density data to ranks, and the duster 
analysis was undertaken using a contiguity constraint. This meant  only 
adjacent areaa could be. ... Population eatimates m m s p d  closely with 
those reported in the annual monitoring repom. These estimates 
confirm that in 1983 and 1984 lower numbers of bowhead  whales  used 
the area established in this study. The population estimates presented 
here arc qualified by an estimate of variance, which is recommended as 
a  minimum rcquiment for population monitoring studies. The study 
also recommended  that bowhead whale survcya should continue to be 
flown in c w n l y - s p d  sequential strip transects, but that the data be 
regrouped by location into appmximately square subarras for density 
analysis. (Au) 
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1-204188 
Physical characteridks, terrain assmiations and soil 

properties of arctic fox (Alopex  lagopus) dens in northern 
Yukon Territory, Canada : final report / Yukon  Territory. 
Fish & Wildlife  Branch.  Smits, C.M.M. Slough, B.G. 

Land  Resource  Research  Institute  (Canada).  Smith, 
C.A.S. Yukon  Territory. Dept, of Renewable  Resources 
[Sponsor]. 

[Whitehorse, Y.T. : Dept. of Renewable  Resources], 1987. 
v, 27 p. : ill.,  map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP projcct no. G.15 : Economic  harvest  potential and 

Two folded maps in envelope. 
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References. 
ACLJ 
Physical and soil  characteristic^ of a d c  fox ( A l o p n  lagapus) dens on 
Herschel Island and the Yukon Coastal Plain, Yukon Territory. Canada 
are described. Additionally, their distrihtim (1142)  is  related to terrain 
map units within the study area. Dens are generally associated with 
warm and well drained landscape positions. Burmw entrances are 
significantly oriented toward the south (pdl.0025). Soils of dens are 
KWSC textured and well drained. Mean deptb to permafrost under the 
den (172 cm) is greater (~4.02) than  at  adjacent uites (44 cm). C e d n  
unique soil profile characteristics, particularly the replacement of 
cutnmon cryoturbrtiw features with those of 2ootllrbation and the 
formation of humus rich surfaa horizons, appar  to k the rerult by 
denning adivities by foxes. Observed differences in soil temperature 
and depth to permafrost between den site soh and adjacent soils have 
likely been caused, at least in part, by denning  activities. Den 
distribution is evaluated using an 1:25,000 ecological (soil and 
vegetation) map of Herschel Island and a 1:125,Mw) map of surficial 
deposits and landforms of Yukon Coastal Plaii. ... (Au) 

1-2004390 
Safety in polar bear  country 1 Bromley. M.A. Northwest 

wellowknife, N.W.T.] : N.W.T. Renewable  Resources, 1986. 
2A p. : ill. ; 22 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.13 : Deterrent  studies  for  hydrocarbon 

Territories. Dept. of Renewable Resources. 

development  impact area) 
ISBN 0-7708-750-X. 
References. 
ACU 
?he increased use  of land rcsou lcu  in the last two d e d e l ,  largely 
prompted by accelerated exploration and development of non-renewable 
mourcu, has brought significant pressures to b u r  on mptm. A survey 
of literature was undertaken to determine the possibility of developing 
defensible, biologidy based limitations under  which resarrce 
development might optimally pmceed. 'Ihe extent of the lilerature is 
such that spatial, temporrl and procedural guidekes may be developed 
on a site/projcct-spocific basis. No universal or annibus restridions arc 
propaed, other than basic minimums.  which  may be incorporated into 
the NWT Wildlife Service legislation/mgulatory base. Such minimums 

to be augmented by local conditions. Suggestions are given for 
education pmgtams, increase in the legitimacy of the NWT legal base 
for habitat  and raptor management, and concerns for futute study. 
(ArnS)  

1-207136 
Zooplankton of a bowhead whale feediDg arta off the Yukon 

coast in August 1985 I LGL Limited,  Environmental 
Raearch Associates.  Bradstreet, M.S.W. Arctic 
Sciences  Limited. Fissel, D.B. Canada. Dept. of 
Indian  Affairs and Northern  Development [Sponsor]. 

King City,  Ont. : LGL  Limited, 1986. 
v, 155 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document IWI seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
The broad objective was to conduct field investigations on 
oceanographic conditions and the prcsena of planktonic food to 
understand better the significance of the study arm in the bowhead 
whales' annual energy budget. Three tasks WCR undenaken and 
integrated: (1) physical oceanographic chamcterization of the study 
area: (2) determination of zooplankton biomass in the s t u d y  area: (3) 
assessment of the food value of zooplankton available lo bwrheads. 
The hydrographic regime occurring off the Yukon coast in late summer 
with prevailing easterly winds is conducive to the formation of 

monitoring) 

zooplankton cmncentmionr, which were found during this smdy. The 
is strong evidence that bowhead whales were feeding on these ve 
small items. The resuh are consistent with the hypothesis that lwations 
with high zooplanltton biomass vary from year-  to year pmbsb4 
depending on regional and local meteorological events. The r e s u b  alsw, 
suggest that dominant species in the zaoplankton arc also vdablb. 
However. to evaluate fully the hypothesis that bowhead distributioh 
varies in response to changes in the distrihutim of their food. 
information is  needed on zooplankton availability along the Yukon 
c a s t  in yean with prevailing waterly winds during late summer. 
(NOGAP) 

1-207195 
Reactions of beluga whales and  namhals to ship tram and 

ice-breaking along  ice edges in  the  eastern  Canadian High 
Arctic : 1982-1984 / LGL  Limited,  Environmental  Research 
Associates.  Canada.  Dept.  of  Indian Maim and Northern 
Development  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : DIAND, 1986. 
1 v. (various  pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Environmental  studies - Canada.  Dept. of Indian Affairs and 

(NOGAP project no, A.08 : Disturbance of  marine  mammals by 

References. 
Docurnetlr not seen b 9 ~ W l S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
This report provides a general overview of a three-par s t u d y  of the 
effecla of ships and i c e M i g  on beluga whales and narwhals. This 
study was a response to specific concerns regarding pmposals to send 
the MV ARCTIC through the i c e  in Admiralty Inlet and to a broncler 
concern about the effectr of arctic shipping on marine mammala. Whale 
behaviour was monitored in three states: undistuM, when the ships 
arrivcd and during p e r i o d s  of ship activity; and for shott post- 
disturbance p ~ r i o d s .  The results clearly demonstrate that belugas and 
narwhals in the High Arctic arc very sensitive to disturbance by 
shipping in the spring.  However, the two species r e s p d  differently, in 
ways that mflect their overall survival strategies. These have been 
designated as a "flee" response in the beluga and a "freeze" response in 
the narwhal. The observable and audible behavioral traits associated 
with hese paucrns are deucribed. (NOGAP) 

Northern  Development, no. 37) 
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1-207225 
Simultaneous  counts of white  whales wing visual and 

photographic censuslug  techniqu- in the  Beaufort Sea 
and Amundsen  Gulf, July 1985 I PN Research  Projects. 

Norton, P. Canada.  Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. 
Western  Region.  Strong, J.T. Weaver, P.A. ESL 
Environmental  Sciences  Limited. Warwood,  L.A. 
Eiectro-Magnetic  Sensing  and  Interpretation. Barber, 
D.G. Canada. Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development  [Sponsor]. 

Sidney. B.C. : PN Research  Projects : ESL Ltd ; Winnipeg, 
Man. : DFO, Western  Region : Electro-Magnetic  Sensing  and 
Interpretation, 1986. 

16 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.08 : Disturbance of marine  mammals by 

Appendix. 
References. 
Decument nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
During July 1985, concumnt aerial survey programs, one using visval 
and one using photographic censuring techniques, on white whales 
(Delphinapterus leucas) in the eastern Beaufort Sea and Amundsen Gulf 
provided M opportunity to compare these two techniques. ... To our 
knowledge, the present study is the first to compam simultaneous 
counts of cetaceans using aerial, visual and photographic techniques 

industrial  activity) 
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over a range of habitats and conditions. (Au) 

1.207365 
Reactions of beluga whales and narwhals to ship trafflc  and 

ia-breaking along ice edges in the eastern Canadian  High 
Arctic : 1982-1984 / LOL Limited,  Environmental  Research 
Associates.  Finley, K.J. David, R.A. Canada. 
Indian  and  Northern Affairs Canada [Sponsor]. 

King City, Ont. : LGL Lmited, 1984. 
1 v. (various  pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.08 : D~turbance of marine  mammals by 

References. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citahn from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
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This report provides a g e m d  overview of a threeyear s t u d y  of the 
effects of ships and icebreaking on beluga whaler and narwhals. This 
study  was a response to spocific concerns rrgarding pmposals to send 
Ibe MV Arctic t hmgh  the ice in Admiralty lnlet and to a broader 
concern about the effects of Arctic shipping on marine mammals. 
Whale behavior was mon i tod  in thrcc states: undisturbed, when the 
ships arrived and during p e r i o d s  of ship adivity; and for  shon p t -  
disturbance periods. The rcsuUs c l ~ r l y  demonstrate that bclugas and 
narwhals in the High Ardic  are very sensitive to disturbance by 
shipping in the spring. However, the two species respond diffemtly, in 
ways that reflect their overall survival strategies. These have k e n  
designated as a ‘flee” respwse in the belugr and a “freeze” mponse in 
the narwhal. The obsewablc and audiblt behaviod traits associated 
with these patterns are demibed (NOGAP) 

I-2Q7411 
Effects of explosives use in the marine environment : 

Proceedings of the Workshop on EVects of Explosives Use 
in  the  Marine  Environment, Jauuary 2931,1985, Halifax, 
N.S. / Green, GD. [Editor].  Engelhardt. F.R. [Editor]. 

Paterson, RJ. [Editor]. Canada. Oil  and Gas Lands 
Adminiseation. 

[Ottawa : Canada Oil and Gas Land0 Administration, 19851. 
xii, 383 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Canada Oil and Gas Lands Administration.  Environmental 

(NOGAP  project no. A.08 : Disturbance of marine  mammals by 

Appendices. 
O O R D ,  NWYIN 
The worlcshop objectives were: (1) to miew information and data on 
the  use of explosives and other encw s o u r c w  in marine seismic 
exploration and marine constructim. and on the naturc of discharges 
associated with these uses (2) to review the effectr of chemical 
explosives and other energy sotucea on marine fish and  mammals, and 
seabirds (3) to review the effectiveness of mitigative measurea in 
reducing the environmental effects of explosives use and (4) to assess 
the adequacy of existing rescnrch mcthda and effcds prediction 
models used to s t u d y  and monitor marine explosives use. The 
proceedings contain the papers presented, discussions on the P a p a  and 
general panel discrrssions. Specific conclusions respecring the adequacy 
of cumnt modelling nnd monitoring techniques arc stated md areas 
where  new research is needed are identifed. The workshop also 
produced a summary of mitigative measurw which could be useful to 
regulatory agencies. (NOGAP) 

Protection  Branch technical report, no. 5) 
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1.207420 
Taxonomic key to larval fish spccics whkh occur in the  shelf 

waters  and estuaries of the Canadinn  Beaufort  Sea / 
NorthlSouth  Consultants  Inc. Konrad, S.-LR. 
Canada.  Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : NorthlSouth  Consultants Inc.. 1985. 
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v, 128 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.02 : Critical estuarine and  marine 

Working draft report. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citarion from NOGAP. OORD. MWFW 
The rpecier of larval fish occurring within the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
shelf and itm ostrur iu  have been systematically addressed. A precis of 
luwl fish dcwlqrmcnt and identification techniques are presented for 
the technician and remuch staff confronted with identifying larval fish. 
Some p d a n s  and reowunendrliona in larval fish taxonmy are 
presented.  A key to 12 families has been constructed, strictly based on 
species occurring in this region. A key to species is dm provided for 8 
of the 12 families and 30 of the 53 possible species. These keys arc an 
atiempt to s u m m a r i z e  the present taxonomic knowledge on Iwd fish 
in this area and to accclcrntc and simplify specimen identification. 
Species descriptions, bad on available information. follow each key, 
along with a list of useful references which comprises the bibliography. 
Illustntionr. if available. follow cach species &scriptian. (Au) 
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1-207446 
&aufart  Sea coastal bird surveys 1985 season / Canadian 

Edmonton, Alta. : d h a d i a n  Wildlife  Service, 1986. 
viii, 80 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no, C.07 : Migratory bird disturbance, 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document rtol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, YWLS. NWYECW, AEECW 
Thm surveys were flown dong the coast of the Beaufort sea from 
Komakdc Beach. Yukon Territory to the Baillie Islands.  Northwest 
Tenitones in late July, mid-August and early September 1985 to locate 
bdrearing. moulting rad migrating birds. Results were compared to 
similar flights flown in 1980 and 1981, and coastal regions important to 
birds were  identified, based on the results of all thme years of surveys. 
(Au) 

Wildlife  Service. Alexander. S.A. 
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1-207454 
Field  evaluation of an infra-red detection technique for 

surveying arctk marine mammals / Compuheat  Services 
Canada  Ltd.  Fitch,  R.  Dome  Petroleum  Limited 
[Sponsor].  Ward, J.G. Canada. Dcpt.  of Fisheries and 
Oceans [Sponsor].  Canada.  Indian  and  Northern  Affairs 
Canada [Sponsor]. Federal Energy Research  and 
Development Program (Canada)  [Sponsor].  Gulf  Canada 
Resources  Inc. [Sponsor]. Petro-Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta. : Compuheat  Services  Canada Ltd. : Dome 
Petroleum  Limited, 1984. 

30 p.. 6 p.  of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.08 : Disturbance of marine  mammals by 

Appendix. 
References. 
Document n ~ l  seen by ASTtS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 
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Thir study evaluated the feasibility of using an infra-red detection 
system to detect and thereby census occupied seal lairs and seals 
present on ice surfaces. Evaluations were carried out in the spring of 
1984 in the Resolute Bay a m  and in the southeastern Beaufon Sea. 
The result$ showed the system to be effective in detecting seals on the 
i ce  surface under v a t i o u s  arctic ambient conditions. Although the 
equipment also showed praniaa in detecting and censusing warpied 
seal lairs, a more canprehensive test is  required to determine its 
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uuefulness in this  regard. (NOGAP) 

1-207470 
Energetics as a tool  for  population estlmatw (ringed seals 

and polar  bears) / Stacey. B. Canada. Indian and 
Northern Affairs Canada [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : BNCP  Stacey, 1985. 
36 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOOAP project no. A.09 : Impacts of industry on large 

Appendix. 
References. 
D m u ~  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
%is s t u d y  makes use of the existing data baM for polar bears and 
ringed scala in a preliminary attempt lo estimate indirectly seal 
popuhtion levels, Traditio4 sea popuktion estimates are mplicatcd 
by logistical limitations of survey methoddogy. extent of coverage and 
behavioral influeaces on haul- pattema. Thcnfom. aerial n u m y s  of 
ringed seals, as of other marine mammals, am u r d  as indicatora  of 
relative distribution and abundance rather than as population  estimates. 
Long-term data set8 exist on the abundance and age distribution of 
polar bears, obtained primarily from fagging pmgruns and  harvest 
monitoring. There is also considernblc information on polar bear 
behaviour, physiology and energetics. The ringed r e d  i s  the principal 
prey  of p l a r  bean. By combining the existing information 011 polar 
bear populations and energetics requirements, a simple model was 
mnstrucled to estimate the ringed s e d  ppukion .  The repon also 
pnsents an examinatim of al l  relevant existing data and a description 
of the important data gaps in the literature. (NOGAP) 

mammals) 

1-207497 
Caribou and human  activity : proceedings of the 1st North 

American  Caribou  Workshop,  Whitehorse,  Yukon, 28-29 
September 1983 / Martell, A.M. [Editor].  Russell, D.E. 
[Editor].  Canadian Wildlife Service. 

Ottawa : Canadian  Wildlife  Service. 1985. 
68 p. : ill. 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. A.13 : Impacts of oil and gas-related 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citufion  from NOGAP. 
OORD 
These proceedings contain the I8 papen presented at the 1st N o h  
American C a r i b  Wokshop. Ten pnpcrr appcar in full and the 
remainder appear as abstracts. The fint six published papen show the 
variability in r e s p s e  of caribw populnriars to aircraft, highways and 
pipelines. Two others address the government regulatory p m a s s  and 
the role of native usen in caribou management. (NOGAP) 

activities  on  caribou) 

1-207527 
Investigation of the  poasible  inter-island  movements  of  Peary 

caribou across the sea ice of Prince  of  Wales  Strait 
between  Banks  and  Victoria : islands I Miller, F.L. 
Canadian  Wildlife  Service.  Canada.  Indian  and  Northern 
Affairs  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton,  Alta. : Canadian  Wildlife  Service, 1986. 
43 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.13 : Impacts of oil and gas-related 

activities  on  caribou) 
(NOGAP project no. C O B  : Inter-island  movements of Peaty 

caribou across  Prince of Wales Strait between  Banks  and 
Victoria islands) 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation  from NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  MWFW,  AEECW 
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A bibliography of Peary carih (Rmgifer tatandus pearyi) litemtu 
waa compiled that includes mat  refetenas  up to 1984. 
bibliography compriscs three sections: ( I )  full referencxs and &sua i! 
(2) annotations relating to localities: and (3) m m t i m r  dating to 
subjects of rclevana to hry caribou biology. Unsystematic s d b s  
were carried out by helicoptcr during March and May-June 1985 Lo 
obui evidence of inter-island movemenu of mribou acms the ICL ice 
of Prince of Wales Strait Thc search ama included dl of Prince of 
Wales Strait. northern Amundsen Gulf, and the adjacent land arcas of 
eastern Banks and westem Victoria Islands, Nonhwest Territories. No 
d i m  evidence was chained  for uribou travelling 011 the BCO ice of 
Prince of Wales Strait or northern Amtmdsen Gulf. However ... i n d i m  
evidence suggested that such movemenu may have occa~md. (Au) 

1-207616 
Arctic charr population studies : 1. Big Fish River; 2. river 

Canada. Dept. of Fisheries  and Oceans [Sponsor]. 
system survey / Gillman.  D.V.  Sparling. P. Gillip, B. 

[S.I. : s.n.1, 1985. 
57 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. B.04 : Hydrography, Northwest Passage) 
Internal report prepared for  the  Arctic  Resource  Assesrmant 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citution from NOGAP. 
OORD,AEECW ~ 

This study focused on'lhe Big  Fish River, NWT, where, during August 
and September 1984, a domestic survey at the mouth, a sumy of L e  
entire river system to identify possible weir locations, and a tagging 
p m g m  at the "Fish Holes" location on the upper a m  of Cache Creek, 
were conducted, lacal fishermen were interviewed as to speciu and 
tda l  numbers of fish caught. net used, duration of set and utilization of 
the catch. Two p s i b l e  weir locations wem identified and rnappcd on 
the lower p t i m  of the Big Fish River and one a b e  the confluence 
of  Big Rsh River and Cache Creek. A tolpl of 467 Arctic Chaa were 
captured and  tagged. Captured fish were sampled live for s c x  and 
length. A tnndom sample of 192 Alrtic cham fm the domestic 
fishermen's catch was also reviewed. Age and length frcqualcy 
distributions, catch pcr unit  of effort and daily numberr of Amic cham 
taken arc presented. (NOGAP) 

Section,  DFO,  Western  Region. 

1.207624 
Identification keys to the Isopda, Cumacea, Decapods, 

Euphausiacea and Mysidarea zooplankton of the Beaufort 
Sea / Invertebrate  Research  Associates.  Amtfield,  P. 
Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Invertebrate  Research  Associates, 1985. 
vi, 34 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. 8.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest Passage) 
References, 
Working draft reporf. 
Dmumed not seen by ASTIS. Citation  from NOGAP. 
OORD. MWFW 
Tpxonanic keys and biological information arc provided for 
zooplankton species from the Beaufon Sea. Ten species: Eudus 
gaimardi (Mihe-Edwards), Sabinu septemcarinata (Sabim). 
T h y s a n o ~ s ~  longips @mn&), Thysanoesrp inermis m r ) ,  
Thysanaessa mscchii (M. Sam), Mysis oculata (Fabricius), Mysis relida 
Lorcn, Mysis litoralis (Banner), Diastylis rathkei (Kroyer) and 
Meriddca entomon (Linnaeus) are reprcrcntcd. (Au) 

1-207640 
Taxonomic key to the pelagk amphipods  (Crustacea, 

Amphipoda)  inhabiting  the  Beaufort Sea I Invertebrate 
Research Associates. Korczynski, R.E. Canada. Dept. 
of Fisheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Invertebrate  Research  Associates, 1985. 
vi, 79 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
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(NOGAP  project no. B.04 : Hydrography, Northwest Passage) 
References. 
Working  draft  report. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 

The taxonomic key presented is to 18 species of plagic amphipods 
collected in plankton tows uLcn over the continental shelf in the 
Bedon Sea. The key  is subdivided into a series of dichotomous keys 
to suborder, family, and species with p r t h t  illustrations.  Useful 
references as well as notes on distribution are provided, (Au) 

OORD. MWFW 

E207675 
Taxonomic  key to the benthk Polychaetn of Tuktoyaktuk 

Harbour,  Northwest Territorirs / Invatobrate Research 
Associates. Konrad, S.C.R. Canada Dept. of 
Fisheries  and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg, Man. : Invertebrate  Research Associates, 1985. 
vii, 83 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. 8.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
Working  draft  report. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  MWFW 
The benthic polychaete s p i e s  of Tuktoyaktuk Harbour, N.W.T. have 
been systematically addressed A precis of polychaete characteristics 
and identification techniques are provided. Single a c c e s s ,  dichamous 
keys to 11 families and 18 species effectively present the taxmomic 
criteria  required to separate these taxa Famiiy or species dcscripions, 
based on the literature and s p i m c n r  from 'Iwlloyaktuk Harbour, 
provide  a verification of each definitive choice in the keys. lllustntionr 
and an extensive glossary complement the ttxh (Au) 

1-207691 
Taxonomic  key to the Tubhokles (Oligochaeta, Tubifkithe) 

inhabiting  Tuktoyaktuk  Harbour,  Northwest  Territories / 
Invertebrate  Research  Associates. Komynski, R.E. 
Canada. Dept. of Fiheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Invertebrate  Research  Associates. 1985. 
v, 24 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
References. 
Working  draft  report. 
Dmument not seen by ASTIS. Cildion from NOGAP. 
OORD, MWFW 
Ihc illustrated taxonomic key  prcsented  is to the Rubificoides 
(Oligochaem, Tubificidac) inhabiting Tuktoyrktuk Harbour, Norrhwe~t 
Tenitones. Two Ipecies, namely Tubificoidcs cuspisetosus Baker and 
Tubificaides pseudogarter (Dahl), are described. The ecology and 
distribution  of the family Tubificidac arc discussed (Au) 

1-207713 
Identification of moUuscs from Tuktoyaktuk  Harbour, 

Northwest  Territories / Invertebate Research Associates. 

[Sponsor]. 
Amtfield, P. Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Invertebrate  Research  Associates. 1985. 
iv, 23 p. : ill. 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. B.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
References. 
Working draft report. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Ciiation from NOGAP. 
OORD. MWFW 
Keys to the identifcation and biological information for Cylichna alba 
Brown, Trichotropis borealis BmdErip and Sowcrby~ Oenopota a m i u  
(A.  Adams),  Yoldiella intermedia (M. Sam), Yddiella frigida (Tonell), 
Cyrlcdaria kumana Dunker and Macoma incrmspima (Broderip and 
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Sowerby) arc presented for these molluscs from Tuktoyaktuk Harbour. 
Notthwest Territories. (Au) 

I-a7721 
Review of the limnology ol the  Mackenzie  Delta and 

Tuktoyaktuk  Penlnsula / Agassiz North Associates Ltd. 
Ramsey. D. Ramlal, P. Canada. De$ of Fisheries 
and Oceans (Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg, Man. : Agassiz North Associates Ltd.. 1985. 
1 v. : maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.03 : Critical western arctic freshwater 

habitas) 
Appendices. 
Bibliography: [38] p. 
Documetu nd seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. MWFW 
Thir report rrvicws the available information on the limndogy of the 
Mackcnzic Delta to provide a general dcscriphn of h e  factom limiting 
primary and lcccmdary pdud iv i ty  and those factors limiting utilization 
of tha~ production by fish. The repon includes a bibliography of arctic 
l imndqy  d a listing of plankton collections from MPckewit Delta 
and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsuh lakes. (NOGAP) 

1-207730 
Taxonomic key to t i e benthk amphipods  (Crustacea, 

Amphipdo) inhabiting  Tuktoyaktuk  Harbour,  Northwest 
Territories / Invertebrate  Research  Associates. 
Korcynski. R.E. Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans 
[Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg, Man. : Invertebrate  Research  Associates, 1985. 
vi, 60 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.W : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
References. 
Working  draft  report. 
D o c u ~  nd seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOCAP. 
OORD, MWFW 
The taxonomic key presented is to 11 species and 8 genera of benthic 
amphipods colleded in Tuktoyaktuk Harbour, Nmhwest Territories. 
The key is subdivided into a rcrics of dichofmnous kcyr to suborder. 
family, and species. Pertinent illustrations, mferences and species 
distribution are provided. (Au) 

1-207748 
Taxonomic key to the beathk Isopods inhabiting the 

Beaufort Sea sod Tuktoyaktuk  Harbour,  Northwest 
Territories / Invertebrate  Research  Associates. 
Korcynski, R.E. Canada. De@. of Fisheries and Oceans 
(Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg : Invertebrate  Research  Associates, 1985. 
vi, 83 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
Appendix. 
Bibliography: p. 78-82. 
Working draft  report. 
OORD, MWFW 
The taxonomic key presented is to elcvcn species of benthic isopods 
collected in the Beaufort SU including Tuktoyaktuk Harbwr, 
Nonhwest Temtorier. The kcy is subdivided into a series of 
dicholmous keys IO suborder  for the Aselloh, Gnathiidea. and 
Vdvifera, to family and spcier. Pertinent illwtmtians, references and 
specics distributiom am pmvidcd. (Au) 
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1-207950 
Bear deterrent  study  (twelve  gauge ferret shell tests) Cape 

Churchill, Manitoba X984 / Northwest  Territories. Dept. of 
Renewable Resources. Demcher, A.E. Miller, J.S. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : The  Department, 1986. 
ix, 39 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Fide report - Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Renewable 

Resources, no. 5 4 )  
(NOGAP project  no. H.13 : Deterrent  studies  for  hydrocarbon 

evelopment impact  area) 
Appendices. 
Refarences. 
do cum^ n01 seen by ASTIS. Citation fiom NOCAP. 
OORD,  NWYRR, NWYGI 
Polar bear (Ursus writimus) h m n t  tests using 12 gauge femt ahel ls  
@Irstic slugs) were completed at Cap Churchii, Mrnilob bclwccn 19 
October - 4 November 1984. A total of 119 testa were paformed (77 
experimental and 42 cmtrol). No significant differences were found in 
the time spent in entry or exit between experimental and control bears 

experimend animal pcr trial, while control animals were n d  hit. 
in the three wter mea.  Bean were hit an avenge of 2.14 times per 

Experimental bears returned to the bait site approximately 17 h w n  
after being hit with a 12 gauge fern shell, while cwtml animals 
returned significantly later at a h t  43 hours. At least 87.5% of the 
marked animals =turned to the bait site at least once; some bean 
returned a minimum of seven timer. Tbe deterrent shells were fairly 
uniform in perfo~mance with less than 4% noticeably aberrant. Plastic 
slugs were fired at M average distance of 24 m from the bears. 
Researchers had wed accuracy of 89%. Stmng win& affected the 
accuracy of the ferret shells. (Au) 

1-207969 
Infra-red  detection and acoustic deterrent  study Cppe 

Churchill, Manitoba, 1984 / Compuheat  Services Canada 
Inc.  Northwest  Territories.  Dept.  of  Renewable 
Resources  (Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta : Compuheat Services  Canada, 1986. 
ix, 49 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(File report - Northwest  Territories.  Dept. of Renewable 

Resources,  no. 55) 
(NOGAP project  no. H.13 : Deterrent studies for  hydrocarbon 

development  impact area) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Dacument nol seen by ASTIS. Cildion porn NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYRR, NWYGI. ACU 
A two-palt study was carried out. ... Pan one ... tested the feasibility of 
using  an  infrared s y s t a n  to detect (and alao census) p l a t  bars (Ursus 
rnaritimus) under  natural arctic winter conditions, and to assess this 
syatem's usefulness as an early warning  device. Pan two consisted of a 
preliminary  investigation into the feasibility of  using an acoustic system 
... to observe the effects of accustic stimulation on bear behaviour and 
to determine any possible optimal frequencies for deterring these 
animals in their natural  habitat.  Results of part one indicate that the 
infrared wavelength band  of 8-14 microns is  praclical for use in 
detecting polar bears in their natural  habitat. despite adverse weather 
mnditions. ... Results of pit two showed that  most bean were 
sensitive to the 0.1 - 9.0 kHz range of frequencies and wem  most 
effectively delemd at frequencies of 1.0 - 4.0 kHz. ... Becluse of the 
small sample size and the limited testing period. funhcr investigation  is 
refomended to obtain condusivc results. A list of p a r s i b k  influencing 
factors is offered for consideratim for further testing. (Au) 

1-207977 
Safety in grizzly  and black bear country / Bromley. M.A. 

Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Renewable  Resources 

24 p. : ill. ; 22 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.13 : Deterrent studies for  hydrocarbo 

development  impact area) 
ISBN 0-7708-7151-8. 
do cum en^ n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citution from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYRR, NWYGI 
This  h k l e t  was wriftm for the layman. It includes information on the 
nature of Mack and grizzly bears. how to avoid problems whm 
trawlling in black  and grizzly bcar cormtry and what to do if a blaak 
or grizzly b r  is encountered. Daection and deterrent systems thAt 
may be useful to the traveller or worker atr discussed. (Au) 

1-207985 
Humadraptor interaction : management  techniques la 

resource  development sceaarioar / Scott, B.W.A. 
Northwest  Territories.  Dept. of Renewable Resources 
[Sponsor]. 

Yellowknife.  N.W.T. : De@. of Renewable  Resources, 1985. 
vii. 83 p. ; 28 cm. 
(Manuscript report - Northwest  Territories.  Wildlife  Service) 
(NOGAP project no. H.13 : Deterrent  studies for hydrocarbon 

References. 
Documen1 not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  N W Y R R ,  N W G I  
The increased use of land resounm in the last two d m & ,  largely 
pnnnptcd by accelerated exploration and  developnent of non-rmewabae 
~ o u r c c s ,  has bmught signifcant pnssms to bcar on rapom A survey 
of litemture was u n d c d e n  to determine the possibility of developiog 
defensible. biologically based limitations under which reawrce 
development might optimaUy proceed. The extent of thc literature i s  
such that spatial. temporal and procedural guidelines may be developtd 
on a site/projed-specific basis. No universal M annibus  mstridions are 
p m p e d .  other than basic minimums. which may be incopmted into 
the N W T  Wildlife Servicc legislation/regula~ry base. Such minimums 
arc to be augmented by 1 4  cwditions. Suggestions are given ffor 
education programs. increase in the legitimacy of the NWT lepl base 
for habitat  and npw management, and concerns for future study. (Au) 

development  impact area) 

1-207993 
Abundance  and  distribution of muskoxen and caribou w 

Banks Island,  July 1985 / Northwest  Territories. Dept. of 
Renewable  Resources. McLean, B. Jingfors, K. 
Case, R. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. :The Departmenf 1986, 
ix, 45 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Pile report - Northwest  Territories.  Wildlife  Service, no. 64) 
(NOGAP project  no. H.16 : Renewable Resources baseline 

information for wildlife populations  affected by hydrocarbbn 
development) 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OQRD, NWYRR, NWYGI 
A stratified strip transect survey of Banks Island, NWT was flown 
between 6 and 14 July 1985. The s u m y  dmmnented distribution and 
abundance of muskoxen (Ovibos rnoschatus) and Peary caribou 
(Rangifer tarandus  pcaryi). The total number of noncalf murkoxen 
observed on-transect was 5867 and the resulting estimate was 25.700 + 
2050 (SE) muskoxen. Densities ranged fnnn .21 rnuskoxrnlsq km on 
sourhtentd Banks Island to 1.52 muskoxenhq km in the Thomrcn 
River area. ,.. The propottion d calves  to total classified WM 15.3% 
(137/898). (Au) 

[Sponsor]. 
[S.I.] : N.W.T. Dept.  of Culture and  Communications, 1986. 



1-208795 
Migration, reproduction and feeding of lake whitetlsh, broad 

whitefish and  arctic cisco in the Mackenzie River- 
Beaufort Sea  region : a review of the  literature / 
North/South  Consultants  Inc. Strange. N.E. Canada. 
Dept. of Fisherias  and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Nor&h/South Consultants Inc.. 1985. 
iii, 47 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  B.03 : Critical  western  arctic  freshwater 

Bibliography: p. 30-39. 
Dmument not seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OORD, MWFW 
U e  whitefish, b m d  whitefish aad arctic cisco from the Mackenzie 
are discussed with msptct to mignticm, reproduction and feeding. All 
three species am anadranour, showing dcfinite migmtims  to  rpwning 
grounds, as well as to feeding. wewintering and  nursery arcas 
(juveniles). All are fall spawnem  and mow fm overwintering areas to 
spawning grounds upstream in the Madcenzie River and ita tributaries. ... The impomce  of three habitats is discussed (1) the Delta region ... 
(2) freshwater systems (lakes and streams) ... (3) constd ams, 
especially bays  and lagoons. along Richards Island,  Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula and the Yukon mast. ... (Au) 

habitats) 

1-208817 
Effects of physical and chemical gradients  on  the  abundance 

and  distribution of aquatic  invertebrate species in  the 
Mackenzie  Delta : X. Preliminary review of unpublishcd 
data / Bilyj. B. Canada. Dept of  Fisheries  and Oceans 
[Sponsor]. 

[S.1. : s.n.1, 1985. 
[43] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. B.03 : Critical western arctic  freshwater 

habitats) 
Appendices. 
Dmument nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, MWFW 
Data on invertebrate species, physicel measurements and chanical 
analyses taken at fifty-cight Delta stations representing freshwater lentic 
and lotic and marine cs~ituuim habitats were canpiled, aynthcsized and 
summarized. ... a total of 259 species were collected ... Diatributional 
pttems and densities of 50 of the most abundant Chimmrmidae species 
arc plotted. The benthic community at each station-year(#) is 
charaaerized using I canposition of major taxa. nmbcr  of species 
and the Shannm-Weaver diversity index. The sampding habitats aTc 
described using a series of physical and chemical pnramcan. Ranges, 
means  and sample nllmben arc swunarimd for 8 on-site measurements 
consisting of maximum depth, turbidity, water temeraturc. amductivity, 
pH, salinity, DO and alkalinity 5 categories of bottom sediment 
composition ... and finally a series of chemical analyacs for the 
following: major ims ... tot~I dissolved paniculate and bottom 
concentrations of nutrient elements ... and parlidate seslon. ... (Au) 

1-208825 
Results of a broad whitefish collection in freshwater systems 

along the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula and in the inner 
Mackenzie  Delta region / North/South Consultants Inc. 
Strange, N.W.  MacDoneU, D S  Canada Dept. of 
Fisheries and Oceans [Spnsor]. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : North/South  Consultants Inc., 1985. 
iv, 25 p. : ill. ; 28 cm, 
(NOGAP  project no.  B.03 : Critical  western  arctic  freshwater 

habitats) 
Appendix. 
References. 
Document not seen by M I S .  Cilation from NOGAP. 
OORD, MWFW 

T h i s  repart describea the materials and methods used to collect broad 
whitefish f m  freshwater systems MI the Tuktoyrktuk Peninsula and 
the inner Madrende Delta, and to deliver these samplcs fresh frozen to 
the Freshwater Institute for subsequent analysis. (NOGAP) 

1-210021 
Arctic marlre pbotoautrophlc  pkoplankton / Smith, J.C. 

Platt, T.  Li, W.K.W. Horne, E.P.W. Harrison, 
W.G. Subba Rao, D.V. Irwin, BD. 

(Marine  ecology : progress series, v. 20, Jan. 1985, p. 207-220, 
ill.) 

(NOGAP project no. B.09 : Non-summer ecology) 
References. 
Document not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
Abundance and activity of picaplankton (hero def'med as  celh  prrsing a 
1 um Nuclcopom screen) wcm studied in nonhern Poxe  Basin. eastern 
Canadian Ardic. Substantial proptions (10 to 70 per cent) of the 
chlorophyll a content, ribulose-1, 5-biphosphate carboxylase activity 
(RuBPC, E,C. 4.1.1,39) and autofluorcent-bodies present in whole 
seawater s a m p l t s  passed a 1 um screen intact, photoautrophic particles. 
A smaller fraaian (10 to 25 per cent) of the lightdependent 14C 
fixation was found in this picoplankton fmction, the difference possibly 
explained by a selective effect of screening on photosynthetic activity 
rather than by hetemhqhic uptake of algal exudates.  About 10 percent 
of the whole sample WPC was found to pans a 0.2 um diameter 
scnxn, indicating Qc presence of autotrophy in marine 
ultmmicmbrcteria (ferntopMaon). A patentid  for gmwth in the 
femtoplanktm fmction was ala0 indicated by substantial fixation of 
tritiated nucleic acid precursors into macromolecules. (Au) 

1-210277 
Fishes, Invertebrates and marine plnnts : the  Beaufort Sea 

and the marrb for oil / Percy, R. Smiley, B. 
Mullen. T. Childerhose, RJ. [Editor]. Beaufort Sea 
Project  (Canada), Canada Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans 
[Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : Beaufort Sea Project. 1985. 
167 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Beaufort  Sea  project  overview report series) 
(NOGAP project no.  B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
Appendices. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation fiom NOGAP. 
OORD 
This is h c  final volume of the Benufon Sea Project series of Overview 
Repons. Ita heme is a gem& outline of life histories and  behavior of 
Beaufort Sca region fishes, marine invertcbratcl!  and p h t  life, and their 
relationship with each other and their surroundings. It explains the 
dependence of these life forms on the Mackenzie River, and Estuary 
and Arctic Ocean, the necessity for flexible "life-styles" forced w them 
by fluctuating conditions of salinity, temperature, ice,  the availability of 
prey  and h e  presence of predators (including man). The format of this 
report is geogmphicak beginning with the Mackcnzie  River,  then 
moving downstream to the htuary, and into the Beaufort Sea. ... The 
npon then introduces industrid man to the scene, primarily the people 
involved in the explamtion far gas and oil rescms. Use of the fish 
resource by native fishermen is discussed, as are the sociocconomic 
cffe- of the oil industry prescnoc. 'Ihc dangers and effects of possible 
oil spills on the various life forms are wllined in the concluding 
sections of the mpon. (Au) 

1-210340 
Report of the  Workshop  on an Arctic Marine Conservation 

Strategy for the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, 
May 643,1985 / Canada.  Dept.  of Fisheries and Oceans. 

Winnipeg.  Man. : Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans. 1985. 
iii. 63 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(ARCOD working paper, no. 85- 3) 
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(NOGAP project n o +  B.11 : DFO NOGAP coordination) 
Internal working paper. 
Docutnenl not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. MWFW 
' h e  ARCOD-sponsored  workshop on a DEO Arctic  Marine 
Conservation  Strntcgy  included paAcipmts from  agencies  with a strong 
interest in Arctic marine consewatim. Sepnte working g m p s  
examined conservation requimtnta related to harveating,  non- 
renewable  resources.  and transportaim and protecled arcas. Plenary 
sessions compred r e s u l t s  and put together the propmed elemcms of nn 
implementation stntc$y. ?his report describes the procediga and 
conclusions  of the workshop, and mntrins ita odficid record. (NOGAP) 

1-210390 
Key areas for birds In constal regions d the CanadIan 

Beaufort Sea / Smyth, K.E. Barry. T.W. Dickson, 
D.L. Canadian Wildlife Serviw. 

Edmonton, Alta. : Canadian Wildlife Service, 1986. 
v. 88 p. ; 28 cm t atl a s  (9 p. : maps ; 30 x 40 an). 
(NOGAP project no. C.07 : Migratory bird disturbance, 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYGI, YWLS, ACGO, ACDP. ACI 
Oil and gas dewlopent  could  have a  major impct on the coastal  
habitat of the BeaufOn Sea, which ruppoits hundreds of t h o ~ r ~ d s  of 
migrating. M i g  and m d i g  birds. ... The objedive was to 
develop a series of maps which  identify the key areas for  birds along 
the Beaufort Sea  coastline ... to enable quick rerpaes to questions 
which  may arise in the went of an oil spill .... The study a m  extends 
along the Beaufort Sea coastline f m  the Alaska-Yukon  border to 
Baillie Islands off thc tip of l e  Bnthurst  Peninsula.  Emphasis  wns 
placed M the nearahore waten of the &aufort Sea and the land that i s  
below  the storm tide line. However, infomation on birds using the 
offshore and the land a b v c  the s t o r m  tide l i e ,  withii 2 Lm of the 
c a s t ,  was also miewed and summarized. (NOGAP) 

assessment and management) 

1-210404 
Monitoring studies of seabirds at Prince Lcopold Island / 

Gaston, AJ. F'rach, R.W. Nettleship, D.N. 
Canadian Wildlife Service. 

(S.1.1 : Canadian Wildlife Service, 1985. 
22 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.07 : Migratory bird disturbance. 

Unpublished  report 
Appendices. 
Decumcnt nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
This repon presents the results of a field s n t d y  of seabirds on Prince 
bopold Island  conducted  during the period 17 July  to 1 August  1984. 
The  objective was to make  observoriona in the boreline study p h s  
established during 1975-1977 in order to detect @ation trends. In 
addition, the study t a m  weighed  and  measured  samples of Thick-billed 
Mum and Nonhcrn Fulmar eggs and k e p  notes on 4 birds  and 
mammals seen. Daily counts, timing of breeding. number of egss 
present  end sites accupied  are discussed for  'hick-billed Mum and 
Northern Fulmar. Observations on four h e r  spcies arc also presented. 
(NOGAP) 

assessment and management) 

1-210412 
Preliminary  annotated  bibliography : Peary caribou and 

related  literature / Ealey. D.M. Nietfeld, M.T. 
Miller, F.L. [Editor].  Canadian  Wildlife Service. 

Edmonron. Alta. : Canadian Wildlife  Service. 1986. 

ii. 291 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.08 : Inter-island movements of Peary 

caribou across prince of Wales Strait between Banks and 
Victoria  islands) 

Dmummr nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, AEECW 
[This] bibliography  includes abstracts  and  annotations of most  Pea* 
caribou  references to 1984. ... In addition to nflicles  and reports on 
Peary caribw. some relevant references on adjacent range to hat of h 
Perry caribou or dealing  with intergmde populations of caribou a* 
included - notably  Boothia  Peninsula  and northern henland .  ... Tlve 
bibliography is mnpriscd of three sections: (1) full refe- and 
abstrafts, (2) annotatim relating to localities. (3) annotat ions relating 
to subjccta of relevance to Pury caribou biology. ... (Au) 

1 - 2 1 0 ~ a  
Arctic bars, NN / Environmental and Social Systems Analysts 

Ltd. Yukon Territory. Dept. of Renewable Resources 
[Sponsor]. 

[Vancouver, B.C.?] : Environmental and Social Systems 
Analysts Ltd., [ 19851. 

1 videorecording, 95 slides, 1 sound tape reel. 
(NOGAP project no. G.ll : Arctic bear awareness and hazard 

Information kit. -> 

Includes program guide, 19 p. 
Documenl not seen by M I S .  Citdion from NOGAP. 
YWLS 
Due to slow reproduction and  the effects of the harsh northern climate, 
just enough beam s w r i v t  nntud hazards  and a carefully c o n t d e d  
hunting monrlity to maintain their population. 'Ibis video is designed lo 
caution  against d e r  threat to bears - access to human f d  Tlre 
reproductive patterns of k m  are  discussed as arc their geneml 
behaviwr patlems, pswidrrly those relating to n scuch for food. 
Making f w d  available io hrs, either through careless  disposal of 
garbage or through deliberate feeding, is discouraged. (NOGAP) 

reduction) 

1-210676 
Den distribution,  harvest and management of arctic fox in 

northern Yukon Territory / Smits. C.M.M. Jessup, 
R.H. Yukon Territory. Dept. of Renewable Resources. 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Yukon Territory. Dept. of Renewable 
Resources, 1985. 

44 p. : ill., map (folded) ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.15 : Economic harvest  potential and 

References. 
Appendices. 
Dmumenl  no^ seen by M I S .  Ciration from NOGAP. 
YWLS, YWA, OORD 
The distribution and occupancy of arctic  fox (Alopex lagopus) dens is 
discussed  from data collected MI aerial surveys  of the Yukon 
Territory's  amtic  coastal plaii and Herschel Island  during the summers 
of  1984 and  1985. ... A tdal of 55 fox dens were identified in  the 
study m a ,  34 on the mainland  and 19 on Herschel  Island. ... Thme 'of 
four nard  dens locared on Herschel  Island  were  occupied by arctic fox 
and  one by red fox ( V u l p c s  vulpcs) in both 1984 and 1985. No natal 
dens were  found on the mainland in 1984; and 1985 two  natal  dens on 
the  mainland  yielded  a  red fox  family and an arctic fox family. Red 
fox densities as evidenced fmm den m a p w e  rates  have declintd 
since a survey in 1972. Proportions of natal  dens were  low in both 
years and  suggestive of low  papulation levels of arctic  fox in the  study 
area. ... Dens were randomly dispersed on Henchel Island, *e 
mainland,  and all areas combined. Spacing of natal dens on Herschel 
Island departed  significantly (pco.01) from random in bth y e w  and 
suggests  territoriality among breeding foxes. ... [Information on hamst 
of arctic fox  from the area is also reported.]  Based on  the low  density 
of  fox  dens in the area, the harvest ptential for  foxes is believed  to be 

management of arctic fox in  Yukon) 
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low. Further monitoring of bmeding arctic fox pcrformance and harvest 
is  proposed. (Au) 

1-210714 
Safety io bear country : a  reference  manual / Bromley, M. 

Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Renewable  Resources. 
Yellowknife, N.W.T. : N.W.T. Dept of Renewable Resources. 

1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.13 : Deterrent  studies for hydrocarbon 

Appendices. 
References. 
OORD, NWYRR, NWYGI, ACU 
The significant in-e in the number of PDOplc living and workiig in 
a m s  of the NWT with bear p o p u l r t i o n a  in the last few b c a d o s  has 
resulted in a corresponding incmw in the number of humm-bcu 
conflicts. In an effort to incr#ne humur aafety and nduce the number 
of nuisance bear kills. thc deprtment of Renewable Resouma 
(GNWY) initiated a beat detection and daemnt  rcswrh and training 
program in 1981. The research canpment of the prognun, reflected in 
this manual, has involved the developnent and testing of detection 
systems  and deterrent equipment. The manual also contains information 
on the nature of bears, ways to redue the chances of encountering 
bears, design and maintenance of c a m p a  in bcar counuy. pnd what to 
do if a bear is encountered. (NOGAP) 

1985. 

development  impact area) 

1-211362 
Role of precision and accuracy in judging the  reliability of 

biological  measurements : a compendium of some 
perspectives  by biologists / Smiley, B.D. [Editor]. 
Canada.  Dept. of Fishcries  and  Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Sidney,  B.C. : Institute of Ocean  Sciences, 1984. 
iii. 24 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
References. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
Since 1979. the Institute of Ocean Sciencca ... h u  embsrked on the 
compilation and appraisal of historical ocunogrpphic data in the 
Canadian  Arctic. The data's documentation about collection and 
analysis methodology is tahularid, m*pped. and indexed in a series of 
inventory publicatims. ... These inventories also include a relatively 
simple,  and to the greatest degrre possible. objective rating scheme for 
appraising the reliability of the data. ... The [four p a p a  contained in 
this conlpendium] were prepared. as  dehtable viewpoints.  by the 
compiler-appraisers of the three biologicd inventories: whalu. fishea. 
and  zoobenthos. ... These authora agree that accumty and  precision are 
difficult challenging criteria for assessing the reliability of many 
biological measumnents, espccidy when sundads am absent. 
Nevertheless, they conclude that measurement quality must impwe by 
new and improved application of such a s s u m s  and cmtmls. 
Professional judgement is demanded in all WKI. (Au) 

1-211370 
Review of current  information  on  arctic  cod (Boreogadw 

saida Lepechin) and bibliography / Sameoto, D. 
Canada.  Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Bedford  Institute of Oceanography, 1984. 
71 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.09 : Non-summer  ecology) 
Bibliography:  p. 30-71. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
The Arctic c o d ,  Bowgadus saida (Lcpcchin).  is me of the moat 
implant  organisms in the food chaii of the  Canadian Arctic seas. 

Because of this impomce. the possible effccb of oil spills on it are of 
concern. T h i s  rcpon summarizes L e  c m t  state of lolowledge of the 
biology and distribution of the Arctic cod, including taxonomy, 
geognphic  distributiar with s c u a r a l  wriations, life cycle.  diet, 
predators and association with ice. (NOGAP) 

1-281212 
Second cumulative data report of studies to determine 

whether  the condition of fish from the  lower  Mackenzie 
River is related to hydrocarboa expmure / Freshwater 
Institute (Canada). Lockhart, WL. Metner,  D.A. 
Murray. D.A.J. Danell, R.W. Billeck. B.N. 
Baron, CL. Muir, D.C.G. Chang-Kue, K. 
Canada. Dept. of Fiheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 
Canada.  Dept. of Indian Affairs and  Northern  Development 
[Sponsor], 

Winnipeg, Man. : Dept. of Fisheries  and Oceans, Central and 
Arctic  Region,  Freshwater  Institute, 1987. 

vi, 179 p. : ill., map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.12 : Contaminants  in  the  aquatic 

Appendices. 
References. 
ACU 
The study continues d'invcstigation of whether deteriontion in fish 
quplity, specifically liven in buhd and whitcfkh flesh, has an 
objective, measureable baris. and could be related to oil industry 
operation at Norman Wells. The atudy concluded that the cause of the 
liver condition  is unlikely to be e x p u n  to pctmleum hydmarbons, 
although thia was not ruled out conclusively. The study notcd 
contamination of Madrenlje Riwr fish with low levels of several 
compounds.  notably toxaphane, chlord~e,  and PCBs. "he nonhem 
whitefish had higher water content and lower fat content than most 
other whitefish. (Au) 

environment  and quality of  food  species) 

I-291~70 
Distribution of bowhead  in  the southeast Beaufort Sea, 

September  1986 / University of Alkrta. Hardwood, 
L.A. PN Research Projects.  Norton, P. Canada. 
Dept. of Indian Main and  Northern  Development [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : P.N. Research  Projects : Edmonton, Alta. : 

v, 16 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

.Appendix. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYIN 
Since 1980, the effeaS of offshore oil and gas explorntion on bowhead 
whales summering within,  and migrating through, the Beadon Sea 
have been examined A systematic aerial survey was Mnducted to 
monitor the distribution of bowhead  in the southeast Beaufort Sea and 
document the timing md lourtion of the 1986 migration through Alaska 
waters.  Estimated number of bowhead  in  the  region was 2590, 
congrrgarcd in t h r e e  mas, Data suggests a large-scale movement of 
bowhad probably did not begin until after the survey had been 
completed (NOGAP) 

United States. Dept. of  the  Interior [Sponsor]. 

University of Alberta, 1986. 

monitoring) 

1-291889 
Zooplankton and bowhead  whale feeding in the  Canadian 

Beaufort  Sea,  1986 / LGL Limited,  Environmental  Research 
Associates. Bradstreet. M.S.W. Thornson, O.H, 
Canada.  Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern  Development 
[Sponsor]. 

(Bowhead  whale  food  availability characteristics in  the  southern 
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Beaufort Sea : 1985 and 1986. Environmental studies - 
Canada. Dept. of Indian  Affairs and Northern  Development, 
nu. 50, p. 1-204, ill*, maps) 

(NOUN project no. A.M : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 
monitoring) 

ISBN 0-662-159357. 
Appendices. 
Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN, ACU 
A s t u d y  of the physical and OCcMographic fiaorr influencing 
~ a n k t o n  distribution and availability to bowhead during the summer 
pcriod. Zooplankton biomass was found to be highest in water 
unaffected  by the Msckenzie River plume.  Bowhcad  avoided these 
plume areas and fed in areas with zoopMrton concentrated into dense 
subsurface layers where winds induced upwelling of Arctic OCCM 

water. (NOGAP) 

1-291935 
Reproduction in the  bowhead whale, summer 1985 / LGL 

Limited,  Environmental Research Associates. Davis, R.A. 

Evans, C.R. Standard Alaska  Roduction  Company 
[Sponsor]. Canada. Dept. of Indian  Affairs  and  Northern 
Development  (Sponsor]. 

Koski,  W.R. Miller, G.W. McLaren, P.L. 

King City,  Ont. : LGL Limited, 1986. 
xxvi, 176 p.. 6 p. of  plates : ill.  (some col.) ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.08 : Disturbance of marine  mammals  by 

Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
Much  of the bowhead whale r e a f u r h  har addnsed population size and 
the effects of offshore industrial development. Leu is known about 
population numbers as affeaed by reproduction and rectuitment. T h i s  
study determined gross annual reproduction rates of the Westem Arctic 
bowhad population. Data was obtained through acrid photography. 
"he field p ' o $ m  was h m p r r d  by pck ice and poor weather 
conditions and annual rates of reproduction  were  estimated fran the 
animals photographed. C a l c u l a t i o n s  suggest that Ihc reproduction rate of 
tmwhead  is higher than pnviously  thought (NOGAP) 

industrial activity) 

1-291951 
Distribution,  relative  abundance and behaviour of ringed 

wals in the  Beaufort Sea during late summer  and fall 
1986 / University  of Alberta. Harwood, L.A. Canada. 
Dept. of Indian Affairs and  Northern  Development [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta, : University of Alberta, 1987. 
iv, 28 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. A.08 : Disturbance of marine mammals  by 

Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Cildion fiom NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYM 
This  project focused an natural history, distribution, abundance and 
ecology of ringed seal during the o p  water period. The findings are 
bared  primarily on data mlecled during systematic aerial surveys. 'Ihe 
study investigated the potential effects of iabreaking activity on ringed 
seal pup  activity: the indirect effects of i c e  breaking on the stability 
and integrity of irr in scal breeding areas: and, the cumulative effects 
of vessel, seismic, dredging, aircraft and drilling platform activity on 
the energy balance of  seals. (NOGAP) 

industrial  activity) 
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1-291960 ~ 

Continuing  studies d the eastern arctic bowhead  whale at 
Isnbella  Bay, BaMn Island, 1986 / LGL Limited, 
Environmental  Research Associates. Finley, KJ. 
World  Wildlife  Fund (Canada) [Sponsor]. Canada. Dept. 
of Fisheries and Oceans [Sponsor].  Canada. Dept. of 
Indian  Affairs  and  Northern  Development [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : LGL Limited, 1987. 
vii, 95 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.OS : Disturbance of marine  mammals by 

industrial  activity) 
Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citdion  fiom NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
Much has k e n  lermed during the first three years d studying this 
relatively unknown concentration of nmic bowhead  whrlc8. Rcld 
reaarch continued in 1986 on biology and bchavior of the bowhead. 
specific habitat use pnuemr. population dynamia, and fpaon affedng 
survival and  recovery. Allhaugh persistent poor weather interfered with 
conduct of field rescalrh, aerial surveys confirmed that bowbud using 
Irabella Bay are almost atcluaively adulta. Vnrims s h h  in feeding 
patlerns and location were also observed and investigated. (NOGAP) 

1-291978 
Heavy metal  and orpnk contamhants in arctic marine fish 

/ Freshwater  Institute (Canada). Muir, D. Canada. 
De@. of Indian  Affairs  and Northern Development [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : DIAND, 1986. 
iii. 64 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.12 : Contaminants  in the aquatic 

ISBN 0-662-15210-7. 
Appendix. 
References. 
Documnt noi seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYJN 
This  repn provides preliminary baseline data on mtaminantl in amic 
marine fishes and sems   t o  MSCSS problems associated with inmewed 
industrialization. Marine fish tissue from seven 1-tiws were analmd 
for heavy metals and orher contaminants. With the exaption of  high 
cadmium levels in artain marine species, heavy metals were present at 
lower cmnntrations than found in nonhem freshwater species. A 
considerable variation  in metal concentrntions between fishes was 
noted, though no major geographical trends in these levels were 
evident. (NOGAP) 

environment  and  quality of fwd species) 

1-291994 
Porcupine  caribou  harvest  by  Canadian users, June  1986 - 

December 1986 / Quock, R. Carey, J. Yukon 
Territory.  Dept. of Renewable  Resources  [Sponsor]. 
Canada.  Dept. of Indian  Affairs  and  Northern  Development. 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Dept of Renewable Resources, 1987. 
7 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  A.13 : Impacts  of oil and  gas-related 

References. 
Document  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYIN 
Information on the Porcupine herd  is q u i m d  to assess the impadt of 
increased hunting pressure as a result of improved ac-a. Wwest  data 
is used to manage wildliie and for  cooperative management among 
uacm. Reported here is the  estimated 1986, June - December harvest of 
caribou by Canadian  users. 1985 dam  is psented  for cornparism. 
Statistics were gathered through field interviews. chcck sution 
questionnaires and dedamtion forms. (NOGAP) 

activities  on caribou) 



1-292168 
Survey of benthic  infauna at Beaufort  Sea  shorebase sites / 

Sackman, T. Canada Environmental  Protection  Service 
(Northwest  Region). 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : Envimnment  Protection  Service, 1987. 
iv, 39 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. C.03 : Point source impact  monitoring 

Appendix. 
Dmument nol seen by M I S .  Citalion from NOGAP. OORD. NWYEEP 
This projea, initiated in 1982, icknlificr and monitors irnpocts of 
industrial development w the Tuktoyakluk Peninaula.  Benthic  infauna 
samples were collected and compared with variw loutiolu in 1982 
and 1984. AUentian focusud on McKinley Bay. Hutchiiaon Bay and 
Tuktoyaktuk H a h .  Dominant species and nlrmben appeamd 10 differ 
widely  between t h e  locaticma. (NO(EAP) 

techniques - marine  benthic  environment) 

1-292176 
The  Tuktoyaktuk Harbour bentbk biological monitoring 

programme / Seakem  Oceanography Ltd. Canada. 
Environment  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : Seakem  Oceanography Ltd.. 1987. 
1 v, (various pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. C.03 : Point source impact  monitoring 

Appendices. 
Document nol seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYEEP 
The first of three sampling sumys  are mportcd here. These asseared 
the effects of chrmic  cattaminant  inpuu into the harbor on benthic 
fauna and methods of studying ef€e*l auibblc for wider application. 
Preliminary results indicate that both the starry and arctic flmdfn are 
under stress. The amic  flounder had greater incidence of degenerating, 
preneoptastic or neoplastic leaionr. 'Ihe cxpmun to petmleum  is funher 
supported by the presence of PAH  metabolites.  (NOGAP) 

techniques - marine  benthic  environment) 

1-292214 
Preliminary  assessment  of tbe effects of the  proposed gas 

pipeline and  other  hydrocarbon  development  projects on 
waterfowl of the northern  Mackenzie VaUey / Baothroyd, 
P. Canadian wildlife Service  [Sponsor]. 

Manitoba : Canadian  Wildlife  Service. 1987. 
vii, 112 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian Wildlife  Service.  Western  and Northern Region. 

(NOGAP project no. C.07 : Migratory  bird  disturbance, 

Appendices. 
Document not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, AEECW, OOFF 
This  study collected seasonal data an waterfowl dcnsitia along the 
pmposed mainline and lateral pipeline m t c r  to determine potential 
impacts ~1 waterfowl. Aerial suneyr were conducted along Ihe 
proposed routes. The highest bird density occurred in the northernmost 
segment of the main pipeline route. particularly Richards Island. The 
study  makes recommendations for the protection of watufowl 
ppulatims and important habitat. (NOGAP) 

Technical  report  series, no. 22) 

assessment and management) 

1-292222 
Breeding bird survey of coastal islands of the  outer 

Mackenzie Delta and northern Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, 
1987 I Canadian  Wildlife Service. Alexander,  S.A. 
Hawkings, J.S. 

@drnonton],  Alta. : Canadian  Wildlife  Service, 1988. 

iv, 20 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian  Wildlife  Service.  Western  and  Northern  Region. 

(NOGAP project no.  C.07 : Migratory bird disturbance. 

Document n ~ l  s e n  by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OORD, AEECW, OOFF 
Helicopter s u m p  for colonial nesting birds on islands along the 
Buufon coast were ctmducted in June 1987 to comborate with other 
studies. The number and locntiars of nests of glaucwa gulls, common 
eider. king eider, brants. sabine gulls, arctic terns and oldsquaw arc 
no&& (NOGAP) 

Technical report series, no. 39) 

assessment and management) 

1-292230 
Fall  migration and staging of pbplaropes and other 

waterbirds in the vkhity of Nunalub Spit, Yukon 
Territory, 1987 / Ealey, DM. Alexander,  S.A. 
Croft. B. Canadian  Wildlife  Service. 

[Edmonton], Alta. : Canadian  Wildlife  Service, 1988. 
ix, 69 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. C.07 : Migratory bird disturbance, 

Appendices. 
Referents. 
Document not seen h$ ASTIS, Citation from NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  AEECW 
Thia atudy examined the importance of Nunaiuk Spit to phrkroper and 
gathered idonnation on the pn-migratory and migratory activities of 
all watemmciated birds in the ma. G d  sumys  welt  rrgularly 
conducted  along the spit, and aerial s w e y s  were cmductd along the 
c~s t l i nc .  Habitat  uae and disttibution of birds were doarmentcd Sixty- 
eight rpccica were obrewed during the atudy. (NOGAP) 

assessment and management) 

1-292249 
Key areas of birds in coastal regions of the Canadian 

Beaufort Sea / Canadian  Wildlife  Service.  Alexander, 
S.A. Barry. T.W.  Dicksen. D.L. Prus, H.D. 
Smyth, K.E. 

2nd  edition. 
Edmonton, Alta. : Canadian  Wildlife  Service, 1987. 
vi, 152 p. : 28 cm + atlas (9 p. : map ; 28 x 42 cm). 
(NOGAP project no. C.07 : Migratory  bird  disturbance. 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document r l o ~  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, AEECW 
'fhe abject of this project waa to develop a seriw of mapa  which 
identify the key uxas for bids along the Beaufort Sea cast. T h i s  atlas 
waa primarily designed to enable quick responses in the event of an oil 
spill in the Benufort Sea regicm. The region covend by this allas 
extends east along the Beaufort Sea coast fran the AlaskJyukon 
border to the Bathurst  Peninsula. Empharir was on the nearshore waters 
and Le land below the storm tide level. Infomation on birds using 
offshore and above the s t o r m  tide line land are also reviewed and 
summarized A four color code system was developed IO highlight 
which amas wem most important to bird species. (NOGAP) 

assessment and management) 

1492257 
Shorebirds of the outer Mackenzie  Delta - Richard  Islands 

[sic] area 1985-1986 / Dickson, H.L. Smith,  A.R. 
Canadian  Wildlife  Service. 

1987. 
Saskatoon,  Sask. ; Edmonton, Alta. : Canadian  Wildlife  Service, 

185 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
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(NOGAP  project  no. C.07 : Migratory bird disturbance. 

Appcndices. 
References. 
Document mt seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. OORD. AEECW 
"his  study reports on the distribution, abundance and  habitat 
requirements of arct ickding  shorrbirb spceier. Data on the 
shorebirds was gathered from the outer Mackenzic Delta and Richatdr 
Island area  in 1985 and 1986 with  emphasis on a d d  spaier. 
Landrat analysis waa conducted in conjunction with ground v e g d o n  
and  bird data.  Results indicate that h d s n t  is  capblc of identifying the 
shorebird  staging  and  nesting a m .  (NOGAP) 

assessment and management) 

1-292265 
The  summer ecology d the Porcupine  caribou herd in 

northern  Yukon / Canadian Wildlife  Service.  Russell, 
D. Nixon.  W, 

Whitehorse,  Yukon : Canadian Wildlife Service. 1988. 
v. 152 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. C.09 : Porcupine caribou summer range) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OORD, YWEEP 
' h e  object of this s t u d y  was to Wine and identify critical carlh 
habitat in northern Yukon to bcrter predict impact of human  activity. 
The study  investigated vegetation  cunplexes, in- activity  and 
regional weather patterns. It also useaaed cnribw effortr to minimize 
harassment, docxlmented arlivity budgc~. habitat tcltction and ford 
habits. These factors were them wed to explaii movement and 
behaviour of the herd during the armuner period. (NOGAP) 

1.292451 
Population ecology, range use and movement  patterns of 

Dall sheep  in  the  northern Richardson Mountains / 
Barichello, N. Carey, J. Jingfon, K. Yukon 
Territory. Dept* of Renewable  Resources [Sponsor]. 

Whitehorse,  Y.T. : Dept. of Renewable  Resources. 1987. 
viii, 125 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. G.14 : Northern  Richardson  Dall sheep 

Appendix. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citdon from NOGAP. 
YWLS, YWA. OORD 
To assess the impact of an overland transportation ra~tc. baseline 

patterns. The s t u d y  f d  popllations abundant and healthy. The 
information  is needed on Dall sheep ecology, range and s e a r o d  

animals use a core m a  year round and s e v d  other arena s e n r o d y .  
The s t u d y  concluded that hunting of full curl r a m s  would na 
jeopardize the poput*ticm but hunting of 314 mrl may bF detrimcnd. A 
conservative harvest  rate and a  restriaion of human  aclivitics in areas 
of critical  importance is rcctnnmended. (NOGAP) 

investigations) 

1-292460 
The status and life  history of the Porcupine  caribou  herd 

1983 / Urguhart, D.R.  Yukon Territory. Dept.  of 
Renewable  Resources [Sponsor]. 

Whitehorse,  Y.T. : Dept. of Renewable  Resources. 1983. iii. 78 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.16 : Impacts  of oil and gas-related 

References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 

activities  on  caribou) 

YWLS, YWA. OORD 
A mdabk encydopedia of Porc+ne Caribou informatim to k use 
by lhosc involved  with m?Mblch management, as a d e m a  fdr 
p a r t i a h  Ictphx, and as a detailed acuwmt. o r i g i d y  written in 1983, 
thir report has r e a d y  bem d r & d  and  the population section 
updated. The background infomation is cumnt to 1983. (NOGAP) 

1-292575 
Eavironmeatal atlas for Beaufort Sea oil spill respmse - 

human  use sensitivity categories : summary  report m a 
workshop  conducted in Inuvik,  January 1987 1 hickson 
Aspociates. Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Renewable 
Resources  [Sponsor]. 

Victoria, B.C. : Erickson Associates, 1987. 
5 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.04 : Renewable R~sources hydrocarbon 

development impact and planning  guidelines) 
Appendix. 
Document r~ seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
This workshop was aponaot 'd by COPE, NOGAP and the Benufofi 
Mackenzie  Delta DE Society to develop mapa of amm *nd s p a &  
used in renewable hawesting  activities. The data has becn 
compiled in atlas form by E n v i m e n t  Canada to fxilitate oil rpiu 
cleanup activities. (NWAP) 

1-292591 
Feasibility of using remote sensing to identify potential 

breeding habitat of falcons in the NWT / Wakelyn, L.A. 

[Sponsor]. 
Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Renewable Resources 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : Dept. of Renewable R e ~ ~ u r c e s ,  1987. 
xi, 103 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.16 : Renewable  Resources  baseline 

information  for  wildlife  populations  affected  by  hydrocarbon 
development) 

Progress rem 
Appendix. 
Document M seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD.  NWYGI 
Habitat requirements of perFBrina falcons rouM not be idmtif-d 
through visual interpmtion and  digital ciaasifation of L d m t  priautr. 
It waa found, however. that habitat for rock ptarmigan, the principl 
prey of gydalconr in the Melville  Sound area, mld be identified using 
this  technique  and  digital image  enhancements. The re* candudes 
that identification of falcon breeding habitat in both area$ uring landrat 
imqery wna equal to that &ked by interpreting fopogrrqhic map. 
(NOGAP) 

1-292605 
Assessment of the polar bear  population  in  the eastern 

Beaufort Sea / Canadian Wildlife  Service. Stirling. I. 
Andriashek, D. Spencer, C. Derwher, A. 

Northwest Tenitories. Dept of Renewable  Resources. 
Edmonton, Alta. : Canadian Wildlife  Service, 1987. 
300 p. : ill, ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.16 : Renewable  Resources  baseline 

information  for  wildlife  populations  affected by hydrocarbon 
development) 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OORD,  NWYGI 
The present polar bur population size and vital parrmetcns arc 
discussed. 'Ihe results of the data collected wcre c a m p a d  to earlier 
data frun studies in the 1970's. In 1985 and 1986,406 individual bears 
were tagged. Movement data indicates  a  separation of popul.ti~n almg 
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the mainland coast from that on the west coast of BanLs Island and 
Amundsen Gulf. Preliminary estimltea of populalicm lizc in the study 
m a  were lower, though probably not significantly ao, than estimates 
made in the late 1970's. This atudy dm offen general observations on 
the effects of offshore hybocarbw uplonrim and produaiw. 
(NOGAP) 

1-293555 
Arctic data compilation and  appraispl : Volume 19 : 

Northwest Passage : Biological oceanography - pinnipeds 
1834 to 1985 / Hardwood, L.A. PN Research Projects. 

Norton, P. Freshwater  Institute  (Canada). de 
March, L. Institute  of Ocean Sciences, P a ~ c i a  Bay. 
Smiley, B.D. CM& Dept. of  Fisheries  and  Oceans 
[Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg, Man. : Freshwater  Institute], 1988. 
8 microfiches : ill., maps ; 11 x 16 cm. 
(Canadian  data  report of hydrography and ocean sciences.  no. 5 )  
(NOGAP project no. B.12 : DFO  participation in MEMP and 

BEMP) 
Also available on paper. 
Appendix. 
References. 
ACU 
This data reporl indudes a mtalogue of muuurunenta made on 
pinnipeds (seals and wnhses) in the Northwest Pnsrage mgion and 
adjacent marine waters. In totnl, 159 shrdiu  WCR catalogued. spanning 
the period f ran  1834 to and including 1985. I h e  catrloguc comprises 
three main mblu followed by suppotting figures and indices. The 
tabulations include the following: general s t u d y  parameters,  species, 
specific measurements, concumnt biological, chemical, and  physical 
mcaauremcnts, details cn sampling intensity and s t u d y  methods. 
appraisal of study methods, and spocific timer and locrtionr where 
sampling was conducted Mom than 70% of the studies in the catalogue 
were conduded between 1970 and 1985, and aepmximatcly 40% of the 
data sets included Barmw Strait andlor h s t e r  Sound within study 
a m  boundaries. Thirteen different study methods were identified, and 
h s e  were used to malrc 124 different fyees of mtuutements. 'Ihe 
most common methods were shore watches and nconnaissrnoc surveys 
fran the air and  ice, Thc species most cmnmonly studied were  ringed 
seals, bearded sed,  and walrus; headed seah  and harp seals we= 
reponed at cemin times of the year. (Au) 

1-299529 
Spring  sightings of narwhal and beluga calves in Lancaster 

Sound, N.W.T. / Cosens. $.E. Dueck, L.P. Canada 
Dept of Fisheries and Oceans. 

(Arctic, v. 43, no. 2, June 1990, p. 127-128, 1 map) 
(NOGAP project  no. B.O1 : Effects of vessel noise and traffic 

References. 
ACU 
During aerial surveys in 1986 of whales migrating in h a t e r  Sound, 
we observed  newborn namhds as early as 27 May and regulady 
thereafter. Beluga calves wcrc first seen on 31 May and werc seen 
sporadically throughout the study period These obrcnratims rrprcsent 
the earliest reponed si@tings to date of newborn Mmhds. (Au) 

on arctic  marine  mammals) 

1-308480 
Studies to  determine  whether  the cond i th  of k h  From the 

lower Mackenzie  River is related to hydrocarbon 
exposure / Lockhart W.L. Metner, D.A. Murray, 
D.A.J. Danell, R.W. Billeck, B.N. Baron,  C.L. 

Muir, D.C.G. Chang-Kue. K. Canada. Dept.  of 
Indian  Affairs and  Northern  Development. 

Ottawa : Canada Dept. of Indian Affairs and  Northern 
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Development, 1989. 
vii. 84 p. : col.  ill.,  maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

(Environmental  studies - Canada. Dept. of Indian  Affairs and 
monitoring) 

Northern Development, no. 61) 
ISBN 0-662-16849-6. 
References. 
OORD 
T h i s  report WPI p d u c w l  in rcsponse to complaints from northern 
people. principally reside@ d Fort Good Hop, that the quality of fish 
fmm the Maclenrie  River had deteriorated. The liver of buhd was 
reponed to have bccano s d  and dark in culour, with the result that 
people would no longer ent them. The muscle of whitefish waa reported 
to have become excessively "watery" with the result that thew fish 
were has pdatatde than in thc past. Since the incidenn: of these 
canplaints was coincident with opentiom to expand oil produdion  at 

whether pollution from Norman Weh (oil) c d d  be nsponsiblc for the 
Norman Wells. this investigation was focused an the question of 

deteriontion in the quality of the fish. (Au) 

1-308498 
Patterns  and trends in the domestic lishery in and near the 

Mackenzk River watersbed : A synthesis of a survey of 
fish usem la Dew and Metis  communities / Rawson 
Academy of Aqua& Science.  Canada. Dept. of  Indian 
Affairs  and Northern Development [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Canada. Dept of Indian  Affairs and Northern 
Development, 1990. 

xiii, 81 p. : ill., 1 map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

(Environmental  studies - Cwmh Dept. of Indian Affairs and 
monitoring) 

Northern  Development,  no. 66) 
ISBN  0-662-18104-2. 
References. 
OORD 

was  raised by domestic fishermen about the quality of fish caught in 
the Mackenzie River, N.W.T. fishermen rewed catching. fish with 
external lesions and intemal abnonnalitics which raised questions about 
the safety of this traditiaral food supply. As one of several fedcmUy 
initiated studiea to investigate the causca and  impacta of fish 
abnormalities, DlAND initiated h e  present study to assess the state of 
domestic fisheries md examine the paential socioeconomic imp& of 
the fish abnormalities. (Au) 

hring COIlStNdiOn Of the N m M  w e b  pipetim (1982-85). cmcern 

1-309419 
A collection of Amphipoda from the  southern Beaufort Sea / 

Keasf M.A. [Editor]. Lawrence. M.J. [Editor]. 
Freshwater  Institute  (Canada). 

Winnipeg,  Man. : Freshwater  Institute  (Canada), 1990, 
vi, 114 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. 8.02 : Critical estuarine and marine 

(Canadian  data report of  fisheries  and  aquatic  sciences.  no. 799) 
Appendices. 
References, 
Glossaries. 
This is the 46th Data Report from the Dept. of Fisheries and 

Oceans. Central and  Arctic  Region,  Freshwater  Institute, 
Winnipeg. 

habitats  of the Canadian arctic  coastal shelf) 

M W F W ,  ACU 
This qor( provides &criptions, with drawings. of benthic and pelagic 
a m p h i p o d s  of two suborders (Hypuiidea and Gammaridea). The 
BmphipDdr came fmn collections made by DPO in the m t a l  waters 
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of the southern Beaufort Sea. (Au) 

1-309435 
A guide to identification of Dccapda, Eupharrshctn, and 

Mysidacea hrn the southern  Beaufort Sea 1 Keas& M.A. 
[Editor]. Lawrence, MJ. [Editor]. freshwater 
Institute  (Canada). 

Winnipeg, Man. : Freshwater  Institute (Canada). 1990. 
v. 61 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. B.M : Critical estuarine and marine 

(Canadian  manuscript report of fisheries and aquatic sciences, 

Appendix. 
References. 
Glossary. 
This is the  13th  Manuscript  Report h m  the Dept of Fisheries 

and Oceans,  Central  and  Arctic  Region,  Freshwater  Institute, 
Winnipeg. MWFW. ACU 

Presented is a guide to three eumrkcostrrcnn orden, (lhapda, 
Euphausiacea and  Mysidacca). from the awthern Beaufort Ses, and its 
mastal embaymcnts. The guide subdivided into order, family, genus 
and species is srtifcial and dichaanous in design.  iUustrations. 
references and specics dercriptions are included, (Au) 

habitats of the  Canadian  arctic coastal shelf) 

no. 2047) 

r-309443 
A guide to ideatiflatha of beathk Imopoda from the 

southern  Beaufort Sea I Lawrence, MJ. Keast, M.A. 
Freshwater  Institute (Canada). 

Winnipeg, Man, : Freshwater  Institute  (Canada), 1990. 
v, 76 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no, B.02 : Critical estuarine and  marine 

(Canadian  manuscript report of fisheries and aquatic sciences, 

References. 
Glossary. 
This is the 12th Manuscript  Report fiom the  Dept.  of Fisheries 

and Oceans. Central and Arctic  Region,  Freshwater  Institute, 
Winnipeg. 

habitats of the  Canadian  arctic coastal shelf) 

no. 2048) 

M W F W ,  ACU 
A guide to sixteen species of benthic is- from the routhem 
Beaufort Sea, including i ts  m s t a l  embaymentr is  presented. Four 
suborders, the Asellou, Gnathiid-.  Valvifera. and Epicaridea ape 
discussed. The guide, subdivided into suborder. family. and specier, is 
autificid and dichotomous in  design.  ILlustmtims,  references, and 
species descripims are included. (Au) 

1-309559 
Fish and fmheries of the Mackende and  Churchill River 

basins, northern Canada I Bodaly. RZ. Reist, J.D. 
Rosenberg, D.M. McCart, P.J. Hecky, RE. 
Freshwater  Institute (Canada). 

(NOGAP project  no. B.03 : Critical  western  arctic  freshwater 
habitats) 

(Proceedings of the  International  Large  River  Symposium / 
Edit& by D.P. Dodge. - [S.I. : s.n.]. 1989, p. 128-144. ill., 
maps) 

References. 
OORD 
The Mackenzie and Churchill rivem drain 18,000,000 sq km and 
300.000 sq km, respectively,  of aubamic and arctic Canadk Mean 
mud precipitatim in the basina is low, usually 4500 mm. The ice-free 
season lasts for approximately 4-8 months. Law rates of p h f l o p h k h  
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primaly production (e480 g Um/yr) are due to light limitation caus 
by high suapendcd sediment lmds. by the long priod of i a  and sn 
cover, and by low nutrient levels (e.& total dissolved P 0.2-2.3 mic 4 
metea/L). Knowledge of searndnry pmductivity is limited mainly p 
mmerc ia l  fish yields. 'Ihc fish f a m a  of the Mackenzie and Churchi@ 
b i n s  are relatively simple: 53 speciu  arc M ~ ~ V C  to the Mackenzie urd 
39 to the Churchill. 'Ihe faunas are dominated by salmonib and 
cyprinids. Migratory Mavio r  is characteristic of  many  of the fiih 
species of importance to fisheriea, especially in the Mackenzie basip, 
where it is often associated with one of the three major delta areas in 
the basin. Commercial and subsistence fisheries coexist throughout 
much of both river basins. but most commercial fishing takes place in 
the Churchill basin and the southern portions of the Mackenzie basih, 
near to southern Canadian and expod markets. Fisheries management 
activities in the h s i n a  arc often hampered by a number d facton. The 
magnitude of the catch for many canmercial and moat domestic 
fisheriu is unknown and knowledge of the genetic popllatiar structure 
of species under exploitation is inadequate. Although high standiig 
stocks of large fish arc often pnsent. they usually haw relatively low 
rates  of biological productim. Migntory khaviour tends to cmcentr&e 
fish tempodly and spatially. making such populationr vulnerable lo 
multiple stressca. induding fisheries, during their life cycles.  Althou$h 
only a moderate amount of industr ia l  activity has taken place in the 
Mackenzie  and Churchill basins, there h a s  been extensive disruption of 
aquatic systems in the Churchill b a s i n  by hydroelectric developmefit. 
Hydmelearic development will be increasingiy impitant in the future 
in the Mackenzie basin. (Au) 

dr' 
1-309567 
Life history characteristics of migratory coregonkLP of the 

lawer Mackende River, Northwest Territories, Canada / 
Reist, JD. Bond, W.A. Freshwater  Institute 
(Canada). 

(NOGAP project no. 8.03 : Critical western arctic  freshwater 
habitats) 

(Finish fisheries research, M. 9,  1988, p. 133-144. ill., maps) 
References, 
Five corcgonid spccies d g  in the  lower Mackenzie River Basin, 
Nonhwest Telritories. Canada. are imponsnt in fisheries: Comgmus 
nasus (broad whitefish), C. dupeafomis complex (Me whitefish). C. 
sardineh  canplex (leaat circo). C. n u d i s  (Arctic cisco),  and 
Stmodur  leuciabys (inconnu). The degree of anadromy. lmgth of 
migration and other life history traits differ among the species 
complicating management of hem. Management problems include: (1) 
international implications resulting from migrations: (2) cmpctbg  
rcawrcc users fishing the same speciea at different locations: (3) 
intmae localized impacts (fisheries and industrial) on migratory riverine 
popllationa passing thmgh  geographidy restricted corridors; (4) 
seved  life history typcs present with unknown contribution to L e  
impacted  population(s); and, (5 )  population structuring into distinct 
genetic stock that exhibit different lie-history pttems and lpse 
different habitats. (Au) 

1-39583 
The abundance of namhal (Monodon m o w e m  L.) in 

Admiralty  Inlet,  Northwest Territories, Canada, and 
implications of behaviwr for survey estimates I Dueck. 
LP. Canada. Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans  [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg,  Man. : University of Manitoba, 1989. 
81 p. 
(NOGAP project  no. B.01 : Effects of vessel noise and traffic 

Thesis (MSc.) - University of  Manitoba,  Winnipeg, Mm., 

Documenl not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOCAP. 
Mwu 
The diving behavior of narwhal (Monodon monocem) in Admirrlty 
Inlet ,  Norrhwest Territories was investigated using scan and focal- 
animal sampling techniquu in d r  to determine the proportion of 

on arctic marine  mammals) 

1989. 



narwhal out-of-sight during aerial phdqraphic sumys. observations 
were conducted betweem late June and ur ly  July in 1983 to 1985 from 
shore and ice-baaed sites and during helicoprer flighta. Three categories 
of behavior were used directional mwcment, aurfscc activity. and deep 
dives. Directional movement was most frequently observed during pre- 
breakup, early-breakup, and Open water periods, followed by surface 
activities and deep dives. During late-breakup. surface activities were 
most frequent. The behavior of narwhal was highly variable as 
indicated by significant diffmncea in the frequency of all three 
behavioral categories between p c r i d a  of breakup. obrervation sites, 
times of day, and tide categories. There was no rignifiant difference in 
mean surface time between pn-breakup, Iate-breakup and open water 
p e r i o d s  (mean=121 sec, S.D.418 ucc, n=236). although surface time 
during early-brdcup (mean=182 scc,  S.D.=269 sec, n=159) was 
s i p i f m t l y  greater than all other periods. There was no significant 
ddfermce in mean deep dive time baween p ~ - b r u k u p  and early- 
breakup p e r i o d s  (mean=19S sec, S.D.=165 see, n d 5 )  but no deep dives 
were timed during late-breakup and  only one (195 sec) waa timed 
during the open water period. ?here wcre significant differenas in both 
mean surface time and deep dive between obatrvation sites for the 
early-breakup period, possibly reflecting the conatmints of  movement 
through different ice conditions. The estimated p ropr t i~n  of narwhal 
visible, baaed on mean surface and deep divc durations was 38% for 
pre-breakup, late-breakup and open water p e r i o d s  and 48% for early- 
breakup. The range  in pmpodirm of ~ i m a l r  visible based an 95% 
confidence intervals of surface and deep dive times was 0.29 to 0.52 
for pre-breakup, late-breakup and open water perioda and 0.34 to 0.64 
for early-breakup. The ahundancc of narwhal  in Admidty lnlct during 
the open water period in 1983-1985 was invcltigated with aerial 
photography using a systematic transect sampling deaign. The estimated 
number  of nanvhd visible at the surfrce was 2306 (95% C.I. of 
124-4277) in 1983, 5220 (95% C.I. of 3104-8780) in  1984. and 5619 
(95% C.I. of 2819-11.200) in 1985. Impaunt amas of distribution 
appeared to be the welt side of Admidty Wet b c t w m  Stnthcana 
Sound and Yeoman Island and the marths of Admnr and Stnthmna 
Sound. The increase in e s h t e a  each yeat corrcapondcd with earlier 
breakup  of ice in Lanmster Sound although differences in survey 
coverage may be partiay rc6ponsible for obaerved diffeenctl in 
estimated numben. Based on the estimated proption of narwhal 
visible during L e  opcn water period. a maion fadw of 1.9 to 3.4 is 
indicated, suggesting that estimated numben should be l u s t  doubled 
to account for animals out-of-sight.  Caution  in the use of this factor is 
recammended however, because of the potential biases involved in 
hhavioral observations. (Au) 

1.309613 
Non-consumptive wildlife use on the Yukon north slope / 

Talarico, D. Mossop, D. Yukon  Territory.  Dept.  of 
Renewable  Resources. 

Whitehorse, Y.T.] : Dept. of  Renewable  Resourms, 1988. 
1 v. 
(NOGAP project no, G.10 : Herschel Island Territorial Park 

References, 
Cbntents: Part I: The effects of  wildlife  viewing: tourism and 

birds in Herschel  Island  Territorial Park / D. Talarico. D. 
Mossop - Part 2 Bird watching  enterprise: pilot trip on 
Yukon North Slope / D. Moswp and D. Talarico. 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YwA,  OORO 

planning) ' 

This report examines the effects of wildlife viewing: Tourism and Birds 
in Herschel Island Temtorial pa* and Bird Watching enterprise: pilot 
trip on Yukon Nmh Slope. (NOGAP) 

1-309630 
Raptor population  inventory and management planning 

(north slope) : Interim report / Mossop. D. Ward,  R. 
Talarico. D. Yukon  Territory. Fish & Wildlife 

Branch, 
Whitehorse, Y.T.] : Yukon  Territory, Fish & Wildlife Branch, 

1986. 
126) p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.17 : Raptor  management plan for the 

YWA. QORD 
Initid inventory  and panning for the mnnagement of nprors on the 
Yukon No& Slcp has been M ongoing project since the early 1970's. 
In the interim. much of the area drained by streams of the Beaufort Sea 
haw bcen covered in initial intenrive surveys ( r e  Platt 1975; Mossop 
and Hay= 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980). As well, various 
management options have k e n  investigated including rcintroductim of 
an extirpated species ( ~ t  Peregrine Falcon Recovery pmjcct. this 
q a t )  and h m s t  of tha gytfalmn, primarily for commercial reasons 
(Moarop and Hayes.  1981). Thc remaining task has  been to complete 
the inventory  but more importantly, to draw toguhcr all the wok that 
has been d m  into a canprthenaive d y s i r  of roptor populations and 
an w e d  mrnagemcnt plan for  the future of these birds. A grant f m  
Nodhcm Oil and Gar action Program (NOGAP). a fedcraVtenitorid 
funding agreement bru made tk preacnt task possible.  Difficult 
accessibility of the Yukon North Slope has been the factor limiting 
human use in the area. With the development of the Noh Yukon 
National Park and the Hcnchcl Island Temtorial Parlt, more human 
activity is expected in the North S l c p  area. Other aptions for this ana  
include wilderness tourism. indualrid site development and corridor 
transportation dwelopnent. In the near future. activities associated with 
the  oil and gas industry (both explomtion and pmduction) arc the most 
likely industrial developments to occur. Although management planning 
rscognizct all North : h p  activities, it has prioritized petroleum 
development activities as its main concern. (Au) 

Yukon  north slope) 

1.309699 
Computer simulation  models of the Porcupine  caribou 

herd : I. energy / Kremsater, L.L. Hovey. F.W. 
Russell, D.E. White, R.G. Bunnell, F.L.  Martel, 
A.M. Canadian  Wildlife  Service. Pacific and  Yukon 
Region ~Sponsorl. 

1989. 
[S.I.] : Canadian Wildlife Service, Pacific and  Yukon  region, 

[57] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.13 : Impacts of oil and  gas-related 

activities  on  caribou) 
(NOGAP project no. C.09 : Porcupine  caribou  summer  range) 
(Canadian  Wildlife  Service. Pacific and  Yukon  Region. 

Appendices. 
References. 
Partial Contents: PC simulator : version 2.0 / F.W. Hovey. 
OORD, NWYEEP, OOF 
Reaearch  and monitoring of the Porcupine caribou herd have been 
conducted h o s t  continuoudy since the early 1970's. As more 
information is gathered it becomes increasingly difficult to integrate and 
a@y thu information to complex questions regarding  effecta on the 
herd from  human activities d devdqrments. The Porcupine &rih 
Tedurical Canminee, therefore, requested that individuals  involved  in 
research and management of the herd develop computer simulation 
m d e h  to aid in evaluating L e  pment darn, to help guide future 
mearch. and to pmvide sane insights into L e  potential impact of 
rltemtc development SCCMI~W. To this end the Canadian Wildlife 
Service contracted a grwp from the Faculty of Forestry, University of 
British Colmbia, to help facilitate a number of workshops and to 
p l o g m  the agreed u p  models. Fmm these discussions, three models 
WCIC ploposcd. By order of increasing iteration time these models a: 
an Energy model which simulates the cnergic relations of an individual 
and predial the metabolizable energy intake (MEI) on a daily basis; a 
gmwth model that incoprates the resultant ME1 and projcds L e  
weight gain md loss throughart the year. and B harvest model that 
simulates the dmogmphics of the herd aver a number of years. 'the 
models incopnate II simulation supervisor p r a g m  that was adapted to 
micmxnnpten (Micmimwn), allowing efficient and user-friendly 
access while exercising the models. AU coding is done in Basic using a 

Technical report series, no. 53) 
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1 1  
‘‘Quick Basic”  compiler. AU users of the models will =quire M IBM 
compatible computer with  graphics mpbility. This publication 
repn,~entr Versim 1 of the model, Updrtcr, cxccutabk fie4 and other 
information on the model am available from D.E. R w d .  Chadian 
Wildlife Service, Whitehorse. (Au) 

1-309702 
Computer  simulation mdeb of the  Porcupine  corlbou 

herd : KL growth / Hovey, F.W. Kremsnter, LL. 
White, R.G. Russell, D.E. Bunnell. F.L. 
Canadian Wildlife Service. Pacific and Yukon Region 
[Sponsor]. 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Canadian Wildlife Savice, 1989. 
[34] leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.13 : Impacts of oil and gas-related 

activities o n  caribou) 
(NOGAP project no. C.09 : Porcupine caribou summer range) 
(Canadian Wildlife Service. Pacific and Yukon Region. 

Technical report series, no. 54) 
ISBN 0-662-166934. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Partial contents: PC simulator, version 2.0 / F.W. Hovey. OORD. NWYEEP. OOF 
The growth of an individual caribou is simulated on a daily time period 
over 15 life cycle periods of the Porcupine  caribou hcd. In this model 
input variables (metaboliublc energy  intake [fmm energy modell. 
activity budgets, snow d-8, etc.) are incoqmrated to simuhte the 
growth of a female md her ulf. ’Ihe pmrmt model is me of thm 
models, energy, growth  and hawest, that were dcvcloped at the mquest 
of the Porcupine CMbu Tcdmiul Cmunitke. The modclr run on 
IBM canpatible microrompers that have  graphics capability. The 
supervisor pmgram. Micmimcon, is incoprated into each model to 
assist in exercising  the models. (Au) 

1-309710 
Computer  simulation models of the Porcupine caribou 

herd : III. harvest / Hovey, F.W. Russell. DE. 
BunneU, F.L, Farnell. R. Whitten. K.R. Canadian 
Wildlife Service [Sponsor]. 

[SL] : Canadian Wildlife Service, 1989. 
[20] leaves : ill. ; 28 em. 
(NOGAP project no. A.13 : Impacts of oil and gas-related 

activities  on caribou) 
(NOGAP project no. C.09 : Porcupine caribou  summer range) 
(Canadian Wildlife Service, Pacific and Yukon Region. 

Technical report series, no. 55)  
ISBN 0-662-16694-9. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Partial  contents: PC simulator, version 2.0 / F.W. Hovey. 
OORD. OOFF, NWYEEP 
The p l a t i o n  dynamics of thc Porcupine  coribou herd ate presented 
within the structure of a comprber airnulalion model. Populllion 
parameters arc updated on M annual basis  while Iht dynamics within 
the model occur over  five life cycle periods. ’he detaib  and  dynamics 
of mmmunity harvests on the  herd am particularly stressed The preaent 
model is one of thra models, energy, growth and hlmst ,  thu were 
developed at the  request of the Porcupine Caribou Technical 
Committee. The models run M IBM canpatible  microcanputen that 
have graphics capability. The supervisor propm, Microrimcon. is 
incorporated into  each  model to assist in exercising  the  models. (Au) 

See also: B-207705,  B-292184,  H-210030,  J-207608, J-207942, 
L-207349,  L-291919,  L-291927,  Q-2103669  Q-210374. 
U-207772.  U-207837,  U-299707, U-308838, U-308889. 

U-308943,  U-308951,  U-309087,  U-309109.  U-309133. 
U-309184,  U-309206,  U-309214,  U-309273,  U-309281, 
U-309320, U-309338, U-309346, U-309354,  U-309370, 
U-309648. X-190314, X-195499, X-287709, X-308501, 
X-309389. 
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J-2Q7390 
Mackenzie eavhnmental monitoring project 1985/86 mal 

report / LGL Limited, Environmental Research Associates. 

and Social Systems Analysts Ltd. P.J. Usher Consulting 
Services. Canada. Dept.  of Indian Maim and Northern 
Development [Sponsor]. Canada. Environment Can& 
[Sponsor]. Northwest Territories [Sponsor]. Yukon 
Territory [Sponsor]. 

[S.I. : s.n.1. 1986. 
xxviii. 308 p. ; 28 an;’ 
(NOGAP project no. A.21 : Onshore environmental monitoring 

Appendices. 
Dacumd n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation fim NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 
This  rem summarizes tht results of the first year of the Moclrende 
Envimnmenul Mmitoring Program (MlMI”p. The objcaiic of MEMP 
is to rcwnunend a mmitoring  and msurch program that will bDth 
address aignificant potential impads, based on current ydemWing of 
industrial developncnt  scenuioa and ecological prooesses. and &n 
have the capability to m s w d  to changing industrid dcvelopnellt 
scenarios  and new  information regarding emlogid pmcesser in the 
region. The recommended prognun must bc applicable and p d 4 ,  
and be supported with full scientific and  technical  juatificatiw. ‘Ihis 
first report describes  possible  effects of developmcnt*l unceainties in 
regard to predictive  capabiiity.  recommended research p h s  and 
rationale for  thc r e m e n d e d  studies. Since the  nalurc of the 
recommendations haw ken heavily influenced by the methods. a 
description of the methods used throughout the prognun is  included. 
Through workshops  and technical  meetings involving  northern residenu, 
government scientista  and industry  representatives and consultants, 25 
i m p d  hypotheses wen devclopcd. Conclusions and trcnnmend.tioms 
am provided for each  hyeothesir. (Au) 

ESL Environmental Sciences Limited. Environmental 

and research program) 

5-207543 
Evaluation d selected  reclamation studies in northern 

Canada / Hardy Associates (1978)  Limited. Younkin, 
W. Martens, H. Canada. Indian and Northern Affairs 
Canada [Sponsor]. 

Calgary. Alta. : Hardy Associates  (1978) Ltd..  1985. 
vi, 279 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.17 : Surface and subsurface disturbances 

Appendices. 
Documnl n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYIN 
Expansion of resource developnent  activiw in northern Canada will be 
accmpanied by surface and bnain d i s t u h n s  requiring  stabilization 
and  rehabilitation. Over the past fifteen  years, a wide range of studies 
and trials have been  conducted o w r  a braad  geographic ma. A malor 
god of this study was to organizc, evaluate and summarize selected 
revegetation  information dat ing to the western Nonhwest Territories 

induced  by oil and gas activities) 
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and Yukon. Revegetation study  sites  were  a mixture of research plots 
and reclaimed sites. Many of the studies were species and fertilizer 
trials, although information was also mllected on selected impacts such 
as winter roads and methanol spib and, when available, on the rate of 
natural m v c r y .  The individual studies haw been grouped  according to 
phytogeographic region and study area. Thc repon compiks in 
summary form all information about crch of the selected studies to 
1984. A 1984 site assessment.  which contains a brief description of site 
conditions and data collected at that time,  is also presented. 
Conclusions are direded toward current reclamation cmccm.  
Reowunendations concern further protection of the sites and further 
assessment needs. (NOGAP) 

5-207608 
Research and monitoring priorities for the  Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans (Western Region) in the Canadian 
Arctic  identified at the Habitat  Surveys Workshop, 
Winnipeg,  November 1984 / Arctic Laboratories  Limited. 

ESL  Environmental  Sciences  Limited. Thomas, DJ. 
Duval, W.S. Canada DepL  of  Fistheries  and Oceans 

[Sponsor]. 
[S.I. : s.n.1, 1985, 
(NOGAP  project no. B.04 : Hydrography,  Northwest  Passage) 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citulion from NOGAP. 
OORD, MWFW 
This report summarizes the major conclusions reached at a workshop 
on biological and habitat research and mwitoling prioritiea for the 
Beaufort Sea and  Northwcut Passage relevant to NOGAP. Discassions 
during the wokshop primarily c-mcd effecu monitoring and 
research required to support effects monitoring. Using an iterative 
approach. priorized lists of r e a d  and monitoring topics were 
developed.  A general outline or appmch to rescad and monitoring 
projects was prepared for the fimt six research topics and the first five 
monitoring projects. (NOGAP) 

5-207942 
Identfication of impact indicatom for renewable reSOurCe 

harvesting / Fee-Yee  Consulting  Ltd. DeLancey. D. 
PJ. Usher  Consulting  Services.  Usher, P. Northwest 
Territories. Dept. of  Renewable Resources [Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : Fee-Yee  Consulting  Ltd. : P.J. Usher Consulting 
Services, 1986. 

49 p. : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.04 : Renewable Resources hydrocarbon 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document no1 seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYRR, NWYGI 
‘his report reviews and evaluates the impact hypotheses generated by 
Mackenzie Environmental Monitoring Program workshops to enaure. to 
the extent possible. that they are a m n t c  and  thorough. 1 also 
proposes woking definitions for such terms as “hawest”, “indicator”, 
“harvester” and “effort”. and proposes an initial set of indicaton which 
can be used to assess and monitor impads of development 011 

renewable resource harvesting. (NOGAP) 

development  impact and planning guidelines) 

5-211354 
Method for preliminary asscsment of environmental  impact 

/ ESL  Environmental  Sciences  Limited.  Suval, W.S. 
Hamood, L.A. Martin,  L.C.  Smiley,  B.D. 
Canada.  Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Vancouver, B.C. : ESL Environmental  Sciences Ltd., 1985. 
ii, 50 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no, B.06 : Beaufort  Sea  oceanography) 
Appendices. 

References. 
Second draft,  March 1985. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
Thc method ducribed in this report is intended for use as a scmning 
tool to identify the most imponant envimnmcntal concern8 associated 
with a developnent p ropad  and relevant questions or information gaps 
that warrant more detailed evaluation. St is intended for use at the 
preliminary or  initid stage of the review process and is limited to 
aascssrnents involving bidogical rcmrces. h e  key aspects of this 
method include applicntion of consistent criteria for assessment, 
strmdardimim of some c u m m d y  used terminology and a list of 
background information smrccs for subsequent peer review  (audit  trail). 
The papulation level of biological organization was selected as the 
basic wotking unit for this asst~ment method. To focus the assessment 
on populatirms of g r u b s t   e w h g i c d  ecamrmic and s o c i a l  conccm, the 
Vducd Ecosystem Canponcnts (VgCs)  concept of Beanlaads and 
Duinker (1983) was doped. The report describer the seven basic steps 
which compise this preliminary impact assessment method, (NOGAP) 

5-291862 
Bcautort  Environmental  Monitoring Project 1984-1985 : 

final report / ESL  Environmental  Sciences  Limited. 
LGL  Limited,  Environmental  Research  Associates. 
Environmental  and Social Systems Analysts Ltd Arctic 
Laboratories L i M .  Arctic  Sciences  Limited. 
Canada. Dept. of Indian  Affairs and Northern  Development 
[Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : DIAND. 1986. 
xxi,  162  p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Environmental  studies - Canada. DepL of Indian  Affairs and 

(NOGAP project no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 
Northern Development,  no. 39) 

monitoring) 
ISBN 0662-15156-9. 
Appendices. 
Document rial seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
A report on the aemnd  year of the Beaufm Environmental Monitoring 
Project and recommcndationr for future environmental research. BEMP 
activities during 1984-85 included: pm-wokshop review of studies 
initiated since Decemkr 1983, prepamtian of project overviews 
describing the purposes of these investigations and their relationships to 
existing BEMP hypotheses. and the conduct of a workshop in February 
1985. The main body of the report  is a review of new  informalion  that 
was found to be relevant to the BEMP impact hypotheaes and includes 
rationale for the specific research and monitoring recommended. 
(NOGAP) 

5-291897 
Beaufort Environmental Mmitoring Project 1985-1986 : 

final report / LGL  Limited,  Environmental  Research 
Associates.  ESL  Environmental  Sciences Limited. 
Environmental  and Social Systems Analysts Ltd.  Arctic 
Sciences Limited.  Arctic  Laboratories  Limited. 
Canada. Dept. of  Indian  Affairs  and  Northern  Development 
[Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : DIAND. 1987. 
xix, 199 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Environmental  studies - Canada.  Dept.  of  Indian  Affairs  and 

(NOGAP p j e c t  no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 
Northern Devclopment, no. 40) 

monitoring) 
ISBN 0-662-15-1807. 
D ~ u m e n t  n d  seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
BEMP,  initiated in 1983, provides the technical basis for design, 
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operation and evaluation of a canprehcnsive envimmtal mearch 
and monitoring program required to accompany phaacd hydmurbon 
development in the Beaufort Soa. "he program is primarily oriented 
toward offshore biological issues. ma repod of B E m  .ctivitits dUMg 
the third  year of the project also contains rcwnrmmdationa for futurc 
envirwmcnul studies. hsry activitier during 1985-86 were: review 
of rclwrnt studies initiated or completed sine Dec. 1984, prepantion 
of pjcct overviews; conduct of a workshop on Mud whale: in 
early February 1986, m i e w  of research m oikbascd drilling fluid& 
and,  revision of hypothesis dealing with these fluids. (NOGAP) 

J-291WO 
Beaufort  Environmental  Monitoring Project 1986-1987 : 

riaal report / ESL  Environmental  Sciences  Limited. 
Seakem Oceanography Ltd. Canada. Dept. of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Dwelopment [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : DJAND, 1987. 
ix, 175 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Environmental studies - Canada. Dept. of  Indian  Affairs and 

(NOGAP project no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental ecosystems 

Appendices. 
D o c u ~  not seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 

Northern  Development, no. 52) 

monitoring) 

This document describes the results of two workshopr held during the 
far& year of the BEMP pjcct and presents a ~ v i c w  of recently 
initiated or completed research projects that are relevant to 
Environmental monitoring. h e  first wokshop dealt with the effedr of 
cwminated  cuttings discharge on fish, birds and marine  mammals. 
"IC second evaluated the effects of h y d r o c a h  devclapmcnt on 
towhead whales. A new imw hypotheria was also formulated to 
address WsiMe westward transport of oil f m  the Beaufwr region 
during h e  open-water reason. (NOGAP) 

5-292567 
Summary of conclusions of the Mackenzie Environmental 

Monitoring Project / Fee-Yee  Consulting Ltd 
DeLancey, D, Northwest Territories. Dept.  of Renewable 
Resources  [Sponsor]. 

Yellowknife,  N.W.T. : Dept. of Renewable Resources, 1987. 
ii, 37 p. : ill. ; 29 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.04 : Renewable Resources hydrocarbon 

development  impact and planning  guidelines) 
Appendix. 
Docummr not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
ODRD. NWYGI 
The Mackenzie Environmental Moniloring Project (MEMP) war 
established to identify research and monitoring needr  regarding 
environmental i m p &  of oil and gar devclcpmcnt in h e  Mackcnzie 
Valley and come up with a praciicrl, flexible monitoring/mearch 
pmgram. The results of the MEW pmjed and final report are 
summarized  and reorganized here. This summary was  produced for 
translation and distribution lo the northern  communities. (NOGAP) 

5-309680 
NOCAP programs for IWD in the 1990's : project design 

summary, Oct. 23-24 workshop proceedings, strategic 
planning document / Northwind  Consultants. Wedel, 
J.H. Canada. Inland Waters  Directorate  [Sponsor]. 
Canada, Environment  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg, Man. : Notthwind  Consultants, 1990. 
26, 11, 23 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no, C.05 : Environmental monitoring and 

Appendices. 
-assessment) 
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References. 
Contents:  Project  design  summary - proceedings : 

Strategim  Workshop for NOGAP programs in the 1990's - 
Sediment  regime of the  Mackenzie Delta : position  paper 
prepared for Workshop on NOGAP programs for IWD- 
Yellowknife / M.A. Carson and Associates - Inland Waters 
Directorate's  Northern Oil and Gas Action Program for q e  
1990's : a strategic planning document. 

OORD, OOFF, AEEPS, ACLJ 
[Two brief stotanenta r u t  the project dcaign s u m m a r y  and tJ~e 
wokahop ded by W D  Ydwkniie have been extn*cd from the 
author's intrrduction to h a c  subjcc~s]. (1) Project &sign n u m m r r y :  
This doclrment plL together an  army of conuneatary derived from the 
I W D  strategy ppct, fran the Carson position papcr dealing with *e 
delta sediment regime. and fmm the p m d i n g s  of the IWD, NOGAP 
workshop held in Yellowknife OII October 23 and 24, 1990. The 
comments which follow 4rc considcrcd to be 'guiding pMcipIer' and 
are used to develop project outliies, NOGAP jslificatiwr, and inwr- 
agency linkages in law seaions of this summuy.  ... (2) [MrD 
strategies Workshop for NOGAP pmgwns in the 1990's held in 
October 23 and 24, 1990 in Yellowknife, N.W.T.] ... "he workshop 
war d e d  by IWD Yellowknife to =view the NOGAP strategic 
planning docxlment prepared by Nonhwind Consultanfa, Winnipcg. and 
by Caram and  Associates, Vidorik  Specific  workshq focur was un 
the  technical competence of propoacd avenuca of nsurch, t k i r  
EIWM~ to NOGAP. and on the concept of wok-sharing b t t w m  
I W D  and other gwernmmt agencies. Representatives f m  Eh4R. DW, 
the Inwialuit. and thc'eil and gu industry were unlrblc to a m d .  Both 
EMR and induatry are kecnly internled in the proposed IwD p r o g m  
however, and  submitted briefs which are included in this summary. ... 

I 

( A 4  

See also: B-291838.  C-291854,  C-292W1,  D-292CW. 
D-309540,  E-210455,  E-292303,  E-29231  1.  E-292338, 
H-210056, H-292354.1-195260.1-207411, 1-207985,1-2088L7, 
I-210277.1-210340,  1-281212,1-291951,  1-291978,  1-292168, 
1-292176,  1-292249,  1-292575,  1-308480, 1-308498,1-309559, 
1-309630.  L-207381.  L-291919,  M-167592,Q-207438, 
Q-207586. Q-208019,Q-210366,Q-210374,Q-210382. 
Q-292141.4-292150.Q-292192, Q-292583. S-207926. 
S-309621, T-309400, U-309257,  U-309273,  X-190314. 
X-195499, X-287709.  X-308501, X-309389. 

K - MEDICINE, HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY, AND 
PUBLIC HEALTH 

See:  R-207853,  R-208787. 
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L-207349 
Spring ice breaking operations of the ship MV Aretic  and 

concurrent  Inuit hunting in Admiralty  Inlet,  BaMn Island 
I FMS Engineers Inc. Strandberg, A.G. Embacher. U. 

Canada.  Indian and Northern Affairs Canada [Sponsor]. 
Canada.  Transport  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta : FMS  Engineers Inc., 1984. 
2 v. (x, 57, [I31 p.; 5 p.) : ill. (some  col.) ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.08 : Di~turbanw of marine  mammals by 

(NOGAP project no. E05 : Studies to assess and  develop arctic 

Appendices. 
References. 
Contents: Volume I: Reporf field work and historical search 

done to evaluate interaction between shipping  and  hunting 
traffic while  the inlet is ice covered. - Volume Ii: Appendix 
C, collection of photographs  with  explanatory  notes  about  the 
1984 field  Season  program. 

Sagriff, L. Canarctic  Shipping  Ltd. [Sponsor]. 

indush-ial  activity) 

navigation  systems) 

Documeni nof seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYM 
In July 1978, Canarctic Shipping Company Limitmi  initiated the use of 
the MV Araic to transport lend-zinc concentrate from the Nanisivik 
Mine an Strathmna Sound. Nonhem BdFm Idand. The first inbound 
voyage of the MV Arctic lhrW@ the early summer ice conditions of 
Lancaster  Sound and Admimlty Inla coincides and can interfere with 
the  narwhal  hunt carried Out by the Inuit of the Ardic Bay  area. 
During  the summer of 1984, a study of the in te rdon  of the ship and 
the  hunting  operation was amductcd, with the following objectives: (1) 
to study  remote sensing imagery to determine the pre-1978 natuml 
breakup pttem and, for 1978 to 1984, the break-up pattern as 
influenced by the passage of the Mv Arctic (2) to carry out an early 
summer field study program documenting the interaction of the two 
groups,  measuring results of the ship’s ioe breaking  passage and 
evaluating any subsequent effect on the in bwakup proms: (3) to 
evaluate recommendations proposed at meetings  of those concemcd to 
minimize the shipping route’s impact on early summer hunting. 
(NOGAP) 

L-207381 
Underice  [sic]  radiated noise mearsurcments of the  icebreaker 

‘CCCS John A. MacDonalrl’ in Bamn Bay and Lancaster 
Sound, June 1983 / Greeneridge  Sciences, Inc. Green, 
C.R. Canada. Indian  and  Northern Affairs Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

S a n k  Barbara, Calif. : Greeneridge  Sciences, Inc.. 1984. 
iv, 31 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.08 : Disturbance of marine  mammals by 

Appendix. 
Dmumen~ nol seen by ASTIS. Cildion from NOCAP. 
OORD 
In the past few years, interest has g m w n  in year-round marine 
transportation over routes to high latitude ports in the Canadian 
Archipelago. Associated environmcntd concerns include the effects on 
marine life of noise from icebreaking operations.  Few  measurement 
data were available on the levels of hydroacoustic noim from 
icebrcaking. In June 1983 field parties abosrd the CCGS John A. 
M a c h a l d  recorded sounds of icelnwking in both Baffin  Bay and 

industrial  activity) 

b s u r  Sound. This re+ describes the meamwnents and the 
results of m e  of the two field trip. (NOGAP) 

L-207888 
Town of Inuvik  Navy  Road  evaluation / Reid,  Crowther & 

Partners. Northwest  Territories. Dept of Municipal and 
Community Affairs [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta. : Reid,  Crowther & Partners, 1986. 
39 leaves : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. H.02 : Funds for Tuktoyaktuk and Inwik 

Appendices. 
References. 
Documeni not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYGl 
This study evaluatca the existing t d i c  and physical cmdition of  Navy 
Rord and estimates the futum load resulting from oil and gas 
dcvclopmcnt. It rlro maker recummendations on upgmding the 
throughfan lo be able to handle the forecast traffic. (Au) 

councils to identify  impacts and plan for development) 

L-207900 
Tuktoyaktuk  airport  relocation and planning study - stage 2 

design  concept and community plan amendments / Reid 
Crowther & Partn@. Kyllo Planning and Design. 
Tuktoyaktuk Northwest  Territories.  Northwest 
Territories. Dcpt of Municipal and Community Affairs 
[Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Altr : Reid.  Crowther & Partners. 1986. 
1 v. (various  pagings) : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.02 : Funds for Tuktoydctuk and Inuvik 

Schedules. 
do cum en^ not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
Thir study was undertaken to pmvide the H d e t  Council with design 
concepts for the optimum use of the airport aim and to prepare 
amendments to the canmunity plan required by changes to the airport 
land. The first scctiw describes the appronch. process and results of the 
design conapt. The s e m d  sccticm pments Le amendmenb to the 
Canmunity P~M in by-law form. (NOGAP) 

councils to identify  impacts  and  plan for development) 

L-210498 
Arctic SAR scenarios and response evaluation 1 Arctec 

Canada Limited.  Canadiah  Coast  Guard  [Sponsor]. 
Calgary, AI& : Arctec Canada Limited, 1985. 
vi, 75, [65] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. E.02 : Further  development of pollution 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Cilatian from NOGAP. 
om. OORD 
This report documcntu the rcsulu of work undertaken to d d n e  present 
and future arctic marine search and rescue (SAR) s c e ~ r i o s  of concern 
and to assess the effectiveness of existing equipment and systems to 
respond to these incidents.  A total of sixteen SAR candidate scenarios 
were developed which cover the full range of probnbiliries of 
occurrence and incident nmificotions. Of these, five were selected for 
detailed analysis and evaluation. Present SAR capabilitica were 
established by contacting government and industry gmpa which 
contribute to the SAR response and which are SAR-tPsked  and 
equipped. Available SAR equipment waa identified and listed by  region 
and by typc, f m  information provided  by the above group along with 
loul opernton. The probable SAR rrsponse was defined and assessed 
for the five snnariol which were to be evaluated in detail. Potential 
improvements to the prcsent renponse are detailed in t e r m s  of possible 

counter meaaum in the North) 
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actions (i.e. actions  requiring  relatively low expenditures  and effort) and 
ideal actions (i.e. those nquiring massive expcnditurcr  and  intensive 
&as). (Au) 

L-210510 
Special requirements of Hpboard flreflghthg systems used 

in cold temperatures / Melville  Shipping Limited. 
Canadian  Coast  Guard  [Sponsor]. 

Calgary,  Aka. : Melville  Shipping Ltd., 1985. 
vii, [198] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Transport Canada  report,  no.TP6225E) 
(NOGAP project  no. E.09 : Program to update arctic ship 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOCAP. OOT. OORD 
This repon presents the res& of I study to determine the effectiveness 
and  suitability of shipbwd fire  extinguishing agenu. systems and 
appliances, for use in very cold  tanpcratures. The r e p  documents the 
envimmental conditions whim affect firefighting capsbility and 
identifies  the finfighting problems which can arise.  Pmccdures adopted 
by land based fire services to overcane cold temperature firefighting 
problems are included, as are the  prdective  measurn adopted by 
s h i p o w n  and  shipbuilders. The f idght ing and  equipment standards 
and  regulations for  ships,  offshore stmctures and hdiwpter  dedrs of a 
number of national administrations  am examined,  and their  cold 
temppmmn reference compared. A  guideline specification for shipbard 
firefighting  systems and equipnent for mld temperature operatians is 
presented, as arc training requirements. B a d  upon study findings. 
recommendations an? made for regulatory changes d pmpords am 
put forward for funhcr research q u i r e d  to resolve  outstanding 
problems. (Au) 

consmtion regulations) 

L-291846 
A study of the  multiple ships track in ice  in  Admiralty Inlet, 

spring 1986 / Norland Science and Engineering Ltd 
Wells, D.B. Canarctic  Shipping Ltd. [Sponsor]. 
Canada.  Dept. of Indian Affairs and  Northern  Development 
[Sponsor]. 

Toronto,  Ont. : Norland  Science  and  Engineering Ltd. 1987. 
xiii. 95 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.05 : Physical  environment : process and 

Appendix. 
Reference. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYIN 
This study investigated whether  the brokcn ice track left by ships milht 
be a barrier  to trawl by Inuit and dm s e m  to scalemre brcak-up of 
ice aver .  The rcport concluded that multiple  ship tmcks  did  not impose 
a serious  restriction on the mobility of hunters. The track had d y  a 
marginal  impact on fracturing and clearing of the i c c  aver, though 
under  certain environmental  conditions it could result  in an accelerated 
clearing of the  ice  cover. 'Ihc study  recanmended a continuation of 
brrakk-up  monitoring  using Emote sensing.  (NOOAP) 

impacts) 

L-291919 
Yukon fish and effects of causeways / LGL  Limited, 

Environmental  Research  Associates.  Arctic  Sciences 
Limited. Griffiths, W.B. Fischelm, R.G. 
Gallaway, B J .  Fissel, D.B. Canada. Dept.  of  Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : LGL Limited ; Arctic Science Ltd.. 1988. 
xiv 124 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

monitoring) 
Reference. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation fiom NOGAP. OORD. NWYIN 
A synthesis of relevant information on the effects that caulrcways in 
Alaska have had on the distribution,  movement  and population levels of 
a n a d m o w  fish. The analysis is then combined with  dam from the 
Yukon coast to assess the  potential impact on fish of cossul rttuctures 
in this region. A m i c w  of the positions and  views of US, regulatory 
agencies  on  the impad of causeways  is also provided. (NOCAP) 

L-291927 
The potential e f k t s  of tanker tmMe OD the bowhead whale 

in the  Beaufort Sea / LGL Limitcd.  Environmental  Researdh 
Associates. Koski, W.R. Miller. G.W. Davis, 
R.A. Canada Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development  [Sponsor]. 

King City, Ont. : LGL Limited, 1988. 
xi, 149 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no.  A.07 : Offshore environmental  ecosystems 

Final  draft. 
Appendices. 
Reference. 
Document ~1 seen $Ji ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
oom. NWYDJ 
This  study  integrates  existing  data M address questions related to the 
potential effeds of tanker trPffc m bowhead. The principal  topics in 
the re@ include, calve distribution,  age  segregation, hamst  
interfcmrce, and  cow-calf sepantion.  Several of these topics relate to 
questions fint identified in a workshop conducted by the Beaufort 
Environmental Monitoring project sponsored by DIAND. (NOGAP) 

monitoring) 

L-308382 
M.V. ARCTIC midbody  damage analysis I Canadian Marina 

Drilling Limited.  Canadian  Coast  Guard (Sponsor]. 
Calgary, Aka : Canadian Marine Drilling Lrd., 1985. 
1 v. 
(Transport  Canada  report,  no.TP6224E) 
(NOGAP project no. E.09 : Program to update arctic ship 

This  report  is  held as confidential  by OOT: project manager 

Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOT 

construction  regulations) 

must  give  permission to lend. 

See a i m  D-80420, 1-207195, 1-207365, 1-210340, 4-210064, 
4-291943,  R-309672. S-207896. 
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"167592 
Arctic  industrial activities compilation,  Volume 1 : Beaufort 

Sea : marine  dredging activities 1959 to 1982 / Institute of 
Ocean  Sciences, Patricia Bay. Taylor, D.A. Reed. 
M.G.  Smiley, B.D. Arctic  Laboratories  Limited. 
Floyd, G.S. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute  of Ocean Sciences, 1985, 
xiii, 192 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
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(Canadian  data  report of hydrography and Ocean sciences,  no. 

(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
Available in paper  and  microfiche. 
Appendices : Load and dump site locations. - Existing 

legislation  applicable to Beaufort Sea dredging. - Canadian 
dredging levels  on  a  regional basis. - Mapr international 
dredging  activities and dredged material  volumes. 

32) 

References. 
ACU 
Marine dredging has occumd  over the past 25 yean in the Canadian 
Beaufort See During the prid 1959 to 1982,  approximately 46.5 
million cubic  meten of seabottom materials. moltly sand.  clay,  and 
gravel, were dredged by and for petmleum cumpier .  crnnmunities, 
and gwemment  developmart agencies. ... The majority of rtcotdcd 
dredging operat ions (95 out ob 109) were  associated with the 
cwstrudion of artikial islands for exploratory drilling (29.0 million 
cubic m) and coastal  harbours  for d o r a g c  md ahorebase a u p p o n  
(17.2 million cubic m). Mort offahom dredging occurred in water 
depths less than 50 m. Tuktoyaktuk Harbour and McKinley  Bay have 
been locations of extensive coastal dredging. ... Tha peak of mud 
dredging (95% of total volume) occumd in the open water months of 
July to October. Annual dredging requirements exceeded 4 million 
cubic m in years since 1976, principally because of accelerated oil 
exploration. The most common dredge in uac was a aaer auctim type, 
specifically,  the  Aquarius.  which hat dredged 34% of all Beaufort 
quirementa. This historical dredging overview is based on the 
compilation and archiving of 100 individual dredging  operations 
reported in  government  and indusiq records to 1982. A computer 
database  was  employed to organim opcrnticm d a h .  ... A complete 
listing of th is  dredging database is provided in this repon. Computer- 
drawn maps show  the locations of 9 past dredging operatiam. 
Appendices include summaries of lcgishtion applicable to Beaufort Sea 
dredging  and a Canadian dredging penpedivc by region. (Au) 

"292010 
Sewage waste discharge to the arctic marine  eavlroloment : 

final report / Stanley Associates Engineering. Dobrocky 
Seatech  Limited. Canada. Dept.  of  Indian Affairs and 
Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : Stanley  Associates  Engineering Ltd.. 
1987. 

1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. A.20 : Beaufort Sea shore base monitoring 

References. 
Dmument not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYKN 
This  study identifiw  key  cnvironrnmtd isauea tcluod to the discharge 
of sewage effluents to arctic  marine envimments. and examiner 
sewage  treatment  options for  arctic  and high arctic ccmditiara. A review 
of the principal constituenu of sewage and their potartid environmental 
effect is provided  and  results are applied to three potential effluent 
sources: (1) marine  vessels; (2) offshore facilities; and (3) shon-based 
facilities  and  communities. The study  contains specific 
recommendations on policies, guidelines  and treatment  technology. 
(NOGAP) 

pragam) 

See also: B-291781,  B-291790,  B-291803,  B-291811. 8-291838, 
E-308412,  C-292346,I-207411,  P-210579,Q-202908, S-207896. 
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N-210650 
Fisheries survey of Herschel Island, Yukon Territory porn 9 

July to 12 August,  1985 / North/South Consultants Inc. 
Baker, R.F. Yukon Territory. Dept of Renewable 
Resources [Sponsor]. 

Winnipeg. Man. : NortWSouth Consultants Inc., 1985. 
vi, 44 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP praject no. G.10 : Herschel Island Territorial Park 

References. 
do cum en^ not seen by M I S .  Citation fiom NOGAP. YWLS. YWA. OORD 
A fisheries rwcy of Hcnchcl Island, Yukon Territory was conducted 
bctwecn 9 July and 12 AugusL 1985. T h i s  study was undcmken to 
Mi information on the spat ial  midsummer  distribution of neanhore 
anndlrmroua m d  marine fisher of Hemchcl Island so as to as$e$s the 
potentid impact of prk development on the species. 'fhe species were 
captured, five of which were anadrunoua. The M~~IWIICWS fishes 
represented 84% of tha~"""lr catch which cmais td   p r imdy of Arctic 
ciaco (Coregonus. autumnalis). Highest CPUE values and greatest 
spccico diversity  occurred in Wotkboat Passage followed by Pauline 
Cove and  was low and variable in Thetir Bay. CPUE of Arctic  cisco 
increased through July rcaching a maximum a h d a n c c  at the end of 
the study period. Sheltered bays and  covcs have been identified as  amas 
of importance for both juvenile and adult fish. Ichthyqlankton. 
pdaninmtly  Antic  cad (Boreogadur  aaida),  were capwed in the 
nernhort environment from dl a w a .  Thc effects of pat development 
and related  Ddivitieu on the fish canmunity of Herschel  Island are 
discumd (Au) 

planning) 

.L 

N-292435 
Energy statistla : research paper / Yukon  Territory. Bureau 

Whitehorse,  Yukon : Yukon Territory. Bureau of Statistics, 

54 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.03 : Data development in relation to 

Beaufort hydrocarhn development  requirements) 
Documenl nol seen by M I S .  Citation fim NOCAP. 
YWLS, YWA, OORD 
The report providea a comprehensive look nt electricity data ranging 
fm plant operations to electricity pricea. It also focuses m petroleum 
ptoducts  and  time series data at the product level. Data is derived from 
a  number of identified murcea. WOGAP) 

of Statistics. 

1987. 

See also: 1-291994, 1-292451,1-309559,  1-309613, 1-309710, 
V-309656. 
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P-210579 
Socio+conomic impact assessment of industrial development 

on Yukon'$ north coast 1 DPA Group Inc. Yukon 
Territory. Dept. of Economic Development. 

Calgary, Alta. : The DPA Group he., 1985. 
iii, 119, [22] p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.06 : Socio-economic impact assessment 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOCAP. 
YWLS, YWA, OORD 
Thio study asreraed the dative p i t i v e  and negative effects of two 
potential port dcv+qmtnt scenarim at King Point on the North Comt 
of Yukon: n port and m k  quany facility (Kiewit Alaic hjcct) and a 
multi-user port development  (Monenm-Interlog).  Multiple  account 
analysis  was  used to assess the impacts, Three separate accounts were 
asidered:  Yukon economic impllcu,  government fmulcid impacts and 
social  impacts. Overall, both  projects  would generate  rubtantiad 
economic effects  during the constdm ph*r but much reduced 
effecb during the apemtionr phase. Both projects w d d  haw moderate 
positive effects on Yukon's buSi1'1Qol8 community in tennr of  supplying 
goods and s e M a s  during k d ~  construdion and opcmticmt. To h e  
extent  that Yukon's economy  could be expanded mom into the oil and 
gas sector as well as the marine  transportation sector, the multi-user 
port would  have  the effect of diwnifyiig Yukon'r emmany in the 
long-term. The Kiewit projed would primarily utilize  existing'mining 
capabilities in Yukon and thus generate little divenifmtion. The 
pmjem would generate a small mvcnue to the Yukon government  and 
have  both positive and negative effect8 on the  social  envimnmmt. To 
enhance economic effects,  it  is  recommended that  the projects be 
encouraged to merge  and be staged in development,  provided their 
economic  viability  is preestablished. The Yukon government should 
place  priority on establishing a strong tmsporWion link to the 
Beaufort Sea, and on encoumging the oil and g u  industry in further 
extending  business  and  employment oppomnities to the Yukon market. 
(AU) 

of industrial development on Yukon's north coast) 
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Q-167614 
Arctic industrial activities compilation, Volume 2 : Sverdrup 

Basin : hydrocarbon exploration 1974 to 1984 I Sackmann, 
T. Smiley, BD. Institute of Ocean Sciences, Pahicia 
Bay. 

Sidney, B.C. : Institute of Ocean Sciences. 1985. 
xii. 181 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(Canadian  data r e p t  of hydrography and Ocean sciences. no. 

(NOGAP project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
Available in paper and microfiche. 
Appendices: A. Individual seismic s u r v e y  &scription. - B. 

Common drilling fluid  components  and  additives by 
eadename. - C. Individual well descriptions. 

32) 

References. 

ACU 
f i r  rrport provides an historical overview d seismic  and hyd 
drilling  activities in thc SVCKINP Basin repian, Northwest Temtorie 4 . 
The mvicw of seismic  explotation  auivities indudcs a dimssion of y e  
vehicles. energy rwlccs used in seismic surveys, timing of field 
opemtions, an d i n e  of opcrator involvement in seismic cxpl0rPtiq-a. 
and the areal and chronologicd distribution of these  activities, We 
discursion t a t  is aupplcrnmted with computcrdrarm m a p  of seismic 
of seismic transects &hot during  individual progms. Hydromhon 
exploration and delineation  drilling  activities am reviewed. ... An 
experimental offshore gas well  completion at the Panarctic DraLc Poiht 
F-76 well  is  outlined. Operator involvement in drilling activities i s  
diacusscd followed by a  review of the a d  and chmologid 
distributian of drilling  adiviticr. The text is rupplemented with maps 
showing drilling locations regrcgatcd  according to the pmpooeot and 
the  year of apetation.  The  layout  and  activities at the Rae Pohk 
MelviUc Island support b w  are reviewed. as am onahom and offshm 
drilling fluid d i s p d  practices. Individual descriprionr of seismic 
programs and  wcllrite  activities, ILI well as tmdcnames and usage of 
commm dr i l l i i  fluid canponcnts and additivu are listed in the 
appendices. (Au) 

4-202908 
Northern marine pipeline catltrol technology / Monenco 

Consultants. Canada. Environmental Protection Service 
[Sponsor]. 

Calgary,'Alta. : Mon&o Consultants Limited, 1986. 
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. (some folded), maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.01 : Northern marine  pipcline control 

References. 
Contents: 1. Introduction. - 2. Technical review of arctic marine 

pipelining and dredging. - 3. Environmental setting. - 4. 
Technical and environmental  concerns. - 5. Environmental 
implications  and  information  gaps. 

technology) 

Report DSS 8264-013744. 
OORD, YWEEP, AEEPS. OOFF 
The objective of thia report ir to describe cumnt marine pipeline 
technology ar it d a t e s  to the  Arctic  cnvimnment, and to dircuas  the 
environmental and technical implications  and  information gaps of 
marine pipeline construction and operations. The m p r t  describes the 
state-of-the-art of Arctic marine pipeline mstmuion  and idenlifies lhe 
unique aspects of the  ConrtNdion and opclation of a piplim in the 
Amic envimnmml. In panicuhr, the ever-present  ice  conditions, the 
relatively ahm Opcn water susm and the need to  pro^ thc pipcline 
fmm scour by various  types of i a  femms have been identified. 
Variour panunetera  which chamcterize the  cnvimnmentpl  implicatibns 
of pipeline hilum or release of pipeline contents are described.  A 
pipeline fluid release of known quantity and chemical  dmraaeristics 11 
a dcfincd  Arctic lomtim, combined  with  the  environmental 

pipeline  fluid  relenms. (E. Collins) (Au) 
implications. wiU allow  envimnmaltal  assessment of oil spills or other 

4.207179 
Compilation of 1985 industrial activities in the Canadian 

Beaufort Sea 1 PN Research Projects. Norton, P. 
ESL Environmental Sciences Limited McDonald. J.W. 

Canada Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development  [Spnsorl. 

Sidney, B.C. : PN Research Projects, 1986. 
iv, 50 p. : ill., maps ; 28 crn. 
(NOGAP project no. A.08 : Disturbance of marine mammals by 

Appndices. 
References. 
Document twt seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. QORD. NWYIN 

industrial  activity) 

T h i s  document prwidcs a mmpilatim of 1985 industrid  activities 
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information for the h 8 d i M  Beaufort sea. The methods used to 
wmpile,  tabulate and organiz the information are generally the same 
as those  established in the 1983 canpilation by tht U.S. Minerals 
Management Service, with the following  major cxcept iona:  (1) the time 
frame was expanded to include June 1 lo December 31, 1985; (2) 
available informatim on activitiea in  "nurshore" amas waa included; 
(3) summary tables plus m a p s  are pmvidcd to indicate  adivity  locations 
and  intensity: (4) r e s d  flighta  werc  tabulated  and  mapped as 
separate activities. All d the data is available on 5.25 inch f l q y  
disketles for use on  IBM PC oc compatible microcanputer using the 
dBase-111 database management system, The diakcttcs am archived  with 
Nohcrn Environment Diredorate, Indian and Northern M a i n  Canada. 
Hull, Quebec. They include information an rclivity type, time period, 
spccific vessel or nircnft used, and  locrtion of activity. (NOGAP) 

4.207373 
Long term  potential  for  leaching  of oil coatambated cuttings 

from the use  of oil based muds in the arctic marine 
environment I Dobrocky Seatech  Limited.  Yunker, M.B. 

Canada Dept. of Indian  Affairs  and  Northern 
Development [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : Dobrocky Seatech Ltd., 1986. 
xviii, 89 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  A.20 : Hydrocarbon  activities : Marine 
' research  and  management) 
Final report. 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document n01 seen by ASTIS. Cildion from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
This mpon dcscribcs the experimental inwtigntion of the rate8 and 
durations of release of oil and oil frrclionr from low  aromatic mined  
oil contaminated  drill cuaings diachargcd to static  (under in) and 
dynamic (open water, wave) arctic marine cnviruunmta. Exprimentd 
and analytical protorols am dcscribcd and results are premnted. The 
fates of hardening and consolidation (CUUings pavement  formation) of 
the  cuttings layers under static and  dynamic conditions wcrc also 
investigated. The waw regime was f a d  to be the domiim intlucnce 
in the experiments conducted; the oil ccmcentnrtima cm the cuttings 
were significantly affected by the premna of waves. (Au) 

4-207403 
Incineration of oil based  drilling muds / Dome  Petroleum 

Limited. Canada. Dept. of  Indian Affairs  and Northern 
Development [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Aka. : Dome  Petroleum Ltd.. 1986. 
ii, 85 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no.  A.20 : Hydrocarbon  activities : Marine 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document mi seen by ASTIS. Cildion from NOGAP. 
oom. NWYIN 

research  and  management) 

This  pmject  investigated  the usefulness of four oil spill incinemton for 
the disposal of oil b e d  drilling muda. 'Ihm oil based muds  (fresh 
diesel, fresh mineral and  used diesel) were  incincmted  uaing the Air- 
Ponable Incinerator, the  Reciprouting Kilo, L e  Saackc Waste Oil 
Burner  and  the  T.O.P.S. flachnicpl Offahore Petroleum Service) 
Burner. The efficiency of bum and quality of L e  resulting  residue  were 
evaluated for each  device.  It waa found thu dl three muda could be 
burned with  equal  efficiency withii each of the four  incineraton. ... 
Two burners proved to be panicularly effective for burning oil b r e d  
muds. The T.O.P.S. bumcr incinerated dl muds at high rates of 
combustion (average 331 bidday). The h c k e  bumer ala0 provided 
significant incineration capability (avenge 166 bbh/day).  although this 
unit  would require modifcation to handle rhc sdida content on a 
continuous  basis. ... (Au) 

4-207438 
Behaviour of oil in freezing situations / University of Toronto. 

Dept. of Chemical  Engineering  and  Applied  Chemistry. 
Wilson, D.G. Mackay. D. Canada. Environment 
Canada [Sponsor]. 

Toronto,  Ont. : University of Toronto, 1986. 
iv, 63 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(CBP manuscript series) 
(NOGAP project no. C.06 : Beaufort atlas : background 

information for implementing  marine oil spill 
' countermeasures) 

Refcrmnces. 
D O C M ~ ~ W  MI seen by M I S .  Cilalion from NOGAP. 
OORD 
An cxpcrimcntd s t u d y  of the bchaviour of an oil spill in a developing 
(grew) i a  field ia describsd. It was found that significant quadtier of 
od may be entrained  withii  and bencnth a grease i a  field. .,. It is 
suggested that the maub and obsemtionr obuincd here be used as a 
component in an "exprt system" computer model that would aid in the 
prediction of the fate and  behaviour of an oil apiU in the presence of a 
developing i E  field and in other rcgimea in  which oil may intetact 
with  ice. This modcl may then be included as part of a comprehensive 
model encanpasuing the entire spectrum of oil spill cmditiona which 
may occur in the Alctic marine  envirnnmml. (Au) 

4-207560 
7 

Norman  Wells pipeline monitoring sites ground  temperature 
doh fik, 1984-1985 / Burgas. M.M. Can&. Earth 
Physics Branch [Sponsor]. Canada. Dept. of Indian 
Affairs and  Northern  Development [Sponsor]. 
Interprovincial Pip. Line Limited [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Energy, Mines and Resources Canada, 1986. 
21, [ 6 4 ]  p. : iU., ; 28 cm. 
(Open file - Canada. Earth Physics  Branch, no. 86- 6) 
(NOGAP project no. A.17 : Surface  and subsurface disturbances 

Appendices. 
Documenl M seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 

induced  by oil and gas activities) 

Thc Earth Physics Branch of the  Dcpaitment of Energy, M i c a  and 
Resources. in amperation with the Department of Indian  and Northern 
Affairs  and  Interprovincial Pipe Line Ltd.. haa undemken a long-ttrm 
ground t h e d  regime monitoring program to examine  the effect of the 
constmaion and operation of  the Norman Wells pipeline on permafrost 
and terrain mnditiona. Thc pmgram focuses on thinem monitoring sites 
representing a cmss mction of the temin typca encountered by the 
buried oil pipcliie as it travcnw the discontinuous permafrost m e .  
Thc monitoring sites, six of  which werc established in 1984 and seven 
in 198s. are instnunentad with multithcnnistor tempetaturn cablea: in 
total them are 97  gmwd temperature d e r  and 23 pip   t anpmturc  
cables. This report is a collection of the data gathered from these cables 
in 1984 and  1985. (Au) 

4-207586 
Oxygen  demand  of oikd drill cuttings / Seakem 

Oceanography Ltd. Hutcheson. MS. Boyle. D. 
Maclean. M. Odense, R. Erickson. P. Canada. 
Indian and Northern  Affairs  Canada [Sponsor]. 

Dartmouth, N.S. : Seakem  Oceanography  Ltd., 1986. 
iv. 50 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. A.20 : Hydrocarbon  activities : Marine 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
Thia  report describes a laborattory study of the oxygen demand of oiled 

research and management) 
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drill cuttings layered Over na tud  marine sediments. Treatments and the 
test temperab~re were chosen to resect m d i t i o n s  in the Canadian 
Ardic where oiled drill cuttings currently poac a solid waste disposal 
problem. A review of methda  for determining the oxygen demand d 
aquatic sediments was -ducted and a core incubation procedure using 
the micro-Winkler titration method  was choren to use in the 
exprimcnts. A review of work related to thc oxygen demand of oiled 
sediments was also performed. Thc primary emphasis of the study was 
to derermine the total sedimentary oxygen danrrnd at time intervals to 
30 days of oiled drill furrings l a y d  over either CO~AC (sand) w fine 
marine sediments in 1, 2.5, 5 and 15 mm thickneasca, Redox potential 
(h) pmfdes were made through the cuttings and sediment each time 
oxygen demand was determined. A secondary objective was to 
determine changes in the pore water concentrations of mercury, copper, 
adrnium, lead and zinc with  time. (Au) 

Q-208019 
Spill containment and cleanup course manunl/ Stanley 

Associates  Engineering.  Northwest  Territories.  Dept. of 
Renewable Resources [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alh. : Stanley  Associates  Engineering  Ltd..  1985. 
1 v. (various  pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no, H.17 : Environmental  protection  and 

monitoring of hydrocarbon  development areas) 
Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYRR. NWYGI 
'Ihis manual provides the background needed to respond to hydrocubon 
and chanical spills that OCCUT in the Nonhwest Territories. I t  presents 
information on the characteristics, propcrlics and hmards of spilled 
materials, provides suggested response. cleanup and site restoration 
actions, and discusses potential health and environmental effects. It also 
contains several case histories of aaual spill r t s p s a  actions carried 
aut for spills in the NWT. The information prescntcd han been 
especially tailored to recognize the unique mditions that exist within 
h e  NWT. (Au) 

4-210064 
Arctic  tanker  loading and mooring fitudy ltnal report / 

Canadian  Marine  Drilling  Limited. Canadian Coast 
Guard [Sponsor]. 

Calgmy. Alta : Canadian  Marine  Drilling Ltd.. 1986. 
298, [59] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(Transport Canada report, no.TP7371E) 
(NWAP project no. E.05 : Studies  to assess and develop arctic 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation f r o m  NOGAP. OORD. OOT 
'Ihe concept of loading arctic tankers from.cxped terminals in the 
arctic offshore has  been the subject of earlier studies. The experience 
gained by Canmar in the operation of arctic Mobile Caissons and in the 
studies performed during 1983 to 1985 clearly indicated  Ou~t an 
appmach by vessels to an exposed terminal production facility during 
the winter is feasible. This study investigattw the mooring and lolding 
concepta and techniques, the assodated equipment and their costs. as 
well as the  related downtime resulu, extrapolations can be made for 
specific production SCCM~~OS. (Au) 

navigation  systems) 

4-210366 
Assessment of freshwater impacts Prom the Norman Wclls 

oilfield development : Part I : chemical  characterization 
of  Norman  Wells crude oil refinery  eMuent and cooling 
water,  literature  review of fate and effects,  research 
program design / E.V.S. Consultants  Ltd. Canada 
Environment Canada [Sponsor]. 

North Vancouver, B.C. : E.V.S. Consultants Ltd., 1985. 
x, 139 [ 141 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. C.02 : Criteria for  the  control 

monitoring of petroleum  development  impacts on t 
Mackenzie River) 

Appendices, 
References. 
D O C M ~ P ~ U  noi seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
This s t u d y  has chandcrizod the hydmcertum constituents of produckd 
oil. refinery efflua~t and amling water from the Norman Wells 
refinery.  In addition, a thorough literature review of fate and effects 
was  undertaken. As the only industry/rbmry on the Mackenzie River, 
the refincry effluent is a possible swrcc of contaminants. However, in 
this study, composite and grab samplcs indicated that effluent wawr 
quality was good in c o m p a r i 8 o n  with most other oil rcfimry effluents 
in terms of conventional prnmeten (e+g. phenols, total organic carbon, 
ammonia).  In relation lo the effluent, d n g  water samples crmtaincd 
much  reduced concentrations of hydrocarbons. 'Ihc most prominent 
compound in the refmery effluent (also found in the d i n g  water) whs 
morpholim. As fish detect and imprint this compound at extremely low 
concentrations, it is possible that this constituent may be acting to 
"imprint" aador chemically amct fish into the effluent plume. F u e r  
investigations would be required to define the importsnce of this 
conmm. Analysis of the Norman Web crude oil suggests that any 
impam f m  short term spills w d d  bc minimal due to the 
volatilization and biadegradation of  many of its constituent 
hydrocarbons. (NOGAP) 

4-210374 
Assessment of freshwater impacts from the  Norman WeUs 

oilfield  development : Part II : field and laboratory 
studies / Morgan, J.D. Vigers. G.A. Nix, P.G. 
E.V.S. Consultants Ltd. Canada. Environment  Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

North Vancouver, B.C. : E.V.S. Consultants Ltd.,  1986. 
2 v. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(NOUAP project no. C.02 : Criteria for the control and 

monitoring of petroleum  development impacts on the 
Mackenzie  Rivet) 

Appendices. 
References. 
Contents: Volume 1. Final report. - Volume 2. Appendices. 
Document n01 seen by ASTIS. Citdion porn NOGAP. 
OORD 
... For he  present study, burbot and Arctic grayling were exposed for 
10 days in cages at rites upst- and downstmam from known pdnt 
swrcca  of hydmxrbm inpull (e,& refinery effluent. ~ t u r a l  oil seeps). 
After the pcrid of  exposum. fish bile was analyzed and the resrllts 
compared with the following: analysis of muscle tissue for volatile 
ammatic compwnda by a purge and trap technique ... : examination by 
members of the local communities for fish acceptability (Le. colour of 
liver, watery fieah): and river water and acdmcnt qualify using gas 
chmmatgraphy/masr spedmctry. Lmiad Lbwatory bioassays WE 

also undcnaken to d~rm results of the field studies and to assess any 
enhanced impacts of simulated conditions of ice cover on fish survival 
and bile PAH levels. ... It was cwdudcd that bile analysis of resident 
fish populatims. and cxperimcnlrlly exposed fish, is a promising 
biochemicdcnzymatic indicator of hydrocarbon contamination in 
fmhwater fishes. Funher investigations are required to confirm the 
applicability of this technique in demonatrating relationships betwen 
liver histopathology and h y d r o c a h  exponurc, and in disocming 
localized and downstream impacts. (Au) 
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Q-210382 
Environmental  atlas fat Beaufort Sea oil spill response / 

Dickins, D.F. Bjerkelund, LE. ESL Environmental 
Sciences  Limited.  Potter, S.G. Canada. 
Environmental  Protection  Service [Sponsor]. 

Vancouver, B.C. : D.F. Dickins Assoc. Ltd, 1986. 
1 v. (various pagings) ; 28 cm + 1 atlas (unpaged : ill., maps 

(some col.) ; 21 X 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.06 : Beaufort atlas : background 

information for implementing  marine oil spill 
countermeasures) 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, AEEPS, OOFF, YWEEP, BVAEP, NWYEEP 
l l i s  project is to synthaizc  mvironmmtd  infonrutiw rekvnnt to 
plannins and implementing year-round oil 8piU coultcnnusurca in 
coastal  and offshore areas d the C&l*diM Beaufort Sea fmn the 
USA/Canada border cantward to west of Baillie Islands, The pmposed 
environmental atlaa will utilize information in tht following main 
subject areas: physical environment. hmnan uae msidentionr, 
biological resources, and cmtermeasures considerations. Site-spccific 
countermeasures information will bc limited to identifying 
environmental and logistical constminu which could affect the 
implementation of appropriate response stntegies. Thcrc strategies will 
be described in general terms and used in presenting a limited number 
of representative oil spill scenariou. The a b  will cmphasizc a high 
quality graphical presentation of nurent i n f o d o n .  Phase I i s  
concerned primarily with issues of content, infarmatition swr txs ,  format 
and presentation. (Au) 

4-210684 
Beaufort Sea cumulative  monitoring : m i b l c  indicators for 

soeiosconomic issues / Rolf, C.A. Northwest 
Territories. Energy. Mines and  Resourcw Semtariat 
[Sponsor]. 

[!X, SA.]. 1985. 
105 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.08 : Socio-economic  monitoring  system, 

Document  not seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OORD 
This study identifed sources, kinds and limitations of available data 
which might serve as qualitative indicaton for ten issues arising from 
the sociozcanomic impacts of h y d b  development in the 
Beaufort rrgioo. These issues include: demqnphy. urbanization and 
industrialization, municipal issues, wage employment, business 
development, prices  and  incomes,  renewable resmrcc harvesting, 
community control, education and the mu8 mcdir. Attention was 
focused on data already collected by  varioua gmenrment departmenu. 
Data quality limitations arise from three factom: the data wcrc not 
mllcctcd specifically for monitoring. ppa;  some issues arc less 
readily quantifiable, and some indicators am less effective, or 
inconsistent, as measures of the element that is to be measured. Study 
results are presented as a catalogue of 79 indicatm. organized by issue. 
(NOGAP) 

northern  hydrocarbon  development) 

4-210722 
Social monitoring of cumulative impacts in the 

Beaufort/Delta area : a comprehensive critique of 
available  indicators and  an introduction to community 
issues / Northwest  Territories.  Dept. of Social  Services. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : N.W.T. Dept. of Social  Services, 1985. 
254 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.03 : Beaufort  Delta social impact 

Appendices. 
baseline data study) 

References. 
Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
This report represents a first step in the development of a data base 
fran which social change arising f m  hydrocarbon development in the 
Bclufon/Delta a m  can be identified and planned for. Its objective is to 
determine what data is available and to evaluate its suitability. Sixty- 
thrcc canmunity i s m s  and 112 suitable social indicators are identified 
and critiqued.  Data souccto and explanatory notes regarding the data are 
presented for each indiator. (Au) 

Q-210730 
NOGAP database system : system study and evaluation : 

phaw 1 / Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Social Services. 
Yellowknife, NWT : Northwest Territories. Dept. of Social 

Services. 1986. 
64 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOOAP project no. H.03 : Beaufort Delta social impact 

Appendices. 
Docum~nl seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP, 
OORD, NWYGI. NWYOS 
The NOGAP database system  is  intended to p d d c  information to 
identify the changing needs for delivery of social scrvias in 
&aufort/Dcltr commu+es arising fran the impact of oil and gas 
dcwlopnent. and to udst in determining the moat effective method of 
delivering statutory and preventive senricer to each community. The 
system will be designed to build on and strengthen community 
mourn for identifying and dealing with issues. This report describes 
ten major social issuer and addmser associated indicators in terms of 
dcfmitim. supplier, format, si=, valuer and fequcncy. A systems 
appmch for managing the data and the advantages/dimdvantages of 
manual d automated systcms are d isused .  Costing for the 
rccanmended automation alternative is also pmvidcd. (NOGAP) 

baseline data study) 

4-191943 
Arctic indus&rial activitiw compilation for  the  Canadian 

Beaufort Sea : seismk surveys,  vessel  movements, aircraft 
traffic and ofkhore marine  activity 1986 / PN Research 
Projects. Norton, P. ESL  Environmental  Sciences 
Limited.  McDonald, J.W. Blyth, A. Canada, 
Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern  Development [Sponsor]. 

Sidney, B.C. : ESL Environmental  Sciences  Limited ; 
Edmonton, Alta : PN Research Projects, 1987. 

vii. 161 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.08 : Disturbance of marine mammals  by 

industrial  activity) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Documenl tad seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OOFtD, NWYIN 
ThC study summarizes all 1986 industrial activities in the Canadian 
Beaufort Sea. The procedures followed in obuining and entering the dah. in lnbuhting and gtaphing the information and in organizing the 
report are also descrild.  'his information is also nvailable f m n  the 
Nonhem Environmental Diredorate of DIAND, k s  Terrasses de  la 
Chaudiere, Hull, Quebec. (NOGAP) 

4-291986 
Handling of waste drilling fluids f'rom on-land exploratory 

drilling in the Northwest Territories and Yukon / Hardy 
BBT Limited.  Canada. Dept. of Indian Affairs and 
Northern  Development [Sponsor]. 

Calgary. Alta : Hardy BBT Limited, 1987. 
iv. 56 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. A.12 : Contaminants  in  the  aquatic 
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environment  and  quality  of  food species) 

Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NwYlN 
This study reviews methods of handling waste drilling fluids from on- 
land petroleum exploratim in the Nonhwest Tenitories and Yukon.  A 
major qucstim addressed by this study wa8 whether the current pnaice 
of tolal containment is operationally acctptable. This npon makes a 
numbcr of rccanmcndations aimed at improving prcwnt practices and 
investigating new practices such as decanting. ' h e  n u b  of a t w d a y  
joint wokshop arc also discussed here. (NOGAP) 

Q-292028 
Evaluation of protocol to test  toxicity d minerel oil and 

mineral oil-based drilling nuids / Leader, C.C. 
&borne, J.M. Canada. Dept. of Indian Affa i rs  and 
Northern Development  [Sponsor]. 

[Ottawa] : Environmental  Protection Service, 1987. 
iv, 35 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.20 : Beaufort  Sea  shore  base  monitoring 

References. 
Document n a  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
The cumnt protocol for preparing a water-soluble frncticm (WSP) from 
mineral base oil and testing its toxicity was  evaluated. Results indicated 
no significant difference between the parameter cunbinations in degree 
of toxicity or oil/grease and total uuspded  solids content. It 
rccanmcnded that the currcnt p m t d  for obuining and testing a 
mined base oil's WSF continue to be followed.  It also recommended 
that a standard procedure for testing toxicity of driUing fluids be 
developed. (NOGAP) 

program) 

Q-292079 
Provision of hydrocarbon measurements for the  NOCAP B.6 

program : phase partitioning by c d w  tcchalques / 
Dalhousie  University.  Dept. of Oceanography. 
Whitehouse, B.G. Wangersky, P.J. Canada. De@. of 
Fisheries and  Oceans [Sponsor]. 

Halifax, N.S. : Dalhousie  University. 1988. 
ii, 20 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. B.06 : Beaufort Sea oceanography) 
Final report. 
Dmumenl nol seen by ASTIS. Citation  from NOGAP. OORD. B V E M  
This program investigated salidkquid phase paflitioning of 
hydrocarbons in Mackenzie River Delta by designing, assembling. and 
deploying a crossflow filtration appnmtur cnpble of physically 
separating the colloidal and dissolved ftactions. Also included WBJ the 
assembly and deployment of a  prefiluraticm lrys~m capable of retaining 
pd ides  greater in size than 1.2 cm. (NOGAP) 

4-292125 
Northern marine  pipeline control technology / Monenco 

Calgary, Aka. : Monenco  Consultants  Ltd., 1987. 
xvii, 306 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. C.01 : Northern marine  pipeline  control 

References. 
Dmume~ not seen by ASTIS. Ciration from NQGAP. 
OORD, YWEEP, AEEPS, OOFF 
The harsh environment of the Arctic prcsent major challenges in 
installing arctic offshow pipelines. This report descriks  cumnt marine 
pipeline technology as it relates to the atctic environment and discusses 

Consultants.  Canada.  Environment  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

technology) 

the envimnmental and technical implications and information g 
asrociated with marine pipclim c o n s t d m  and oyratj 
Recommendations are included for developing environmental guldelm 4 s 
and codes of practice for constructim, operation and monitoring 4 
offshore pipelines. (NOGAP) 

4-292141 
Assessment of freshwater Impacts from the Norman Wells 

oilfield development : part III / ESL  Environmental 
Sciences Limited. Seaem Oceanog~aphy Ltd. P. 
&Cart Biological  Consultants Ltd Canada 
Environmental  Protection  Service  (Northwest  Region) 
[Sponsor]. 

Seattle,  Wash. : ESL  Environmental  Sciences  Limited, 1987. 
2 v. (59; 40 p.) : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. C.02 : Criteria for the control and 

monitoring of petroleum  development  impacts on the 
Mackenzie  River) 

Content:  Volume I text. - Volume II: tables and appendix. 
Documenl not seen by ASTIS, Cifafion from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYEEP 
A review of mlevant literature. ssrnpling of Mackmzie River water and 
suspended sediment, and furlher evduaticm of burbot by qurlitative and 
chemical measures is provided The s t u d y  concluded that burbot liver 
problems have an objwive h i s .  Chemical and &r M ~ Y S C S  did nat 
find a statistically signifcant relationship between liver problems w d  
hyd-rbon exposure. Effluent from the Norman Web refiery was 
found nor to make a significant difference to hydmwbon lcvels which 
m r  ~ t u r a l l y  in the river system. (NOGAP) 

Q-292250 
An assessment of freshwater  impacts born petroleum 

hydrocarbons on the Mackenzie River at Norman W e b  
N.W.T. : part IV / Steve E.  Hurdey & Associates  Ltd. 
Canada.  Environmental  Protection  Sentice  [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta, : Steve E.  Hurdey & Associates Ltd., 1988. 
xii. 106 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.02 : Criteria for the control and 

monitoring of  petroleum  development  impacts  on  the 
Mackenzie  River) 

References. 
Dacumen~ nol seen by ASTIS. Citation  fiom NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYEEP 
The Environmental Proteaion Service undertook here to develop 
criteria for protecting Mackenris River aquatic T C I W ~  fnhn 
development impac~ and to provide r e r o m m e n d a t i o n n  on cmtaminant 
monitoring. This report summarizes the findings of this research CfIOn 
and recommends development of monitoring prognma ns weU as 
funher research. (NOGAP) 

4-292192 
Environment atlas for Beaufort Sea oil spill response / 

Dickins (D.F.) Associates Ltd. ESL Environmental 
Sciences  Limited. LGL Limited,  Environmental  Research 
Associates.  Erickson Associates. SL. ROSS 
Environmental  Research  Ltd. Dobrocky Seatech  Limited. 

Protection  Service [Sponsor]. 
PN Research Projects. Canada.  Environmental 

Vancouver, B.C. : D.F. Dickins  Associates Ltd., 1987. 
v. 182 p. : ill., col. maps ; 22 cm x 30 cm. 
(NQGAP project no. C.06 : Beaufort  atlas : background 

information  for  implementing  marine oil 
countermeasures) 

ISBN 0-921-623-03-8. 
Appendices. 
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References. 
Dacument  nol  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYEEP, AEEPS, BVAEP. OOFF. YWEEP 
A synthesis of environmental information rclcvant to the planning and 
implementation  of year-round oil spill c o u n t m n c a s u r e s  in both coastal 
and offshore arcas of the Beaufort Sea is provided in atlas format. The 
atlas presents key information in concise. gnphic form with supporting 
text  and fmds application in developing effective contingency plans for 
the Beaufort area. It also serves as a swrce dofument for oil spill 
training exercises and  a field reference in actual spill situations. ’Ihe 
study area coven the southern Canadian Beaufort SU fm the United 
Staks/Canada brder to the Baillie Islands. (NOOAP) 

4-292206 
Modelling of oil spills in snow : draft report I S.L. Ross 

Environmental  Research  Ltd. Canada. Environment 
Canada [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : SL. Ross  Environmental  Research  Limited, 1988. 
iii, 35 p, : ill+ ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. C.06 : Beaufort atlas : background 

information  for  implementing  marine oil spill 
countermeasures) 

References. 
Document  not  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOCAP. OORD. NWYEEP 
The author reprts on development of equatimr  for modelling the fate 
of oil spills in  snow. A literature s u m y  was undcrtakcn to assess dah 
gaps.  Based on the results of this survey. field experiments were 
conducted to collect data on oil evapmtion mttu beneath snow, oil 
transport by blowing snow and oil spread kncath snow. The results of 
theue  tests  and data fran the litcnture review were u r d  to develop 
equations to describe spreading and  evaporation rates. (NOGAP) 

4-292583 
A review of renewable  remurce impofts and mitigation 

related to northern  hydrocarbon  development / DeLCan, 
De Leuw Cather,  Canada  Ltd,  Environmental  Systems 
Group.  Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Renewable 
Resources  [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Delcan,  DeLeuw  Cather. Canada Ltd., 1987. 
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 28 cm + chart (I p ; 28 x 42 cm). 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.04 : Renewable Resources hydrocarbon 

Progress report. 
Appendix. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
Mitigation measures associated with two classes of pmjeds were 
rwiewed in conjunction with the findings of current northern projtct 
impct assessments - those that involved ternstrial exploration and 
transporkdon of oil and gas, and thwe that concentmtcd on offshore oil 
and gas exploration and transportation. The most m m o n  impacts are 
identified for cumnt and associated projects on renewable mswr~es  
related lo accidental chemical spills and cmtruction of s u p p m  
facilities and pipelines. The rrport identifier poasiblt mitigation action 
associated  with  a range of petroleum-relafed adivities. (NOGAP) 

development  impact  and  planning guidelines) 

Q-308510 
Permafrost and terrain  monitoring, Norman Wells Pipeline / 

MacInnes, K.L. Burgess, M.M. Harry. D.G. 
Baker, T.H.W. Canada. Dept.  of Indian  Affairs and 
Northern  Development. 

[S.1. : s.n.1, 1989-1990. 
2 v. (131 p.; 204 p.). 
(NOGAP project no. A.17 : Surface and  subsurface  dishlrbances 

induced by oil and gas activities) 

(Northern Affairs environmental  studies report, no. 64) 

Contents: v. 1. Environmental  and  engineering  considerations - 
v. 2. Research and monitoring  results 1983-88. 

Document nd seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
The IPL (NW) Norman Wells pipeline is a 869 KM long 324 mm 
diameter buried oil piplinc from Norman Wells, N.W.T. to M a .  
Alberta. New approaches were used  in  its design and for the mitigation 
of environmental impact, especially in relation to the soils of the 
discontinuour permafrost zont. Volume one of this two volume report 
desc r ik  dtrign concep and mitigative approaches used in the 
conrtrudiw and cpemtion of the pipcline and the environmmtnl 
conditionr which have influenced there cmidcraticms. The projtct, 
regulatory requircmenlr and the g d r  of the Permafrost and Termin 
Monitoring hognunme arc dao de6cribed dong with a c o m p a r i s o n  to 
other wnhem pipeliner consttuded on permafrost s o l .  Volume two 
covm reucarch and monitoring. Insuwnmtation and the monitoring of 
g d  temperatures, pipe tanperaturn, thaw depths and g m d  
settlement are described Obsctvatianr are c m p r c d  with design 
predictions. O v c d  ternin pcrfonnancc and the performance of wood 
chips for  inruhing thaw sensitive rlqtcr are evaluated. A set of 38 
tecommendatim provides advia on the restarch and monitoring 
process and requirements for  funher monitoring on the N O ~ M  Wells 
pipline and for future northern pipelines. (NOGAP) 

ISBN 0-662-17529-8. 

Q-308536 :s 
Permaf‘rost and terrain preliminary  monitoring results, 

Norman Wells pipellne,  Canada / Burgess, M.M. 
Canada. Dept. of Indian Affuus and Northern  Development. 

(Proceedings - International  Conference  on Permafrost, 5th, 
Trondheim,  Norway. - [S.I. : s.n.1, 1988, p. 196-921) 

(NWAP project no. A.17 : Surface  and  subsurface  disturbances 
induced by oil and gas activities) 

Document nut seen by M I S .  Citation Fom NOGAP. 
OORD 
l’ht 869 km Norman W& oil pipeline, owned by lnterpmvincid Pipe 
Line (NW) Lid QPL) traverses the discantinuas  prmrfrost mne of 
NonhwestErn Canada Operation began in April 1985. Monitoring of 
the thermal regime at thirteen locptions along the route forms a major 
component of a long term coopcrativc govenunent-1PL petmafrost and 
tenain restarch and monitoring program. Observations to thc end of 
March 1987 indicate that mean annual pipe temperatures, range from 0 
degras C to 5 degrees C, bolh within the wide spread discontinuous 
permafmt terrain  in the nonb and the spradic discontinuous 
pemdrost kmin in the south. Mean annual ground tempcmtures on 
the right-of-way (ROW) at 1 m depth. s w e d  metres from the trench, 
range fmm -2 ckgrees to +4 degmr C and am on average 1.5 degrees 

tanpatures off-ROW at a de* of 1 m range fran -3 degrees to +3 
colder than mean annual pip tempFratures. Mean annual ground 

degreca C and am on average 1 degree colder than those on-ROW. 
Maximum sudacc rcttlcmmt observed on the ROW at the sites has 
dod up to 80 cm outride the trench a m ,  and over 100 an in the 
vicinity of the trench. (NOGAP) 

See alw: 8-207330,8-207357.  B-308706,  C-291854,  C-292001, 
C-308528,  C-308544,  C-308552,  C-308560,  C-309729, 
D-309494, D-309753,  F-292133, H-292354,1-181862,1-189294, 
1-192899.  1-195260,  1-207411,  1-207497,  1-210390,  1-281212, 
1-292168.  1-292176.  1-292214.  1-292249,  1-292575,  1-308480, 
1-308498, 1-309699, 1-309702,  1-309710,  J-207390,  J-207942, 
5-291862, J-291897.  J-291900,  J-292567,  J-309680,  L-291927, 
“167592,  R-189804,  R-189820,  R-207853,  R-207934, 
R-210609.  R-309591,  S-207918,  U-308854,  U-309249, 
X-190314,  X-195499,  X-21  1672,  X-21  1699,  X-287709. 
X-308501,  X-309389. 
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R-11223 
Yukon spatial  price  survey 1 Yukon  Territory.  Yukon 

1977- . 
witehorse, Yukon] : Bureau of Statistics,  Government of 

tablm ; 2&m. 
(NWAP project no. G.03 : Data development in relation  to 

Quarterly. 
Description based on  June  1986  issue. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation fiom NOGAP. 
ACU. OORD, YWA 
... The survey is designed to provide a statistid mcaaure of the 
differarms in prices of goods and service% h g h t  by consumers. ... 
'he r w e y  includes prices of D sampling of what pDple buy regularly, 
for example, food. clothing, automobiles, houschdd itcmr, fueL drugs. 
recrutiwal goods, hair cuts. repair costs, transportation fares, public 
utility rata. etc. ... (Au) 

Territory. Bureau of Statistics. 

Yukon, 1977- . 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 

R-116696 
Staff training  study : Department of Social  Services / A.R.A. 

Consultants.  Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Social 
Services  [Sponsor]. 

Yellowknife,  N.W.T. : A.R.A. Consultants, 1985. 
[138] p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.ll : Research  to  develop a baiting 

References. 
Appendices. 
Dmumenl not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP, 
NWYGI. OORD 
Because of the expanding role and responsibilities being  assumed  by 
wmmunity social services workers in the Benufort Sea region, the 
Dep.nment of Social Services commissioned this study to identify and 
assess the current and anticipated training rquirementa of its field staff. 
It waa found that workers are faced with incmaaing demands for the 
more interactive and cwnselling elements of social work. Although the 
nature of training currently available was considered generally 
pcceptable, the report contains recommendations for greater 
effectiveness through more systematic planning, budgeting and 
coordinating of training activities and for specialized training in the 
areas of community development, family counding, p m g m  
development, and assertiveness and self-cMtdence building.  Designs 
for workshops ~1 family comaelling and canmunity development are 
included as appendices. (NOGAP) 

program for social services) 

R.189804 
The effects of rotational wage  employment  on workers and 

their families in the  Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie  Delta 
area : an  annotated bibliography, indmators, employment 
data  and recommendations for further research / 
Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Social  Services.  NOGAP 
Research  Team.  Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Social 
Services  [Sponsor]. 

Revised  edition  May 1986. 
Yellowknife,  N.W.T. : Northwest  Territories. Dept. of  Social 

Services, 1986. 

66 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.03 : Beaufort Delta social im J t 

baseline data study) 
Cover  title:  The  effects of rotational wage employment  on 

families and workers  in  the  Beaufort - Mackemie  Delta  area. 
Appendices. 
Docurnew not seen by ASTIS, Citation from NOGAP. 
NWYGI, OORD, ACU 
In h e  past fitteen yam. a significant number of native ~ o p l e  in 
Canada's Arctic have been involved in wage employment in the oil and 
g u  and mining industries aa rotational (canmunity) employees.  This 
repoti contains an annotated bibliography of relevant literature, 
indicators for impct asseasment and recanmendatims  for further 
research, which  is intended to enable the Government of the Nonhwlest 
Tenitorits to assess the effects of rotation on families and wuken in 
the Beaufort ama and devise Iollltiwr to identified problems. (NOQAP) 

R-189812 
Yukon business opportunity identification study : business 

gcetor reports / Novmrp Consulting  Inc.  Yukon 
Territory. Dept. of Economic  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Vancouver, B.C. : Novacorp Consulting Inc.,  1986. 
[ 1831 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. G.07 : Identification of Yukon  business 

opportunities  from  Beaufort  hydrocarbon developnent 
activities) ' * 

Doc~unenl nd seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
YWA, YWLS. OORD 
W rqmn comprises information booldeta for esch of fifteen husiness 
secton that werc rerearched to identdy sales and services qpntunilies 
for Yukon businnrs in the oil and g u  industry in nonhcrn Cannda 
and Alaska. Each booklet presents a summary of the author's findings 
respecting a specific sector, information and c w d u t h s   d e v a n t  lo that 
semr conccming oil md gas developnent, oppomnities that could, be 
pursued, marketing initiatives that should be considered and implant 
contaas within the industry. (NOGAP) 

R-189820 
Yukon business opportunity identiflcatioa study : final 

report / Novecorp  Consulting  Inc.  Yukon Territory. 
a p t .  of Economic  Deveiopment  isponsor]. 

Vancouver, B.C. : Novacorp  Consulting Inc.. 1986. 
12311 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.M : Identification of Yukon  business 

opportunities  from  Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development 
activities) 

Appendices. 
Documoml n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWA, Y W ,  OORD 
The objective of this study was to identify opptunitiea for Yuhon- 
based companies to sell goods and services to the oil and gas indmtry 
in nonhem Canada md Alaska, and to recommend action required to 
achieve these sales. Research focused on the Yukon business sector and 
on the oil and  gaa  industry. but investigations extended to g o v e m n t ,  
native groups and athem who could influence or play a role in 
economic developnent. The report presents the nscarch findings and 
identifies a number of areas in  which  Yukon  busineases could o b i n  
sales and contracts fm the oil industry. Recommendations to assist in 
raking advantage of these opportunities arc made for Yukon's busihess 
sector, the Yukon Territorial Government. the Whitehorse and Yukon 
Chambers of Mines,  and the oil companies. (NOGAP) 

R-389839 
Revenue Canada  summary  report : 1973 to 1983 I Yukon 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Yukon Temitory.  Bureau of Statistics, 1986. 
Territory.  Bureau of Statistics. 
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63 p, : ill. ; 21 x 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.03 : Data development  in  relation to 

ISBN 1-55-18-004-5. 
Appendix. 
Document not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
YWA, YWLS. OORD 
'h is  repon is similar to the one for 1972 to 1982. but is  based 011 data 
f m  the 1983 tax year.  (NOGAP) 

Beaufort hydrocarbon  development requirements) 

R-189847 
Selected  characteristics  from  the 1981 census of Canada : 

Volume 1 : Whitehorse and other major Yukon 
communities / Yukon Territory. Bureau of Statistics. 

Whiehorse, Y.T. : Yukon Territory.  Bureau of Statistics, 1985. 
41 p. : ill. ; 21 x 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.03 : Data development  in  relation  to 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 
Citation  from. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWA, YWLS. OORD 
The  contents  of this repon atl: based on the statistics provided by the 
1981  Census of Canada for Yukon. Mapr characteristics  have  been 
selected from the 1981 Census in M a-pt to provide M easily 
referenced statistical guide for Yukon. Tables and cham present 
community-level data for 12 demographic variables d 5 Employment 
variables.  (NOGAP) 

R-189855 
Selected  characteristics  from  the 1981 census of Canada : 

Volume 2 : Yukon  and  Canada, a comparative  analysis / 
Yukon  Territory.  Bureau of Statistics. 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Yukon Territory. Bureau of Statistics, 1985. 
44 p. : ill. ; 21 x 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.03 : Data development  in  relation to 

Beaufort hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWA, YWLS. OORD 
The  content of this report is  based wholly on the  1981 Census of 
Canada for Yukon and, in particular, the  Statistics Cmadn plblication 
"Statistical Information on the Fedcd Electoral District  Yukon"  (May, 
1984).  Major  characteristics  have  been selected from thc 1981 Census 
in an attempt to provide an easily mfemcsd  wmprative analysis 
bctween  Canada  and  Yukon. Comparisons arc plmridcd in textual 
graphic  and/or tabular form for 12 dcmognphic variables  and 5 
employment  variables.  (NOGAP) 

R-189863 
Yukon data book 8 4 4  : a complete  information  guide  to 

Yukon and its communities / Yukon  Territory,  Dept. of 
Tourism and Economic  Development. 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Outcrop  Yukon Ltd., 1984. 
132 p. : maps, tables ; 28 cm, 
(NOGAP project no. G.03 : Data development in relation to 

ISBN 0-010315-11-9. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWA, YWLS, OORD 
This  publication descriks Yukon Territory in terms of its geography, 
climate.  plant  and  animal life, history. demography, government, 
economy and services. Similar, more detailed profiles are provided for 
18  individual Yukon communities. (ASTIS) 

Beaufort hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 

R-189871 
Growth management strategies : recommendations to assist 

in the  management of boom/bust in the Beaufort / Praxis, 
Inc. Roberts, R. Fresh Start Social Consultants 
Company L i m i t e d .  Kupfer, G. Northwest Territories. 
Energy,  Mines and Resources Secretariat [Sponsor]. 

Company Limited, 1985. 
[Calgary, Alta.] : Praxis Inc.. Fresh Start Social  Consultants 

xx. 147 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.09 : Investigation of boombust cycles) 
Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS, Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
Thia is one of two documents resulting fm a study which  investigated 
-st cycles, nssessed their paenrid effects and developed 
stmkgies  to control in-migration  and rcducc the pamtid emnmnic and 
social disruption  associated  with  these cycles. This report identifies the 
major issuer faced by territorial policy nnd program ptsonnel, 
recommends action by the N.W.T. Executive Council and the public 
service. and idenlife8 the implicltion8 of these rccanmendationr and 
implanenutian responsibilities, (NOGAP) 

R-207853 
Beaufort  region  cumulatlvc monltorhg indicator catalogue / 

Northwest  Territo$a. Energy, Mines and Resources 
Secretariat. 

Yellowknife. N.W.T. : The Secretariat, 1986. 
156 p. : 28 an. 
(NOCAP project no. H.08 : Socio-economic monitoring system. 

Documctlr nd seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYGI 
Hydrocarbon dcvclopment in the Beaufort Region is expected to have a 
n u m b  of socicFccwomic impacts. A report by Carley (1984) grouped 
these impcta into issues of community concern which should be 
monitored. A study by Rolf (1985) looked at  the issues of demography, 
urbanization d industrialization, municipal issues,  wage employment, 
business development, prices and inannes, renewable IWWTCC 

hawesting. education, canmunity control,  and h e  mass  media. A 
second study by Elkin-Hall (1985) dealt with the issues of welfare 
dcpenduwy, family lie. health, alcohol use. public  safety, and housing. 
The two studies have  been  combined to create  this  package. ... The aim 
of these studies  was to first identlfy  various sources and types of data 
and  then to identify the possible  limitations of the data with  regard ta 
W i g  valuable indicators. Most of the information came from territorial 
government headquarters and federal government offices in 
Yellowknife. ... (Au) 

northern hydrocarbon development) 

R-207934 
US. coastal zone planning and maaagement activities in the 

Alaskan  Beaufort : Implleatlons for the Government of 
the Northwest Territories / M.W. Coastal  Futures  Inc. 
Northwest  Tenitorits.  Dept. of Renewable  Resources 
[Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : M.W. Coastal Futures Inc., 1986. 
70 leaves : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.04 : Renewable Resources hydrocarbon 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document n01 seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYRR, NWYGI 
The objdive of this study is to examine and evaluate US planning and 
management thrush in the Alaskan Bcaufott and to identify canmon 
issues dad to development that might affect GNWT interests. 'Ihe 
study begins with a review of material  relating to the physical 
chamaeristics of the region as well as  a discussion of what  is taking 

development  impact and planning  guidelines) 
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placc in the Beaufon coastal zone region frwn ecmmnic 
development and administrative  perspective. Issues of concern to thc 
GNWT arc  idartified. and  a dmxiptian made of p s i b l e  developnent 
sanarioa. Administrative resource management questims relating to the 
ism= are identified,  and  recommendations am m d e  for action by the 
GNWT. (Au) 

R-208000 
Community development manual / Stanley Associates 

Engineering. G.A. Bruce Holdings L t d  Northwest 
Territories.  Dept. of Social Services [Sponsor]. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : The Department, 1986. 
vi, 38 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.03 : Beaufort Delta social impact 

baseline data study) 
Appendices. 
Dmumeni not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYGI, NWYOS 
This manual is to be used as m e  of many tmh by cummunity 
anmcila.  cmununity develcpent workers and  social woken when 
practicing  community  development  and delivery wokahops. It  is 
divided into four sections: (1) community dcwlopmont; (2) 
organizational maze, which describes  formal gmps that  may  exist 
withii a canmunity and  identifies organizations  outside the crmununity 
at the regional, temtorial and national level  that can influence 
amununity issues; (3) mat cause, and (4) cummunity  development 
models and  methods, which descriks  cu~tructive  citim participation 
focusring on  the  three major  players - industry. gwemment and 
communities - in the  development of oil and gar IWWICCI. Exampks 
of m u n i t y  development  pmvided arc  speciiic to the Bewfort a m  
(NOGAP) 

R-208787 
Baseline data study / Northwest Territories. De@. of Social 

[Yellowknife, N.W,T.?] : The Department,  Beaufort  Delta Social 

3 v. ; 22 x 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.03 : Beaufort Delta social impact 

Contents: Vol. I. Indicator  guide. - Vol. II. Baseline data, Book 

ACU, OORD, NWYGI 
As m t  dcvelopnenls in the field of cumulatiw impact  monitoring 
and assessment  show, B great deal of saciocconanic data must be 
compiled  and  summarized  before appropriate social programs and 
policies an be prepared. T?is report is concerned primarily  with the 
examination of existing statistical measures of the following  eleven 
socio-eccmomic issue areas which  were  identified by the StKring 
Committee  during the past two years: (1) incanc support (2) family life 
(3) education (4) health (5 )  mental  health (6) crime and plblic justice 
(7) ywng offenders (8) housing (9) alcohol and drugs (10) pnicipation 
and leisure and (11) general. ... This Baseline Data Study i s  b e d  on 
the framework develaped by Michael J. Cadcy in Cumulative 
Socioeconomic  Monitoring:  Issues  and  Indicators fot Canada's Beaufort 
Region, a study undertaken in 1984 undcr contract to the Energy, 
Mines  and  Resources Secretariat, (GNWT) and the Northern Economic 
Planning  Branch,  DIAND. ... The Baseline Data System bas been 
developed] as a basic  reference tool for use in identifying  the social 
impacts of petroleum industry related development on the communities 
of the Beaufort Delta area. ... [Volume I is a listing of data cdleded, 
the s o u r c e  of information.  and  reliability of data.  Volume 11, B& 1 
and 2 arc the  actual data sets  oollected.] (Au) 

Services. 

Impact  Baseline  Data  Study, 1987. 

baseline data  study) 

1. - Vol, 11. Baseline  data,  Book 2. 

R-210528 
June 1,1985 population  estlmates of Yukon / Yukon 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Y.T. Bureau of Statistics, 1985. 
Territory. Bureau of Statistics. 

19 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.03 : Data  development in relation t I 

Beaufort hydrocarbon development requirements) 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWLS, YWA, OORD 
The Poplhtion estimates presented in this repmt repremt demognphilc 
information  derived from the new Yukon Health Care (YHC) insumnae 
plan administrative  aystun. Estimates are p v i d c d  by canmunity and 
age. age and sex. community,  Whitehorse area sub- community  and 
age. and Whitehorse arm sub-community and sex. Evaluations of the 
YHC estimates against the 1981 census and against tigum derived 
from companble adrniiiatretive sptcms, specifically the Family 
AUowann and Old Age Security programs, are included. (NOGAP) 

R-210536 
Family allowance summary report : 1980 to 1984 / Yukon 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Yukon Territory. Bureau of  Statistics, 1985. 
34 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.03 : Data development in relation bo 

Appendices. 
Updated annually. 
Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. YWLS. YWA, O O F  
Data  presented am derived  from Statigtics CaMda - CANSIM F-55 
Postal Code System. Data is g e d c d  by pul c&s of family 
allowance recipients (those less than 18 years of age) and  aubacquently 
g m p d  into community and  sub-canmunity areas, report presents 
n variety of graphic md tabul.r information relating to the geogaphid 
and age distributim of chiidren in the Yukon.  (NOGAP) 

Territory+ Bureau of Statistics. 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 

R-210544 
Family allowance summary report : 1980 to 1985 / Yukon 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Yukon Territory, Bureau of Statistics, 1986. 
37 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP pject  no. G.03 : Data development in relation to 

Territory. Bureau of Statistics. 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development requirements) 
ISBN 1-55018-004-5. 
Appendices. 
Documenl rn seen by M I S .  Citation fiom NOGAP. 
YWLS, YWA, OORD 
This repon is simiiar to the o m  covering the ycars 1980 to 1984. 
(NOGAP) 

R-210552 
Revenue Canada summary report : 1972 to 1982 / Yukon 

Whitehorse. Y.T. : Yukon Territory, Bureau of statistics, 1985. 
62 p. : ill. ; 21 x 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.03 : Data development  in  relation  to 

Appendix. 
Annual update planned, 
Document m~ seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWLS, YWA, OORD 
Data presented  were derived from the most  current  avaihblc statistics 
released by Revenue Canada. The repon is  subdivided into three main 
parta. Palt A analyzea data from the 1982 tax year and  includea  a 
c o m p r i a o n  of Canada and Yukon. Part B provides a time senies 
analysis (1972-1982) for Yukon as a  whole. as well as for selected 
communities.  Part C analyzes changed in real  income between 1972 md 
1982 in Yukon and in selected Yukon mmmunities. (NOGAP) 

Territory. Bureau of Statistics. 

Beaufort hydrocarbon development  requirements) 
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R-210587 
Yukon SEIAN socio-economic impact model / Alaska 

Economics, hc. Yukon  Territory. Dept of Mines and 
Small  Business [Sponsor]. 

Juneau, Alaska : Alaska Economics, hc.. 1985. 
43 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.06 : Socio-economic  impact  assessment 

of industrial  development  on Yukon's north coast) 
References. 
Document not  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWLS. YWA. OORD 
'Ihe NBWYEM emnunetric model of the Yukon economy ploduces 
conditional forccarts of employment, income and poprlrtion change in 
Yukon. NEWYEM's ability to make occurate conditional foecash is 
sevedy compromised whenever the events it is asked to depict 
constitute a significant break with the p t .  One solution to this 
problem is to pEpare estimates of the initial imp& of significant 
events in such a way that these estimatcl can be wed to adjuat the 
simulation properties of the econometric model. The Yukon &io- 
Economic Impact Analysis model (SWAN) has been derigncd to 'front- 
end" the Yukon econometric model (NE- in this way. 
Information from Canadian and Alaskan sources is combined in a linear 
activity analysis fmmework to produce a vector of inputs to NEWYEM. 
These inputs include major project-related employment by industry for 
8 basic industries. 3 Yukon support industries, and for net migration to 
Yukon. 'Ihe SEIAN model also products m s u n s  of major project 
employment-related impads. (Au) 

R-210609 
Caring for children : child care ne& associated with 

hydrocarbon development in the Beaufort  region / 
Ericlcson  Associates. Erickson, D. Vait, S. 
Northwest  Territories,  Dept. of Social  Services  [Sponsor]. 

Victoria. B.C. : Erickson  Associates, 1985. 
88 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.10 : Day care study) 
Appendices. 
References. 
D ~ u m e ~  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOCAP. 
OORD, NWYIN, NWYOS 
This study focused on the child care needs of thm communities in the 
Beaufott region:  Aklavik,  Inuvik  and Tukbyaktuk. An assessment was 
made of current child care arrangements and eaourccs urd by people 
wolking in jobs associated with the oil and gas industry and pacntid 
solutions to child cram problems. It was concluded that: (1) rotation 
employment is not the most critical fador in daennininp whether or 
not child care arrangemnts are p d a n a t i c ;  (2) the prescnce of 
cmshore facilities adjacent to Tuktoyaktuk  prescnts many employment 
opportunities but i s  also associated  with significant child care pmblans: 
(3) Ihc Government of the NWT has not assumed an adequate slrpport 
mle for families who require day  cam  serviccr: (4) industry has n d  
been sufficiently active in examining alternative wok  arrangements for 
Twkloyaktuk midents to help reduce WoMamily conflicts. The report 
recommended that the Government of the NWT should develop and 
adopl a day care strategy and that major interventicn should be 
undertaken in Tuktoyaktuk. (NOGAP) 

R-210641 
Tuktoyaktuk  community development workshop : progres 

report,  February 1986 / Stanley  Associates  Engineering. 
Northwest  Territories.  Dept.  of  Social  Services 

[Sponsor]. 
Yellowknife, NWT : Stanley  Associates Engineering Ltd., 1986. 
ii, 20 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.03 : Beaufort  Delta  social  impact 

Appendix. 
Progress report. 

baseline data study) 
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NWYGI,  NWYOS 
Canmunity input for the devdopment of a community-hsed 
Canmunity Development Handbook for use in BcaufonlMackenzie 
Delta cunmunities was sought through a series of wolltshops. This 
rqmn preaents the reaults of an open house urd workshop in 
Tuktayaktulr at which residents identified and discussed eight 
community development ituucs relevant to their canmunity. (NOGAP) 

R-210692 
Dictionary of growth management strategies / Praxis, Inc. 

Roberts. R. McNeil, L. Fresh Start Social 
Consultrvnts Company Limited. Kupfer, G. Northwest 
Territories. Energy, Mines and Resources Secretariat 
[Sponsor]. 

Company Limited, 1985. 
[Calgary, Alta.] : Praxis, Inc., Fresh Start Social Consultants 

xx. (3451 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.09 : Investigation of boomibust cycles) 
Appendices. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Ciiation porn NOGAP. 
OORD 
T h i s  is one of two documents resulting frun a study which investigated 
boan/?mst cydes, assessed their pcdential effects and developed 
strategies to mtrd indlgratian and reduce the patentid  cmnanic and 
social disruption associated with these cycles. T h i s  rept identifies a' 
wide m g e  of strategies used in the NWT, other areas of Canada and 
interntianally. Specific topics include: local employment and business 
dwelqnnent, community economic divemifiation, communitylmgional 
adjustment. community  acrvices, accanmodatians, planneg and 
infrastnrcture. financ&u.tion. information exchange, mnitonng and 
compensation. (NOGAP) 

R-210749 
Coppermine community development workshop : progress 

report, February 1986 / Stanley Associata Engineering. 
Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Social Services 

[Sponsor]. 
Yellowknife. N.W.T. : Stanley Assoc. Engineering Ltd.. 1986. 
ii, 20 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP prow no. H.03 : Beaufort Delta social  impact 

Appendix. 
P r o p s  report. 
NWYGI, NWYOS 
Community input for the development of a unnmunity-based 
Canmunity Dcvelopnent H ~ d b o d t  for use in Baauforl/Mackenie 
Delta oanmunitirr was owght thmugh a series of workshops. This 
report p m m h  the rcaultr of M opn house and workshop in 
Cappermine at which residents identified and discussed "what is  good", 
"what in not so good" and "what ought to be" in their community. 
(NOGAP) 

baseline data study) 

R-210757 
Aklavik  community development workshop : progress report 

February 1986 / Stanley  Associates  Engineering. 
Northwest  Temtories. Dept. of Social  Services  [Sponsor]. 

Yellowknife, N W T  : Stanley Associates Engineering Ltd., 1986. 
ii. 19 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.03 : Beuufort Delta social  impact 

Appendices. 

Documcnl t a d  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
NWYGI. NWYOS 

baseline  data  study) 

Progress report. 
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Crmmunity input for the development of a mmmuniry-bsscd 
Community  Development  Handbook for use in Beaufort/Mackenzie 
Deltn communities by community development officcn, social worircrs, 
municipal governments and the general public was sought through a 
mries of workshop. This repon presents the re8ult6 of an open house 
and workshop in  Aklavik at whidr residents identified -what is good" 
and "what is not so good" about their community.  (NOOAP) 

R-292389 
Revised  population estimates of the Yukon, June 1,1987 / 

Whitehorse, Y,T. : Yukon  Territory, Bureau of Statistics, 1988. 
17 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.03 : Data  development in relation  to 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 
Dmument not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOCAP. 
OORD, YWA 
An estimate of Yukon population based  on the numkr of plaons 
registered  in the Yukon Health Care Insumncr Plan. The estimate for 
June 1st was 27,302. There are approximately 12% more malea than 
females. A breakdown of age groups is also provided. (NOGAP) 

Yukon  Territory.  Bureau of Statistics. 

11492397 
Yukon data book 1986-87 : a complete  information  guide to 

Yukon  and its communities 1 Yukon  Territory. Bureau of 
Statistics. Ross. D. 

Whitehorse,  Y.T. : Outcrop  Yukon Ltd., 1986. 
135 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.03 : Data  development  in  relation  to 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 
ISBN 0-919315-17-8. 
References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
YWLS, YWA, OORD 
The Data Book furnishes comprehensive and timely atatistics m the 
Yukon and communities. Detailed profdes om provided for 18 Yukon 
communities. Information includes history and dmogmphy. economy 
and  services. Maps, tables and  bibliography arc also included. 
(NOGAP) 

R-292400 
Statistksl review : fourth quarter 1987 I Yukon  Territory. 

Bureau of Statistics. 
Whitehorse,  Y.T. : Bureau of Statistics, 1988. 
iii, 88 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.03 : Data  development  in  relation to 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development requirements) 
Document  not  seen by M I S .  Ciialion from NOGAP. 
Y W L S ,  YWA, OORD 
This d e w  is published quarterly. Data originates from government, 
industry and private sources. Statistics presented indude: poptlation, 
employment, consumer prices, rental  units, d estate, consuudion, 
msourc~s, trade, and transportation. (NOGAP) 

Re292419 
Family allowance summary  report : 1980-1987 I Yukon 

Whitehorse, Yukon : Yukon  Territory,  Bureau of Statistics, 

39 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. G.03 : Data  development  in  relation  to 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 
Appendices. 
Document  not  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 

Territory.  Bureau of Statistics. 

1988. 

YWLS. YWA. OORD 
The Family Allowance Summary Rcpofl is published yearly by th 
Yukm Government. Datp is derived fmn Statistics Canada. g d e  I 
by p t a l  c o d e a  of family allownnrx recipients and groupcd intb 
community or sub-community a m .  The re- presents a variety 4 
graphic and tabular information dating to the geographical and a+ 
distribution of children in the Yukon. (NOGAP) 

R-292427 
Revenue Canada 1974 to 1984  summary  report 1 Yukon 

Whitehorse, Y.T. : Yukon Territory, Bureau of Statistics, 1987. 
76 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.03 : Data  development in relation  to 

Beaufort hydrocarbon  development requirements) 
Appendix. 
do cum en^ noi seen by ASTIS. Citation fiom NOGAP. 
YWLS, OORD. YWA 
This repon on income is published yearly  by the Yukm GovemmenL 
B m u  of statistics and is derived fmm Revenue Cans& statistics. 'Ihe 
repon is subdivided into three main parts. Part A ~alp dam from 
the 1984 tax year and compares Yukon with Canada rn a whole. P& B 
pmvides a time series analysis highlighting the Yukoa and selectdd 
mmunitics.  Part C analyzes changes in d income between 1974 and 
1984. (NOGAP) 

Territory.  Bureau of Statistics. 

R-292443 
Opportunities for mtatlonal employment in Yukon / DPA 

Group Inc. Perlman, B.  Yukon  Territory  [Sponsor]. 
Calgary, Alta. : The  DPA Group Inc. ; Whitehorse, Y.T. : B. 

Perlman. 1987. 
ix, 85 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.05 : Labour accommodations study) 
Reference, 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. Ywts. YWA, OORD 
The potential is exminod for Yukon cclmmunities and Yukon-based 
resource pmjeds to use rotational employment. Emphasis in the study 
was given to documenting lesaona to be learned from nxrrtiod 
employment programs elsewhere in Northem Canada; the capcity of 
Yukm  canmunities  to  panidpate in rotaticnd emplaymmt programs: 
and. the potential socioecmomic impacts. Actions that cwld be takcn 
to pranote the concept and to minimize any of its negative asp% are 
discussed (NOGAP) 

R-292494 
Town of huvik  : report on organizatioa, operations and 

long term growth needs / Touche Ross Management 
Consultants. Northwest Territories [Sponsor]. 

[SL.] : Touche Ross, 1987. 
72 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.02 : Funds for Tulctoyaktuk  and  Inuvik 

Appendices. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Ciration from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYGI 
The repon examines effectiveness of existing municipal administrative 
stmctures and concludes that operations a=  wellorganized and 
cffedtivc. It recanmends implementation of a  revised organimtion for 
the town administration to bc conducted in sepratc phases. These 
recommendations suggest alternative ways to administer the town 
during B short-term decline in community growth and, alternatively. 
how the municipality should be structurrd to best  manage its expanded 
responsibilities as a  result of rapid community growth. (NOGAP) 

councils to  identify  impacts  and  plan  for  development) 
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R-292559 
An evaluation of Knute  Lang  Camp : a  residentlal, 

preventative  and  educational  alcohol and drug ab= 
project for native  youth,  piloted in Aklavik,  Northwest 
Territories / Northwest  Territories. De@. of Social  Services, 

Inuvik,  N.W.T. : Dept.  of  Social  Services. 1987. 
24 p. : ill. : 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.03 : Beaufort Delta social impact 

Appendices. 
Dmument not seen by ASTIS. Citation f r m  NOGAP. 
NWYGI, OORD 
l l i s  report reviews and evaluates  the degrcc to which the Knutc LDng 
Camp Pilot Project's basic objectives were met. It recanmends prognun 
and facility upgrading  in order to make the camp a viable permanent 
facility serving  the youth of the area. 'Ihir wildcrncs camp addictions 
program  is one of several new service delivery models developd and 
pilotcd with NOGAP support in order to mitigate the identified  negative 
wioeconomic impacts of hydrocarh  dmlopnent  in the Beaufort 
Delta am% (NOGAP) 

baseline data  study) 

R-308390 
Yukon statistical profile, [1986-1987] / Yukon Territory. 

Whitehorse,  Yukon : Yukon  Territory, Bureau of Statistics, 

ca. SO0 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. G.03 : Data development  in  relation to 

Beaufort  hydrocarbon  development  requirements) 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
DORD, YWA 
The statistical profile is a ccnnprehensivc rcfercncc document on the 
Yukon's  geography, population, economy and government. It asrernbles 
statistical data into a  readily available format.  (NOGAF') 

Bureau of Statistics. 

[ 19871. 

R.309591 
Beaufort  socio-economic  report / Northwest  Territories. 

Yellowknife,  N.W.T. : Energy,  Mines and Resources Secretariat, 

2, 27 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.08 : Socio-economic monitoring system, 

Volume 2 is  bound  with volume 1. 
OORD 
This  pilot project report is part of a NOGAP (Nmhern Oil and Gaa 
Action  Program) project on socio-economic mmitoring in Beaufort- 
Mackenzie Delta communities.  Consequently. only the communities 
geographically located near  the Beaufort arc considered in this repon+ 
Other  communities  which benefit f m  industrial activity we not 
considered  in this  particular report. ... This rcpr t  is  divi&d into  two 
volumes. ... The first volume  is  comprised of the Annual Repon. ms 
Annual Report has two sections:  Section 1: Review of industrial 
activity,  and Section 2: Review of community  indicators.  The  second 
volume  presents  basic data in the form of Community ProFdes. (Au) 

Energy,  Mines  and  Resources Secretariat. 

1988. 

northern  hydrocarbon  development) 

R-309672 
The directory of community  groups : Inuvik and Kltikmmt 

regions / Sato, R. [Editor]. Northwest Territories. Dept. 
of Social Services. 

Inuvik,  N.W.T. : Northwest  Territories.  Dept.  of  Social  Services, 
1988. 

343 p. : I map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.03 : Beaufort Delta social  impact 

baseline  data  study) 

Appendices. 
OORD. NWYGI, ACU 
The BEaufort Delta Social Impad Baseline Data Study is a research 
pmject wotlting to assist in aasasing the social and econanical effects 
brwght by the explomtion of oil and gas in the  Beaufort/DeIta  area 
with funding provided by the Northern Oil and Gas A d m  Program 
(NOGAP).  (Au) 

See am. 5-309680, "292010, P-210579,Q-207179,Q-210684. 
4-210722,  S-207861, S-210706, S-292418,  U-292613. 
U-308404,  U-309249,  U-309257,  X-190314,  X-195499, 
X-211672,  X-211699,  X-287709.  X-309389. 
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S-207861 
Industrial  land  inventory / Nordzone  Consultants Ltd. 

Inuvik,  NorthwesiYemitories.  Northwest  Territories. 
Dept. of Municipal  and Community Affairs [Sponsor]. 

Inwik N.W.T. : Nordzone Consultants Ltd., 1985. 
147 p. ; 28 an. 
(NOGAP project no. H.02 : Funds for  Tulrtoyaktuk  and  Inuvik 

Separate  wall-size  maps. 
Document not seen by ASTIS, Citation from NOGAP. 
NWYGI 
T h i s  =port establishes a data base docvmenting  the  existing knd use of 
industrial  pmpcnicr and cvaluaus the development poccatid of and 
restrictions on the want industrial land within the Town of Iauvik. 
E& surveyed industrid  propeny was examined under the following 
pnmeten: block m d  lot number, registered owner, size of lot. present 
use. buildings, drainage, vegetation. fd, acasr, adjacent property 
development, miscellaneous. Each lot ia a separate fie within  the  data 
base table. Thia  qmrt provides the basis for fubm decisions regarding 
the use and dwelopncnt of industrial land. lnfonnation contained in 
this report is also available M complter disc.  (Au) 

councils to identify impacts  and  plan for development) 

S-207870 
Propaal to prepare a recreational  greenbelt rnasterplau for 

the  town d Inuvik, N.W.T. / Planarctic.  Lavoie. L. 
Parent, A.M.C. Tutter. B. Woolham. A. 
Northwest  Territories.  Dept. of Municipal and Community 
Affairs [Sponsor]. 

Inwik N.W.T. : Planarctic. 1986. 
38 leaves : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.02 : Funds for Tulctoyaktuk and  Inuvik 

References. 
Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citdion ftom NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
T h i s  mPMf identifies a comprehensive, overall master plan for the parks 
and  greenbelt areas within the Town of Inuvik. It coordinates and 
provides  direction to the various projects identiftd to develop the 
town's recrtationsl land, including a town  square, marindcultud 
complex, walking trails, playgrounds and  benutitlation of  the 
downtown core. The report will sewe as a decision making tod for the 
Town Cwncil and the Inuvik  Recreation  Board. (Au) 

councils  to  identify  impacts and pian for development) 
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"7896 
Tuktoyaktuk airport relocation and planning  study / Reid, 

Crowther & Partners. Tuktoyaktuk. Northwest 
Territories,  Northwest  Territories. Dept. of  Municipal and 
Community Affairs [Sponsor]. 

Calgary, Alta : Reid,  Crowther & Partners. 1986. 
v. 138 leavw : ill. ; 28 cm, 
(NOCAP project  no. H.M : Funds for Tuktoyaktulr and Inuvik 

References. 

Documeat not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
'his  s t u d y  assessed Tuktoyaktuk's needs and options with regard to 
land available for development, especially for residential p u p e s .  Use 
of the airport site for such development wau MIC of the options 
ntuniaed. Developnent options were canpad in terms of capiul and 
Dpcrating cats,  and social priorities and issues. 'Ihe rrpwt suppotted 
the Hamlet's stated need for relocation of the nirpolt in the long term 
to allow growth of the community to proced in an lareptable manner. 
Development Dptions in other areas of the Hamlet wcrc  identified to 
meet short term demand. (Au) 

councils to identify  impacts  and  plan for development) 

Flal leport. 

S-PO7918 
Planning for resource development impacts on community 

government operations : background report for working 
sessions / RMC  Resources  Management  Consultants 
(N.W.T,) Ltd Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Local 
Qovemment  [Sponsor]. 

Consultants (N.W.T.) Ltd., 1986. 
Yellowknife,  N.W.T. : RMC Resources  Management 

87 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. H.06 : Municipal  organization, services 

Workshop graphics. 
Appendices. 
RefwenceS. 
Documetlr not seen by ASTIS. Citdon from NOGAP. OORD. NWYGI 
This repon documents the impact management expenenma of four 
community governments during the N O ~ M  Wells pipeline project, 
1983-198s. The communities exanlined were Fon Norman, Wrigley  and 
Fon Simpson in the NWT and Assumplion in n o h e m  A h a .  Very 
brief sketches of similar experiences in Coppemim. N.W.T. and 
Anzac, Albelta are also included. The report draws from reports. 
documents  and interviews with conlnlunily members. The objective wag 
to select experiences demonstrating how changer rcsullig from 
resource development may be guided (or  opporwritier exploited) to 
sustain or achieve community goals. Community isrwa and adions am 
cited  in each case. These examples arc to be used as case studies in 
workshops with nonh BeaufonlDel+ community governments to assist 
thcm in preparing for similar development pmsures. (Au) 

and  infrastructure impact planning) 

S-207926 
Selection of important areas for wildllfe in the Northwest 

Territories / Salix Enterprises Ltd. Allison, L.M. 
Western  Ecological  Services Ltd. Peterson, N.M. 
Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Renewable  Resources 
[Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : Salix Enterprises Ltd. : Ecological  Services Ltd., 1985. 
120 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.04 : Renewable Resources hydrocarbon 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document n d  seen by ASTIS. Citdion fiom NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYRR, NWYGI 

development  impact and planning guidelines) 
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This report examinw the meaning of "prokcted areas'' of differc t 
types in a wide variety of region4 national and intemati 4 
juriadictim and mdyser the vduuer prqmscd for protaiar 
specified "protected am" p r o p a l s  within the Nocthwest Territories. It 
contains M inventory of d established and many prqmscd "protected 
areas'' in the NWT. Its intent is as a background doauncnt  for thok  
pnitr  interested in the implementation of a cwscrvation strategy for 
the NWT. (Au) 

S-210706 
Town of Inuvik  expansion  plan / UMA Engineering Ltd. 

Associated Engineering Alberta Ltd. Inuvik, Northwest 
Territories [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta : UMA Engineering  Ltd. ; Associated 
Engineering Alberta Ltd.. 1985. 

iii. [33] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.02 : Funds  for  Tuktoy&uk and Inuvik 

Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
This repod reviews and refines the physical plm for the Town of 
lnuvik to provide for a deaign population of 7,000 and to identify 
major infrnstructure requirements b r a d  on popllrrtim thrcaholdr. It 
provides a baria for the rational and economic dcvdqmlent of hid, 
basic information for tk design d matmaion  phases, a h i a  for h e  
identification of funding s o u ~ s ,  and  information and analysis to 
support decision-making. (NOGAP) 

councils to identify  impacts  and plan for development) 

s-292478 
Tuktoyaktuk Harbour east shore laud use plan / UMA 

Engineering  Ltd. Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories 
[Sponsor]. Northwest  Territories. Dept. of Municipal and 
Community Affairs  [Sponsor]. 

Edmonton, Alta. : UMA Engineering  Ltd., 1987. 
34 p. : maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no, H.02 : Funds  for  Tuktoyaktuk and Inuvik 

Appcndices. 
D ~ ~ u n e n ~  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYIN 
T h i s  planning exercise prwides the hamlet with a plan to acrommmbte 
and guide industrial land development within the municipality. P e n t i d  
usen were interviewed regarding possible future requi-nts for land 
and for harbour a m s .  Three developnent alternatives were produ4ed 
and v iewed.  A final design, including municiprl service policies. was 
accepled. All alternatives nre included. A summary of intcMdws 
conducted with potential usera is  nppendwl. (NOGAP) 

councils to identify  impacts  and plan for development) 

S-292486 
Town of huvik, waterfront study / Arctech  Resource 

Management Services. Delcan  Engineering. 
Northwest  Territories. Dept.  of Municipal and Community 
Affairs [Sponsor]. 

Inuvik. N.W.T. : Arctech Resource Management  Services ; 
Delcrmn Eng.. 1987. 

97 p. : ill.,  maps ; 28 cm + atlas (13 p. ; 23 cm x 42 cm). 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.02 : Funds  for  Tuktoyaktuk and Inwik 

councils to identify  impacts and plan for development) 
Appendix. 
References. 
D o c u m  not seen by ASTIS. Citalion from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
This study was carried out to guide futur~ d ~ l o p m ~ t a  d m g  the kart 
channel of the Mackenzie River with emphasis on s w  for major 
industrial projects. It forms pan of an O V C ~  r~mrcc d e w l W e n t  
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master  plan for the Inuvik waterfront. Analysis maps were  prepared 
with present and future activities considered. Rccommendatians on 
municipal  zoning  am also included. (NOGAP) 

s-29250% 
Infrastructure policy : report 1 : policy context - nature of 

the  problem / R.A,  Rabnett  and  Associates.  Stanley 
Associates  Engineering.  Sussex  Consultants Ltd. 
Northwest  Territories  [Sponsor]. 

Revised  from the 1985 edition. 
Vancouver, B.C. : R.A.  Rabnett and Associates, 1987. 
v, 79 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. H.07 : Policy on the financing of 

municipal  infrastructure  and  land  servicing for rapidly 
growing  communities) 

do cum en^ not seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
This  report focuser an policies and prwesscs  for  fmmcing the extra 
cost of  rapid canmunity infrastructure expansion  resulting from 
accelerated hydrocarbon dewlopment in the Beaufort region. It 
establishes the policy context and considen a range of opions. 
Anticipated  demand for expanded services wm calmlaled and  compared 
with existing service thresholds and capacity, with  problem arcas 
identified. The nature and cost of infrastructure expansion was 
projected.  Normal  and forced growth situstiom were  discussed. 
(NOGAP) 

S-292516 
Infrastructure policy : report 3 : cost recovery - financing 

rapid  expansion / R.A. Rabnett  and Associates. Urban 
Research  Associates.  Northwest Territories [Sponsor]. 

Revised  from 1986 edition. 
Vancouver, B.C. : R.A. Rabnett  and Associates, 1987. 
v, 137 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.07 : Poiicy  on  the  fmancing of 

municipal  infrastructure and land  servicing for rapidly 
growing  communities) 

Documea nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  NWYGI 
Report 3 develops the  basic criteria that will assist the G.N.W.T.  and 
Beaufort canmunities  to choose a financing option for infrastructure 
expansion. It focuses on the process by  which an optim to 
accommodate potential forced growth is selected and fiimced. The 
report makes recanmendations regarding processes and strategiu that 
can improve the ability of the G.N.W.T. and Ihc communities to 
rrspond to potential forced growth and to increase their share of 
benefits. T h i s  report cmsirts of two parts. Part A focuses m the 
communities'  role in infrastructure expansion by examining 1 4  
authority cost recovery  procedures. P a t  B m i d e n  the d e  of 
governments in meeting  revenue shortfalls. (NOGAP) 

S-292524 
Infrastructure  policy : report 4 : policy options / R.A. 

Vancouver, B.C. : R.A. Rabnett  and  Associates. 1987. 
xiv, 88 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.07 : Policy  on the Financing of 

municipal  infrastructure and land  servicing for rapidly 
growing  communities) 

Rabnett  and  Associates.  Northwest  Territories  [Sponsor]. 

Dacument not seen by ASTIS. Ci1ationfiom NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  NWYGI 
Report 4 reviews problems associated with the a d d i t i d  cmts of rapid 
expansion  and  makes reconmendations along five main policy issucs. it 
concludes that there are significant benefits to establishing a service 
delivery plan to deal with  its anticipated needs; that the four component 
costs  associated  with conlmunity expansion be dearly distinguishck 

that industry's direct share of cosb k recovered: and. that a Local 
Authority lmpct Modcl apply as the tool for assessing a community's 
fiscal capacity and contribution to CoBt recovery. After evaluating the 
pmcedurcs for sharing costs of wcr-expansion, the report recommends 
esublishmcnt of a land servicing program and a revenue shoddl  fund 
(NOGAP) 

S-292532 
Inhastructure policy : dictionary - problems of responding 

to forced growth / R.A. Rabnett  and  Associates. 
McGrath, S. 

Revised from the 1986 edition. 
Vancouver, B.C. : R.A. Rabnett  and  Associates, 1987. 
86 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.07 : Policy  on  the financing of 

municipal  inhastructure and land servicing for rapidly 
growing  communities) 

D ~ l c ~ m e n l  n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYGI 
The document forms plt of a series of studies focusing on alternative 
policies for financing the rapid expansion of cwnmunity infmsuuctures 
and is organized into three parts. Part I discusses the nature of the 
problems, premts examples and lists references to each problcm.  Part 
11 lists all publications with cross-references to each problem.  Part I11 
references all relevant dacumenu with full bibliographical information. 
(NOGAP) 

s - a m m  
Infrastructure policy : report 2 : costs associated with rapid 

expansion / R.A. Rabnett and Associates.  Sussex 
Consultants Ltd. Urban Research  'Associates. 
Northwest Territories [Sponsor]. 

Revised from the 1986 edition. 
Vancouver, B.C. : R.A. Rabnett  and  Associates, 1987. 
v. 117 p, : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.07 : Policy  on the ftancing of 

municipal  infrastructure  and  land  servicing for rapidly 
growing  communities) 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OORD. NWYGI 
'Ihe costs associated With  rapid  Expansion  of community infrastructure 
are examined. The nstur~ of social, financial and other kin& of casts 
impored by growth are discussed. The report establishes D framework 
f w  selecting a seMm delivery plan to deal with thue  pmblms and 
identifies the potential for revenue shortfall. These subjects are then 
reviewed in the context of three Beaufon communities. Alternative 
funding options are dimmed. (NOGAP) 

S-309621 
Herschel Island  Territorial Park : dmh management  plan / 

[Whitehorse. Y.T.] : Dept. of Renewable  Resources, 1989. 
21 p. : maps ; 29 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.10 : Herschel  Island  Territorial Park 

planning) 
Cover  title. 
Appendices. 
YWA, OORD 
This rcpori outliner the Gmerrnnent of  Yukon's  planned management 
of the Henchcl Islmd Territorial Park. The plan has k e n  prepared in 
accordance with the Weatem Arctic Land Claims Settlement Act and 
the Yukon Parlts  Act. (NOGAP) 

Yukon Territory. Dept. of Renewable  Resources. 

See also: 1-204390, 1-207977,  1-210340, 1-309613, 1-309630, 
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L-207888, L-207900, N-210650, R-292397, R-292400, 
R-292494, T-309400, U-309230, U-309273,  X-190314, 
X-309389. 

T - NATIVE PEOPLES - Except Archaology. 

T-309400 
Qkiqtaruk (Herschel Island) cultural study : final report / 

Inuvialuit Social Development Program. Nagy. M. 
Yukon Territory. Heritage  Branch [Sponsor]. Oral 
Traditions Program (NWT) [Sponsor]. Parks Canada 
[Sponsor]. Frontec [Sponsor]. Polar Continental  Shelf 
Project (Canada) [Sponsor]. Inuvk  Research  Center 
[Sponsor]. 

Inuvik, N.W.T. : Inwialuit  Social  Development Program, 1991. 
iii, 71 p. ; ill., 1 map ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.18 : North coast  heritage  research  and 

protection) 
Referenas. 
YWA, OORD 
l l ~ e  goal of the Herschel Island Cultutal Study was to document 
lnuvialuit use and pclrceplions of Hemchcl Island for the plv of 
developing an interpretive plan for the Herschel Island Territorial Park, 
This waa accomplished by conduding pcrwmal interviews  with 
nboriginal p p l e  of the a m  under study.  Interviews  were carducted in 
Aklavik  prior to a field trip to Herschel Island. The dertian of 
interviews todc place between July 2 and July 29,  1990. 'Ihe volume of 
the cultural s n t d y  contains the transcripts of the interviews cmductcd. It 
w a c n t a  the fim phase of a  three year North Slope cultural lcsourccs 
survey. (NOGAP) 

See also: I-207497,I-21M77,1-292!575,1-308498,I-309559, 
I-309710,1-207942. L-207349, L-291846.  R-292559,  R-309672, 
S-309621, U-309257, 
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U-207764 
Report of field activfties - NOCAP 1985 : nortbern Yukon- 

western  Mackeazie Delta / Archaeological  Survey of 
Canada. Le Blanc, R.J. 

Man, 1986. 
Ottawa : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, National Museum  of 

vi, 77 leaves, 131) leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(Manuscript report - Archaeological  survey  of Canada, no. 
2632) 

Appendix. 
References. 
Dmumenl  no^ seen by ASTIS. Cifalion from NOGAP. 
OORD 
"he 1985 field season of NOGAP  archaeological  work  included 
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inventory of h e  castem half of the Yukon coastal p l l i  and puts of e 
eastern flank of the Richardson Mountains. and test excavations at u a 
previously located site on the Trail River (NgVh-I) at the western Wit 
of tht study area. Twtnty-four sites welt famd almg riwr valleys. Qn 
the kufm !ha coast. and on upland knolls and ridges of the North 
Slope. Test excavations at NgVh-1  yielded UI aasanbkgc chanmrizsd 
by technological debris associrtcd with the pducriar of antler tools. 
The site also had tent rings, house and shooling blind deprwrions, and 
a rock alignment used as a csribu~ drive. There fcatumr suggest that 
tk site was a s m s d  -rib hunting canplc~. used to exploit h e  
Porcupine carih herd (Au) 

1)-207772 
Mackende Valley archaeological survey field report / 

Archaeological Survey of Canada. Pilon, J.-L. 
Ottawa : Archaeological Survey of Canada, National Museum of 

Man 1985, 
43 leaves, [SI leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 an. 
(NOGAP project no. E01 : North- hydrocarbon archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integratud 
archaoological resource management  system  withii  the 
NOGAP area) 

(Manuscript report - Archaeological S w e y  of Canada, no. 
2521) 

Appendix. 
References. 
Volume 2. 
Document not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
The first field senson of thc Archaeological Survey of Canada, 
Canadian Museum d Civiliutim NOGAP p m M  in the southwet 
Andenon h i i n  took place in 1985. Scventycight l d t i w  ware 
inspected, of which folty had evidence of e i h r  prchiatoric (18) or 
historic (11) occuptioas, or bath (4). Seven cwld nol bc firmly 
attributed to either period. Most of the pdistoric cunpanenta are 
chatacterized by thin rcatIen of faunal m a i n s  and lithic debitage YS 
well aa occssianal hearths and firedcd rocks. lhcy appcnr to date 
to the late prehistoric period. although the nature of the aampler makes 
this statement highly tenuacls.  (Au) 

U-207780 
Northern OU and Gas Action  Plan aswsrnent of the 

Lancnster Sound -ion : an  archaeological survey of the 
southwest coast of Devon Island from Wellington Chanwl 
to Stratton Inlet, August 342,1985 / Northlands Research. 

Sutherland, P.D. Archaeological Survey of Canada 
[SPon?J3rI* 

[S.I.] : Northlands Research, 1986. 
88 leaves, [32] leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. E01 : Northern hydrocarbon archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Appendices. 
References. 
Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. C h i o n  from NOCAP. 
OORD 
During the summer of 1985, the mtr*Ctor u n d e d  b d h  helimplet 
and ground sumys for archaeological sites in the area under 
msidemtim. The work,  which also included test s x u v r t i o n s  81 m e  
specific locality at the entrance  to Maxwell Bay, wan k e d  wt in 
order to i n m a r  thc uchreolqid datahse dong one segment of the 
Nonhwcst Passage and, in so doing, to provide the archreological 
component of NOGAP with a better appmcialion of the am's 
archmiogical research and management requirements. pollowing a 
presentation of the study a m  and a n .  a r c h d o g i d  overview, the 
'cpon dcnla  with the details of bdh field and lpborptory work, and with 
the descr ipt ion and evaluation of identified sites and cokdim. In 
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conclusion, it offers a number of recommendations relative to 
archaeological resource management in the Lrncuter Sound region. 
(Au) 

U-207799 
Report  on  Kugaluk  site excavations, 1985 / Archaeological 

Survey of Canada Morrison, D.A. 
Ottawa : National  Museums of Canada, 1985. 
i, 12 leaves. [3] leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(Manuscript report - Archaeological Survey of Canada, no. 
2 5 0 3 )  

References. 
Document rn seen by ASTIS, Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
Excavations were undertaken in 1985 at Kugal* pn early historic 
Mackenzie Inuit site located in Kugaluk  Inlet. in the northweatem 
Nonhwest Territories. A number of activity a r u s  and stmdulcs were 
mapped and tested, and b a h  faunal and artifact cdleaioru were made. 
The site appears to be an impottant one f m  a nlnnber of research 
perspedives. and further work is strongly recanmcndcd. Kugaluk  is  in 
immediate danger of destrudion due to land receusicm and erosion. 
(Au) 

U-207802 
Report of Field activities - NOGAP 1986 : northern Yukon 

to  Cape  Bathurst Peninsula / Archaeological  Survey  of 
Canada, Le Blanc, RJ.  

Ottawa : Archaeological  Survey of Canada,  National  Museum  of 
Civilization. 1987. 

120 leaves, [50] leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydroculmn  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 
2834) 

References. 
Dacument not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
In 1986, the Archaeological Survey of Canada continued the NOGAP 
archaeological programme in the Beaufott Sea region  which it had 
begun the previous year. Inventories were condud dong the Yukon 
Coastal Plain, Richards Island, the Tuktqakhk Peninsula, Liverpool 
Bay-Eskimo Lakes. the lower Andemon  River, and the area around 
Harrowby Bay on the Bathurst  Peninsula. Test excavations were also 
continued at a site (NgVh-I) on the Trail River. The Yukon  inventory 
lesulted  in the discovery of 16 sites, sane of which indicate intensive 
caribou hunting in the upper Trail and Tuluqaq rivem, In the Nonhwest 
Territories. the wide-ranging surveys added 51 new sites to the existing 
databax and six others were  revisited. The most arch.coiogic*lly 
pmductive amas were the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula between Tuktoyaktuk 
and  McKinley  Bay,  and the m a t h  of the Andersan River, (Au) 

u-207810 
Reconnaissance archeolagique daw le s u d a w t  de la plaine 

d'Andemon et dans la vallee du fleuve  Mackenzie - 
rapport de terrain  (PIPGN)  [Archardogical 
reconnaissance in the south-west  region of Anderson 
Plain and in the Mackenzie  River  valley - t emin  report 
(PIPGN - 19861 / Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 
Pilon. LL. 

Ottawa : Archaeological  Survey of Canada,  National Museum of 
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Civilization, 1987. 
106 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project 110. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological rcsotuw management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Reconnaissance  archeologique  dans le sud-ouest de  la plaine 
d'hderson et dans la vallee  du  fleuve  Mackenzie - rapport 
de terrain (PIPGN) [Archaeological  reconnaissance in the 
south-west  region of Anderson Plain and in the Mackenzie 
River  valley - terrain report (PPGN - 1986)] 

English  abstract. 
Volume 2. 
Text in French. 
Document nol seen by ASTtS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
The mxmd sca~m of fiddwork in the southwe~t Andcnon Plain 
ponion of the Archadogid Sumy of cuudr. Canuiian Muacum of 
Civiliutim NOGAP pmjec~ took place in 1986, five previoudy horn 
liter were misited in order to collect additional information and 18 
new r i m  wem f d .  Semi-subterrsnean house pits wen   d i smved  on 
4 of the revisited  sites. Two  other house piu  wcn discovered on one of 
the newly d i s c w e d  sites. The finds of most of the new sites consist 
of thin scatters of faunal remains and lithic debitage, and OccnsiOMuy 
evidence of combustion naivities. Moat of these sites appear to relate 
to the late prehistoric peed. The dah which an now available for this 
time period shwld permit a preliminary synthesis of the 
exploitation pattern of this a m .  (Au) 

U-207829 
Pilot study for assessment of landscape archaeological 

potential  in NOCAP area / Terrain Analysis  and  Mapping 
Services Limited. Rampton, V.N. Archaeological 
Survey of Canada [Sponsor]. 

Ottawa : Terrain  Analysis  and  Mapping  Services Ltd., 1986. 
39 leaves : maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. F.01 : Northern hydrocarbn archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resolftce management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological Survey of  Canada. no. 
1942) 

References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OORD 
A pilot study was undcrWrcn during the summer of 1986 to &velop an 
efficient means  of mapping and predicting the archaeological porPntial 
of landscape within the NOGAP area. The lhra areas selected for 
study included: (1) prts of the Yukon Coastal Plain, (2) southern 
Richnrds  Island, and (3) Warrowby Bay. A classification system was 
developed using a range of variables to u a i a  rankings to terrain units 
established on the basis of previous quaternary mapping. Preliminary 
infield evaluation of the pmgnmme indicates potential for improved 
site discovery, but more intensive field investigations will be requited 
to m m  fully Msesa ita p m t i d .  (Au) 

U-207837 
Report on  Kugaluk site excavations, ,1986 / Archaeological 

Survey  of  Canada. Morrison, D.A. 
[S.I.] : Canadian  Museum of Civilization, 1986. 
21 leaves, [4] leaves of plates : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP  area) 

(Manuscript reprt  - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 
27 18) 
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References. 
Document oot seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD 
In 1986, the f d  phase of archaeologicat invcstigationa at the Kr~gnlult 
site (NgTi-1) wen carried out. T h i s  work involved the excavation of 
House I,  portions of its associated  middens and two exterior activity 
amas (B and C). The remains appear to be thme of 19th century 
Nwurqmiut who concentrated heavily on the exploitation of caritmu 
f m  spring until early winter. This data may thus pmvidc evidence for 
a hitherto undocumented aspect of the Nuvumgmillt 
setthnent/subsistence pattern. Additiwal site survey in the area 
resulted in the discovery of 5 new sites which may relate to Mackcnzie 
h i t ,  Dene and fur trade activities. (Au) 

U-207845 
heliminary report  on  the NOGAP archaeological  field 

training program, Drum Lake : the  1985 season / 
University  of  British  Columbia.  Dept.  of  Anthropology and 
Sociology.  Pokotylo, D. prince of  Walm  Northern 
Heritage Centre. Hanks, C.C. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : Prince of Wales Northern Heritage 
Centre, 1986. 

ix, 78 . : ill. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.32 : Training  northerners  in 

References. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYCI. NWYWNH 
me objective of the NOGAP archaeological field training pmgram was 
to develop and evaluate a curriculum that can be used to rapidly train 
native residents of the Mackenzie Valley for work as field assistants on 
archaeological projects arising from hydrocarbon dcvelopnent in the 
Beaufort Sea - Mnckmzie Valley area. Based upon the site aumy and 
excavatian conduded in 1985, a preliminary analysis af the archaeology 
of D m  M e  was dro completed. (Au) 

archaeological  techniques) 

U-292613 
A preliminary  report on the Drum Lake Archaeological 

Field training  programme  1985-1986 / University of British 
Columbia.  Hanks,  C. Pokotylo, D. F’rince of 
Wales  Northern  Heritage  Centre. 

Prince of Wales  Northern  Heritage  Centre, 1987. 
Vancouver, B.C. : University of B.C. ; Yellowknife,  N.W.T. : 

39 p. ; 38 cm. 
(NOGAP  project  no. H.32 : Training  northerners  in 

Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OORD, NWYGI 
The D m  Lake A r c h a e d q i d  Reld School was conducted in the 
summers of 1985 and 1986. A total of nine students pnnicipared. The 
main goal was to develop a curriculum that could bc used to train 
native residents as field assistants on archaeologid field site rescue 
pmjects. In addition to the training aspect, a significant amtribution 
was also made to knowledge about the archaeology  of the Madcende 
Mountains. A report  on the fauna from thc  Hay River and D m  Lakc 
sites  is also included. (NOGAP) 

archaeological  techniques) 

U-292621 
Living  archaeology  and  Mackenzie  Mountain  prehistory : 

the evidence from Drum Lake / Pokotylo, D. Hanks 
C.C. Prince of Wales  Northern  Heritage  Centre. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : Prince of  Wales  Northern  Heritage 
Centre, 1987. 

12 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. H.32 : Training  northerners in 

archaeological  techniques) 

Paper  presented  at  the 20th Annual  Meeting  at  the  Canadi 

Documenl not seen by ASTIS, Cilation fiom NOGAP. 
O O R D ,  NWYGI 
A report an two field seasons of research at D m  M e .  located in the 
eastern slopcs of the Madtenzic Mountains. N.W.T. Prehistoric and 
ethnogmphic Mountain Dene seulement patterns are examined by 
studying variability in artifact assmblagcs from select sites.  Hypotheses 
of site structure and use arc tested against anheologicd data and 
observations of  Mountain Dene who continue to use the a m .  The role 
of D m  Lakc in regional prehistwy is plno assessed. (NOGAP) 

Archaeological  Association, Calgary April 24, 1987. 

U-292630 
Pathways to archaeology : Dene oral tradltian, 

cthnogeography  and  the  material record / Prince of Wales 
Northern  Heritage  Centre.  Andrews,  T.D.  Hanks, 
C.C. Northwest Territories [Sponsor]. 

Yellowknife, N.W.T. : Price of Wales Northern Heritage 
Centre ; Edmonton, Alta : University of Alberta, Dene 
Mapping Project, 1987. 

15 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. H.32 : Trainiig northerners in 

Paper presented  at  the 20th Annual  Meeting of the  Canadian 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. OORD. NWYGI 
Mountain Dene onl tradition and the distribution of arcbacologicat 
fcprurcs of the a m  of Drum Lake in the M d c n z i e  Mountain  rcgion 
of the N.W.T. am discussed. The report argues that local onl tradition. 
specifically that which relates to e t h n o g ~ r a p h y  and the distributim 
and uses of trails.  has important contributions to makc to aspects of 
arehoeological research. The authors conclude that atchDedogists mwt 
reconsider standard sampling strategies and r e s d  design in light of 
the knowledge and cxpcrimce of 1 4  informants. (NOGAP) 

archaeological  techniques) 

Archaeological  kssociation,  Calgary  April 24, 1987. 

U-299707 
Caribou exploitation at  the Trail River site, northern Yukon 

[Whitehorse, Y.T.] : Yukon  Tourism,  Heritage  Branch,  1990. 
x, 157 p. : ill.,  maps ; 28 cm. 
(Occasional  papers in archaeology. no. 2) 
(NOGAP project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A  coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

/ Nagy. M.I. Yukon  Territory.  Heritage  Branch. 

Thesis (M.A.) - Simon Fraser  University.  Burnaby. B.C.. 1988. 
Bibliography:  p. 140-157. 
ACU 
This thesis investigates a poorly-known aspea of the scuond round of 
the late prehistoric Mackenzie  Inuit, the late spring and summer caribou 
hunt,  through the study of the Trail River site (NgVh 1) in the nonheh 
Yukon. Bemuse the site is approximately 25 km from the Beaufort Sea 
and since c w t a l  Mackenzie Inuit subrisuna strategies were  mainly 
oriented toward the exploitation of aquatic remrccs, it is important to 
understand why the Mackenzie Inuit used the site and how its  use 
related to the rest of the seasonal round. ... (Au) 

u-306495 
Vihtr’litshik : A stone  quarry  reported by Alexander 

Mnckenzb  on  the  lower  Mackenzie  River in 1789 / Pilon, 
J.-L. Archaeological  Survey of Canada 

(Arctic, v. 43, no. 3, Sept. 1990, p. 251-261, ill., maps) 
(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northem  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
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archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP  area) 

References. 
ACU 
The analysis of archaeological specimens gathercd in 1988 at the mwth 
of the Thunder River (Mill-1). lower Mackmzie Valley. indicates that 
the locality's primary function was as a quarry/workshap. Historical and 
tqxmymic data show that h i s  was likely the qwry identified by 
Alexander Mackenzie on 24 July  1789. Collectionlr from the swthwwt 
Anderson Plain contain high proportions of Thunder River silieous 
argillite, some obtained fmm beach gravels or till deposits, while m e  
wcre o h t a i d  from primary geological dcp i t s .  In colleaions from 
pripheral areas. Thunder River s i l iccws argillite is o c c r s i d y  found 
and often consists of the cnd-producu of lithic reduction. It is 
especially internsting to  aonfmn the presence of Thunder River 
siliceous argillite in Mackenzie Delta lnuit sites.  A critical wduation of 
all available data shows that Alexander  Maekenzie's journal war 
relatively accurate with respect to this lithic source (Au) 

u-308404 
NOGAP  archaeology project : an integrated archaeological 

research and management  approach / Cinq-Mars, J. 
[Editor]. Pilon, J.-L, [Editor].  Archaeological Survey 
of  Canada. 

Victoria,  B.C. : Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 1991. 
159 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP  area) 

(Occasional  paper - Canadian  Archaeological  Association,  no. 
1) 

ISBN 0-969520244. 
Contents: The NOGAP  archaeology  project : a brief  introduction 

/ J. Cinq-Mars  and J.-L, Pdon - Archaeological field training 
in the NQGAF' area / C.D.  Arnold and C.C. Hanks - The 
Trout  Lake  archaeological  locality  and  the  British  Mountain 
problem / S.C. Greer - Engigstciak  revisited : a note on early 
Holocene A M s  dates from the  "Buffalo  Pit" / J. Cinq-Mars. 
C.R. Harington, D.E.  Nelson.  and R.S. MacNeish - Bone and 
antler tools from  a late prehistoric  Madcenzie  Inuit site / M. 
Nagey - Geomorphology as an aid to mapping 
archaeological  resources in  NOGAP areas / V.N. Rampton - 
New data  relating  to  the  prehistory of  the Mackentie Delta 
region of the  NOGAP  study area / R. J. Le Blanc - The later 1 

m 
I 
I 

prehistory of Amundsen  Gulf I L.A. Momson - Insights  into 
the prehistory of the  lower  Mackenzie  Valley,  Anderson 
Plain  region,  Northwest  Territories / J.-L. Pdon - The basket 
case : deciphering  subsistence  patterns in the southwest 
Anderson  Plain  region, N.W.T.. in  the late prehistoric period 
/ L. Still - Archaeological  site  distributions  on  the  south 
coast of Devon Island, High  Arctic Canada / P.D. 
Sutherland - Accelerator  radiocarbon dates from the NOGAP 
archaeology  project / J.S. Vogel, T.A. Brown, J.R. Southon 
and D.E.  Nelson - Appendix I : NOGAP AMs Dates / J. 
Cinq-Mars - Appendix XI : NOGAP bibliography / RJ. Dale 
and I,-L. Pilon, 

Appendices. 
References. 
OORD 

I ... Most of the anidea in this  volume  represent fmal. e x p d c d  versions 
of a series of papers pmsented in a NOGAP symposium at the 1988 
meetings of the Canadian Archaeological Association held in Whistler, 
British Columbia, following the conclusicm  of the first phase of the 
project. They have been brought together in this  publiicatim in ordcr to 
illustrate the range of our field and labontory activities and to present 
a few of the approaches which  have  already served to enhance our 
knowledge  of the heritage resources of  nonhem Canada, and our ability 

1 

to manage and protect them more efficiently. The first paper .._ 
provides us with a review of the PWNHC Archaeological Field 
Training Project ... . 'Ihe next two papers deal with aspea of our re- 
malysis activities and acwc 10 demonstrate the importance of trying to 
make the mwt of pewiowly-gathcred and frequently under-exploited 
data sets. ... Thc fdowing m e n  are concerned with various 
aspects or facets of NOGAP archaeological field invcatigatians results. 
as well as methodologid  dcvelopents. (Au) 

U-308838 
Archaeological investigations in the Mackenzie  Delta and 

Eskimo Lakes, 198J / Prince of Wales Northern  Heritage 
Centre. Arnold, CD. Archaeological  Survey  of 
Canada [Sponsor]. 

[S.l.] : Archaeological  Survey  of  Canada, 1986. 
2 v. (99 p.)* 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological Survey  of Canada, no. 

2495) 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Archaeological investi@ion~ at slunrmk and the Narrows on the 
Eskimo Lakes and at aopuk on the west bank of the cast channel of 
the Mackenzie River m s s  fmn Kittigazuit, All si- are prehirtMic 
Mackenzie Inuit. Saunatuk. at the end of a pninsuh an the Eskimo 
M e r ,  contained a nuive ly  large amount of human skeletal material 
as well as faunal material and 175 artifacts. The Narrows site was 
mapped and briefly  tested. The faunal remains consisted largely of 
crribw and fish. Some human m a i n s  wen noted on the surfatx  o€ 
the Narrows site. The Go@ site pduced a quantity of surface 
collected arlifi*s md f a d  mnahs. (NOGAP) 

U-308846 
Preliminary report on the 1986 activities of the Mackeade 

Delta Heritage  Project : Excavations at Cupuk (NiTal) / 
Prince of Wales Northern  Heritage  Centre.  Arnold, C.D. 

Archaeological Survey of Canada [Sponsor]. 
[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey  of  Canada, 1986. 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada,  no. 
2821) 

(NOGAP project  no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon archaeology : 
A  coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

34 p. 

Document nd seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 

Gupulr OlliTs-I) louted on the enat side of Richards Island on the 
lnvestigationa were k e d  out at the Mackenzie Inuit winter village of 

shore of the East Channel. Over 2,000 artifacts were recovered fmm 
eXcav*tims and fmm d i n g  6urfaccs of the sit% Although them  is a 
wide variety of tool types. only one EU-M artifact, a blue  bead,  was 
found All faunal materid. with the exception of beluga bone, was 
brought out of the field for identification. Foot and helicopter surveys 
wert also conducted dong the coast of Richards Island and along the 
TuLtOylktulr  Peninsula and the Eskimo U e s  / Sitigi Lakes chain. 
(NOGAP) 

u-308854 * 

Archaeological  reconnaissance in  the Mackenzie  Delta- 
M i m o  Lakes region, summer 1984 / Prince of Wales 
Northern  Heritage C e n k  Amold.  C.D. 
Archaeological  Survey of Canada [Sponsor]. 
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[S.1.] : Archaeological Survey of Canada, 1985. 
2 v. (32 p.) : ill. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP  area) 

Dmument nut seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OON" 
Report on helicopter supported archrcologid recwnairr- in the 
lowet Mackenzie Delta - Eskmo hkes rCgiOa. Ihe a m y  mute8  
chown prmitkd the examination of a propdlcd natural gu pipeline. 
and the recxaminatian of known sites in the uu. A map rhowing the 
four flighta  is included, as ir B catalogue of rnifuxr cdleaed  at two 
sites (NhTs-4 and NiTs-1). Also included are photog+ of adfads  
and sites. ( N O G A P )  

U-308862 
NOCAP archaeology project summary / Cinq-Mars. J. Le 

Blanc, R J .  Pilon, J.-L. Archaeological Survey of 
Canada. 

[SA]  : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1987. 

(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

(N0CfA.P project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing  an  integrated 
archaeological resource  management system within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Description and Notes on In-House  Field  Activities, Draft: 
prepared as an addendum to the  NocfAP  poster presented at 
the  20th  annual  meeting of the Canadian Archaeological 
Association,  Calgary, April 22-26, 1987. 

11 p. 

2855) 

Documenl not seen by ASTIS. Citalion from NOGAP. 
OON" 
Summary of the resdta of in-house field activities of two seanons of 
mearch by the NOGAP Archaeology project. The m a  roved by t h i s  
research extends fmm the Tulugaq River on the wcst to Crpc Bathurst 
in the east, and south to the Point Separation vicinity. (NOGAP) 

U-308870 
Lower Mackenzie  Valley site reevaluation / Dale, RJ. 

[$.I] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1988. 

(NOGAP project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP  area) 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 
3019) 

Document nol seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
'Ihis project was undertaken to update pre-NOGAP sites' accession 
m r d o  and information pertaining to sites found along the lower 
Mackenzie River drainage fran Norman Wells downstream into the 
Delta. Also included is information on Gouhardt's 1986 rites. 131 sites 
were located in the study area, but only 57 with collections were 
studied. A total of 4601 specimen4 were examined. (NOGAP) 

Archaeological Survey of Canada 

93 p- 

U-308889 
Analysis of beluga  bones from Cupuk, NiTs-l/ Friesen, T.M. 

[S.l] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1987. 
Archaeological  Survey of Canada 

30 p. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological Survey of Canada,  no 

2853) 
(NOGAP pmject no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarlmn  archaeology 4 

A coordinated attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

Documeni not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
Repon of a study of a rulxtar~tid sampie of Mugs whde 
(Ddphinapcrw leu-) bomr dlected during the 1985 exmvationr  at 
the Gupuk rite (NiTs-1). l e d  on Richub Island on tbe East 
Channel of the Mackarzie River. (NOGAP) 

U-308897 
Archaeological and ethnohistorical  survey in the P e l  and 

Husky  channels, wmt Maektnzle Delta, N.W.T. / 
Gotthark R.M. Archaeological Survey of Canada. 

[S.1] : Archaeological  Survey of Cmneda, 1986. 
87 p. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

2653) 
(NOGAP pmject no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A  coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archmlogicd remwrce management system within the 
NOGAP area) 

Doc- not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
O O N M M  
S u m y  of the Peel and Hurlry channels bcrwcen ALlaviL, and tht 
confluences of there channels and the Peel River, 41 locplitica w e e  
tested along the Ped and Husky channels. Only one site. Shingnek, 
yielded possible evidence of prehistoric or early historic ocmpation. A 
number of loulitin were identified which arc d historic signfiance 
as well as imponant r c s o u m  areas, identified by inf01111~ta. AU the 
rcawrcc I d i t i e s  are on the Huaky channel. (NOGAP) 

U-308900 
Northern  Yukon  arctic  drainage site study (excluding 

Engigstciak  and the Hersehel  Island sites) : The p n -  
NOGAP  data base / Boreal Institute for Northern Studies. 

Greer, S. Archaeological Survey of Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

[S.l.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1987. 
3 v. (1 11;1Oa;58 p.)* 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

2911) 
(NOGAP  project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

Dmument noi seen b y m 1 S .  Citdion from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
This project is conarncd with the archreological data base fm the 
arctic drainage region of northern  Yukon Terriiory that predates 19$5 
and the inauguration of the NOGAP archaeological field programme. 
The study is  a  review of the existing site records and c o l l d m s ,  an 
updating of information files and associated collections dmmentatioh, 
and an analytical assessment of the research v d w  and maoagcmeht 
conams for northern Yukon sites and collections. The study i s  
conocmed with 8 m l  of 97 Borda designations. Every anifmx from 
the site being studied  wm  examined. and a minimal amount of analytic 
data on tach om was  recorded and is contained in the  Amlytiud 
Catalogue (Vol.3). The data from the Analytical Calnlque and the 
Artifact Description Sheets along with the infomation fran the 
available site records  has been  used to prrpa~ a summary for each site 
(Vd.2). (NOGAP) 
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U-308919 
A preliminary report on the NOGAP arcbaeoiogical field 

training programme,  Drum  Lake : the 1985 seasou / 
Hanks, C.C. Pokotylo, D. Archaeological  Survey of 
CSllada. 

[SA.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1986. 
78 p. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

2636) 
(NOGAP project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP  area) 

Document not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
D m  Lake was chosen a tminiig site on the h i s  of known 
Mountain Dene use patterns and because there were reliably  rcportcd 
historic sites in the area, Fifteen sites were recorded,  seven of which 
contained stone tools and detritus. Three sites contain artifacts separated 
by discontinuous layers of volcanic ash. Seven sites wen testcxcnvated 
and 2037 lithic artifacts were recovered. A s u m m l y r  of the phpicpl 
geography of Drum LaLe and a segment  on site distributim and 
m o u r n  use is included. An occupation extending back 1,200 y a m  is 
indicated and there is evidena of a shift in settlanent patterns between 
the prehistoric and historic period. (NOGAP) 

U-308927 
Archaeological research in the Mackeazie Delta region / 

University of Alberta De#. of Anthropology. Le Blanc. 
RJ .  Archaeological  Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

[SA.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1988. 
89 p. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological Survey of Canada, no. 

3059) 
(NOGAP  project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Document  no^ seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
Report of the results of archaeological inventory and test excavation on 
the Tuktoynkruk Peninsula and Cape Bathumt  peninsula. Surveys in the 
former am covered Toker Point, Warren Point,  Hutchinson  Bay and 
t e r r a a s  along a palaecl-channel south of McKinley Bay. NkTj-1 was 
tested in the latter nren and produced a Northwest Microblade 
assemblage.  On the Cape Bathurst peninsula. work w u   u n c k a c n  
along the Old Horton River  channel. and 51 sites wen lwated and 
tested One, ObTv-1, was located near the Lagoon site on Banks Island 
and  produced a late  Palameskimo amemtdage. The second.  ObRw-11, 
produced an assemblage with serrated endbladca  which suggests n 
possible early palameskimo Independence 1- like occupation. The 
location of  many of the sites an the Old Hodon River channel is 
situated in a region where a glassy fused rock was being produced by 
spontaneous combustion of organic rich mudstona. The material was 
being exploited for tool production by  Palacoeskimo  and possibly other 
cultures in the area. (NOGAP) 

u-308935 
Engigstciak  revisited, final report  to  contract no. 

16WdM-103 / Ludowicz, D.G. Archaeological  Survey 
of Canada. 

[S.l.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1987. 
8 v. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological Survey of Canada, no. 

2915) 
(NOGAP  project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 

archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

do cum en^ not seen by ASTIS, Citationfiom NOGAP. 
OONMM 
T h i s  report mcem the extant collection of the Engigstciak site 
(NiVk-1) which is  housed at the M C .  Specific goals include assessing 
the integrity of available documentation, and determining future 
mearch and  management  needs for the collection. 'Ihc repolt also 
reconstructs the cultud unitr w phase8 defined by MacNcish.  Material 
collected by MacNeish in the 19508 wndtutes the majority of the 
specimena. The collection includss a hrge pqot t ion  of lithicn as well 
u bone d antler M s .  wry and a faunal sample. About 500 
additional artifam were m l l W  by D. Clark in 1976. (NOGAP) 

u-308943 
Report on the 1990 NOCAP field season : Archaeological 

investigations at Whltelish  Station (NfVc-l), Yukon arctic 
c w t  / Morrison, D.A. Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1990. 
17 p. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological S w e y  of Canada, no. 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological rBoource management system within  the 
NOGAP  area) " 

3333) 

Document nd seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
This site.  located w the edge of the Delta at its mort northwesterly 
extmne, was  reported by MacNeirh in 1954 who noted cmc or more 
house depressions.  wilh long entrance passages. Artifac~a ncwercd 
during his tat-excavatians included a Thde type 2 h a w  head and 
Bpmnw Curvilinear p e r y  which suggested that the  site  was of lhule 
affiliation dating to ktween AD 1,oOO to 1,400. Quantities of s e a l  bone 
suggested that the site. whidr is now 3 km from the open sea. was 
cloaer to the sea when  occupied. Excavations in 1990 did not s u p p a  
thi6 interpretation. Two fertunr were excavated  one was a recent 20th 
century cabin which was destroyed by fire, the h e r ,  while p h b l y  
prehistoric. waa not identiikd as to function. It may have been a 
natud feature used au a tent platform. The author condudes that this is 
the si te  mentioned by MacNeish  but he cannot corrobornte a 'Ihule 
nffdiatim or a dependence on seals. The author speculates that the 
colltctim ascribed by MacNeish to this location actually derived from 
another unknown locality. (NOGAP) 

U-308951 
Report on Iglulualuit site excavations, 1987 / Morrison. D.A. 

Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 
[S.I.] : Archaeological Survey of Canada, 1987. 
12 p. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

2935) 
, (NOGAP  project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archmlogical resowce  management system within the 
NOGAP area) 

Documtit MI seen. by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
The Igluluduit site (NIRu-1) is touted n few km north of the mwth of 
tho (new) Hmm River, on the western m a t  of Franklin Bay.  It is one 
of the largest pmhirtoric Inuit villages known from the CaMdinn 
Arctic.  It comprises the m a i n s  of at least 30 sod and driftwood 
houses distributed over a distance of 800 m. Excavation connntmtcd 
MI two of the more southerly hour-. Just  under 400 nfiifacts were 
recovered, including poncry, harpoon heads, grwnd and chipped stone 
end and side blades, scrapers. fish hook  shanks. fish spear pmgs ,  and 
broken  whalebone mattocks. An estimated 6.000 faunal elancnu were 
also collected. The rnifacts resemble those from other Western Inuit 
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siks including Kittigarnit. The two houM arc bath late prehistoric and 
date between A D .  1500 and 18M). Igluluduit CM probably be 
attributed to the Mackenzie Inuit. (NOGAP) 

U-308960 
Compte-rendu des foullles  archeologiques ellectuees sur les 

site3  NbTj-3 et NbTj-1 au lac Hyndman dtue dans la 
partie sud-ouest de la  plaine  d'Anderson,  district  de 
Mackenzie,  Territoire du oord-ouest  [Report of the 
archaeological  excavations  carried out on the sites NbTj-3 
and  NbTj-1  at  Hyndman  Lake, situated ia the  south-west 
part of Anderson  Plain, District of Mackenzie,  Northwest 
Territories] / Nolin, L. Archaeological Survey of 
Canada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1990. 
1 v. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canad4 no. 

3371) 
(NOGAP project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Addendum  to  Pilon 1990. 
Text in French. 
D o c u ~  rrot seen by ASTIS. Citation pom NOGAP. 
OON" 
Les fwilles  archedogiques effectuees sur le site NbTj-3 demontrent 
qu'il fut rcoccxlpe a de nombreuses reprises. Cenrinr vestiges  suggercnt 
sa frequentation possible jusqu'a la pcriode historique.  Par rilleun, il 
aurait ete utiIise cunme lieu de collccte et  de taiine de materiaux 
lithiquw ainsi que de site d'habitation. Sa position geognphique 
exceptionelle, et la demuvcrte de tanoins culturcla sur des surplombs 
s h e s  a plus de 30 metres d'altitude qui danimnt l a  plans d'cau 
environnants, now suggercnt qu'il aumit pu ctre utilise cunme 
ptumontoire p u r  sumiller les deplacanents des caribous. La prernce 
de materiaux lithiques "exotiques" sw cc lieu d'habitaticm ncw porunt 
acroirr que des grouper qui I'm occupe etaient en conhcb avm des 
populations et/ou des regions eloignces du lac H p d m ~ .  La b m e  
intervention archeologique sur le site NbTj-1 a pcnnis de h o m e r  
qu'il fut aussi reacupe et utilire wtnmc site d'habiiion (presence 
d'wtilr et d'une grande quantite de rcatca fauniqn), 
vrairmblablement jusqu'a In periode pnhisrorique rcccnte. (Au) 

U-30897% 
Report of the  1990  NOCAP  archaeological fkld activities in 

the  southwest  Anderson Plain and in the  Mockende 
Valley,  District of Mackenzle,  Northwe3t  Territories / 
Pilon, J.-L.  Archaeological Survey of Canada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 1990. 
1 v. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A  cnordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

3371) 

Addendum  by  Luc Nolin, 
Dmument not seen by M I S .  Citation from NOCAP. 
OON" 
Excavations undertaken at NbTj-9 md NbTj-17 on H y n d m   W t e  
confirmed the octupation of these l d i t i e s  by gmup rclakd to the 
Ardic S m d  Tool tradition (ASTt). "his brings the number of such 
sites on Hyndman Lake to thm. Links with the coastal m e  in the 
vicinity of Cape Bathurst peninsula are cmfimcd with the discovery of 
vesicular clinker debitage at NbTj-17. While the acquisition of I d  
raw materials at NbTj-9  is inferred by the profusion of cores, nodular 
fragmcnu and debitage, the collectim from NbTj-17 is nlativcly 

I 

modest and consists primarily of the m a i n s  of Mplementa 
debitage associated with reshupcning and final shapiig. The differen s 
between thc two situ may indicnte ~easonal differences. Thus, the th e 
ASTt sites likely aaert lo a wmplcx adaptation to the interior n er 
than a casual prcserm. Continued site s u m y  in the SW Anders r 
Phii resulted in the discovery of an additional 7 sites, for a total of 
111 sites since the NOGAP bcgan work in this r e g i a  Semi- 
s u b ~ ~ m c p n  structures, most of which arc provisionally interpreted as 
the m a i n s  of winter dwellings. now number 53 for the entire 3W 
Andenon Plain. Before the NOGAP work only m e  such strudurc was 
known. (Au) 

U-308986 
Report of the 1988 NOGAP archaeologkal field activities in 

the  southwest Anderson Plain and  in  the Mackenzk 
Valley, Didrkt of Mackenzie,  Northwest  Territories, 
volume 2 / Pilon 3.-L. Archaeological  Survey of 
CUllada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological Slnvey of Canada, 1989. 

(Manuscript report - Archaeological Survey of Canada, no. 

(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A  coordinated  attempt at developing M integrated 
archaeological  resource  management system within the 
NOGAP area) .t 

107 p. 

3039) 

Document m seen by ASTIS. Cilarion from NOGAP. 
OON" 
Repon of h e  mplc t ion  of two Hyndman Lake rites f w d  io 1987 as 
well as the continuation of the initial site survey of the H y n d m ~  M e  
area, and surveys of Big Wanan Lake and Spillway m e ,  located 
upstream fnnn H y n d m ~  W e .  Of the 19 sites examined, 17 cmtahed 
evidence of past human  use. One in particular had rffinities with the 
ASII. Excavation yielded an ASTt ansemblage in good association with 
a h e a h  feature radiorarbon dated to 3390 4- 255 B,P. Elsewhere on 
Hyndman Lake, the presence of a bladdmicrobl*dc industry was 
confirmed. Ihe Thunder River site located at the mouth of the ' I h d e r  
Riwr was revisited. (NOGAP) 

u-308994 
Report of the 1987 NOGAP archaeokrgkal field activities in 

the  southwest  Anderson  Plain,  District  of  Mackenzie, 
Northwest Territories,  volume 3 / Pilon, J.-L. 
Archaeological Survey of Canada 

[S.I.] : Archaeological Survey of Canada, 1988. 

(Manuscript reprt - Archaeological Survey of Canada, no. 

(NDGAP  project  no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeolo%y : 
A coordinated attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

85 p. 

2912) 

Docummr no1 seen by ASTIS. Citorion fiom NOGAP. 
OON" 
Repon of the third season of NOGAP  fieldwork undertaken in the 
southwest Anderson Win. Lac a la Truite - excavation and testing d 
MlTk-2 and 3 and site s w c y  in the western ponion of the lake and 
elsewherc in h e  SW Andenon plain. Excavation of the NlTj-2  sdmi- 
subtcmncan feature, Hyndman Lmke - survey and identification of 10 
sites. Thitty site l d i t i c s  were examined, 27 with evidence of me by 
man. The total number of semi-subterncan features known f m n  the 
SW Andeman  plain is now 34: 17 werc discovered during the 1987 
season. Two of these were exclvated and two others wen  extensively 
tested. Thew featurcs date to the last millenium. Evidence for dlder 
occupations was also discovered. Twenty-seven new sites wen 
identified. five were revisited and collections were made a~ 18 o b .  
(NOGAP) 
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u-309001 
Report of the 1986 NOGAP  archaeological field activitia in 

the  southwest  Anderaan  Plain  and in the Mackenzie 
Valley,  volume 5 / Pdon, J.-L. Archaeological  Survey of 
Canada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological Survey of Canada, 1987. 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological Survey of Canada, no. 
2700) 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

3 4  P. 

Document n ~ l  seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Report d the second s e n s u ~  of fieldwok in the southwest Andem 
Plaii. A number of previously known sites (5) were misiled in order 
to collect  additional information  and 18 new sitel wee f m d .  Semi- 
subterranean house pits were discowred on four of thc revisited sites. 
Two  other house piu were discovered on one of tha newly  discovered 
sites.  Most of the new sites consist of thii s w c n  of fmd m a i n s  
and Lithic debitage and o c c a s i d y  evidence of combustion  activities. 
Most  of the sites appear to relate to the late prehistoric period. 
OJWAP) 

u-309010 
Assessment of landscape  archaeological  potential  in  Tenlon 

[sic],  Sandy and Jiggle Lake NOGAP are- volume 1 / 
Terrain Analysis and  Mapping  Services  Limited. 
Rampton, V.N. Archaeological Survey of Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1987. 
27 p. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada,  no. 

(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

2899) 

D o c u m  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Results of a study  undertaken  during the summer of 1987 to map and 
predict the archaeological  potential of landscape  within  the Tcnltn blce 
area. and the  Sandy Lake and  Jiggle Lnke are= l@ on the 
Anderaon Plain ne= Travaillant Lake. 'Ihe a r c h d o g i d  potential and 
numerous identifiers for the  landscape units arc givm cn map 1 and 2, 
Tables 1 and 2 provide geomorphological  facton affecting ocfupations, 
preservation and discovery, age, archoeologid poccntial md category 
for each landscap unit, ie. grouping the unit  according to gemtic 
origin,  landscape  position and common archamlogical potentid 
OVWAP) 

U-309028 
General  comments on geological  factors rc archaeolaglcal 

potential,  Beaufort sector of  NOGAP  project,  volume 2 / 
Terrain Analysis  and  Mapping  Services  Limited. 
Rampton, V.N. Archaeological Survey of Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1987. 

(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 
2899) 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing an  integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

6 P* 

Documd M1 seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
G t n e d  comments on geological factors regarding archaeological 
p o t u n i a l  in the Beaufort sector. Yukon consral plain,  southern Richards 
Iaiand. Palaeo-McKinIty ch-1 and adjacent environs, Capc Bathurst 
peninsula,  Harrowby  Bay,  Old  Horton channel, Hmon River. Also 
general camments regarding archaeological potential ratings and further 
geological input. (NOGAP) 

u-309036 
A report of aerial photography and photographic 

interpretation In support of the Northern Oil and Gas 
Action  Plan (NOCAP), archaeological  assessment of the 
Lancaster Sound region, N.W.T., volume 1 / Roy, P.H. 

Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 
[S.I.] : Archaeological S w e y  of Canada, 1987, 
118 p. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

293 1) 
(NOGAP project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarlmn  archaeology : 

A coordinated attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resome management  system within the 
NOGAP area) 

Doctunenl nol seen by ASTIS. Cilation from NOGAP. 
OON" r 
Aerial phaqnphy and photographic interpretation of known and 
unhown archaeological  sites in the Devon lsland/Lancaster Sound area. 
A h  100 miles of rhdinc w u  photographed using two film types 
flown at four rcales, producing 312 line miles of phologmphy. Includes 
thee areas: Muwell Bay and Croker Bay an the  south  coast of Devon 
l d d  and v a r i o u s   p a n s  of the nonh CWI of Bdeur Peninsula. Baffii 
Island. Comparison studies of M area ground searched  in 1985 
(Muwell Bay) and "blind  tclting"  of the 1987 ASC-CMC field area 
(Cmker Bay) wtrt un&n*ken.  Report  includea site and photo cms- 
index and u i l o  I d l y  work sheeta  indicating each site. number of 
features  at each site and including geanolphic modifws, description 
and cmuncnts where appliurblc, (NOGAP) 

* *  

u-309044 
Interim re* for contract no, 16304m-052 : NOGAP 

assessment  of  the  Lancaster  Sound  region : an 
archaeological survey of  the  suuthwest  coast of Devon 
Idand h m  Wellington Channel to Stratton  Inlet, volume 
1 / Sutherland. P.D. Archaeological Survey of Canada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1985. 
88 p, 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

(NOGAP project no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated attmpt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management system within  the 
NOGAP area) 

307) 

D o c u m  nd seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Report on helimptet and walking s u m y s  and test excavations of 
a r c h a d o g i d  rims dong the southwest ccast of  Devon Island from 
WeUingtan Channel to Stmttm Inlet. Over  150  sites l d ,  h e  
majority  fmm the  air. Pnliminary results: lengthy occxlpatid history 
for the southwest c a ~ t  of Devon Island. late Darnct is the most 
substantial presence. although hen arc ruggesticms  of M earlier 
Pdaewskimo occupuion and indicatims of an  early  and late mule 
scalcrncnt. In addition.  19th  and 20th century Inuit sites were  recorded. 
The vast majority of sites were located on or neat LPncaster Sound. No 
sitcr  welc 1-d from Le interior a m s  surveyed. Sites ranged from 
single  canponcnt to multi-ponmt and from individual isolated 
features  to  settlemum containing 40 features. 'Ihe site types found 
suggcst multi-utilizplion.  Artifacta include late Donet lithics and art 
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specimens, Thule harpoon  heads,  and historic anifrcu in metal. 
WJOGAP) 

U-309052 
NOGAP assesment of the Lsncsster bund  region : an 

arthaeological survey of the  southeast coast of Devon 
Island From Stratton Inlet to Cape Sherard / Sutherland, 
PD. Archaeological  Survey of Canada 

[S.l.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1987. 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological Survey of Canada, no. 
3018) 

(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management system within  the 
NOGAP area) 

44 P. 

Document rial seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Report of a preliminary reconnaissance of the Lrnclsmr Sound coast 
between Straton Met and Cape Shetard was completed by helicopter. 
Approximately 100 p~viously unreported situ were recorded: the 
majority of these were aerially observed. Surface collections were made 
at six sites. At Lmieux Point, near bsse camp, test excavations werc 
conducted at two previously mprted Neocskimo rites. Preliminary 
survey  results indicate a lengthy occupation of the smthwest coast of 
Devon Island. The most substantial presence in this arm is  Neoeskimo, 
but there is evidence of  both  Dorset and earlier Palaeocskimo 
occupations.  A separate pilot pmject using acrid @otographic 
techniques for site identification was canid out by Paul Roy in 
mnjunctim with this s u m y  work. (NOGAP) 

U-309060 
Northern Oil and Gag Actlon Plan  assessment of the 

Lancaster Sound region : a baseline study of the 
archaeological remurces / Sutherland, P.D. 
Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 1988. 
173 p. + 1 atlas. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

3379) 

Document  not seen by ASTIS. Citation fiom NOGAP. 
OONMM 
While the emphasis of the NOGAP-Archaeology project is upon the 
Mackenzie  VaUey/Beaufon Sea region, the project is also mcerned 
with the Nonhwest Passage, M a m  that would be part of thc mast 
l i e ly  tanker route to the east coast of North America or to Europe. In 
h i s  study, the archaeological r e a u m x s  of Lancrster Sound, the 
easternmost p r t i m  of the Nonhwest Passage, arc inventoried and 
assessed in terms of bolh research and management cwsidetatims. The 
focus is upon the south coast of Devon Island, where two seams of 
archaeological survey  and  limited test excavatians, u m c d  as part 
of the NOGAP-Archaeology  project. have revealed a rich  and lengthy 
occupational history.  Detailed baseline information i s  provided for wcr 
250 archaeological sites on the s o u t h  coast of Dcvm Island In 
addition, archaeological data for penincnt areas of Cornwallis, 
Somerset, Baffn and Bylot islands is  reviewed. (Au) 

u-309079 
Pre-NOCAP Neoeskimo collections Prom the greater 

Mackenzie  River  Delta / Swayze, K. Archamlogical 
Survey of Canada. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of Canada.  1991. 

1 v. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no! 

3372) 
(NOGAP project no. E01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OONMM 
The pufpose of this study was to review the pre-NOGAP data base fot 
Neocmklmo sites in the greater Mackmzie Delta  region in &r to 
updrtc NOGAP F i s ,  Prior to NOGAP research the ASC had reports of 
79 Neoerkirno sites in this area  two general areas where Ne&skimo 
material had been collected Of these 81 localities 61 haw an artifact 
collection stored at CMC and 45 of these were analysed and described 
in the course of this project. Moat collections are smdl, consisting of 
only a few artifads. however nine am relatively large and consequently 
have mom  research potential. 'Ileac cdlectiom were described and 
analysed in mom detail. In additim to colledion asr-sment, d o g u s  
sheets were updated, missing artifW noted and information concerning 
site condition and utifact prwmience was mllated. Many of the 
collections are notable because of tare wooden artifacts and because 
many of the sites from which they m e  are now destmyed by c o r d  
erosion. (NOGAP) 

U-309087 
Engigstciak  revisited / Ciq-Mars. J. MacNeish, R.S. 

[S.I. : SA.],  1988. 
I v. 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated attempt  at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management system within thk 
NOGAP area) 

(Manuscript  report - Ar&a#llogical Survey of Canada no. 
1955) 

Paper presented  at  the  NOGAP  Session of the  21st  annual 
meetings of the Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 
Whistler, B.C.. May  11-14,  1988. 

Nelson, E. Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citaiion fiom NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Threc accelerator mass spectmmeuy (AMS) 14C dates on butchered 
bison bones, togaher with other available lines of widma from the 
lower stratigraphic uniu of the "Buffalo Pit", at Engigatciak, on the 
Finh River, northern Yukon, converge to s u p e o n  the d m  that a form 
of bison procurement was being implemented by hunters along portions 
of h e  Yukon Coasral Plain bctwccn 9,800 and 9,400 B.P.,  i.e. in earlk 
Holocene times. These daw d o w  us to stress the importance of the site 
in our understanding of cultural history in this region and tu 
contemplate the possibility of investigating funher p r l y  known 
aspeds of cultural adaptive systems in  a nolthwestcm Arctic 
environment shonly after the end of the late glacial. (Au) 

u-309095 
The  Trout  Lake  archaeological locality : a northern Yukon 

site cluster / Boreal Institute for Northern  Studies.  Greer. 
S. Archaeological  Survey of Canada [Sponsor]. 

[S.I. : s.n.1. 1988. 
9 P. 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  mchacology : 

A coordinated  aaempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system within the 
NOCAP  area) 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Can& nQ. 

Paper presented at the NOGAP Session of the 21st annual 
meethgs of the Canadian Archaeological hwciation, 

3020) 
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Whistler, B.C.,  May 11-14, 1988. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OON” 
A reanalysis  of mllectians from L e  Trout  Lake area af northern Yukon 
challenges the integrity of what has become known as the type site of 
the British  Mountain culture. The main Trout Lake site (NfVi-10) is 
seen as a mixed, multi-canpent deposit and its so-called  British 
Mountain  component is interpreted as lithic workshop debris. The 
mUGctims from both  NfVi-IO  and the Northeast site (Nevi-9). the 
other main so-called British  Mountain site in the Trout M e  area, 
features artifacts assignable to a number of different prehistoric 
cultures: the most easily recognizable of these arc lowl variants of the 
Denbigh, Choris and Norton  western Palaeoeskimo cultures. (Au) 

U-309109 
Mackenzie Inuit  prehistory as Seen from the  Washout  Site 

(NjVi-2)  Herschel Island, Yukon north coast, volume 5 / 
Hunston, I. Archaeological Survey of Canada. 

[S.I. : s.n.1, 1986. 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 
2587) 

(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing  an  integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Paper  presented  at  the NOGAP Session of the 19th annual 
meetings of the  Canadian  Archaeological  Association,  April 
26  1986. 

10 p, 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Paper  includes a discussion of previous archaeological work  on 
Herschel  Island  by Stefannson in 1909 at Osborne Point,  MacNeish’s 
Firth River survey, testing of historic house rnomds  at Pauline Cove by 
Millar (1972), Bockstoce’s excavations of two histotic house features at 
Pauline Cow. and finally, Yorga’s Washout site excavations of 1977 
and 1978. Followed  by a discussion of the 1985 exclvation results  at 
Washout: anifact assemblage. faunal specimens, sediment deposits, 
house  construction details. Continued discussion of cultural affdiation 
(Western Thule Nunagiak  phase). (NOGAP) 

U-309117 
Archaeological  reconnaissance and test excavations In the 

Mackenzie  Delta-Beaufort Sea region of the NOCAP 
study area / University of Alberta. Dept of Anthropology. 

Le  Blanc, R.J. Archaeological  Survey of Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

[S.I. : s.n.1, 1988. 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada,  no, 
3021) 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing an  integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Paper  presented  at  the NOGAP Session cf the  21st  annual 
meetings of the Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 
Whistler. B.C., May  11-14, 1988. 

10 p. 

Dmument not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
’Ihis paper deals with the results of archaeological investigations which 
have  shed  new light on the prehistory of the Mackenzie D e h  Region 
of the Nonhwest Territories. In particular, test excavations were 
conducted  at several sites, among them a microblade and burin sile 
(NkTj-1)  situated on a late Pleistocene palaecwhannel 011 the 
Tuktoyaktuk  Peninsula,  and two Arctic Small Tool tradition (ASTt) 
sites  located  in a dense cluster of 34 sites on L e  Old Honm Channel 

on the Cape Bathurst  Peninsula. The assemblage from NkTj-1  is 
thought to represent a Northwest Microblade tradition component, 
although there may bc evidence of potentially earlier material. Of the 
two ASTt sites, one (ObRv-I) is dearly related to a distinctive. late 
A S n  variant found at the h g m n  site (OjIU-3) on Banks Island. The 
other ASTt site (ObRw-11) has materials which  suggest an early 
Palaeoeskimo. Indepcndence 1-like occupation. Finally, the location of 
many of the sites on the Old Hoitm River channel is situated in a 
region where a glassy and vesicular fused rock is W i g  produced by 
spontaneous combustion of organic-rich mudstones. ’Ihis material was 
being exploited for tool production by Palaeoesltimo, and possibly other 
cultures in the region. (Au) 

U-309123 
The later prehistory of Amundmm Gulf / Morrison,  D.A. 

[S.I. : s.n.1, 1988: 
15 p. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 

1948) 
(NOGAP project  no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A  coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological rewurce management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Papr presented  at  the NOGAP Session of the  21st  annual 
meetings of the Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 

Archaeological Survey of Canada 

Whistler, B.C., Miy 11-14,  1988. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Archaeological excavation and cthnohistorical tradition together indicate 
the existence of a previously unrecognized Mackenzie Inuit gmp,  
living in h e  Franklii Bay area East of Cape Bathurst into the early 
historic period. They appear to have been decimated by disease and 
starvation in the c d y  19th century, with SUW~VOK fleeing west to 
Baillie Island. Funher east yet, the Amundsen Gulf coast as far as 
Dolphin and Union Strait was appnrcntly unoccupied during the late 
prehistoric pcrid, for reasons which  remain  unknown.  Previously, 
however,  it  was accupied by a Thulc culturc population which was very 
similar to that of the western Coronatian Gulf  a=. This “Clachan 
phase”  of Thule culture was pmbably at least in pan ancestral to both 
the Mackenzic and  CDpper  Inuit. (Au) 

u-309133 
Caribou exploitation at NgVh-1 (northern Yukon) / 

University of Alberta. Dept. of Anthropology. Nagy, M. 
Archaeological  Survey of Canada [Sponsor]. 

[S.I. : s.n.1. 1988. 
15 p. 
(Manuscript report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada,  no. 

1953) 
(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A  coordinated  attempt a& developing an integatd 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Paper  presented  at the NOGAP Session of the 21st  annual 
meetings of the Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 
Whistler, B.C..  May 11-14, 1988. 

Document n01 seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
hum analyses of archaeological remains at site NgVh-1, we examined 
the auivities linked to caribou hunting by the  Mackenzie  Deltn  Inuit, 
who occupied the northern Yukon site at the end of the prehistoric 
period.  NgVh-1  is a habitation site located west  of the Trail River, 
about 25 km south of the Beaufort Sea. The presence  of foetal and 
neonate caribou and of medullary bone in some ptarmigan  remains 
indicates that the site was occupied from late May until late June. 
Adivities related to bone processing, tool manufacture, and skin 
working  were  shown to  haw been carried out at the site. Analysis of 
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h e  faunal material has demonsuatod that 21 species were pnaent. of 
which caribou and ptarmigan were the most importsnt The site also 
h a s  abundant debris associated with objects ma& fmm antler and, to a 
leaser degree, with those made of bone (Au) 

U-309141 
New insights into the prehistory of the lower Mackenzie 

Valley,  Anderson  Plaln region, Northwest Territories / 
Pilon, J.-L. Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

[S.I. : s.n.1. 1988. 
11 p. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological Survey of Canad& no. 

(NOGAP  project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

Paper  presented  at  the NOGAP Session of the 21st annual 
meetings of the  Canadian  Archaeological Association, 
Whistler, B.C., May 11-14, 1988. 

3022) 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation porn NOGAP. 
OONMM 
Paper on the prehistory of the lower Mackenzie VaUey, swthwest 
Anderson Plain region;  ie. the regicm of large lakca which form the 
head waters of major streams flowing north (Kugduk Rivet), south 
(TravaiUant), east (Iquois-Comwath), and  west  (Rengleng). The 
findings of NOGAP research (1985-1987 field seasm) in this area rre 
described.  (NOGAP) 

U-309150 
NOCAP archaeology  in  the  southwest Anderson Plain  and In 

the lower Mackenzie  Valley, Northwest Territories / Pilon. 
J.-L. Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

[S.I. : s.n.1, 1987. 

(Manuscript reeport - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 
28S6) 

(NOGAP  project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated atkmpt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Paper  presented at the  NOGAP  Session of the  20th  annual 
meetings of the  Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 
Calgary, Alta., April 22-26  1987. 

10 p. 

Documer~ not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
During the first four years of the NOGAP Archaeology Project, 104 
new archaeological sites were found in the southwest Anderson  Plain. 
These sites are generally characterized by  thin lithic scatters comprised 
mainly of undiagnontic debitage. In spite of the frustrating nature of the 
region's archaeology, elements of a local culture-history UTC emerging. 
Many  of the sites attest to the late prehistoric Gwich'in ocrupation of 
the  region. Earlier cultural remains have been found  which mlate to the 
use of the area by the Arctic Small Tool tradition, and a second. non- 
ASTt. microblade manufacturing group.  Although exhmal relatianships 
can be drawn, at present, it appears more ftuitful to identify and define 
local culture-historical parameters.  (Au) 

U-309168 
A Palaeo-Eskimo site at Hyndman  Lake,  Anderson  Plain, 

N.W,T. : implications  for our understanding of ASTt  land 
use patterns in the  western  Canadian  Arctic / Pilon, J.-L. 

Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 
[S.I. : s.n.1, 1990. 
1 v. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeologica:  Survey of Canada no. 

3368) 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integra 

NOGAP area) 
Paper  presented  at  the  23rd  annual  meetings of the  Canadi 

1990. 
Document nd  seen by M I S .  Citation from NOGAP. 
O O N M M  
An a r t y  Palaeo-Eskimo canponcnt. dating to 3390 +I- 255 was 
discovered while innatigating a hte prehistoric Athapukan semi- 
SU~ICITNEM house feature at Hyndman Lake, 110 h cast of Inuvik 
N.W.T. The Am assemblage consists of implements with  a  marked 
Alaskan character. The presence of  a small quantity of vesicular 
clinker, a raw material found in pmfwion on Palaeo-Eskimo sites af 
the Cape Bathurst peninsula, suggwta that the ASTt occupants Ot 
H p d m ~  Lake also utilized the rcsowces of the coastal region. Taking 
into account coastal subsidence and fluctuations in the position of the 
tree-line, the site waa likely in  a forested region at the time of tht 
ASTt occupation. It s e a s  likely thst the Hyndman Lake site represents 
an inland  component of the local ASTt annual cycle, mther than u 
hirheno undocumented  band-herd association. (Au) 

U-309176 
Geomorphology as M aid to mapping archaeolqical 

rwurces in NOCAP areas / Terrain  Analysis  and  Mapping 
Services  Limited.  Rampton, V.N. Archaeological 
Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

[S.I. : s.n.1. 1988. 
11 p. 
(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada,  no. 

1947) 
(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management system within the 
NOGAP area) 

Paper  presented  at the NOGAP Session of the  21st  annual 
meetings of the  Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 
Whistler, B.C., May 11-14 1988. 

Docurnew n d  seen by ASTIS. Citdion from NOGAP. 
OON" 
By incoprating air photo and surficial geology map interpretations, 
terrain units are defined. Landscape unita combine terrain units and 
other physical p m e t e n ,  such aa drainage, pFpsence  of  permafrost, 
etc.,  which arc thought to affect archaeological potential. FmaUy, 
landscape categwier based (111 geomorphology in conjunction with 
positim or geographic location allow for an effective mews of 
classifying the archaeological potential of large areas of landscape. (Au) 

U-309184 
Archaeological faunal remains f'rom the southwest  Anderson 

Plain, N.W.T. / National  Museum of Natural  Sciences 
(Canada).  Zooarchaeological  Identification  Cen&ee. Still, 
L.A. Archaeological  Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

[SA : s.n.1, 1988. 

(Manuscript  report - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 
1952) 

(NOGAP project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

Paper  presented  at  the  NOGAP  Session of the 21st  annual 
meetings of the  Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 
Whistler, B.C., May 11-14 1988. 

11 p. 
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Document  not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
The analysis of 12 faunal samples colledd in the Southwest Anderson 
Plain demonstrates a clear dependence on caribou as a primary dietary 
mainstay in late prehistoric times. The semndary focus shifted 
seasonally between snowshoe hare, fish and  waterfowl. 'his analysis 
has also identified a number of bone disposal techniques which 
included burning in the domestic fire, gathering and  burial. and possibly 
disposing of the bones of certain species in a neahy lake or stream. 
(Au) 

U-309192 
Prehistoric clinker use on the  Cape  Bathurst Peninsula, 

Northwest Territories, Canads : The  dynamics of 
formation and procurement / University of Alberta.  DepL 
of Anthropology. Le Blanc, R J .  Archaeological 
Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northem  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing  an  integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

(American  antiquity : a quarterly  review of American 
archaeology, v. 56, no. 2, Apr. 1991, p. 268-277, ill., maps) 

References. 
Documru not  seen by ASTIS. Citation ftom NOGAP. 
OON" 
Fieldwork conducted on the Cape Bathurrt Peninsula,  Northwest 
Territories, Canada,  has  resulted in the discovery of 75 sites 
representing occupations spanning more than 3,000 ycara.  Nearly all of 
the sites are characterized by the predominant  use of a distinctive mck 
called a "clinker". Resembling a baralt-to&idian-We material. i t  is 
formed by the spontaneous combustion of local organic-rich shdcs. The 
fusing occurs in buming areas called ~OGIIUICS that an common dong 
the Horn River and the cliffs along the eastern shore of the peninsula. 
Despite the evidence for intensive use on C a p  Bathurst  and the more 
general Mackenzie Delta  region. none of the four potential quarry 
sources yielded evidence of a c h d  prehistoric use. T h i s  is attributed to 
the dynamic nature of the formation and erosion of the bocanncs over 
the last several thousand  years. (Au) 

U-309206 
The  Kugaluk  site and the Nuvorugmiut / Morrison, D.A. 

[S.I.] : Archaeological  Survey of  Canada, 1988. 
1 v. 
(Mercury series) 
(Paper - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 137) 
(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOCAP  area) 

Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

ISBN 0-660-10778-3. 
Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
Kugaluk (NgTi-1) is a small historic Inuit site locared near the outlet of 
the Eskimo Lakes. It consists of thrce semi-subterranean houscs. 
middens and activity areas. One house was excavated with i ts  adjacent 
midden, dong with the activity areas. From i ts  location Kugahk can be 
attributed to the Nuvorugmiut, the largest branch of the Mackentie 

lime whale hunting until about 1880, after which summer-time crrribw 
Inuit. Historic accounts suggest the Nuvorugmiut engaged in summer- 

hunting became more important. Analysis of over 45,000 animal bones 
and about 1,oOO artifads indicates that Kugaluk was occupied between 
1850 and 1875, and intensive caribu hunting was carried out. It is 
suggested that prcmmced status differences may have acrompanied 
differart subsistence choices. (NOGAP) 

U-309214 
L'expldtatioa du caribou au site de la Riviere Trail 

(NgVh-1) dam le nwd  du Yukon  [Caribou exploitation at 
the Trail River site, northern  Yukon] / University of 
Alberta. Dept. of Anthropology. Nagy, M. 
Archaeological  Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

(Musk-ox,  no. 37, 1989, p. 152-158) 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Text  in  French. 
do cum en^ not seen by ASTIS. Citation ftoom NOGAP. 
OON" 
A tnvcrs I'etude des restes archeologiques du site NgVh-1, nous 
examinemns les activitu liees a la chmsc au caribou pntiquee par les 
Inuit du delta du Mackenzie qui occupaient le nord du Yukon a la fin 
de la periode ptehistorique. NgVh-1 est un site d'habitation situe a 
I'oucat de la rivien Trail, a envim 25 km au sud de la mer Beaufort. 
k rcstes de foetus et de wuveaux-nes  de caribou ainsi que ceux de 
parties medullaires d'os de lagopdes indiquent que le site fut O C N ~  

de la fin mai jusqu's la fin juin. On a demontre que des activites liees 
au traitement des os, a la manufacture d'outils et au travail des peaux, 
fwcnt  effcctuca par lea habitants du site. Lors de I"alyse des vestiges 
fauniques, on a identifie 21 especes anhales, panni lesquelles le 
caribou et Ies lrgopcdcs sont le plua frequentes. L site contient sussi 
unc abcmdante  concent+ de debris associes a la production d'objets 
en h i s  de mribour et, dans utle moindre mesure, cewl associes a la 
pmducrion d'objets en os. (Au) 

u-309222 
Riddle at Thunder River : An archaeological detective story 

/ Pilon, J.-L. Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 
(Up here,  life  in  Canada's  north, v. 5, no. 4, Nov./Dec, 1989, p. 

4042) 
(NOGAP project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

Document not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OONMM 
The analysis of archaeological specimens gathered in 1988 at the mouth 
of the Thunder River w i n - I ) ,  lower Mackenzie Valley, indicates that 
the lofality's primary function was as a quany/workshop. Historical and 
toponymic data show that this waa likely the quarry identified by 
Alexander Mackenzie on 24 July 1789. Collections from the southwest 
Andemon  Plain contain high proportions of Thunder River siliceous 
argilliti, s m c  obtained fm beach gravels or till deposits, while some 
was obtained from primary geological dep i t s .  In colledions from 
periphcd amas, Thunder River siliceous argillite is occasionally found 
and  often consists of the end-pmducta of lithic reduction. It is 
especially interesting to confirm the presence of Thunder River 
si l inws argillite in  Mackenzie Delta Inuit sites. A critical evaluation of 
all available data shows that Alexander Mackenzie's joumal was 
relatively accurate with nspd to this lithic source. (Au) 

u-309230 
Using aerial  photography for site suwey in arctic Canada : 

The Lancoster Sound NOCAP study / Sutherland P.D. 
Roy, P. Archaeological  Survey  of Canada. 

(Canadian journal of archaeology. v. 15) 
(NOGAP project no. F.01 : Northern hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

In press. 
Documru not seen by ASTIS. Citation from NOGAP. 
OON" 
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Aerial photography is widely recognized as m e  of the moat efficient 
means of conducting a survey, particularly in inaccessible artas. 
Despite this, its application in archaeological studies  within  Canada has 
been quite limited. Since the late 1940s aerial phdography has  been 
used for mapping purposes thughout the Canadian  Arctic  with 
excellent results. In 1987, a pilot study using low level aerial 
photography for archaeological survey  was undertakm in the lancarter 
Sound  region of High Arctic Canada, as prt of the NOGAP 
Arcaheolcgy Project. T h i s  paper examines the procedure used  and the 
m a t s  obtained in the pilot study, and discusses the efficacy of this 
approach relative to conventional s w e y  methods. It concludes that 
aerial photography is a cost-effedive technique for archaeological 
reconnaissance of large and relatively  inaccessible areas in the 
Canadian High  Arctic. (Au) 

U-309249 
The NOGAP archaeology  project : a  brief  introduction / 

Cinq-Mars, J. Pilon,  J.-L.  Archaeological  Survey of 
Canada. 

(NOGAP project  no. F.01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A  coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited  by  J. Cinq-Mars 
and I.-L. Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association, no. 1, 1991, p, 1-5, 1 map) 

References. 
OORD 
This pap' briefly summarizes the reason for the initiation of the 
Northern Oil and Gas Action  Program  (NOGAP). its histwy, and 
achievements to date. The p p e r  also provides a brief  introduction to 
the collection of papers bound in this, the first occasional p a p r  of the 
Canadian Archaeological Association. (ASTIS) 

U-309257 
Archaeological field training in the NOGAP area / Arnold. 

C.D. Prince of Wales  Northern  Heritage  Centre. 
Hanks, C.C. Canadian  Parks  Service.  National  Historic 
Parks and  Sites.  Archaeological  Survey of Canada 
[Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP  project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A  coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP  archaeologicd  project : an  integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited by J. Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L. Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association,  no, 1. 1991, p. 7-13, ill.) 

References. 
OORD 
Northern  Native people have a long-standing interest in their 
archaeological heriuge, but seldom have  had  opporhrnities to participate 
in archaeological studies. The Prince of Wales Northern Heritage 
Centre received NOGAP funding in 1985 and 1986 to help resolve that 
problem by pmparing and providing archaeological field training 
PrOgramS in the hydrocarbon development area. We have found tha~ the 
key to effective training for people who  lack M academic background 
is to make archaeology relevant. This paper summarizes OUT approach 
to archaeological field training, and identifies other ways that native 
people  can participate in archaeological studiea. Bemftts which 
archaeological projeas CM derive from participolticn by native pcoples 
are also discussed. (Au) 

U-309265 
The Trout Lake archaeological  locality and the  BritQh , 

Mountain problem / Canadian  Circumpolar  Institute. 
Greer, S.C. Archaeological  Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an integrated archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited  by J. Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L.  Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association,  no. 1, 1991, p. 15-31, ill., 1 
map) 

Appendix. 
References. 
OORD 
A rcandysis of coUcctims from the Tmut LaLe ama of nonhem Yukon 
challenges the integrity of what haa become known as the type site of 
the British  Mountain  culture. The main T m t  LaLe si& (NfVi-IO)  is 
scm as a mixed, multi-pent deposit and i t s  so-called British 
Mountain  component is interpreted as lithic wokshop debris. The 
collections from both  NfVi-10  and the Northeast site (Nevi-9). the 
other main  so-called  British  Mountain site in the Trout Lake a m ,  
featurts arlifacls assignable to a number of different pnhis tdc  
cultures; h e  most easily recognizable of these are local variants of  Ihe 
Denbigh, Choris and N o m  western Palaeocskimo cultures. (Au) 

U-309273 
Engigstciak  revisited : A note  on early Holocene AMS dates 
from the buffalo  pit / Archaeological  Survey of Canada, 

Cinq-Mars, J. Canadian  Museum  of  Nature. 
Harington, C.R. Simon  Fraser  University, Dept. of 
Archaeology.  Nelson, DE. Andover  Foundation for 
Archaeological  Research.  MacNeish. R.S. 
Archaeological  Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an  integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited  by  J.  Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L.  Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association,  no. 1. 1991, p. 3 3 4 .  ill., maps) 

(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing an  integrated 
archaeological resoure management  system  within *e 
NOGAP  area) 

References. 
OORD 
Thm (accelemtor mass spectrometry - AMs) 14C dates on butchemd 
bison bones, together with other available lines of evidence from tlhe 
lower stratigraphic uniu of the "Buffda Pit", at Engigstciak, on tlhe 
Firth River, northem Yukon, converge to suppon the notion that a form 
of bison  procurement waa being implemented by hunters along portions 
of the Yukon Coastal Plain between 9,800 and 9,400 B.P., i.e. in  early 
Holocene times. These data allow US to s tms  the importance of the rite 
in our understanding of cultural history in this region  and  to 
contemplate the possibility of investigating further poorly known 
aspects of cultural adaptive systems in a northwestern Arctic 
environment shortly after the end of the late glacial. (Au) 

U-309281 
Bone and antler tools from a late  prehistoric  Mackenzie 

Inuit site / University of Alberta.  Dept. of Anthropology. 
Nagy, M. Archaeological Survey of Canada 

[Sponsor]. 
(NOGAP  archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 

research and management  approach / Edited by J. Cinq-Mars 
and  J.-L.  Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadim 
Archaeological  Association. no. 1, 1991. p. 45-54, ill., maps) 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
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A coordinated  attempt at developing  an  integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

References. 
OORD 
This paper presents the results  of a technological analysis of bone and 
antler remains from the Trail River site, in the nonhem Yukon. The 
site was notable for the heavy concentration of by-products associated 
with the manufacture of antler artifacts. 'here was also some evidence 
for the production of bone tools. The analysis was undettaken to 
determine the function of the feature where the bone Md antler 
assemblage was found. Recognition of two fypcs of gear was 
substantiated by the analysis of manufacturing techniques performed on 
the associated by-products. Personal gear (e.& arrowheads, knife 
handles), made from antler, was  manufacturcd  with ronsiderable effort 
and skill. These tools wwld have been  prepared in anticipatim of 
future caribou hunting. Situational gear (e.g. awb, scrapers), made from 
bone obtained on site, was  manufactured expediently and intended for 
immediate  use. (Au) 

U-309290 
Geomorphology as an aid to  mapping archaeological 

resouras in NOGAP areas./ Terrain  Analysis  and  Mapping 
Services  Limited.  Rampton, V.N. Archaeological 
Survey of Canada [Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP  archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited by J. Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L. Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association, no. 1, 1991, p. 55-63, maps) 

(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at  developing  an  integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

References. 
OORD 
By incorporating air p h m  and surficial geology map inkrprctations, 
hnain units am defined. h d s c a p c  units combine terrain unita and 
h e r  physical parameters, such as drainage, presence of permafrost, 
etc. which are thought to affect archaeological pdential. Finally, 
landscape categories based on geomorphology in conjunction with 
position or geographic location allow for M effective means of 
classifying L e  archaeological potential of large m a s  of  landscape. (Au) 

U-309303 
New data relating to  the prehistory or the Mackenzie  Delta 

region of the NOCAP study area / University  of Alberta 
Dept. of Anthropology. Le Blanc, R.J. 
Archaeological  Survey  of  Canada  [Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP project  no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at  developing  an  integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited by J. Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L. Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association, no. 1. 1991, p. 65-76, ill., maps) 

References. 
OORD 
n i s  paper deals with the results  of  archaeological investigations which 
have shed new light on the prehistory of the Mackenzie Delta region  of 
the Northwest Territories. In particular, test excavations WCR mductcd 
at several sites, among them a microblade  and hunn site (NkTj-1) 
situated on a late Pleistocene plaeo~hannel on the Tuktoyakmk 
Peninauia, and two Arctic Small Tod traditim ( A m )  sites located in a 
&nre cluster of 34 sites on the Old Horn Channel on the Cape 
Bathurst  Peninsula. The assemblage f m  NkTj-1  is thought to represent 
a Nwhwest Microblade tradition compent ,  although there may be 

evidence of potentially eadier material. Of the two ASTt sites,  one 
(ObRv-1) is clearly related to a distinctive. late ASTt variant found at 
t h e  h g m  site (0jW-3) on hnks Island. The other ASTt site 
( W w - 1 1 )  has materials which suggest an early Pdaeoeskimo. 
Indepcndence 1-like occupation. Pially, the location of many of  the 

' sites on the Old Hotton Riwr channel is situated in a region  where a 
glassy and vesicular fused rock is being produced by spontaneous 
combustion of organic-rich mudstones. This material was being 
exploited for tml pmdudion by Paheoeskimo, and possibly other 
cultures in the region. (Au) 

0-309311 
The later prehistory of Amundscn Gulf / Morrison, D.A. 

Archaeological Survey of Canada 
(NOGAP project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarbn archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited by J. Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L. Pilon. - Occasional paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association, no. 1, 1991. p. 77-87, ill., maps) 

References. 
Paper  presented  at  the NOGAP Session of the  21st  annual 

meetings of the Canadian  Archaeological  Association, 
Whistler, B.C.. May 11-14, 1988. 

OORD 
Archredogid excavation and ethnohistoricd traditim together indicate 
the existence of a previously unrecognimd Mackenzie Inuit group. 
living in the Franklin  Bay a m  east of Cape Bathurst into the early 
historic period. They appcor to have been decimated by disease and 
sumt ion  in the early 19th century, with survivors fleeing west to 
Baillie Island. Futther east yet, the Amundsen Gulf coast as far as 
Dolphin and Union Strait was apparently unoccupied during the late 
prehistoric period, for tcaams which  remain unknown. Previously. 
however.  it  was  occupied by a Thule culture ppulation which was very 
similar to that of the western Coronation Gulf area. This "Clachan 
phase" of Thule culture was  probably ai least in part ancestral to both 
the Mackenzie and Copper Inuit. (Au) 

U-309320 
Insights  into  the  prehistory of the lower  Mackenzie  Valley, 

Anderson  Plain region, Northwest  Territories / Pilon. J.-L. 

(NOGAP project no. F,01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system within the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 
research and  management  approach / Edited by J, Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L. Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association, no. 1, 1991, p. 89-111, ill., 
maps) 

Archaeological Slpvey of Canada. 

References. 
OORD 
During the first four years of the NOGAP Archaeology Project, 104 
new archaeological sites w e e  found in the southwest Andemon  Plain. 
These sites are generally chamtenzed by thin lithic scatters comprised 
mainly of undiagnmtic debitage.  In spite of the frustrating nature of the 
rtgion'a archaeology, elements of a local culture-history arc emerging. 
Many of the sites attest to the late prehistoric Gwich'in occupation of 
the region, Earlier mltural m a i n 8  have been found which relate to the 
use of the area by the Araic Small T d  traditim, and a scnnd, non- 
ASTI, microblade manufaduring group. Although cxkrnal relationships 
can be dmwn, at present,  it appears more fruitful to identify and d e h e  
local multure-historical parameters. (Au) 
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u-309338 
The basket case : Deciphering subsistence  patterns in  the 

southwest  Anderson Plain region,  N.W.T., in the  late 
prehistoric period / National  Museum of Natural  Sciences 
(Canada). Zooarchaeological  Identification  Centre.  Still, 
L. Archaeological  Survey of Canada  [Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A  coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP  archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach / Edited by J. Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L.  Pilon. - Occasional paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association,  no. 1, 1991, p. 113-129, ill., 1 
map) 

References. 
OORD 
?he analysis of 12 faunal samples collected in the Southwest Anderson 
Plain demonstrates a clear dependence on caribou as a primary dietary 
mainstay  in late prehistoric timea. The secondary focus shifted 
seasonally between snowshoe hare, fish and  waterfowl. ' Ih is  analysis 
has also identified a number of  bone disposal techniques which 
included  burning  in  the domestic fire, gathering and burial. and possibly 
disposing of h e  bones of certain species in a nearby lake or stream. 
(Au) 

u-309346 
Archaeologlcal site distributions on the muth coast of Devon 

Island, High Arctic  Canada / Sutherland, P.D. 
Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern hydrocarhn archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt at developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an  integrated  archaeological 
research  and  management  approach 1 Edited by J. Cinq-Mars 
and J.-L. Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association,  no. 1, 1991, p. 131-142, ill., 
maps) 

References. 
OORD 
Helicopter  and foot surveys carried out in 1985 and 1987 by the 
NOGAP-Archaeology Project, covered most of the southern coast of 
Devon Island. The 269 sites recorded reprcrent all known perids of 
prehistoric and historic occupation of the High  Arctic.  Analysis of the 
distribution of components suggests that coastal lwticms close to the 
mouths of bays  and fjords were favored by most prehistoric occupants 
of the area. Palaeoeskimo occupations appear to haw been mom 
heavily concentrated in the western portions of the coast, and Doraet 
ormpations we= panicuhrly associated with the inner c w t s  of the 
large bays  of southwestern Dcvw Idand. Neoeskio occupations were 
more evenly distributed throughout the survey area It  is poslulrted that 
these distributions can be best explained in t e r m s  of acms to differcnt 
sea ice environments and the sea mammals associated with these 
environments.  (Au) 

u-309354 
Accelerator  radiocarbon dates from the Northern Oil and 
Cas Action Plan (NOCAP) / Simon Fraser University. 
Dept. of Archaeology.  Vogel, J.S. Brown, T.A. 
Southon.  J.R.  Nelson, D.E. Archamlogical  Survey of 
Canada [Sponsor]. 

(NOGAP project  no, F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A coordinated  attempt  at  developing  an  integrated 
archaeological resource management  system  within  the 
NOGAF' area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project ; an  integrated  archaeological 

research  and  management  approach / Edited by  J.  Cinq-M s 
and J.-L. Pilon. - Occasional p a p  - Canadi n 
Archaeological  Association,  no. 1, 1991, p. 143-147, ill.) 1 

References. 
OORD 
The technique of accelerator mass spectrometry was used to provide 
radiocarbon ages for 31 bone. antler and wood  samples. The nampks 
were sufficiently large (0.25 - 2 g) and wellpresewed that routine 
preparative procedures could be used. We encountered no unusual 
problems, and so we are confident that the  results obtained arc reliable. 
(Au) 

u-309362 
Appendix I : NOCAP AMs dates / Cinq-Mars, J. [Compiler], 

(NOGAP project no. EO1 : Northern  hydrocarbon archaeology : 
A  coordinated  anempt at developing an integrat&d 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(NOGAP archaeological  project : an integrated  archaeological 
research and management  approach / Edited by J. Cinq-Mws 
and  J.-L.  Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Cmaditm 
Archaeological  Association,  no. 1, 1991, p. 149-154) 

Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

References. 
OORD T 

Appendix I offers a mmpilation of all the cmunents made by varionrr 
researchers on w r  first seriea of 31 AMS 14C dates. (NOGAP) 

U-309370 
Appendix II : NOGAP bibliography / Dale,  R.J.  [Compiler], 

Pilon,  J.-L.  [Compiler].  Archaeological Survey of 
Canada 

(NOGAP  project no. E01 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 
A  coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP  area) 

(NOGAP  archaeological  project : an  integrated  archaeologiaal 
research  and  management  approach / Edited by  J.  Cinq-Mws 
and  J.-L.  Pilon. - Occasional  paper - Canadian 
Archaeological  Association,  no. 1, 1991, p. 155-159) 

OORD 
Appendix I1 consists of a detailed listing of dl available documents 
produced to date, d i d y  or indirectly, by and/or for the NOGAP 
Archaeology Project. The list includes in-house  reports. conference 
papem as well as titles of publications derived fmm NOGAP funded 
work. It provides the  reader  with a realistic measure of the activities 
carried out during the first part of the project. (NOGAP) 

U-309648 
Qikiqtaruk 1990 : archaeological  investigations on Herschel 

Xsland, Yukon Territory / Friesen. T.M. Yukon 
Territory. Heritage  Branch. 

Heritage  Branch, 1991. 
[Whitehorse, Y.T.] : Yukon  Territory,  Dept.  of Tourism, 

v, 110 leaves : ill.,  maps ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.18 : North  coast  heritage  research  and 

Appendices. 
References. 
YWA, OORD, ACU 
"he god  of h e  1990 field season of the Qikiqtaruk Archaeology 
Project was to investigate Inuvialuit lifeways m Herschel Island before 
the incursion of Eum-American whden in the 1890s. To this end, the 
author excavated two large Inwialuit winter houses at Pauline Cove, 

protection) 
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the largest prehistoric and historic archaeological site on Herschel Summaries arc provided for Each listing. Key reference words: Herschel 
Island.  One house yielded anefacts representative of a late prehistoric Island, north Yukon, .arctic whaling, missionaries. Yukon native people. 
occupation,  with no evidence of contact with  Euro-Americans, The trading, trapping, arctic exploration, archaeology, palaeontology. (Au) 
artefacts and faunal remains f n m  this house indicate a significant 
reliance  on ringed seal, with additional use of caribou, fish. and 
migratory  birds. The second house yielded quantities of trade goods, as see ab B-207632, T-309400, u - 3 ~ 9 5 ,  u-308897, 
well as traditional artefacts, which together suggest an occupation just 
prior to the arrival of American whalers in 1890. T h i s  second amfact U-308919,  U-309206, U-309222,  U-309320, U-309648. 
assemblage indicates that proto-historic Inwialuit of ljerschel Island 
lived a traditional lifestyle, as indicated by the many  hunting. fishing, 
and household implements which are made of locrrlly-available 
materials  such wood, bone, ivory, and ground  slate.  Only a few 
EumAmerim artefact types were imported by the occupants,  primary 
among  which arc breech-loading rifle technology  and omnmental 
artefacts such as glass beads and buttons. (Au) X - GENERAL 

u-309737 
Iglulualurniut  prehistory : the lost Inuit of Pranklln Bay / 

Hull, Quebec : Canadian  Museum of Civilization, 1990. 
vii. 201  p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm. 
(NOGAP  project no. F.O1 : Northern  hydrocarbon  archaeology : 

A coordinated  attempt  at  developing an integrated 
archaeological  resource  management  system  within  the 
NOGAP area) 

(Paper - Archaeological  Survey of Canada, no. 142) 
(Mercury series) 

References. 
ACU 
Archaeological excavation and ethnohistorical tradition together indicate 
the existence of a previously unmcognizcd Mackulzie Inuit gmup, 
living in the Franklin Bay area east of Cape Bathunt into the early 
historic period. They appear to have been decimated by disease and 
starvation in the early 19th century, with suwivon fleeing west to 
Baillie  Island. Funher east yet, the Amundaen Gulf coast as far  as 
Dolphin  and  Union Strait was apparently unoccupied during the late 
prehistoric period, for Rasons which  remain  unknown.  Previously. 
however, it was  occupied  by a Thule culture population  which was very 
similar to that of the westem Coronation Gulf ama This "Clochan 
phase"  of Thule culture was probably at least in part ancestral to both 
the Mackenzie and Coppr Inuit. (Au) 

Morrison, D. Archaeological  Survey of Canada. 

ISBN 0-660-10794-5. 

See also: S-309621, V-309656, X-309389. 

V - HISTORY 

V-309656 
Dawson daily news, 1899-1920 : index and summary / 

Tosczak, J. Yukon Territory.  Heritage  Branch. 
Whitehorse, Y.T.) : Yukon  Territory, Dept. of Tourism, 

Heritage  Branch, 1991. 
I1691 p. ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project no. G.18 : North  coast  heritage research and 

protection) 
YWA, OORD. ACU 
The r r p t  represents a partial index  of the Dawson  Daily  News fmm 
its founding in 1899 to December 1920. The areas of focus are topics 
relatin8 to nonhem Yukon, including Hershel Island. arctic whaling. 
missionaries, trappinghading, arctic exploration, Yukon native poples, 
and archaeological and palaconlological discoveries. In total, there are 
414 newspaper listings, cross referenced by more than 100 key  words. 
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X-190314 
NOGAP  bibliography / Canada. Northern  Oil and Gas Action 

Program. 
VOI. 1 (August 1986)- . 
[Ottawa] : NOGAP Secretariaf  Constitutional  Development  and 

v. ; 28 cm. 
ACU 
This bibliography mtains citatims and abstracts for published and 
unpublished repons d . ' o t h e r  producu completed under the Nonhem 
Oil and Gas .Action P m g m  (NOGAP) from its inception in the 
summer of 1984 .... There ituns have been funded wholly or partly by 
NOGAP. One of NOGAP's operating objectives is to make its produds 
widely known and available. ... (Au) 

Strategic  Planning  Branch, DIAND. 1986- . 

X-195499 
Hydrocarbon  development : a Yukon perspective : An 

annotated bibliography of sources available in the Yukon 
Archives / Cameron, N.P. Yukon  Territory. Dept of 
Education. Libraries and Archives  Branch. 

Whitehorse, Y,T. : Yukon  Archives, 1986. 
viii, 536 p, ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G,02 : Beaufort  hydrocarbon  information 

ACU. YWA. OORD 
This bibliography was compiled to provide grratcr accessibility to the 
vaat ammt of informatian related to northern hydrocarbon 
dwelopmcnt that is available in the Yukon Archives. 'Ihe geographic 
emphaair of the bibliography is on Yukon and the Beaufon Sea, but 
material dealing with the Nonhwert Territories and Alaska is also 
included There arc 1015 entries of bolh publish4 and unpublished 
works heid in h c  Archives. including mwqmphs, articles in bodm, 
government and consultant rem, manuscripts and c o p r a t e  records. 
(Au) 

acquisition and processing) 

X-211672 
NOGAP bulletin 1987/88 : annual  review of NOGAP 

Ottawa : DIAND. NOGAP Secretariat, 1987. 
27 p. ; 28 cm. 
Contents: 1. The program and its adminisbation. - 11. NOGAP 

projects by participant ... Indian and Northern  Affairs 
Canada, Fisheries and Oceans, Environment Canada, Energy, 
Mines and Resources  Canada,  Transport  Canada,  Canadian 
Museum  of  Civilization,  Agriculture  Canada,  Government of 
Yukon Territory. Government of the  Northwest Territories. 

projects / Canada. Northern Oil and Gas Action Program. 

ACU 
T h i s  repn is the third MnUd review of Norlhem Oil and Gas Action 
Program (NOGAP) projects, updDting the second bulletin issued in  May 
1986.  It provides a brief description of NOGAP-funded projects to be 
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X - GENERAL I 

started or continued during 1987-88. One of  NOGAP's  operating 
objectives is to make its activities widely known. 'Ihis volume  is  issued 
in support of this objective. It was compiled by the NOGAP 
Secretariat, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada with the assistance of 
Helen Ludlow, Federal-Territorial Relations Division,  Northern  Affairs 
Program,  DIAND. (Au) 

X-211699 
NOCAP bulletin 1986187 : annual review of NOGAP 

Ottawa : DLAND, NOGAP Secretariat, 1986. 
32 p. ; 28 cm. 
Contents: 1. The Program and its  administration. - 11. NOGAP 

projects by participant ... Indian and Northern  Affairs 
Canada,  Fisheries  and  Oceans,  Environment  Canada  Energy, 
Mines  and  Resources  Canada,  Transport  Canada,  National 
Museum of Man,  Agriculture  Canada,  Government  of  Yukon 
Territory,  Government of the  Northwest  Territories. 

projects / Canada.  Northern Oil and Gas Action Program. 

ACU 
NOGAP is derived fran the first facet of the federal government's 
dual-faceted northern hydrocarbon dwelopment strategy; that  is, 
implementing a federalhenitorid coordinated and accelerated socio- 
economic, environmental and technical research and planning  program 
to support government regulatory, policy  and  program responsibilities 
and to achieve a state of preparedness for northern hydmarhn  
producticm. _.. (Au) 

X-287709 
Hydrocarbon development - a Yukon perspective : an 

annotated bibliography of sources available in the Yukon 
Archives,  volume 2 / Raines, MR. [Compiler].  Yukon 
Territory. Dept. of Education.  Libraries  and  Archives  Branch. 

Whitehorse,  Y.T. : Yukon  Archives.  Libraries  and  Archives 
Branch, 1988. 

x, 569 p, ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. G.02 : Beaufort  hydrocarbon  information 

acquisition  and  processing) 
Available  at:  Yukon  Archives,  Libraries  and  Archives  Branch, 

Dept. of Education,  Government of Yukon, Box 2703, 
Whitehorse, Y.T. Y1A  2C6. 

ACU 
... This  Yukon  Archives  NOGAP project is designed to acquire. 
catalogue  and  make available here in Yukon,  research  reports  and other 
literature associated with  northern hydrocarbon development, 
particulady related to the Beaufort Sea, as it impacts on Yukon. The 
compilation of this annotated bibliography of the Beaufort Sea 
collection for use by researchers, members of the business  community, 
special interest groups,  and the general public, is  an integral part  of Ihe 
project. ... Since the publication of Volume one of the bibliography, 
many  new  items have been added to the Beaufort Sea colleaion. 
Vdumc Two has  been compiled as a companion to Volume One to 
provide a bibliographic survey of,  and access to, the vest  amount of 
information  related to northern h y d r o c a h  development lwated in the 
Yukon  Archives. The geographic emphasis m a i n a  Yukon and the 
Beaufort Sea, but material dealing  with the Northwest Tenitories and 
Alaska, as well as some east coast exploration and productim material 
is also included where it is relevant. This material makes it  possible to 
draw analogies between developments elsewhere in Canada. Contained 
in the bibliography arc entries for both published and  unpublished 
woks held in the Yukon Archives, including mwographs, articles in 
M s ,  government, consultant, and corporate reports, and conference, 
worltshcp and  symposium p ~ ~ ~ d i n g ~ .  As with Volume One. time 
limitatims did  not permit the inclusion of serida, periodicair. 
newrpapers or, with very few exceptions, pamphleu. "he 911 entries in 
the  bibliography have been grouped alphalxtidy by title within a 
series of  broad subject categories .... (Au) 

x-308501 
Northern Affairs Program : environmental research : 

projects, 1969-1987 / Shaw. B. Canada. Dept. of Indian 
Affairs  and  Northern  Development  [Sponsor]. 

Development, 1987. 
[S.I.] : Canada. Dept. of Indian Affairs and  Northem 

iv, 64 leaves ; 28 cm. 
(NOGAP project  no. A.07 : Offshore  environmental  ecosystems 

Appendices. 
This  report is to be updated  annually. 
OORD, NWYIN 
This report cmtains a listing of all contracts funded by the Northem 
Environment Directorate and its predecessor. the Arctic Land Use 
Research Program, since 1970. Where the contractor prepared a report, 
the report number is given in the fmal c o l u m n  of the table and 
appendix contain the =port numbers. titles and authors. This report wUI 
be updated annually. (Au) 

monitoring) 

X-309389 
NOCAP bulletin 1990/1991 - 1991/1992 : review of NOGAP 

projects / Canada Northern  Oil  and  Gas  Action Program. 
Ottawa : DIAND, NOGAP Secretariat, 1991. 
63 p, ; 28 cm. 
Contents: I. The program  and  its  administration. - II. NOGAP 

projects by participants:  Indian  and  Northern Affairs Canada, 
Fisheries  and  Oceans.  Environment  Canada,  Energy, Mines 
and  Resources,  Canadian  Museum  of  Civilization, 
Government  of Yukon Territory,  Government of the 
Northwest  Territories. 

Introduction  is  translated  into  French. 
ACU 
This repon is the fourth review of  Northern Oil and Gas Actidm 
Program (NOGAP) pmjeds. updating the third bulletin issued in May 
1987. It provides a brief description of NOGAP-funded projects to be 
started or mntinued during the fiscal yeam 1990/91 and 1991192. (Au) 
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Fort Simpson, N.W.T.  1-308498, S-207918 
Fort Simpson  region, N.W.T. C-308560.  1-281212 
Foxe  Basin, N.W.T.  1-210021 
Franklin Bay (69 45 N, 126 00 W), N.W.T.  1-195260 
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1-204188,  1-210676, 1-309653, N-210650,  S-309621, 
T-309400. U-309109,  U-309249,  U-309648 

Herschel Island  waters, Y.T. B-308439,  1-203815, 

Hdman, N.W.T. R-309591,  R-309672 
Hwton River region, N.W.T. U-308404,  U-308927, 

Husky Channel region, N.W.T. U-308897 
Hutchison  Bay, N.W.T. 8-207357, 1-292168 
Hutchison  Bay  region, N.W.T. U-308927 
Hyndman  Lake region, N.W.T. U-308960,  U-308978, 

Inuvik, N.W.T. E-210447,  E-210455,  E-292303, 

N-210650 

U-308951,  U-309028,  U-309117,  U-309249 

U-308986,  U-309168 

E-292311,  E-292320,  E-292338,  L-207888,  R-292494, 
R-309591,  R-309672.  S-207861,  S-207870,  S-210706, 
S-292486 . 

Inuvik region, N.W:T. 8-291811.  B-308471,  U-207802 
Isabella Bay, N.W.T. 1-291960 
Jacobs Ridge, Y.T. B-308412 
Jean  Marie River  (Settlement), N.W.T.  1-308498 
Jiggle Lake region, N.W.T. U-309010 
Jones  Sound, N.W.T. 8-207667 
Kay  Point, Y.T. A-206814,  T-309400,  U-207802, 

King Christian Island watem, N.W.T.  13-308722, 

King  Point, N.W.T. G-308579,  G-308587 
King  Point, Y.T. A-206814,  B-207330,  B-308412, 

B-308650,  D-308609,  P-210579,  T-309400 
King Point  waters, Y.T. B-207535.  B-207578 
King William Island, N.W.T. R-309672 
Komakuk Beach, Y.T. T-309400 
Kugaluk River (69 08 N, 130 58 W)  region, N.W.T. 

Kugmallit  Bay, N.W.T. 8-308439, B-308692 
Lac La Martre (Settlement), N.W.T.  I-3OM98 
Lancaster Sound, N.W.T. B-308811,  D-208841, 

Lancaster Sound  region, N.W.T. U-308404,  U-309036. 

Langton Bay region, N.W.T. U-309737 
Lemieux  Point, N.W.T. U-309052 
Liverpool  Bay, N.W.T. D-308595 
Liverpool Bay region, N.W.T. U-207802 
hugheed  Idand waters, N.W.T. B-207705,  B-308722, 

Mackenzie Bay,  N.W.T. 1-195260 
Mackenzie  Bay,  N.W.TN.T.  D-308595,  D-308609 
Mackende Bay region, N.W.T.N.T. 8-309664, 

A 

U-309303 

8-308765, B-308820 

U-207799.  U-207837 

G-210331,1-188298,  1-299529,  L-207381.  U-309346 

U-309044,  U-309052,  U-309060,  U-309230,  U-309249 

B-308765,8-308773.8-308790, B-308820 
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D-308595 
Mackenzie  Delta, N.W.T. A-308714,  B-291803, 

B-308676,  B-308706,  D-309494,  D-309540,  F-281271, 
1-207721,  1-208795,  1-208825,  1-292222,  1-292257, 
1-292575,  J-309680,  4-210722,  R-189804,  R-189871, 
R-208787,  R-210757,  U-207764,  U-308404,  U-308854, 
U-308870,  U-309079,  U-309117,  U-309257,  X-195499, 
X-287709 

Mackenzie  Delta, N.W.T.N.T. B-308692,I-208817 
Mackenzie Delta, Y,T. U-308943 
Mackende Delta  region, N.W.T. B-308641,  U-309249, 

Mackenzie Estuary, N.W.Tfl.T. B-308439,  B-308692, 

Mackenzie Mountains, N.W.T. U-292613.  U-292621, 

Mackenzie  River, N.W.T. B-291790,  B-308439, 

U-309303 

D-309524,  D-309532,  H-292095,  1-210277 

U-292630 

B-308641, B-308692,  D-80420,  D-292648.  D-309478, 
D-309494,  D-309532,  D-309540,  D-309761.  D-309770, 
D-309788,  F-281271,  F-292036,  F-292133,  1-208795, 
1-210277,  1-281212,  1-308480,  1-308498,  1-309559, 
1-309567,1-309680,Q-210366,Q-210374,Q-292079, 
Q-292141,Q-292150 

Mackenzie River region, N.W.T. B-206822,  B-308471, 
C-291854,  C-308528.  C-308544,  C-308552,  C-308560, 
C-309729.1-208795,1-292214, J-292567.  4-308510, 
4-308536, U-207772,  U-207810,  U-308838,  U-308846, 
U-308870,  U-308889,  U-308897,  U-309141,  U-309150. 
U-309222,  U-309257,  U-309320 

Mason  Bay, N.W.T. D-309427 
Mason River, N.W.T. D-308595 
Maxwell  Bay  region, N.W.T. U-309036 
McKinley  Bay (69 56 N, 131 10 W),  N.W.T. B-207357. 

McKinley  Bay (69 56 N, 131 10 W) region, N.W.T. 

Melville Island, N.W.T. 4-167614 
Melville Island waters, N.W.T. B-308773 
Melville Sound region, N.W.T. 1-292591 
Middle North X-211672,  X-211699,  X-309389 
Miner River, Y.T. U-207837 

G-308587,1-292168 

U-308927,  U-309290 

N.W.T. 1-204390,  1-207977,  1-207985,  1-210714, 
J-207390,1-207942,  Q-208019,  Q-210730.Q-291986, 
R-116696,  R-208000,  R-210692,  S-207926,  X-190314, 
X-211672,  X-211699,  X-308501,  X-309389 

Nares  Strait, Creenland/N.W.T. D-208841 
Norman  Wells, N.W.T. 1-281212,Q-210366,Q-210374, 

Norman  Wells  region, N.W.T. (2-292001,  (2-308528. 
R-309672 

C-308544,  C-308552,  Q-207560,  Q-308510,  Q-308536, 
U-308870 

North Head (69 42 N, 134 26 W), N.W.T. A-206814, 

Northwest  Passage 1-293555,  J-207608 
Northwest  Passage  region U-309060 
Nomegian Bay, N.W.T. B-308730,  B-308757,  B-308781. 

Nunaluk Spit, Y.T. G-308587,  1-292230,  T-309400 

G-308579,  G-308587 

B-308820 

Osborne Point, Y.T. U-309109 
Parry Channel, N.W.T. B-292370 
Paulatuk, N.W.T. R-309591,  R-309672 
Pauline Cove, Y.T. U-309109 
Peel Channel region, N.W.T. U-308897 
Peel  River, Y.T. D-80420 
Pelly  Bay  (Hamlet), N.W.T. R-309672 
PeUy Island, N.W.T. G-292087 
Phillips Bay, Y.T. D-308595 
Prince Leopold Island, N.W.T. 1-210404 
Prince of Wales Strait, N.W.T. 1-207527 
Prudboe Bay, Alaska 1-309567 
Ptarmigan Bay  region, N.W.T. T-309400 
Pullen Island, N.W.T. (3-308587 
Queen EUmbetb  Islands, N.W.T. 4-167614 
Queen Elizabeth Islands  waters, N.W.T. B- 

Queens  Channel, N.W.T. B-292370 
Radstock Bay region, N.W.T. U-207780 
Rat  River region, N&.TJY.T. U-207764 
Resolute  Bay, N.W.T. 1-207454 

D-208833 
,308811, 

Richards  Island, N.W.T. B-207098,  F-210420,1-292257, 
U-207802,  U-207829,  U-308846,  U-308889,  U-309028, 
U-309290 

Richards  Island waters, N.W.T. B-308692,I-208795, 

Richardson Mountains, N.W.TJY.T. U-207764 
Richardson Mountains, Y.T. 1-292451 
Running River  region, Y.T. B-308412. T-309400 
Sachs  Harbour, N.W.T. R-309591 
Saths Harbour (Settlement), N.W.T. R-309672 
Sandy Lake  region, N.W.T. U-309010 
Separation, Point (67 36 N, 134 05 W)  region, N.W.T. 

Shallow  Bay (68 50 N, 135 40 W), N.W.T. D-308595 
Shallow  Bay (68 50 N, 135 40 W) region, N.W.T. 

Shtrard, Cape, N.W.T. U-309052 
Shingle  Point, Y.T. B-308412.  T-309400 
Sitidgi Lake region, N.W.T. U-308846 
Slave  River, N.W.T. B-291838,  D-80420 
Somerset  Island, N.W.T. U-309060 
Sophia  Channel, N.W.T. B-292370 
Spence  Bay  (Settlement), N.W.T. R-309672 
St. Lawrence River, Canada/US. G-2q1756 
Stokes Point, Y.T. A-206814,  T-309400 
Stratton Inlet region, N.W.T. U-207780,  U-309052 
Tenlen Lake region, N.W.T. U-309290 
Thunder River  region, N.W.T. C-308560,  U-306495, 

Toker  Paint, N.W.T. G-308587,  U-308927 
Trail River (69 08 N, 138 22 W), Y.T. U-309281 

4-202908 

U-308862 

B-308706 

U-308986.  U-309222 
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Trail  River (69 OS N, 138 22 W)  region, Y.T. U-299707, 

Travaillant  Lake region, N.W.T. U-207772,  U-309010, 

Trout Lake (68 49 N, 138 44 W) region, Y.T. U-308404, 

U-309133 

U-309290 

U-309095,  U-309265 
Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T. A-206814,  E-292338,  L-207900, 

R-210641,  R-309591,  R-309672.  S-207896,  S-292478 
Tuktoyaktuk  Harbour, N.W.T. D-309427.1-207675, 

1-207691,  1-207713,  1-207730,  1-207748,  1-292168, 
1-292176,  S-292478 

Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula, N.W.T. B-308633.  B-308676, 
B-308692.8-308706, B-309664,1-208825,1-292222, 
U-207802,  U-308846,  U-308927,  U-309117.  U-309249. 
U-309303 

Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula waters, N.W.T. B-308633. 

Tuktoyaktuk region, N.W.T. B-308471 
Tulugaq  River repion, Y.T. U-308862 
Victoria Island (71 00 N, 110 00 W), N.W.T. 1-207527 
Viscount  Melville Sound, N.W.T. B-308773.  B-308790 
Warren Point (69 45 N, 132 18 W), N,W.T, U-308927 
Wellington Channel, N.W.T. B-292370.  B-308749. 

Wellington Channel region, N.W.T. U-207780 
Willow River (68 08 N, 135 15 W)  region, N.W.T. 

Winnipeg, Lake,  Manitoba 1-308480 
Wrigley, N.W.T. 1-308498,  S-207918 

1-207721.1-208795 

B-308790,  B-308803,  B-308820 

B-308412 

Y.T. 1-292460,  J-207390,  J-207543,  L-291919.  N-292435, 
Q-210730,Q-291986,  R-11223,  R-189812,  R-189820, 
R-189839,  R-189847,  R-189855,  R-189863,  R-210528, 
R-210536,  R-210544,  R-210552,  R-210587,  R-292389, 
R-292397,  R-292400,  R-292419,  R-292427,  R-292443, 
R-308390,  U-309290,  V-309656,  X-190314,  X-195499, 
X-21  1672,  X-21  1699,  X-287709,  X-308501,  X-309389 

Y.T., Northern B-308692, B-3C9664,1-204188.1-210676, 
1-291994,  1-292265,  1-309567,  1-309630,  1-309699, 
1-309702,1-309710,  P-210579,  U-207764,  U-207802, 
U-207829,  U-299707,  U-308404,  U-308900,  U-308935, 
U-309028,  U-309087,  U-309133.  U-309214.  U-309249, 
U-309273,  U-309281 

Zama, Alberta C-308528,  C-308544,  C-308552, 
Q-308510,Q-308536 
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